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Abstract
Despite evidence that 90% o f violent crimes are committed by men, higher education 
professionals and researchers still understand relatively little about the process by which 
male students acquire the attitudes, knowledge, values and skills which serve as deterrents 
to perpetrating violence against women and against other men. Men Against Violence is a 
peer advocacy organization at a large, public Research I institution in the South which 
focuses on the special and unique responsibility men have to end violence. Through 
participation in a wide array o f service learning, community action and leadership 
opportunities, MA Vmembers challenge cultural norms which link masculinity with violence. 
Types of violence targeted by MA V  include: fighting, domestic violence, rape, vandalism, 
hazing, harassment, hate crimes, homicide and suicide.
Utilizing a sociological, public health perspective that incorporates theories of 
masculinity and models of student development, this dissertation is a case study o f the 
organization Men Against Violence. It examines the ways in which a close-knit association 
o f men generated and sustained an organizational culture that encourages and rewards non­
violence among its members, as well as begins to reframe traditional conceptions of 
masculinity. Subjects for this study consisted o f the eight male students who comprised the 
1997-1998 Executive Board of MAV. Primary research questions were:
(1) What are the characteristics o f an organizational culture of non-violence that 
is created and maintained among a close-knit group of male college students?
(2) How can higher education professionals, particularly women, facilitate the 
process o f creating such an organizational culture?
vii
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Chapter 1 addresses methodological concerns in the dissertation; Chapters 2 and 3 
review current literature regarding men and campus violence; Chapter 4 provides a historical 
narrative o f the founding and development of MA V\ Chapter 5 presents cultural themes which 
emerged during content analysis o f data from ethnographic interviews and participant- 
observation; and Chapter 6 offers theoretical and practical implications o f the study.
viii
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Chapter 1. First Things First, Or How I Became a 
Woman Working With Men
Returning to the Public Health Tradition
This dissertation documents both the evolution o f a campus peer advocacy 
organization known as Men Against Violence [MA V\, the healing ofmy souk and the teaming 
that took place for eight men and myself It is no mistake that I was drawn to health 
education as a profession and to campus violence as an area o f research interest. During the 
spring semester o f my first year in college, I was raped by a sophomore fraternity member. 
At the time of the incident, I was incapable o f defining my experience as sexual assault. I 
became a peer health educator on campus two weeks after the rape, and after two years o f 
informing others about the reality o f alcohol, sex and violation, I found the courage to name 
my experience and joined the ranks o f survivors.
This is a dissertation about a central and defining aspect o f my professional 
experience, and it is work that I take personally. Herman (1992) has written about survivors 
and social action:
Most survivors seek the resolution o f their traumatic experience within the 
confines o f their personal lives. But a significant minority, as a result o f the 
trauma, feel called upon to engage in a wider world. These survivors 
recognize a political or religious dimension in their misfortune and discover 
that they can transform the meaning o f their personal tragedy by making it the 
basis for social action. While there is no way to compensate for an atrocity, 
there is a way to transcend it, by making it a gift to others. The trauma is 
redeemed only when it becomes the source o f a survivor’s mission (p. 207).
1
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In my case, the course o f social action I have selected is education and advocacy. In so much 
as I have been able to make an impact on the eight officers o f MA V that I worked with during 
the course o f my dissertation research, I have fulfilled a part o f my “survivor’s mission.”
Like many other survivors o f sexual assault, I became a vocal activist in the movement 
to make streets, homes, campuses — and dates —  safer for women. Always, the marches, 
speak-outs and rallies were packed with the feces o f dedicated women and dominated by the 
voices o f passionate women. A token male was present every now and then at these events, 
silently and hesitatingly supporting the cause at the risk o f being labeled effeminate, gay or 
“mama’s boy” by men disengaged from the movement.
For a survivor, this energy and commitment from women was supportive and 
strengthening, as well as blinding and all-consuming. I found that we frequently discounted 
the perspectives o f  men and sometimes excluded men altogether from the work o f prevention, 
even though men were the perpetrators o f nearly all o f the crimes against us. Some women 
even refused to listen to testimonies o f how men have themselves been hurt by violence, 
failing to recognize the insidious way in which violence among men fuels violence by men 
against women. Implicitly, these women believed that men’s experiences were not as 
legitimate as their own. Men were the enemy; they were who we were fighting; how could 
we trust their motives? Perhaps these women adhered to a philosophy o f feminism which 
“concentrates on the development o f a counter-culture, a woman-centered world wherein 
participants have little contact with men” (hooks, 1984, p. 26), rather than a feminist ideology 
which strives for a fundamental transformation o f  society into one which embraces equity and 
non-violence.
2
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The anti-male undercurrent has resulted in three damaging trends which I have 
witnessed with respect to violence prevention at the campus level: (1) the almost universal 
use o f the term “violence” as a  synonym for sexual assault, to the exclusion o f other forms 
ofviolence, including fighting among men and homicide; (2) the proliferation o f the myth that 
“all men are potential rapists,” followed by the corollary that therefore, “all men are bad;” and
(3) the reluctance o f  women, as well as o f men, to incorporate the experiences and realities 
o f men as both perpetrators and victims o f violence. Unfortunately, says Berkowitz (1998), 
the sentiment o f suspicion towards men in the field o f violence prevention has permeated 
research and practice in institutions ofhigher education to such an extent that, “Men, feeling 
reviled, are retreating from campus leadership in this area.” This is an unfortunate state o f 
affairs, as a key underlying assumption of this dissertation is th a t men are a critical and 
fundamental p a rt o f the partnership against violence.
Men perpetrate most o f the violence against women, and men perpetrate epidemic 
levels o f violence against each other, as well. In fact, men constitute 90% o f the perpetrators 
of violence (Miedzian, 1991). Throughout the history o f the anti-rape movement, many well- 
meaning educators have targeted risk-reduction messages at potential victims — 
predominantly women —  while providing few o r no educational programs targeted 
specifically a t men. It is not that teaching women how to defend themselves safely, to 
communicate assertively, or to handle weapons appropriately isn’t important; rather, it is 
insufficient. I f  we are to live up to the truth o f sexual assault and assert that no woman ever 
asks or deserves to be raped, then we need to stop telling women how to “prevent” their own 
rapes and instead refocus our precious energies and resources towards the source o f the
3
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problem. Primary prevention1 in the purest sense proscribes stopping potential perpetrators 
— those most in control o f their own actions — from committing violence in the first 
place.
There have been some attempts at providing co-educational programs in order to role 
model effective sexual communication skills between men and women. There have been even 
fewer attempts at providing programs in all-male settings; almost all o f these interventions 
have been developed from women's perspectives. For example, the Men Against Rape 
program at Tulane University is actually comprised o f fairly equal numbers o f male and female 
students; the award-winning Sexual Assault Peer Educators [SAPE\ at Brown University 
(Simon, 1993) and Athletes fo r  Sexual Responsibility at University o f Maine (Caron, 1993) 
are also coeducational. Exceptions include Mentors in Violence Prevention [MVP] at 
Northeast University, a program that uses male-athletes to teach each other about domestic 
violence prevention (Katz, 1995), and Men Stopping Rape, Inc. at University o f Wisconsin- 
Madison, a non-profit organization consisting o f both college and community men striving 
to end sexual violence. Yet, even these exceptions still solely address violence against 
women. Several extensive literature searches and internet “fishing expeditions” that I
1 Prevention refers to the process whereby specific action is taken to prevent or reduce the 
possibility o f a  health problem or condition development and to minimize any damage that 
may have resulted from a previous condition. There are three levels o f prevention. Primary 
prevention involves stopping the health problem or condition before it occurs; secondary
prevention refers to early detection o f symptoms and early intervention to deter escalation 
o f the health problem; and tertiary prevention includes treatment, rehabilitation and relapse 
prevention to minimize negative consequences, further disability and early death (Modesto,
1996).
4
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conducted yielded no campus programming efforts or educational media materials that 
addressed other forms o f violence, e.g., fighting, hate cranes, homicide.
Again, it is not that the work o f preventing sexual violence against women is not 
important; it is critically important That public health and higher education professionals have 
finally recognized the seriousness ofsuch crimes is the culmination ofmany years o f advocacy 
and political action on the part o f feminists and their allies. R ather, I am insisting that the 
voices and efforts of willing, caring men be invited and welcomed into the anti-rape 
movement, and that the anti-rape movement be expanded to include the anti-violence 
movement.
In my own educational and professional experiences, I have observed that the broader 
field o f health promotion and the subfield o f violence prevention that it subsumes are based 
on the principles ofinclusivity, empathy and empowerment. I argue that as a profession, we 
have strayed inadvertently from these values in so much as men have felt alienated, unfairly 
judged and disenfranchised from anti-violence efforts. Our job is to empower both men and 
women to do the work o f violence prevention. I also argue that our profession has strayed 
from its public health roots by isolating perpetrators from victims, and by artificially focusing 
on one type o f violence almost to the exclusion o f all other types— even though their causes, 
correlates and sequelae are interdependent and cyclical Health education and similar fields 
such as social work have historically refuted the medical model which separates and 
compartmentalizes human experience (for example, we see a cardiovascular specialist for 
chest pain, a psychiatrist for stress and anxiety, and an ophthalmologist for vision problems 
— even though all three presenting problems may have the same underlying cause), and have
5
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instead adopted the interdisciplinary approach o f public health (Loupe, 1991). Public health 
is the science and art o f preventing disease, prolonging life, and promoting health through 
organized community efforts focused on the sanitation o f the environment, control o f 
communicable infections, education in personal hygiene, organization o f medical services, and 
the development o f the social system to ensure everyone a standard o f living adequate for 
maintenance o f health (Modesto, 1996). Public health focuses primarily on the health o f 
populations, communities and organizations rather than on just individuals and is committed 
to social responsibility. Usually public health is concerned with a health problem, based on 
the assumption that the social, physical and political environments play major roles in the 
amelioration o f the problem (Modesto, 1996). Public health also presumes an 
interrelationship between all aspects o f wellness —  emotional, physical, spiritual, social, 
environmental, intellectual and occupational (Hettler, 1980) —  and recognizes overlapping 
causation among a wide range o f public health challenges, including violence, substance 
abuse, teenage pregnancy, AIDS, poverty, racism, and homelessness. Violence is a  complex, 
sociological phenomenon that can only be tackled and beaten when its various parts are 
regarded as a whole.
When I critique the profession o f campus health education, I include myself in those 
being critiqued. I, too, have succumbed to some o f these trends and narrowed my vision. 
That is why understanding the impact o f Men Against Violence on its members — that is, 
understanding what members learn from being in MAV -  may represent a critical paradigm 
shift in how we do the work o f violence prevention. This organization demonstrates to me 
that men can be and must be allies with women in the work to end violence. From working
6
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with MA V, what I knew intuitively -  that men’s experiences are so different from those o f 
women when it comes to violence — was experienced starkly. We must therefore begin 
accounting for this difference if we wish to meaningfully reach and positively affect men. 
Until now, our society has accumulated a substantial arsenal o f technologically-advanced 
medical procedures to deal with the consequences o f violence, and it has passed a plethora 
o f state and federal legislation -  some relevant, some irrelevant -  to deal with its perpetrators 
after the feet. In advising MA V, it has become clear to me how little I know about preventing 
violence and stopping the crimes before they occur: my profession has a lot to learn. Finally, 
this group demonstrates to me that I can have hope. Even though I and thousands o f other 
women have been victimized by men, there are a plethora o f men who are tired o f being 
bystanders and willing to become part o f the solution —  indeed, to lead the efforts —  if only 
we would just trust them enough to let them.
This Is A Mighty Big Black Hole
Anyone who has completed a dissertation will understand all joking references to the 
“big hole;” that is, meaningful research at the doctoral level requires contributing to the 
literature in an area which has been studied relatively little or not at all. With the exception 
o f Miedzian’s book (1991) and Hammond and Yung’s (1993) article examining assaultive 
violence among African American men, there is a paucity o f research that focuses primarily 
and specifically on violence among college-age men; a majority o f the violence-related 
literature addresses men's violence against women, particularly sexual violence. While the 
literature is saturated with books and articles on the predictors, risk factors, correlates, 
determinants, and sequelae o f sexual assault and rape, one is at great loss to find any similar
7
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research on fighting- Similarly, there are no formal studies which examine the process by 
which men acquire values and adopt behaviors that resist violence against women and against 
other men; nor is there literature on how to teach or impart these values and behaviors. This 
is essential information for the development o f  appropriate educational programs.
If  we regard what researchers choose to study, as well as who they choose to study, 
as a cultural artifact — a reflection o f what our society values or considers worthy o f 
attention, if you will — then I could draw the conclusion that during the past two decades, 
the field o f scientific inquiry in the psychological and health-related realms has been gravely 
concerned about the victimization o f women, particularly adolescent and college-age women. 
On the other hand, the same level o f abhorrence directed at crimes o f sexual violence is not 
present when we consider men’s victimization. Except for the National College Health Risk 
Behavior Survey conducted in 1995 (Douglas, et aL, 1997) and the CORE Survey conducted 
in 1996 by Southern Illinois University at Carbondale (Presley, Meilman & Cashin, 1997), 
there is no data regarding college m en’s fighting and related issues, even though 
homicide is the second leading killer o f all college-age men and the leading killer o f African 
American college-age males) (National Center for Health Statistics [NCHS], 1996).
Violence is inarguably one ofthe most pressing public health concerns confronting this 
country and our campuses -  manifested frighteningly in the post-football game student riots 
which took place at Michigan State University in May of 1998 (Hauck, 13 May 1998). Yet, 
practitioners have failed in most cases to create effective violence prevention interventions 
or to implement risk-reduction policies which meaningfully alter the face o f violence in our 
communities. As citizens o f the United States, we exist in a culture which celebrates
8
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masculinity and admires the daring and strength o f its men. This exultation o f one o f the basic 
tenets o f manhood is exhibited in athletics, on and off the field; abroad during war and in 
home politics during times o f peace; in the workplace, home or bars; in the media, and on 
university campuses —  the training grounds o f our future leaders. Fighting and other 
raucous boyhood activities have been regarded as simply that: "boys being boys." Nevermind 
that some boys grow up and continue to engage in aggressive behavior as men. The concept 
that "boys will be boys” is so ingrained in our mindset that we seldom have questioned its 
inevitability. So, while we worry incessantly about the safety o f girls and women, in contrast, 
we as parents, teachers, and politicians have rarely doubted the ability o f men to survive injury 
and pain or to fa c e  death fearlessly. Indeed, we expect that our men do no less.
Quantitative research has produced a basic epidemiological profile to describe 
violence in the general U.S. society. Yet, quantitative methods appear to be appallingly 
inadequate in their ability to even begin fully capturing the behavioral phenomenon of 
violence; its exhibition is complex, embedded in culture and context, and subject to unknown 
psychological needs and inhibitions. Qualitative methods would yield much richer information 
about the context within which violence occurs. The qualitative studies that do exist arise 
largely from the fields o f feminism, psychology and sociology; what is missing from those 
pieces for me as a reader are the voices o f men and the stories o f men's experiences. In other 
words, if men are the primary perpetrators o f violence, how can we even begin to understand 
violence without first soliciting and listening to and trusting their perspectives?
Until recently, little attention has been given to the phenomenon of men's 
violence as a serious field of inquiry. This study will incorporate a broader definition
9
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of violence on campus that extends beyond violence against women to include “all 
behavior, ranging from verbal to physical, which by intent, action, and/or outcome 
harms another person” (Roark, 1993). Fighting, homicide, courtship violence, hazing and 
bias-related crimes fall under the purview o f this definition. In addition, I will adopt a 
relatively new approach to studying campus violence. I will focus on men's perspectives on 
and experiences with violence: as its perpetrators, its witnesses, its enablers and its victims. 
Through a combination o f participant-observation methods and ethnographic interviews, I 
intend to provide an in-depth analysis o f violence as it effects men’s lives and men's realities.
Although many behaviorists (Ardrey, 1966; Lorenz, 1967; Morris, 1967) have argued 
that aggression is biologically determined and inherent in man's nature, this dissertation 
analysis will be guided by a theoretical framework which posits culture and masculinity as the 
vehicle for understanding violence. That is, violence is not a predetermined but rather a 
learned behavior (Dworkin, 1981; Marshall, 1993; Miedzian, 1991; Montagu, 1966). The 
conceptualization o f violence as a learned behavior is consistent with both the underlying 
assumptions o f health education practice and with student development theories which guide 
higher education practitioners.
Health education is an educational process concerned with providing a combination 
of approaches to lifestyle change that can assist individuals, families and communities in 
making informed decisions on matters that affect restoration, achievement and maintenance 
of health (Modesto, 1996; World Health Organization, 1974). It is a deliberately structured 
discipline or profession that provides learning opportunities about health through interactions 
between educators and learners using a variety o f  learning experiences. This process o f
10
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learning can enable people to voluntarily change conditions or modify behavior. Health 
education is more than factual information. It includes those experiences that affect the way 
people think and feel about their health, and it motivates them to put information into practice 
(Modesto, 1996). A more in-depth review o f the various individual and social-level behavior 
change theories used in health education is provided in Chapter 4, Campus Peer Advocacy 
Groups and Men Against Violence.
Similarly, many student development theories describe the process o f students7 
psychosocial, cognitive, personality and ethical development as a continuum, along which a 
student moves in response to internal and external determinants  —  Erikson’s (1959,1963) 
eight “stages” o f psychosocial development, Chickering’s (1969) seven “vectors” o f student 
development, Perry’s (1970) nine “positions” o f intellectual development, Kohlberg’s (1969) 
six “cognitive stages” o f moral development, Loevinger’s (1976) eight “stages” o f ego 
development, or Douglas Heath’s(1978) five “dimensions” o f maturation. Furthermore, note 
student development theorists, the college environment, including the experiences, peers and 
professionals that the student encounters, can either inhibit or enhance a student’s 
development (Knefelkamp, Widick & Parker, 1978).
O f related significance, this study will examine and document the lives o f a group o f 
college males —  in this case the group comprised by the eight Executive Board officers o f 
Men Against Violence. Such details are virtually unknown to the majority ofhealth education 
and higher education professionals, even though information o f this nature is invaluable in 
designing prevention and intervention programs for men. Men on campus are joining 
numerous organizations, both formal and informal ones, many o f which afford opportunities
11
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to interact in all-male contexts. From the literature review contained in Chapter 2, Men 
Behaving Badly : The Epidemiology o f  Campus Violence and in Chapter 3, Boys Will Be 
Boys...But Do They Have To? Understanding M en's Culture, we can predict that men in 
groups are at increased risk for either participating in violence (active perpetrator), or for 
witnessing acts o f violence (passive enabler or bystander). From an ethical standpoint, it is 
unclear whether "sins o f omission" are as significant as "sins o f commission" with regard to 
violent incidents. Nevertheless, that membership in all-male groups (e.g., fraternities, 
intercollegiate athletic teams, military organizations) or affiliation with all-male networks 
(e.g., all-male residence halls) and all-male environments is associated with increased violence 
begs the question about the educational purpose that such groups and contexts serve in 
institutions o f higher education. Is allowing men on campus to join or affiliate in such a 
manner detrimental or beneficial to their leadership development and moral growth?
This dissertation will demonstrate that all-male organizations do not necessarily have 
to foster a culture which supports violence. Utilizing a sociological, public health perspective 
that incorporates theories ofmasculinity and models o f student development, this dissertation 
is a case study o f the organization Men Against Violence. It examines the ways in which a 
close-knit association o f men generated and sustained an organizational culture that 
encourages and rewards non-violence among its members, as well as begins to reframe 
traditional conceptions of masculinity. Subjects for this study consisted o f the eight male 
students who comprised the 1997-1998 Executive Board o f MA V. Primary research 
questions were:
12
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(1) What are the characteristics o f an organizational culture o f non-violence that 
is created and maintained among a close-knit group o f male college students?
(2) How can higher education professionals, particularly women, facilitate the 
process o f creating such an organizational culture?
The first research questions is a theoretical one. Its answer yields a description ofthe learning 
process through which men can begin to break the link between masculinity and violence and 
author new sex-role scripts for men. The second research question is a practical one. Its 
response paints a picture ofhow to teach non-violence and intervene within a cultural context 
o f traditional masculinity that encourages and tolerates violence.
This study is, in essence, a description o f the long-term impact o f a  campus peer 
advocacy organizations on its members, as opposed to the impact on peer audiences reached 
by its programs. (Chapter 4, Campus Peer Advocacy Groups and Men Against Violence will 
highlight the role and functions o f peer advocacy organizations.) Only four studies (Martin, 
Newman & Carlson, 1981; Russell & Thompson, 1987; Sanders, Wagoner & Thompson, 
1978; Zapka & Mazur, 1977) have assessed learning outcomes with respect to college peer 
education programs; all four studies focus on changes in audience members’ attitudes, beliefs 
and behaviors, and all are beset by methodological problems (Fennell, 1993).
So What Kind of Contact Lenses Am I Wearing?
Epistemology refers to the branch o f philosophy that studies the nature ofknowledge 
and the process by which knowledge is acquired and validated. Until recently, institutions o f 
higher learning have been dominated by the epistemological doctrine o f positivism. In 
positivism, physical and social environments exist independently o f the individuals who
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created them or who observe or study them (Gall, Borg & Gall, 1996). Observations o f this 
reality, if unbiased, constitute objective, scientific knowledge. The quintessential example o f 
positivism is the scientific method, predicated on controlled collection o f data— preferably 
quantitative —  to “prove” existence o f or explain the mechanism o f natural phenomenon 
(Gall, Borg & Gall, 1996).
However, the assumption o f an objective reality and the reliance on quantitative data 
become problematic when discussing issues o f health behavior, which have multiple 
psychosocial determinants, or when considering the abstract concepts embraced by gender 
(masculinity versus femininity). For example, research demonstrates that men and women 
vary in their interpretation o f sexual signals and thus perceive potential sexual assault 
scenarios differently (Abbey, 1982; Abbey, Cozzarelli, McLaughlin & Hamish, 1987; Abbey 
& Melby, 1986). In general, men are less likely to recognize coerced or forced sexual 
situations as such, whereas women are more sensitized to forms o f assaultive and coercive 
sex. While the latter view may be more “desirable” from a prevention agenda, both 
perceptions may be “truth” — informed by differing experiences and backgrounds. The job 
o f prevention specialists, then, is to take these “truths” and build a relevant behavior change 
intervention.
An opposing epistemological position, one that is more conducive and consistent with 
understanding the dynamics o f campus violence, is known as postpositivism. Postpositivism 
is based on the assumption that social reality is constructed by the individuals who participate 
in it; these constructions take the form o f interpretations, that is, the ascription o f meaning 
to the social environment (Gall, Borg & Gall, 1996). Features ofthe social environment are
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not considered to have an existence apart from the meanings that individuals construct for 
them. Furthermore, social reality is constructed differently by different individuals. An 
extension o f postpositivism is that individuals construct themselves —  we do not have an 
objectively real self. Each o f us constructs a self sometimes multiple selves (Gall, Borg & 
Gall, 1996). For example, we might have a created self that is totally private to us and a 
social self that is created through our style o f dress, mannerisms and other devices displayed 
to others. This social self also forms multiple selves, because we dress and act differently for 
different groups and on different occasions (Gall, Borg & Gall, 1996). Postpositivism, 
therefore, would acknowledge that one action could indeed be interpreted in varying ways. 
In addition, qualitative data —the “science” o f intuition and meaning — is valued as much as 
quantitative data in the postpositivist tradition as reliable and credible sources ofinformation.
The postpositivist perspective has implications not only for how I would collect, 
analyze and interpret the data (addressed in the next section on Methodological Issues) but 
also has implications for my role as the researcher. As a qualitative study the primary purpose 
of this dissertation is to describe the interactions o f these eight men as completely and 
thoroughly as possible so as to promote understanding about how masculinity and violence 
are interrelated, as well as to understand the learning process by which men adopt non-violent 
values and behaviors. It would be very difficult to reproduce the social context in which this 
study took place, nor would it make sense to. It would also be prohibitive to make 
predictions about a different group o f men in similar circumstances; the value o f qualitative 
research is descriptive, not predictive.
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Embedded in the description o f Men Against Violence, however, is a  reflection o f me
and my life history. That is because you are reading my perception o f  the data as it is being
collected, as well as my interpretations o f the data as it is being analyzed. I cannot divorce
myself from my preconceptions, my values, my beliefs, my experiences -  regardless o f
whether these factors are implicitly or explicitly acknowledged by me. My biases have
undoubtedly colored the entire research process, from the manner in which I framed my
research questions, to the ways in which I have chosen to organize the writing o f my
dissertation. As such, I believe it would be important to elucidate those biases which I believe
have impinged on my research, for it is these biases which form the “contact lenses” through
which I see and comprehend the data.
Alcoff (1995) addresses the issue o f speaking for or about others and identifies two
critical reasons for why doing so can be problematic:
First, there is a growing awareness that where one speaks from affects the 
meaning and truth o f what one says, and thus that one cannot assume an 
ability to transcend one’s location. In other words, a speaker’s location 
(which I take here to refer to their social location, or social identity) has an 
epistemicafly significant impact on that speaker’s claims, and can serve to 
either authorize or disauthorize one’s speech.... The second claim holds that 
not only is location epistemically salient, but certain privileged locations are 
discursively dangerous. In particular, the practice o f privileged persons 
speaking for or on behalf o f less privileged persons has actually resulted (in 
many cases) in increasing or reinforcing the oppression o f the group spoken 
for (p. 231).
With regard to A lcoffs first point, it would be important to disclose to  the fullest extent 
possible important aspects o f my social identity, particularly as they might affect, inform or 
influence the research I have conducted. First, as I already disclosed at the beginning o f this 
chapter, I am a survivor. I am a rape survivor, and I am also a survivor of domestic
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violence. I grew up watching my mother hit my father and my father shoving my mother
around; I witnessed the throwing and breaking o f precious household items; I observed
violence as a natural and inevitable outcome o f marital conflict. That I am a survivor means
that I am personally as well as professionally committed to this field o f research. In feet, that
personal commitment is what motivated me to complete the dissertation process. That I am
a survivor also means that the timing o f my involvement with MA V  was critical; just a  few
years before I became the advisor for Men Against Violence, I would have been incapable o f
working effectively with this group. I wasn’t yet at a point in my recovery process that would
allow me to do this kind o f work, which requires an ability to empathize with young men -
men the very age and demeanor o f my attacker. MA V came along at an opportune moment
in my healing process; through social action I have achieved that sense o f empowerment and
fulfillment described by Herman (1992).
I also advocate feminism. Let me begin by first defining what I mean by “feminism,”
as there are many definitions and misperceptions o f feminism circulating. The following
description o f feminism from bell hooks (1984) best captures what I mean by feminism:
Feminism is a struggle to end sexist oppression. Therefore, it is necessarily 
a struggle to eradicate the ideology o f domination that permeates Western 
culture on various levels as well as a commitment to reorganizing society so 
that the self-development o f people can take precedence over imperialism, 
economic expansion, and material desires (p. 24).
Furthermore, continues hooks, “[Feminism’s] aim is not to benefit solely any specific group
of women, any particular race or class o f women. It does not privilege women over men. It
has the power to transform in a meaningful way all our lives” (p. 26). In other words, I
believe in the inherent right o f women to be treated equitably with men and to live in a  society
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which ensures the well-being o f men and women and upholds the dignity o f all individuals. 
To the extent that violence against women and against men hinders the realization o f these 
principles, I am an anti-violence activist, and to the extent that the anti-violence movement 
coincides with feminism, I advocate fe m in ism . I use the term “advocate,” as does hooks 
(1984), to emphasize that I do not adhere in an “either/or dualistic thinking” (p. 29) to 
feminism to the exclusion o f other political movements. I also advocate the anti-violence 
movement by advising an organization consisting primarily o f men, yet this does not conflict 
with my ability to advocate for fem in ism  — a conflict that many o f my “feminist” colleagues 
do experience.
I also consider myself to be a  fem inist researcher. Again, let me clarify what I 
mean by that statement. In her introduction to the book Feminism and Methodology. Harding 
(1987) asks whether or not there is a feminist method or research. She argues that feminist 
research is not distinguished so much tty a uniquely feminist method, methodology or 
epistemology. Rather, feminist research is characterized by a process o f analysis which is 
different from traditional research. First, feminist research asks questions wbout nature and 
social life which individuals other then white, Western, bourgeois men wish to have answered. 
Says Harding,
Reflection on how social phenomena get defined as problems in need o f 
explanation in the first place quickly revels that there is no such thing as a 
problem without a person (or groups o f them) who have this problem: a 
problem is always a problemfo r  someone or other. Recognition o f this feet, 
and its implications for the structure o f scientific enterprise, quickly bring 
feminist approaches to inquiry into conflict with traditional understandings in 
many ways (p. 6).
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From this follows Harding’s second observation regarding feminist analysis: that the goal o f 
inquiry now becomes providing answers to questions and explanations for social phenomena 
which interest both women and men -  not institutions (education, medicine, law, etc.).
In the review o f the literature which follows in Chapters Two and Three, I will argue 
that very little attention has been directed towards men’s violence against each other, or 
towards understanding how it is we can teach men to be non-violent. In prevention efforts, 
practitioners have typically focused on how women can prevent their own sexual victimization 
without illuminating how it is that men (who perpetrate them) can prevent them. We also 
have a firm understanding o f the correlates associated with women’s victimization, but can 
we even begin to imagine what are the motivating, precipitating and enforcing factors in 
men’s perpetration? That my research questions have remained largely unasked up until now 
is an earmark o f feminist analysis. I am not going to ask how we can make streets safer so 
women won’t get hurt; I am not going to ask how we can improve laws so that perpetrators 
are punished. I am going to ask how we can fundamentally change (or at least begin to) men 
and men’s attitudes, beliefs and behaviors with regard to violence.
Third, says Harding (1987), feminist research is unique in that it positions the research 
in the same “critical plane as the overt subject matter” (p. 9). The researcher isn’t being asked 
to defend her or his position; rather, he or she explicitly discloses her gender, race, class or 
culture and how she/he suspects these identities have shaped the research project — bringing 
us back to AlcofFs (1995) issue o f speaking for others.
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I want to share that advocating feminism and being a feminist researcher still 
generated conflicts and tension for doing this work and conducting this inquiry. I recognize 
that some o f my earlier inculcation in a narrow feminist  political ideology that foamed “men 
as the enemy” (hooks, 1984) have in the past been barriers to my (a) ability to work with men, 
and (b) my willingness to work with men. When Men Against Violence was being founded 
in the Spring o f 1995 and I was just beginning as its advisor, I recall a phone call in which the 
director o f the local battered women’s shelter (a woman a knew as a professional colleague) 
called me and asked me if l knew about this new group forming on campus. She believed that 
it was fundamentally impossible for a group of men alone to achieve anything meaningful in 
the area o f violence prevention. When I told her that I was the advisor, she was relieved that 
a “woman would be there the keep the men honest.” That conversation greatly disturbed me; 
I remember rushing to defend the men - 1, who had heretofore only defended women, was 
placed in an unknown, and therefore uncomfortable, role. I continue to this day to receive 
this kind o f response from other feminists regarding my work with MA V: How can I work 
with an all-male group? How can a group o f men possibly “get it”? Why isn’t the group 
called “Students Against Violence?” Why doesn’t the group have more women in it? I 
confess that many o f my experiences as advisor to MA V (e.g., overhearing comments which 
sexually objectify women) have challenged my feminist sensibilities. I have sometimes 
confronted sexist behaviors or homophobic comments among the officers o f MA V; at other 
times, in an effort to maintain rapport with the men, I have chosen to wait for a more 
“teachable moment.” It would not be constructive to challenge every single comment, joke 
or action. Within me raged a struggle between my personal motivations, which are to
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challenge every act o f oppression, and my professional instincts, which are to choose my 
battles carefully because learning occurs gradually over time. I suppose that at a fundamental 
level, working with MA Vbas changed me; whereas before MA V I was strongly encamped in 
the feminist political movement, I am experiencing ambivalence as a professional with regard 
to how my feminist views inform and/or detract from my work with men in the area o f 
violence prevention. I realize that this ad m issio n  will be troubling to those readers who are 
feminist, but I  believe my internal struggle is important to share, particularly with those who 
are considering working with men in a similar venue.
I am also an Asian American woman. This identity gets to the heart o f AlcofiPs 
(1995) second concern about “privileged persons speaking for or on behalf o f less privileged 
persons.” My race and my gender both place me into the category o f less privileged persons. 
In addition, as a woman studying men, I am reversing the more common model o f men 
studying women.
My race is also a  particularly critical factor given the region o f the country I am 
working in; in Louisiana, race is a bifurcated issue in which my own racial identity is largely 
excluded. Individuals are “white,” “black” or “other.” Given that Caucasian and African 
American men have participated in equal numbers both as members and as officers in MA V 
since its inception, my ability to relate to both races was essential to my effectiveness as the 
advisor. Through a long history o f diverse personal experiences, I had developed sufficient 
cultural competencies in the areas o f verbal and non-verbal communication, norms, 
expectations, etc., to work comfortably with both young white and black males, as well as to 
understand to a certain extent the different social realities from which they come to college.
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In feet, my ethnic identity allowed me to be “racially neutral,” thus facilitating my entree 
among both the white males and the black mates; this feet was confirmed on several occasions 
through conversations with the MA Fofficers. In feet, I developed an excellent rapport which 
came naturally with all o f the officers, regardless oftheir racial background, thus allowing me 
to gain access to a wealth o f personal information about these men. Furthermore, I believe 
that cultural competency with both the black and white males enhanced my ability to collect, 
analyze and contextually interpret the data.
I am also an educator. This is perhaps the most salient aspect o f my identity at this 
stage o f my life. Since childhood I have always wanted to be a teacher, I remember “playing 
school” with my sister using recycled supplies acquired from my father, who was then a junior 
high school teacher. In college, I began working as a peer health educator; that rewarding 
experience led me to pursue graduate studies in public health and ultimately accept a position 
as a health educator at a university. I regard education as a form o f social action. I have a 
strong desire to impact others positively and help them acquire the knowledge, values and 
sk ills  necessary to promote their own health and well-being. Most importantly, I also believe 
in the ability o f all individuals to change and grow, and that this change or growth process 
must occur incrementally. As such, I frequently utilize student development theories and 
other theories o f behavior change to inform my practice as an educator. Furthermore, my 
identity as an educator is much stronger than my identity as a researcher; as such, you may 
detect weaknesses in this dissertation when methodology was sacrificed in the name of 
learning. Similarly, I was motivated to do this research more by a desire to improve our 
understanding o f teaching and learning than by a need to refine theory.
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Finally, I am also an activist. I am committed to the primary prevention o f violence; 
while I believe that it is important to provide effective treatment and rehabilitation services 
for offenders as well as appropriate intervention and support services for victims. Such 
services focus on the aftermath of violence. There are others who need to do that work; I 
am focused on reducing the need for such services. As such, I am biased towards the public 
health model, which posits that individual health status is determined against the broader 
context o f a community’s well-being. Therefore, the promotion o f health necessitates 
advocating for improved social welfare in all areas, not just health care: eradication ofpoverty 
and homelessness; dissipation ofsexism, racism, heterosexism and classism; and improvement 
of educational systems and access to them. Furthermore, I believe societal mores and cultural 
norms can either support or hinder healthful choices; those mores and norms which promote 
unhealthful behaviors must be changed. Traditional conceptions ofmasculinity and femininity 
are one aspect o f our social fabric which foster and maintain a culture o f violence. Education 
about violence prevention alone will be ineffective unless we also tackle the broader cultural 
context which supports and desensitizes us to violence.
Methodological Issues
Given that my research questions tackled issues o f culture, sought to describe a 
complex social phenomenon, and desired to understand a process o f change, qualitative 
methods o f inquiry were most appropriate. The research methodology consisted o f three
techniques: (1) participant-observations, conducted during the course o f regularly scheduled 
MA ̂ Executive Board meetings (occurring once a week), MA Vgeneral meetings (occurring
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once a month), and informal encounters with the officers (unscheduled and irregular) during 
the Fall 1997 and Spring 1998 semesters; (2) ethnographic interviews, utilizing an interview 
protocol with an approximate duration o f 1 -2 hours, with each o f the eight Executive Board 
officers (see Appendix A for a copy o f the Interview Consent Form and Appendix B for the 
Interview Protocol); and (3) document analysis, which included review of all relevant 
materials associated with the founding and three-year development o f MA V. As the advisor 
for the group, I had established considerable rapport and trust with the subjects, facilitating 
the process o f conducting participant-observations and interviews.
The type o f purposeful sampling utilized for this study was intensity sampling, based 
on Patton’s (1990) typology. That is, I selected participants to  observe and interview who 
exhibit the phenomenon o f interest intensely, and thus represented information-rich cases. 
Subjects consisted o f the eight male students who sat on the 1997-1998 Executive Board o f 
Men Against Violence, a peer advocacy service organization at a large, public Research I 
university in the Southeast. I chose these subjects because they represented the leadership 
o f MA V, and as such, spent extended periods of time together on a regular and frequent basis 
in both formal and informal settings over the course o f two semesters. Compared to general 
members of MA V, they would exhibit the types of attitudinal and behavioral changes that this 
study intended to examine. In addition, these individuals tended to have been members o f 
MA V the longest, thus increasing the likelihood that participation in the group would have 
some impact.
I engaged in what Spradley (1980) would identify as moderate to extensive 
participation while observing relevant social scenes. That is, I was present at the scenes o f
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action (e.g., formal business and educational meetings, informal social gatherings), and 
sometimes controlled the social situation. For example, I facilitated some o f the formal 
educational meetings but became more o f a quiet listener in informal social situations such as 
dining out. In both my perception and I believe horn the men’s perspective, I was integrated 
into the group o f eight men, even though my role as advisor was clearly evident. In total, 
over 200 hours o f observation were conducted, ranging from 1-5 hours at a time to 96 
continuous hours during a conference trip. Observations were conducted at various times o f 
the day and evening and on varying days o f the week.
Participant-observation field notes were recorded by hand; meetings and other events 
were not audiotaped, as I believed the use o f such equipment would be obtrusive and interfere 
with the natural process o f group interaction. O f course, when I look back and recall some 
of the more lively, enlightening and spontaneous dialogues I actively engaged in with the men 
or simply had the luck and privilege to witness, I wish I could have had a video camcorder. 
I maintained a fieldwork journal on my Franklin Planner note and calendar pages, albeit a very 
haphazard one, as entire conversations were difficult to record word-for-word: I concentrated 
more on the ideas that emerged, the conflicts that arose, the disagreements that got resolved, 
the realizations that took place, the vulnerable moments when personal information was 
shared. I remember how many times after a lively encounter with “the guys,” I would rush 
to write down my reactions in the journal. I also jotted down miscellaneous thoughts, drew 
explanatory diagrams, and notated information about informants, etc., in this journal. Every 
effort was made to record field notes using what Spradley (1980) designated as the actors’ 
native language.
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On the other hand, all interviews with informants were audio taped, then professionally 
transcribed using a  word processor. Documents pertaining to MA Vactivities were sorted and 
maintained in a filing system. Documents collected inchided anything and everything 
generated by the officers related to their service (e.g., articles written by them for the campus 
newspaper), their programming (e.g., workshop outlines), or their meetings (e.g., minutes).
Upon termination o f data collection, I then began the daunting task o f analyzing the 
data. I used the method recommended by Lincoln and Guba (1985), which includes unitizing 
and categorizing the data into various cultural themes, and then reviewing the data to ensure 
that the central categories reflect the ideas o f the respondents. Spradley (1980) defines a 
cultural theme as “any principle recurrent in a  number o f domains, tacit or explicit, and 
serving as a relationship among subsystems o f cultural meaning” (p. 141). That is, cultural 
themes are elements in the patterns that make up a culture; they are typically assertions that 
have a high degree o f generality (e.g., “Men are very competitive”), apply to numerous 
situations, and recur in two or more domains.
In writing the results o f this analysis as part o f my dissertation, I heeded Spradley’s 
(1980) point that it is important to move from the general to the particular; from an 
ethnographic standpoint, “the concern with the general is incidental to an understanding o f 
the particular. In order for a reader to see the lives o f people we study, we must show them 
through particulars, not merely talk about them in generalities” (p. 162). The ethnographic 
writing style upon which I modeled this dissertation can be found in Jay MacLeod's (1995) 
Ain’t No Makm’ It: Aspirations and Attainment in a Low-Income Neighborhood. In his 
book, MacLeod describes his experiences working as a social worker with two rival inner-city
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gangs. He becomes intimately involved in the lives o f the men he is writing about, even as 
he is able to step back and analyze the sociological phenomena that affect these men’s 
livelihoods. I see similarities between MacLeod’s relationship with his clients and my 
relationship with the officers o f MA V.
Ethical Guidelines
In his book, The Kthnographic Interview. James Spradley (1979) summarizes and 
outlines the set o f ethical principles developed by the Council o f the American 
Anthropological Association in 1971 to guide ethnographers. I applied these guidelines in 
the following ways in conducting this study.
Consider Informants First. Research about fighting, sexual assault, alcohol 
consumption and weapons use, all o f which are relevant to inquiry in the field o f violence 
prevention, could have potential public relations — and hence fiscal and political — 
consequences. I wanted to ensure that neither the consequences o f conducting my research, 
nor the results obtained, would in any way endanger the students being studied. I queried the 
informants about their concerns and interests relative to the issues o f masculinity and campus 
violence. The students were unanimous in there desire to share what they were doing on this 
campus with other colleges and universities. In addition, I wanted to know their hopes for 
the outcome or results o f the research I was conducting. In other words, I did not assume 
that students’ goals for participating in the study were the same as my reasons for doing the 
study. I did find, however, that all eight subjects were highly motivated to participate and 
shared much of my desire to gather and distribute information in what they considered to be 
an important aspect o f campus life. They also exhibited no concern about the results o f this
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study being made public. In feet, when I indicated that several journals had indicated an 
interest in publishing the dissertation, all o f them were enthusiastic.
Safeguard Informants* Rights. Interests and Sensitivities. This principle refers to the 
more proactive issue o f safeguarding informants’ interests, not merely considering them. I 
allowed informants the option o f saying things “off the record,” and such things would never 
be entered in my field notes or interview reports. I was surprised at the level o f interest all 
o f the officers displayed in the dissertation project. I believe that part o f their concern 
stemmed from a desire to help me achieve the requirements for attainment o f my doctoral 
degree. Their concern also stemmed from their own personal desires to engage in social 
action; they weren’t in Men Against Violence for me; they had joined to make a difference, 
or to heal the wounds from violence that had occurred in their own lives. I intend to give 
each o f the eight officers their own copy o f the dissertation so that they, too, can have a 
record o f what they have accomplished.
Communicate Research Objectives. This needed to occur on two levels. On the one 
hand, I needed to be honest and explicit in describing my research objectives to informants 
and gatekeepers, both to solicit their participation as well as to gamer their support. I 
couldn’t mislead individuals by being vague about the purpose and say it was a study about 
peer education when in feet I was interested in issues o f masculinity (e.g., homophobia, sex 
role socialization, relationships with women, male friendship, etc.), even though the former 
might appear more innocuous and the latter a bit more threatening. On the other hand, I also 
wanted to determine ways in which the study could be useful to informants and gatekeepers; 
I included the staff from the division o f student services who were members o f the advisory
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board —  and even the officers themselves — in the planning, design and execution o f the 
project. The officers helped me come up with interview questions; advisory board members 
indicated the types o f questions they would like answered from the study (most o f which 
matched my own interests). Ultimately, the research objectives emerged in an iterative 
process of discovery, exploration and refinement.
Protect the Privacy oflnfhrmants. At a minimum, I needed to change names, places, 
and other identifying characteristics in the final report or journal article. However, even my 
field notes could potentially become public knowledge —  for instance if they were 
subpoenaed by a court —  so it would be important to use pseudonyms there, as well. I f  by 
chance some legal suit took place during the course o f the research, say between two officers 
over an incident in which personal information o f a sensitive nature was revealed (which did 
take place in more than one instance), I would probably have to consider abdicating this 
particular research project, since information uncovered by my research would have potential 
damaging effects on all parties. Nevertheless, while every student was given a consent form 
to sign which stated that I would ensure their confidentiality, all o f  them wished to have their 
real names in the final dissertation report and in whatever future publications arose out o f the 
dissertation. To me, this desire reflected a pride in the work they were doing and in the 
organization that they were a part of.
Don’t Exploit Informants. I wanted to make sure that students, my primary 
informants, received some kind o f gain as a result o f participating in this research, otherwise 
I would be exploiting my informants. Some informants might derive inherent satisfaction just 
from participating in the research; they perhaps would feel they were contributing to the
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improvement o f campus life. Others just might derive pleasure from being the object o f 
attention and study (what I call the “Phil Donahue Effect”). Some might benefit from reading 
the final report, perhaps acquiring some insights into their lives as men, as well as their 
experiences o f violence. Still others might be reluctant to participate but might be willing to 
share information for an hourly wage or even a free dinner. I determined on the basis o f their 
feedback that the subjects were intrinsically motivated, although they were quite pleased when 
each received a $25.00 gift certificate to a popular campus restaurant —  the apparent “fair 
return” for each o f my informants.
Make Reports Availahle to Informants. It will be important to make the final report 
available to all informants in the study. Informants won’t necessarily have to read them, but 
making the reports available will demonstrate a good faith effort to ensure the integrity ofthe 
research results. In addition, knowing that participants in the study will read the report 
influenced the manner in which I wrote the report; it forced me to take extra care in 
portraying my informants and the concerns or issues they shared in a respectful, honest light. 
However, I am also hopeful that reading the report will serve as a teaching tool for the 
officers; some of my analysis and insight might help them as individuals better understand the 
ways in which masculinity and violence are linked in their own lives. I believe that a lot o f 
what occurred during the course o f meetings and informal gatherings for MA V was 
thoroughly discussed by the officers themselves, but there remain many aspects that have yet 
to be explicitly examined by them. Finally, by making the report available to them, I want 
these eight young men to know what they have contributed to my life and what I have learned 
from them.
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Chapter 2. Men Behaving Badly: The Epidemiology of
Campus Violence
Maybe There Is A “Noogie Gene” 1
A Queens, New York jury acquitted three members o f the St. John’s University 
lacrosse team, Andrew Draghi, Waiter Gabrinowitz, and Matthew Grandinetti. The three 
men were accused o f plying a woman with alcohol and making her perform oral sex on them; 
the teammates alternately used force and took advantage o f her intoxicated state. Although 
the defendants were acquitted, St. John’s University nevertheless expelled the three men on 
the grounds that each o f them was guilty o f “conduct adversely affecting his suitability as a 
member of the academic community o f St. John’s” (Bohmer & Parrot, 1993, p. 30).
Star running back for the University o f Nebraska, Lawrence Phillips, was suspended 
by head coach Tom Osborne for six games. He later pleaded no contest and was found guilty 
o f misdemeanor assault and trespassing; Phillips had assaulted his former girlfriend in 
September, 1995 (Miller, 1997).
Seven Virginia Tech University football players, among them All-American defensive 
end Cornell Brown and starting fullback Brian Edmonds, along with a former player, were 
charged and indicted by a  grand jury for beating a member o f the school’s track team in 
August, 1996. The sprinter was allegedly hit, kicked and beaten with a cane (Miller, 1997).
1 Dave Barry (1995), in a humorous look at men’s lives in the book Guide To Guvs. 
hypothesizes about the existence o f a “noogie gene” that is responsible for all “guy violence.” 
Found almost exclusively in men, the gene accounts for why guys are instinctually “seized 
from time to time with the overpowering urge to grab another guy’s head and rub his 
knuckles into it” (p. 127).
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University o f Rhode Island's President Robert L. Carothers suspended 31 football 
players who were alleged to have either watched or participated in a brutal raid on the 
campus' Theta Delta Chi fraternity on the afternoon o f Monday, October 7,1996 (Patinkin, 
17 October 1996). In addition, Carothers forfeited the Saturday, October 19, 1996, a way- 
game against the University o f Connecticut (Hodges, 18 October 1996). The economic and 
public relations ramifications o f that decision were enormous for both institutions. The 
fraternity house sustained considerable damage in that incident, and three fraternity members 
were injured sufficiently to be transported to the emergency room. The attack was apparently 
in retaliation for the ejection o f two freshmen football players who crashed a private party 
hosted by Theta Delta Chi the previous Friday (Davis, 11 October 1996). According to 
eyewitnesses, the football players chanted, "We don't give a — about the cops. We're the 
football team" (Reynolds, 13 October 1996).
Ironically, the URI football team was the 1995 New England Champions in the NCAA 
1-AA Division. Remarked Head Coach, Floyd Keith, o f his team's not-so-champion- 
behavior, "What's disappointing is that somewhere along the line, the things we value got lost. 
There was a lot o f judgment that was not the best. You never solve anything by confronting 
things as a group. Evidently, we haven't learned that yet" (Szostak, 13 October 1996). Local 
financial consultant, Mark Cruise, was amazed that not a single one o f the players involved 
"stepped up to the plate" to stop what happened. "As a player you're supposed to be 
aggressive on the field and a gentleman off the field," says Cruise, who played for URI 
football from 1977 to 1980 and went on to try out with the Dallas Cowboys and the New 
England Patriots (Hodges, 18 October 1996).
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Rape. Battery. Assault For some readers, the judgment is tempting to make: 
student-athletes believe they can get away with anything, including rape, battery and assault. 
Perhaps some readers are disbelievers: these were well-chosen incidents designed to tear at 
the walls o f the “ivory tower.” Were these incidents extraordinary, or were they common, 
usual occurrences that coincidentally made front-page news in these particular instances? 
How do we comprehend such actions on the part o f college students? One of the 
underlying premises of this dissertation is that these incidents are not significant in so 
much as who was involved; rather, the context o f the violent acts, mainly membership 
of the perpetrators in a tight-knit, all-male association is w hat is relevant. There is 
som ething essentially masculine th a t is exacerbated, which is indicative of men's lives 
and m en's culture, when men come together; understanding th a t culture will facilitate 
a better understanding both o f campus violence and of the violence which pervades 
society in general
Violence has been studied by researchers in numerous disciplines, including 
anthropology, biology, criminology, education, feminism, health education and public health, 
history, law, mass communications, psychology, and sociology. Violence -  more specifically 
domestic and sexual violence — has typically been studied and written about as if it were a 
women’s issue, a challenge to be confronted and overcome by women. Not until more 
contemporary literature do we begin to see violence also being analyzed as a men's issue, 
whereby growing up as men, men's roles and men's culture have a bearing on the violence 
men perpetrate against each other and against women.
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Men’s violence is a major concern for colleges and universities (Sherrill & Siegel, 
1989). Roark (1993) provides a conceptual framework for discussing, studying and 
understanding campus violence as a multifaceted, multidimensional phenomenon. She begins 
by providing explanations of both "violence" and "campus;" she defines violence as an 
interpersonal act rather than an act against property. Violence, she says, is "behavior which 
by intent, action, and/or outcome harms another person" (p. 10). That violence can range 
from the verbal to the physical. Under this definition, Roark includes rape, sexual/racial 
harassment, physical assault, fighting, muggings and robberies, courtship battering, hazing, 
bias-related crimes, suicide and homicide as acts o f violence which are prevalent on campus. 
Victims can be either members o f the campus community, critical constituencies o f the 
campus, or outsiders; perpetrators also foil into one o f those three categories.
Roark (1993) also analyzes the campus environment. While public media paint a 
romantic picture o f the college campus as a safe place, undergraduate institutions actually 
foster a culture in which violence can proliferate, says Roark. Indeed, this myth conveys a 
false sense o f invulnerability which may be what enables violence to occur. The 
developmental status o f college students places them at risk both for victimization and 
perpetration o f violence; traditional-age college students engage in risk-taking, are without 
parental supervision often for the first time in their lives, and subject to peer pressure. 
Campus boundaries are open and free, yet security is not necessarily a high priority for 
administrators. Roark argues that society has legitimized violence; this norm is no different 
on campus. Similarly, sexuality is entangled with violence in mainstream media (e.g., 
pornography); sex role socialization processes emphasize male aggression and female
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submission. Institutionalized patterns o f dominance, discrimination and oppression are also 
present on the college campus. Finally, Roark points out, the abuse o f alcohol and other 
drugs increases the incidence of violence.
The effects o f violence go beyond the physical injuries sustained by the victims 
Victims o f violence frequently blame themselves for the attack and experience emotional 
trauma. University staff and administrators must devote time, energy and resources in 
responding to incidents o f campus violence. Overall, campus violence challenges the primary 
mission o f higher education and profoundly effects the campus climate (Roark, 1993).
In reviewing the literature, it is important to note that researchers have been fairly 
thorough in their examination of campus rape. There is, however, a paucity o f literature on 
other types o f campus violence perpetrated and experienced by men, such as fighting, hate 
crimes (e.g., gay bashing or racially-motivated brawls) or hazing. One could almost infer 
erroneously from the literature that these incidents o f violence did not occur on or around 
campus. Student affairs administrators and law enforcement officials know this is not true. 
Yet, the research fails to reflect an interest in this issue.
Men’s Violence Against Each Other
Forms o f violence in which men are the victims have rarely been examined. Consider 
this: the American College Health Association, as the primary professional organization for 
health professionals working in higher education publishes a bi-monthly journal. In both 1992 
and 1993, a theme issue was devoted to campus violence. With the exception o f one article 
(which tackled the issue cursorily), none o f the 16 articles in both issues addressed violence 
against men. Similarly, only one such article (Isely, 1998) was found during my literature
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search from journals for both the National Association o f Student Personnel Administrators 
and the American College Personnel Association -  both o f which are professional 
organizations which cater to the interests and needs o f student affairs administrators and 
practitioners. Violence is a men’s issue, too, and not just when women are the ones getting 
hurt.
Homicide. The U.S. ranks first among industrialized nations in violent death rates, 
and men are the most likely victims (U.S. Department o f Health and Human Services 
[DHHS], 1991). Homicide is the second leading cause o f death, and suicide is the third 
leading cause o f death among men ages 15-24 (NCHS, 1996). However, homicide is the 
leading cause o f death for black and Hispanic men 15-24 (NCHS, 1996). Most homicides are 
committed with a gun, occur during an argument, and are among people who are acquainted 
with each other. O f the approximately 21,000 homicides each year, 60% involved firearms, 
and about 20% involved knives (DHHS, 1991).
Physical Assaults. Thousands o f undocumented fights take place in residence halls, 
apartment suites, fraternity houses, barrooms and secluded parking lots on and around college 
campuses (Eigen, 1991). At any typical student health center, it is not unusual for physicians 
to treat a whole host o f injuries during the course o f  a semester, ranging from black eyes and 
broken noses, to lacerations and gunshot wounds. These injuries are not the result o f 
marauding invaders from some arch football rival; rather, they are inflicted by one or more 
students upon a fellow student. In fact, contrary to what the media or college administrators 
portray, results from the Towson State University Campus Violence surveys indicate that
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most violence on college campuses is student-to-student. Furthermore, only a portion o f the 
violence that actually occurs is ever reported (Sherrill & Siegel, 1989).
Among American men o f all ages, nearly half report having ever been punched or 
beaten by another person (U.S. Department o f Justice, 1994). Results from the National 
College Health Risk Behavior Survey [NCHRBS] released by the Centers for Disease Control 
indicate that 15% o f male students have participated in physical fights — twice the number 
among females (Douglas, et aL, 1997). In a 1990 statewide survey o f2,299 11th and 12th 
grade students in South Carolina’s public schools, researchers found that 10-12% ofthe boys 
reported having been in a fight that resulted in an injury requiring medical treatment during 
the last 30 days (less than 4% ofthe girls said they had been in such a fight). Far more o f the 
boys (52%) reported involvement in fights that resulted in no injury (as compared to 35% o f 
the girls). Boys usually fought with strangers, whereas girls generally fought with family 
members and female friends (Valois, et a t, 1993).
There is evidence that suggests physical fighting— and even slapping and shoving —  
is part o f a spectrum o f violent behaviors that, when permitted, sets the stage for possible 
escalation which may result in homicide. In feet, fighting is the most immediate antecedent 
behavior for a great proportion o f homicides that occur among adolescents and young adults. 
In many instances it may be considered a necessary if not a sufficient cause (Centers for 
Disease Control [CDC], 1992).
Weapon Bearing and Use. The immediate accessibility o f a firearm or other lethal 
weapon is considered by many health experts to be the factor that transforms a violent 
altercation into a lethal event (DHHS, 1991). The presence o f a gun in the home triples the
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risk o f homicide in the home (Kellermaim, 1993). The number o f individuals killed each year 
byhandgunsintheU.S. was 400 times that in Great Britain and 220 times that in Japan (FBI 
Uniform Crime Reports, 1992). In 1994 alone, more Americans were killed with firearms 
than died in the Korean War. Firearms kill more people between the ages o f 15 and 24 than 
all natural causes combined, and the most im portant predictor of carrying a weapon 
among college-age students is male gender (NCHS, 1994). Approximately six out o f 10 
homicide victims in the U.S. are killed with firearms; nine out o f  10 are killed with a weapon 
o f so me type (knife, gun, chib, etc.) (CDC, 1986). Males between the ages o f 15 and 34 are 
at the highest risk o f death from suicides and homicide in which guns are the weapons used 
(DHHS, 1991).
Approximately 40% o f the boys (and 12% ofthe girls) in South Carolina’s public high 
schools reported carrying a weapon to school in the preceding 30 days; knives were the 
weapon carried most frequently, except that black males were more likely to have carried 
guns (Valois, etaL, 1993). College students are only slightly less likely to carry guns or other 
weapons. Based on the NCHRBS, 14% o f male college students carried a weapon on 
campus, and 5% carried a gun (compared to 3% and 1% respectively for females) (Douglas, 
et aL, 1997).
Alcohol and Other Drug Consumption. A large proportion o f the tens o f thousands 
of unreported brawls, fights, rapes, acts o f vandalism and other violent incidents which occur 
on America’s college and university campuses each year are committed by college students 
under the influence o f alcohol or other drugs against other college students who may or may 
not be under the influence (Eigen, 1991). Substance abuse increases the risks both for
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becoming a perpetrator or a victim o f violence. With the “liquid courage” provided by 
alcohol, a student is much more likely to initiate fights, arguments or acquaintance rapes. 
Researchers estimate that 70% o f physical assaults, 80% o f vandalism, and 90% of 
acquaintance rapes involve the use o f substances, primarily alcohol Newsweek reported in 
1994 that 95% o f violent crime on campus is alcohol- or drug-related. In that same year, the 
New York Times reported that nearly all campus rapes occur when either the assailant or the 
victim (or both) is intoxicated (Eigen, 1991).
Among South Carolina's high school students, the most important predictor o f 
fighting that resulted in an injury was binge drinking. General alcohol consumption correlated 
with carrying a weapon. Consumption o f drugs other than alcohol also correlated with both 
weapons possession and fighting (Valois, et a l, 1993). Similarly, in a nationally- 
representative sample that included 17,548 male college students from tw o- and four-year 
institutions in the U.S.:
•  10.3% reported taking advantage o f another person sexually while under the 
influence;
•  17.6% got into trouble with police, residence hall staff or other campus 
authorities while drinking;
•  14% had committed minor infractions such as damaging property and pulling 
fire alarms while drunk;
•  5.8 % had thought about committing suicide, while 1.7% had actually 
attempted suicide while under the influence;
•  15.9% were hurt or injured while drinking; and
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•  33% got into an argument o r fight after drinking (Presley, Meilman & Cashin,
CORE Survey. 1996).
Wechsler, et al. (1994) also found a link between excessive drinking and violent 
behaviors. Almost half (44%) o f college students surveyed (N = 17,592) were binge drinkers 
(consumed five or more drinks in one sitting in the past two weeks, four or more for women), 
including almost one fifth (19%) o f students who were frequent binge drinkers (engaged in 
binge drinking three or more times in one week). Frequent binge drinkers were 7-10 times 
more likely than non-binge drinkers to get into trouble with campus police, to damage 
property, or to get hurt or injured.
Anger Mismanagement. Anger plays a prominent mediating role in men’s violence. 
Approximately 30% o f violent crimes are motivated by anger (FBI Uniform Crime Reports). 
A national survey o f over 11,000 high school students found that, regardless o f the context 
or situation described, more boys than girls considered fighting as an appropriate response 
or reaction. For example, at least twice as many males as females reported believing that 
physical fighting is an appropriate response when someone insults you in front o f friends, 
steals from you, or flirts with someone you like. Similarly, over three and a half times more 
males believe fighting is an appropriate response when someone cuts in front in a line 
(American School Health Association, et al., 1989). Interestingly, researchers from the 
University of Michigan discovered in their study o f college students that white men from the 
South were most likely to start fights when they believed that their “most valued possessions, 
namely, [their] reputation for strength and toughness” was threatened than those from any 
other area o f the country (Nisbett & Cohen, 1996, p. xv).
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Men’s Violence Against Women
Campus Rape.2 Rape is the most underreported and most rarefy convicted crime in 
the world. The F.B.I. estimates that one in three U.S. women bom since 1970 will be 
sexually assaulted in her lifetime. According to the NCHRBS, one in five undergraduate 
women have been raped (Douglas, et aL, 1997).
The research ofKoss, Gidycz and Wisniewski (1987) has generated what are perhaps 
some o f the most frequently cited statistics about campus violence; this study was important 
in exposing the realities o f campus rape. They presented the results o f a comprehensive 
landmark study on campus rape sponsored by the National Institute o f Mental Health.
2 The statistics in this section will primarily focus on men’s assaults on women, as the 
majority o f sexual assaults are perpetrated by men against women. However, it is important 
to note that men also rape other men. While male students are at greatest risk for sexual 
assault when they are under the age o f 16, Isefy (1998) found in a review o f the literature that 
anywhere from 1.2-14% o f college males have been raped at some point in their lifetime; it 
is unclear how many o f these incidents occurred in college. Such rapes may occur in the 
context o f gay relationships, but a critical mass o f men who identify themselves as 
heterosexual are involved as both perpetrators and victims o f male-on-male sexual assaults 
(e.g., prison rape, rape as a form o f getting ‘jumped in” for gangs) (Isefy, 1998). In feet, the 
majority o f incidents involving physical restraint or forced sexual assault among male victims 
were perpetrated by male assailants (Struckman-Johnson & Struckman-Johnson, 1994). 
These assaults, as are those perpetrated on women, are motivated by power. However, due 
to the extreme stigma associated with reporting rape for men (Isefy, 1998), as well as the 
relative disinterest among researchers to examine this area, we have virtually no statistics in 
this area.
Similarly, research data presented throughout this dissertation does not reflect the different 
experiences o f women by race, class, or sexual orientation. For example, most health 
professionals (and prosecuting attorneys) know from experience that women o f color, due 
to their “double jeopardy” minority status, are victimized sexually and physically at higher 
rates compared to their Caucasian peers. Feminists MacKinnon (1987) and Dworkin (1981) 
concur. However, because women o f color are less likely to report their victimization (for 
a variety o f psychological, social and cultural reasons), substantial research data is not 
available.
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Quantitative descriptive data about assailants, victims, and the social context o f date rape 
were obtained from surveys administered to a nationally representative sample o f 3,187 
women and 2,972 men at undergraduate institutions across the U.S. Among the key findings 
o f the study were that 25% o f women surveyed had an experience that met the legal definition 
o f rape or attempted rape, that 84% o f those raped knew their attacker (hence the term 
“acquaintance rape”), and 57% o f incidents occurred while on a date (thus the term “date 
rape”). At least 75% of the perpetrators and 55% o f the victims involved in acquaintance 
rapes were drinking or drugging prior or during the attack. For both men and women, the 
average age when a rape incident occurred (either as perpetrator or victim) was 18.5 years 
old.
Only 27% of the women whose sexual assault met the legal definition of rape thought 
o f themselves as rape victims; in fret, 42% of the women who were raped said they had sex 
again with the men who assaulted them. Conversely, 84% o f the men who committed rape 
said that what they did was d efin ite ly  not rape, and 55% o f the men who raped said they had 
sex again  with their victims. Sixteen percent o f the male students who committed rape and 
10% o f those who attempted a rape took part in episodes involving more than one attacker, 
Le., gan g  rape. One in 12 college males surveyed had committed acts that met the legal 
definition o f rape or attempted rape (Koss, et aL, 1987). This is lower than Russell’s (1974) 
finding that 25-60% of male students surveyed admitted they would rape a woman if they 
thought they could get away with it.
Berkowitz (1992) has reviewed literature since 1980 on college males as perpetrators 
o f acquaintance rape and other forms o f sexual assault. In doing so, he developed an
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integrated theory to explain the occurrence o f campus sexual assault; this multivariate model 
weighs the relative influence o f (1) the perpetrator’s socialization experiences, beliefs and 
attitudes toward sexuality (e.g., sociocultural factors); (2) the perpetrator's personality 
characteristics; (3) situational variables associated with the sexual assault incident; (4) 
misinterpretation and/or miscommunication about sexual intent between partners; and (5) 
victim's characteristics associated with an increased risk for victimization. The research 
suggests that rape is best understood on a continuum of sexually aggressive behaviors, and 
that rape occurs in a sociocultural environment that promotes rape-supportive beliefe and 
conditions men to adhere to them. As a result, sexually aggressive behaviors are normalized 
rather than regarded as deviant. In addition, most o f the variables predicting men’s likelihood 
o f committing a sexual assault are associated with affiliations in all-male environments or with 
close-knit male peer groups. Berkowitz therefore concludes that rape prevention 
programming should target men (particularly in all-male groups) and incorporate an 
understanding o f male socialization experiences, as well as encourage men to challenge peers 
who express support for "rape myths."
Rape Myths. A rape myth is defined as a "prejudice, stereotype or false belief about 
rape, rape victims, and rapists" (Burt, 1991, p. 26). As such, rape myths are examples o f 
cognitive attributions. Examples o f rape myths include: "all women fantasize about being 
raped," "a woman who doesn't want to be raped can't be raped," and "women who lead men 
on deserve to be raped." Other rape myths are: "when women say ’no' they really mean 'yes'," 
"only bad girls get raped," “a woman who gets drunk is looking for sex,” and "men who rape 
are sexually deprived" (Burt, 1991). These myths serve to legitimize college men's sexually
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aggressive behaviors and to blame victims for being raped (Bostwick, DeLucia-Waack & 
Watson, 1995; Calhoun & Townsley, 1991); furthermore, they diminish the seriousness o f 
acquaintance sexual assaults on campus and discount them as "real rapes" (Burt, 1991). For 
most individuals, "real rapes" are thought to occur at night in dark, secluded alleys at which 
time a stranger in a ski mask wielding a long dagger attacks innocent women.
Researcher Antonia Abbey has operationalized and studied rape myths extensively. 
For example, Abbey (1991a) found that while drinking on the part o f the perpetrator tended 
to mitigate his guilt, drinking on the part o f the victim tended to increase her responsibility 
in provoking the rape. In addition, Abbey (1991b) found that men and women differed 
significantly in their perceptions o f sexual intent on the basis o f touch, friendliness or 
flirtatious behavior. In general, men perceived higher levels o f sexual interest from women 
than the women reported or intended. Similarly, whereas men (and women) readily identified 
types of clothing (e.g., low-cut blouse, slit skirt, high heels) that indicated a sexual invitation 
on the part o f women in their eyes, neither men nor women could identify a comparable style 
o f dress for men.
Several studies have found that a strong belief in rape-related stereotypes results in 
restricted definitions o f rape, “not guilty” verdicts in mock rape trials (Burt & Albin, 1981), 
minimization o f perceived injury to the victim (Calhoun, Selby & Warring, 1976), and blaming 
rape victims for their victimization (Jones & Aronson, 1973); it is also a strong predictor o f 
men’s self-reported likelihood o f raping.
Sadly, both men and women are socialized early in life to believe rape myths. In a  
1988 study o f adolescent youth, 56% of girls and 76% o f boys believe forced sex is
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acceptable under certain circumstances. For instance, if "be spends a  lot o f  money on her" 
during a date, 39% o f the males and 12% o f the females said forced sex would be justified. 
Similarly, if "she's led him on” sexually, 54% ofboys and 27% o f girls believed forced sex was 
acceptable (Goodchilds, et aL, 1988, as cited by White & Humphrey, 1991). A survey o f 
1,700 11-14 year olds conducted by the Rhode Island Rape Crisis Center in 1988 found that 
31% o f the boys and 32% o f girls said it was okay for a man to rape a woman who had past 
sexual experiences, while 65% ofthe boys and 47% o f the girls believed it was okay for a man 
to rape a woman if they had been dating for more than six months (White & Humphrey, 
1991).
Good, et aL (1995) conducted qualitative research on a sample o f 90 male students 
enrolled in an introductory psychology course at a large, public Midwestern university in 
order to examine five variables —  attitudes about male gender roles, cognitive factors 
potentially predictive of sexual aggression, components o f Kohut's (1971, 1977, 1984, as 
cited by Good, et a l, 1995) theory o f the psychology o f self self-esteem, and men's affectivity 
and degree o f psychological distress —  which may predict violence against women. The 
questionnaire administered to all participants included the following three indicators o f 
violence against women: (1) Rape Myth Acceptance Scale; (2) Adversarial Sexual Belief 
Scale; and (3) Psychological Violence Scale; and nine predictor inventories: (1) Male Role 
Norms Scale; (2) Need for Cognition Scale; (3) Problem Solving Inventory; (4) Superiority 
Scale; (5) Goal Instability Scale; (6) Self-Esteem Inventory; (7 & 8) Positive and Negative 
Affect Schedule; and (9) Brief Symptom Inventory.
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Good, et al. (1995) then conducted three separate simultaneous multiple regression 
analyses to examine the amount o f variance explained in each o f the three criterion variables 
by the predictor variables. Beliefs about masculine gender roles were the best predictors 
of men's endorsement of rape myths and adversarial sexual beliefs, as well as their 
perpetration of psychological violence towards partners. All other predictor variables 
added .small improvements in the prediction ofsom e indices ofmen's violence against women. 
These results indicate the need for prevention programming developed to assist men in 
recognizing the relation between their socially-leamed views o f male gender roles and their 
endorsement o f and/or participation in sexual aggression.
“Mickevs” and “Roofies.”3 Alcohol has long been used by potential perpetrators to 
facilitate sexual assault. These days, an entire class o f sedating drugs known informally as 
“date rape drugs” —  the most common o f winch include gamma hydroxybutyrate (GHB, 
“Liquid Ecstasy,” “Liquid X,” “Grievous Bodily Harm,” or “Easy Lay”), flunitrazepam  
(Rohypnol), scopolamine, burundanga and ketamine (Special K) — are used to render the 
victim helpless and vulnerable. Laboratory tests conducted on the urine o f survivors o f 
substance-induced sexual assault have revealed the use o f other substances as well, including 
amphetamines, barbiturates, benzodiazepines, cocaine, marijuana and opiates. All o f these 
drugs can come in any form: powders, pills, tablets, or liquid, and they are typically slipped 
into the victim’s drink while she isn’t looking. There is no study to date that documents that
3 All information on rohypnol and other “date rape” drugs came from the following sources: 
University o f Colorado - Colorado Springs, Department o f Safety and Risk Management 
(May 1996); Louisiana Foundation Against Sexual Assault Newsletter (June 1996); 
Hoffinann-La Roche; and D.C. Rape Crisis Center, Substance Abuse and Sexual Assault 
(1997).
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incidence o f roofie-induced rapes on campus, although anecdotal evidence from practitioners 
across the U.S. indicate that these types o f assaults are occurring. According to an 
Associated Press report, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration recently counted about 
2,400 Rohypnol investigations across 24 states, including 1,000 in Texas, 660 in Florida, and 
150 in Louisiana.
The effects o f sedating drugs differ from person to person and depend on such other 
factors as dosage, sensitivity to the substance, and the presence o f alcohol or other drugs. 
The universal telltale signs that an individual may be under the influence o f a sedative 
substance include impaired judgement, loss o f inhibition, dizziness and confusion. In addition, 
sedating substances can temporarily inhibit a person’s ability to remain conscious, cause 
sudden and unexplained drowsiness, and impair motor coordination. Brief periods o f 
impaired memory also may result from sedative use, making these drugs the favorite o f 
potential rapists; this means the person cannot remember what happened while under the 
drug’s influence. Depending on the substance and the presence o f alcohol or other drugs in 
the person’s system, more dangerous and life-threatening side effects may occur.
Rohypnol, the prototypical date rape drug, is banned in the U.S., but it is used legally 
in 64 countries prior to surgery and prescribed as sleeping pills in 80 countries. Odorless and 
colorless, this substance dissolves in 10 minutes in a can o f Diet Coke, and costs as little as 
$1.50 for a small white pill. A potent hypnotic sedative, Rohypnol creates an intoxicating 
effect that can last over eight hours when ingested. Ten times more powerful than Valium, 
it enhances the effects o f alcohol, causes loss o f inhibition, extreme drowsiness, relaxation, 
and — worst o f all —  amnesia. Rohypnol acquired the nickname "date rape drug" after
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police in Broward County, Florida, arrested several men in connection with administering 
"roofies" to their victims prior to sexually assaulting them.
Cnintshm Violence. Compared to sexual assault, much less data is available on 
domestic, or courtship, violence on the college campus. An unpublished study by Lenore 
Walker, Ed.D. (1979, as cited by Media Watch, 1994) indicates that half o f all women will 
be physically hurt by an intimate partner at least once in her lifetime, and at least 20% o f 
dating relationships contain some physical violence (Makepeace, 1981, as cited by Media 
Watch, 1994). Men commit 95% o f all assaults on spouses (U.S. Department o f Justice, 
1983). Sadly, one third of all women with injuries who enter a hospital emergency room are 
the victims o f  deliberate, pre-meditated acts o f violence committed by intimate partners. In 
feet, battering by a male partner accounts for more female injuries requiring medical attention 
than rapes, automobile accidents and muggings combined (Stark, et.aL, 1982, as cited by 
Media Watch, 1994). An estimated 25-30% o f pregnant women have experienced physical 
abuse just prior to and during pregnancy. Alarmingly, 30% o f all female homicide victims 
were killed by husbands, boyfriends, ex-husbands, or ex-boyfriends (NCHS, 1996). Such 
statistics prompted former Surgeon General Antonia Novella to launch the American Medical 
Association's [AMA] Campaign Against Family Violence in 1991 with the following 
statement: "The home is actually a more dangerous place for American women than city 
streets" (brochure). Because family violence results in numerous other social and health- 
related sequelae, including alcoholism and drug abuse, homelessness, and depression, the U.S. 
Public Health Service, the CDC, the American College o f Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
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the American Nurses Association, and the AMA have all agreed that fa m ily  violence 
constitutes the number one health threat to American women (Novella, 1991).
Hannan and Burkhart (1993) reviewed previous literature addressing the epidemiology 
ofboth sexual aggression and physical aggression directed towards women by college males. 
Additional research data gathered by the authors regarding the topography ofviolent behavior 
allowed them to estimate the comorbidity (coexistence) between these two types o f violence. 
Study participants were 261 male college students attending undergraduate business and 
psychology classes at Auburn University. While 47% o f the sample did not meet criteria for 
assignment to either the sexually or physically aggressive group, 25% and 11% o f the sample 
did meet the criteria for assignment to the sexually or physically aggressive group 
respectively. Seventeen percent o f the respondent sample reported having committed both 
sexually and physically aggressive acts against their partners (Le., the degree o f comorbidity). 
Thus far, few other researchers have examined this behavioral connection. This finding 
suggests that a commonality exists among all aggressive types of behavior among college 
males.
In summary, the literature on violence and its related issues in its entirety can be 
regarded as cultural artifacts. What researchers choose to study and write about provides 
insight into the North American culture, thus communicating our values relative to violence, 
both explicitly and implicitly. Articles and books about violence are representations o f what 
it is we, as a society, wish to explore and to understand. From the literature, we can infer that 
we perceive and frame violence in the U.S. as a woman’s problem rather than as a  broader 
societal issue, despite the feet that the majority o f violence is perpetrated by men. In addition,
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studies that do examine violence perpetrated by men tend to focus on men's violence against 
women. Wartime aggression is the only form o f male-on-male aggression that has been 
analyzed in detail. Very little has been written about men's interpersonal violence against each 
other, such as fights and brawls, or gay bashing and other hate crimes. These perspectives 
tend to suggest that we are not as concerned about injuries and hurts committed against men 
unless they occur on large-scale basis (such as war).
Is Violence Inevitable?
The “nature versus nurture” argument has been applied in attempts to explain 
violence. William Golding touched the nerves of many readers with his 1954 book Lord o f 
the Flies, in which a band o f marooned boys eventually resorts to mayhem, conflict and 
violence as a result o f their separation from the regulating mores o f civilization. Golding 
invoked the common, traditional biological notion that violence is instinctual, inherent and 
inevitable inhuman nature. The most frequently cited biological study on violence, conducted 
by Maccoby & Jacklin (1974), proposed that sex-related differences in human aggression 
have a biological basis, citing four lines o f evidence: (1) aggression is related to the level o f 
sex hormones; (2) similar sex differences exist between human and nonhuman primates; (3) 
sex differences are found early in life before adult socialization pressures could cause them; 
and (4) males are more aggressive than females in all human societies for which data exist.
Stephen Goldberg (1973) uses a biological theory o f male aggression as a key to 
understanding social structure. Goldberg concludes that men's biological “superiority” and 
proclivity to greater aggression leads to "the inevitability o f patriarchy." (O f course, Goldberg 
is assuming that aggression is highly valued in a given society.) Similarly, David Barash
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(1979) proposes that warfare and other social phenomenon, such as the lynchings o f 
Reconstruction Era in the American South and the Holocaust, all o f which he regards as 
forms o f organized group aggression, also have a biological basis. In times o f scarcity, 
humans are biologically determined to wage war and conflict in order to ensure survival; the 
role o f acquiring or protecting resources has typically been fulfilled by men. In other words, 
male hormones evolved as physiological messengers which control aggression. In response 
to particular sorts o f stimuli, these hormones evoke a wide range o f behaviors, including 
social dominance, criminal behavior, reckless driving, riots, lynchings, genocide, and modem 
warfare (Barash, 1979).
Fausto-Sterling (1985) criticizes much o f the biological and sociobiological 
conclusions made about violence in humans. First, she points out that much o f the evidence 
gathered on research with humans is based on correlational data, which does not allow us to 
accurately draw cause-and-effect relationships. It is impossible to determine whether higher 
levels o f testosterone lead to increased levels o f aggression, or whether aggressive activities 
results in elevated levels ofcholesterol-like male hormone. Second, Fausto-Sterling highlights 
the difficulty in operationalizing and measuring violence and aggression. In observing rats 
and primates, scientists have made assumptions that concepts such as dominance, 
achievement, ambition and war are synonymous with aggression; this may not necessarily be 
the case, given that an event such as war represents a complex social phenomenon 
characteristic o f species with higher cortical functions. Rats and certain primates may behave 
out ofinstinct; human behavior, however, is mediated by an intricate decision-making process
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involving ethics, consequences and values. In addition, it is unclear whether the dynamics o f 
violence in human societies can be adequately captured in studies with m am m als such as rats 
or mice, whose cognitive and psychological make-up are in no way comparable to that o f
humane
Whereas biologists have attempted to answer the question, "Does aggression have an 
instinctual basis?" psychologists have sought answers to the question, "Which factors 
contribute to variation in aggressiveness across individuals and situations?" Sigmund Freud 
(1948) theorized that humans have an innate drive or instinct to fight. He proposed that all 
humans have strong self-destructive impulses (Le., death wishes, or Thanatos) which can be 
turned inward or outward. I f  directed inward, these impulses lead people to punish 
themselves, engage in masochistic behavior, and ultimately to commit suicide. In order to 
avoid this fete, individuals typically externalize these impulses instead, which in turn produces 
aggressive and warlike behaviors.
Psychologists typically define aggression as any behavior which is intended to hurt 
others. Numerous correlates o f aggression (such as anger, anxiety, frustration, cognitive 
attributions, role modeling, displacement, catharsis and disinhibition) have been identified by 
psychologists. An early psychological study conducted by Sears, Maccoby and Levin (1957) 
has had tremendous impact on later work on the socialization o f aggression. Socialization 
of aggression refers to the process o f learning to control aggression, or to express it in ways 
which are acceptable to one's own culture. Sears, Maccoby and Levin pointed out two 
important and distinctly different dimensions in the socialization o f aggression: (1) 
permissiveness (the extent to which the parent is willing to allow a child to be aggressive),
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and (2) severity o f the punishment (the extent to which the parent punishes the child after he 
or she has behaved aggressively). Permissiveness refers to a parent's actions before a 
transgression, while punishment refers to a  parent's actions after a transgression. Studies 
revealed that parents who reared the least aggressive children were those who were neither 
permissive nor punitive. Sears, Maccoby and Levin found that, in contrast, parents who were 
highly permissive and highly punitive raised children who exhibited the most aggression.
One o f the most long-standing and influential theories o f aggression is the frustration- 
aggression hypothesis proposed by Dollard, Doob, Miller, Mowrer and Sears (1939). As 
originally stated, the hypothesis predicted that "...the occurrence o f aggressive behavior 
always presupposes the existence o f frustration and, contrariwise, the existence o f frustration 
always leads to some form o f aggressionn (Dollard, et al., 1939, p. 1). In this hypothesis, 
frustration refers to the blocking o f ongoing goal-directed behavior. Psychologists have 
collected considerable empirical documentation for the relationship between frustration and 
aggression. However, Dollard, et aL's theory is problematic in many aspects; it is untrue that 
frustration always results in aggression or that aggression is always preceded by frustration. 
In addition, frustration may lead to other outcomes besides aggression, such as depression, 
anxiety, or effective attempts at e liminating the source of frustration.
Another relevant area of violence-related research in psychology is a phenomenon 
known as deindividuation, whereby personal identity is replaced by an identity with the goals 
and actions ofthe group. That is, the individual becomes less aware ofhis or her own values 
and behavior, and instead focuses on the group and the situation (Diener, 1980). Zimbardo 
(1970) observed that whereas an individual's aggression is usually tightly regulated by his or
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her morality, as well as by social norms, an interesting exception occurs in mob behavior. 
People in crowds often feel free to gratify their destructive instincts for reasons which are due 
to two characteristics o f large groups. First, individuals who are part o f a crowd acquire a 
sense o f invincible power which allows them to succumb to instincts. Second, and most 
crucial, being in a crowd renders the individual anonymous; similarly, the feeling o f 
responsibility which typically controls individual aggression is diffused throughout the group 
and therefore dissipates. As individuals feel less responsible for their own actions and less 
concerned about the consequences, unrestrained behavior results. Other factors which might 
exacerbate the sense o f deindividuation include size, activity, a novel and unstructured 
situation, arousal due to noise, and fatigue.
Ethnic conflict theory proposes that competition emerges between ethnic (or racial) 
groups in an effort to obtain similar goals and objectives (Lenski, 1966; Newman, 1973). The 
competition can evolve into a rivalry in which groups try to injure each other in some way. 
Such injury can take several forms. For example, ethnic conflict between white settlers and 
Native Americans took the form o f guerilla warfare, that between white and Asian immigrants 
resulted in immigration restrictions, and that between African Americans and whites during 
the Civil Rights era took such violent forms as race riots and lynchings. In feet, says Hraba
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(1994), ethnocentrism is frequently a motivating factor in ethnic conflict; similarly, the reason 
for ethnic conflict is typically to either change or preserve a  system o f ethnic stratification.4
Socialization Into Violence
From anthropology and sociology, we find a direct challenge to the assertion that 
violence is predetermined in human societies. These two fields share much in common. 
Historically, however, while sociologists are interested in culture as only one o f many aspects 
o f society, anthropologists are primarily concerned with culture. Furthermore, whereas 
sociologists always focus on modern-day societies, anthropologists typically study the 
cultures o f past societies or contemporary preindustrial and preliterate peoples.3
According to Henslin (1988), anthropological and sociological inquiry resemble 
psychological research in some aspects, but there are important differences between the two 
fields. Psychologists are interested in the behavior o f individuals; they are primarily 
concerned with the cognitive and affective aspects o f what is commonly referred to as the 
'’mind." Social psychologists may examine individual behavior in light o f group relations, but 
the social psychologist still stresses the salience o f individual characteristics (e.g., personality 
traits) in determining behavior. Anthropologists and sociologists, on the other hand, highlight
4 Ethnic stratification refers to a system in which powerful ethnic groups limit the access 
o f subordinate groups to societal resources, including wealth, power and privilege. Powerful 
groups stratify social opportunities, such as jobs, education, politics, etc., reserving the best 
for themselves and relegating weaker rivals to lower or marginalized positions within the 
opportunity structure (Hraba, 1994).
5 The growing number o f  anthropologists who do focus on modem, industrial societies are 
indistinguishable from sociologists (Henslin, 1988). In this dissertation, the term s 
“anthropology” and “sociology” will be used interchangabfy.
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variables which are external to the individual in order to explain behavior; as such, they focus 
on the structure and organization o f societies, communities and social groups, as well as the 
interaction between members o f these groups. Cultural context, the influence o f social 
institutions and sex-role socialization processes all foil under the purview o f sociology, as 
does an analysis o f power and o f social inequity, says Henslin. As such, most o f the research 
about violence in sociology has focused on wars and war-related aggression, racial strife and 
conflict, and crime. The questions about violence answered by sociologists take the form o f 
"What are people's relationships to each other?” while anthropologists ask, “What effect does 
culture have on violence in past (and, more increasingly, modem) societies?”
Cross-Cultural Evidence. Cross-cultural research by anthropologists has produced 
evidence which thwarts the universality o f violence. Perhaps the best known anthropological 
work on violence was conducted by Margaret Mead (1935), who found that variations in 
aggression do exist across cultures. Peggy Sanday (1981) also found cross-cultural 
differences in levels ofaggression. She conducted ethnographic studies o f 156 tribal societies 
dating from 1750 B.C. to the late 1960's. "Rape-prone" societies were defined as those 
societies in which rape served as a threat to control women, men raped women in warfare, 
and rape served as a ceremonial act. In rape-prone societies, men comprised the dominant 
social group, men used women as a means o f economic exchange, and women had little or 
no political power or voice in public decision-making. In addition, special places set aside for 
men only were more prevalent in rape-prone than in rape-free societies. Furthermore, rape- 
prone societies were characterized by a high degree o f intergroup and interpersonal violence 
and more frequent warfare. Similarly, rape-prone societies were more likely to ascribe to
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cultural norms which encouraged men to be tough and aggressive. In comparing "rape-free" 
and "rape-prone” societies, Sanday argues that male dominance and the forcible control o f 
women increases as societies become more dependent on male destructive capacities than on 
female fertility.6 As a result, sexual violence serves as an expression o f contempt for female 
qualities and promotes a culture o f male dominance.
Marvin Harris (1974) examined male aggression in his study o f the Yanomamo, a 
group o f approximately 10,000 Native American tribesmen who inhabit the border between 
Brazil and Venezuela. Numerous ethnographers have agreed that the Yanamamo are one of 
the most aggressive, war-like and male-oriented societies in the world. Aspects o f 
Yanomamo male supremacy include (1) monopoly over the use o f hallucinogenic drugs such 
as ebene; these drugs allowed men to receive supernatural visions, and thus become shamans 
and able to control malevolent forces; (2) an acceptance by both men and women for 
husbands to engage in unprovoked, brutal attacks against their wives, daughters, and other 
female members o f the family; (3) an extreme admiration for battle scars, weaponry, and 
anything else having to do with warfare or combat; (4) a practice o f instructing only males 
in the technology and art o f warfare, whereby men engage in almost daily confrontations of 
great brutality; (5) an organized method o f female infanticide, such that males outnumber 
females by 120 to 100; and (6) the practice o f polygamy, in which men o f higher status or 
who have a special reputation for fierceness are able to  take on three or even more wives;
6 Given Hannan and Burkhart’s (1993) conclusion mentioned earlier in this paper that sexual 
and physical aggression are epidemiologically similar, I would not hesitate to apply Sanday’s 
(1981) descriptors for rape-free versus rape-prone societies in describing violence-free versus 
violence prone societies.
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infant girls are betrothed in exchange for political or social favors. Harris argues that the 
fierceness o f the Yanamamo and the extreme system o f male supremacy is a system which 
benefits both the men and women o f the tribe. He believes that both men and women have 
a vested interest in exercising population control in this manner (killing o ffo f female children 
through infanticide, killing off o f adult males through combat) in order to ensure that limited 
resources such as food and water are not unduly depleted by overpopulation. In other words, 
the Yanamamo are not inherently violent; rather, environmental conditions necessitated the 
creation of a culture to facilitate the tribe’s survival. In this case, extreme male supremacy 
did the job. In this system, sexual access is used to reward those individuals who display the 
most aggression, and it is denied to those males who are not as fierce— thus transmitting the 
male-dominant values from generation to generation, observes Harris. While one may not 
actually agree with Harris’ analysis o f the Yanomamo culture, what emerges is his reliance 
on learned behavior to explain violence, in the true anthropological tradition, rather than on 
genetic determinance.
Intergroup Variation. The anthropological perspective has also been adapted for and 
applied to analyzing the culture o f many men's organizations such as campus fraternities, 
intercollegiate  and athletic  teams, and military units, specifically to understand the role that 
violence plays in these groups. Just as levels o f violence vary across societies, what we find 
is that violence within U.S. society also occurs to varying degrees across men, in large part 
due to the groups they affiliate  with and belong to. One study indicates that 35% o f fraternity 
men reported having forced someone to have sexual intercourse, a figure which was 
significantly higher than for members o f student government (9%) or men not affiliated with
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other campus organizations (11%) (Garrett-Gooding & Senter, 1987, as cited by Bohmer & 
Parrot, 1993). Similarly, based on an FBI survey, basketball and football players from NCAA 
colleges were reported to the police for committing sexual assault 38% more often than the 
average for all males on college campuses (Bohmer & Parrot, 1993).
In a review o f the literature on this issue, O'Sullivan (1991) identifies several groups 
that have historically perpetrated a disproportionate number o f gang rape incidents: 
fraternities, intercollegiate athletic teams, and soldiers in combat. For example, o f the 24 
documented cases o f alleged gang rape by college students in the ten years prior to writing 
the article, 13 were perpetrated by fraternity men, four by groups ofbasketball players, four 
by groups o f football players, one by lacrosse players, and only two by men unaffiliated with 
a formal organization. According to O’Sullivan, differential association theory, which 
hypothesizes that aggressive behavior is learned via symbolic interactions with intimate social 
groups, suggests that fraternity members and members o f athletic teams are more likely to 
participate in cam pus group assaults not only because they have the facilities and are already 
organized, but also because the behavior is learned within these primary peer groups and is 
passed down along with other traditions, almost in a ritualistic manner.
Furthermore, because men in fraternities or intercollegiate athletic teams frequently 
have High status conferred upon them by virtue o f their roles (Martinez, 1993; O’Sullivan, 
1991), their perceived “untouchabffity,” may translate to a desirability that facilitates the 
process o f hiring potential, unsuspecting victims. Similarly, says O’Sullivan, their elite and 
favored status may create a false sense o f security that fraternity members and student- 
athletes are beyond reproach —  “above the law.” That such groups also live in residential
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areas that typically are secluded and separate from the rest o f the student population further 
emphasizes their elite status.
O'Sullivan (1993) opposes campus fraternities and athletic teams based on 
observations about the impact ofmembership on students. Studies have shown that members 
o f fraternities and team sports are more likely to commit sexual assaults in groups, as well as 
to individually perpetrate acquaintance rapes. She argues that, "Combined with male 
socialization in our society and the connotations o f masculinity in our culture, fraternal 
cultures at schools and colleges breed a propensity to abuse women sexually, along a 
continuum o f behaviors” (p. 25).
O'Sullivan (1993) identifies three processes which underlay this culture o f misogyny: 
(1) the "outgroup homogeneity effect” (the belief that all members o f the outgroup, that is, 
anyone not in one's own group, are alike); (2) an inherent sense o f "ingroup superiority”; and 
(3) "groupthink" (a faulty decision-making process o f groups, especially elite groups, which 
includes an inflated belie fin the group's righteousness, an exaggerated belief in the inferiority 
o f the opposition, and a squelching of dissent via ostracization o f critics and self-censorship 
o f doubt). Says O’Sullivan, "These cognitive processes give group members a sense o f 
invulnerability and entitlement, as well as a disdain for nonmembers that makes it easier to 
victimize them" (p. 26).
In addition, individuals are more aggressive in groups than they would be acting alone. 
Strong identification with a group replaces individual ethics with group ethic instead, which 
becomes especially problematic when combined with alcohol, excitement, noise, anonymity, 
"de-individuation" (loss o f a  sense of self), and even darkness (O'Sullivan, 1993). No wonder
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that Kimmel (1993) queries, "What is it about groups that seems to bring about the worst in 
men? I think it is because the animating condition for most American men is a deeply rooted 
fear o f other men —  a fear that other men will view us as less than manly” (p. 127).
Male sex roles also contribute to group sexual aggression, observes O'Sullivan (1993). 
Male friendships involve elements of both competition and camaraderie. Masculinity is 
defined in our culture as encompassing independence (from relationships), physical toughness, 
worldly success (as measured in dollars or achievements), lack o f sentimentality, and sexual 
success (meaning access to numbers o f different women, as well as getting women to do 
things they don't want to do). The last element is o f particular significance, given that 
pledging and other "rites o f passage" which must be passed before a man is initiated into the 
fraternal culture serve to objectify women and alienate men from their own sexuality. In feet, 
says O'Sullivan, "All o f these practices make sexuality dirty, exploitative, and public, rather 
than intimate, cooperative, and private" (p. 29). Again, because these men typically live in 
all-male residences reserved for the group, giving them privacy from men not in the group, 
from women, and from authority figures, they are provided with opportunities to engage in 
sex collectively with one woman. In addition, these are men who choose to live in a single­
sex residence, or at least eat meals and socialize in all-male groups. Concludes O'Sullivan, 
"It is a contradictory goal to establish organizations that discriminate on the basis o f sex and
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then expect the members to consider those who are excluded as equal, full human beings" (p. 
29).7
Like O’Sullivan (1993), Hirsch(1990) has examined gang rapes committed by college 
males— in particular, by members o f fraternities. Such gang rapes typically follow a "script," 
in which the victim is selected by one o f the fraternity brothers before the party or soon after 
she arrives. She is then "seduced" by that fraternity brother and led to a room where the other 
fraternity brothers are waiting. She is assaulted upon entering the room. Alcohol is plentiful 
at fraternity social events, which typically renders the victims helpless and sometimes 
unconscious.
In what some may regard as an extreme view, Hirsch (1990) argues that the culture 
o f rape is reflected in the fraternity culture in its language and its rituals. The gang rape 
serves as a bonding ritual for its members and represents "macho masculinity.” Because 
fraternities tend to attract men that are more insecure than the average, the brotherhood of 
the fraternity becomes a powerful influence which demands conformity. Part o f the 
conformity, says Hirsch, arises from men bonding together against women.
In comparison, Eskenazi (1991) has observed how the glorification o f athletic prowess 
in American society is allowing athletes to get away with sexual assault o f women. Because 
athletes are exalted, they have come to believe that women are the spoils o f victory. While 
athletes certainty aren't the only ones who engage in violence against women, Eskenazi cites
7 While I will discuss Men Against Violence in greater detail in Chapter Four, it is important 
to note here that membership in MA V is open to both men and women, although a majority 
o f the members are men. The name o f the organization was chosen to reflect its founding 
mission, which is to empower and encourage men to be advocates against violence -  a role 
that men have not traditionally fulfilled.
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a long list o f professional and collegiate athletes who have been accused o f  tried for, and 
convicted o f domestic violence and/or sexual assault. Typically, the athlete's high profile 
status will increase the likelihood of the incident being publicized; however, warns Eskenazi, 
the prestige and power that accompany athletics frequently gamers leniency and a "boys will 
be boys" response from the courts and the public.
Like fraternities and intercollegiate and professional athletic teams, sectors o f the U.S. 
military are typified by a culture o f violence, as welL Barbara Pope, former Assistant 
Secretary o f the Navy for Manpower and Reserve Affairs, was the first female assistant 
secretary and senior female in the Navy's 217-year history. She was also a Deputy Assistant 
Secretary o f Defense. As such, Pope was instrumental in developing training programs and 
implementing policies and procedures to begin the steps necessary to eliminate sexual 
harassment and to change the corporate culture o f the Navy and Marine Corps.
Pope (1993) characterizes the September, 1991, Tailhook incident, an annual 
convention at which Persian GulfWar pilots gathered, as the culmination o f several factors; 
at this convention, at least 83 women (22 officers and 61 civilians) were physically fondled, 
caressed, undressed, bitten on the buttocks, or physically picked up and passed down a 
gauntlet o f drunken naval aviators. The U.S. naval fighter pilots, traditionally dominated by 
men, are considered the "fair-haired sons" o f the Navy and among the most talented in the 
military world. When Congress proposed to open tactical aviation to women, many pilots felt 
threatened. Says Pope, "This was a community well known for its raucous behavior, lack o f 
tolerance for women, consumption ofhuge amounts o f alcohoL, and a mindset among some 
that fighter pilots were so special they were exempt from rules o f good order and discipline"
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(p. 304). In addition, Pope believes the TaQhook incident was compounded in its aftermath 
by the failure o f naval aviation leadership to respond or rectify the situation. She asks, “After 
Tailhook, senior leadership was faced with a fundamental dilemma. How could they 
prosecute, sacrifice, young aviators for doing what some o f them had done ten or twenty 
years earlier?" (p. 304).
Rane Culture in the U.S. Susan Brownmiller's (1975) landmark book, Against Our 
Will: Men. Women and Rape, utilizes a sociological perspective for understanding rape in 
American society. In examining our history, as well as our legal, medical, educational and 
political institutions, Brownmiller argues that Americans exist in a society which supports and 
encourages rape, both at home during times o f peace and abroad during times ofwar. Indeed, 
the promulgation o f rape in the U.S., unlike in other countries, is embedded in cultural norms, 
gender inequality, and power differentials. Consider, for example, that U.S. women are eight 
times more likely to be sexually assaulted than Western European women and 26 times more 
likely than Japanese women to be raped (U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee Report on Sexual 
Assault, 1991).
Herman (1989), who was the first to coin the term “rape culture” to describe the U.S. 
landscape o f sexual exchange, posits rape as the result o f sociocultural conditions that closely 
equate violence and sexuality. Therefore, it is difficult to differentiate rape from normal, 
heterosexual relations because "the image o f heterosexual intercourse is based on a rape 
model o f sexuality" (p. 22). This may explain why there are higher rates o f rape in the U.S. 
compared to other countries. The social and cultural derivations o f rape in the U.S. can be 
found in the law, the medical system and the media’s response to rape —  all o f  which do not
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typically take women's allegations o f rape seriously. This is because in rape culture, women
are regarded as responsible for their own victimization —  indeed, they are believed to have
caused it (refer back to the previous discussion on rape myths). Herman (1989) points out
that despite the frequency o f rape, and the feet that victims know the perpetrators in the
majority o f instances, very few perpetrators regard their actions as rape.
Consistent with a sociocultural understanding o f rape, men who rape have “normal”
personalities, appearances, intelligence, behavior and sexual drives, argues Herman (1989).
That is, they aren't so much deviants as they are conforming to qualities that are considered
masculine. Rape, in essence, becomes a method for the man to prove his masculinity (e.g.,
wartime rape, prison homosexual rapes, etc.), concludes Herman.
Similarly, feminist Andrea Dworkin (1981) argues that men (not women) are
socialized to become advocates and perpetrators o f violence. From boyhood, men are taught
to differentiate themselves from women; men are victimizers, while women are victims.
Therefore, men develop an affinity for violence, and violence becomes an essential component
o f the male identity. In feet, violence is rewarded with money, admiration, feme, etc. in every
realm o f masculine existence. It doesn't matter what the violence is for; cops and outlaws are
equally revered for their actions; the conflict between men is desirable. Says Dworkin (1981),
Because male supremacy means precisely that men have learned to use 
violence against others, particularly against females, in a random or disciplined 
way, loyalty to some form o f male violence, its advocacy in language or 
action, is a prime criterion o f effective masculine identity. In adoring violence 
— from the crucifixion o f Christ to the cinematic portrayal o f General Patton 
— men seek to adore themselves, or those distorted fragments o f self left over 
when the capacity to perceive the value o f life has been paralyzed and maimed 
by the very adherence to violence that men articulate as life's central and 
energizing meaning (p. 53).
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One o f Dworkm's (1981) essential premises is that men's culture o f violence against
women is documented through pornography:
The most enduring sexual truth in pornography— widely articulated by men 
to the utter bewilderment o f women throughout the ages — is that sexual 
violence is desired by the normal female, needed by her, suggested or 
demanded by her. She —  perpetually coy or repressed — denies the truth 
that pornography reveals. It is either/or. Either the truth is in the 
pornography or she tells the truth. But men are the tellers o f truth and men 
are the creators o f and believers in pornography (p. 166).
In further analyzing the meaning o f pornography and the system o f power — in particular, 
men's power—  in which pornography is created and exists, Dworkin identifies several tenets 
o f men's power. First, men have a metaphysical assertion o f self (an "I am" that exists a  
priori) that women, by definition, lack. In other words, men perceive themselves as self ­
directed subjects, whereas women are an objectified “other.” Second, most men are 
physically stronger than most women and, for that reason, have dominion over them. Third, 
power is the capacity to terrorize, to use self and strength to generate fear in an entire class 
o f persons (women) o fan entire class o f persons (men), with these acts ofterror ranging from 
verbal to physical, symbolic to cultural. Fourth, in this system o f male supremacy, men have 
the power to name and therefore the power to define experience, to articulate values and 
boundaries, to limit and delimit expression, and to control perception. Fifth, men have the 
power o f owning, and this ownership extends to the female. Sixth, the power of money is a 
distinctly male power, and in the system ofmale supremacy, money expresses masculinity just 
as women are deemed a form o f wealth. Finally, men have the power o f sex, and that power 
resides in the penis, whereby the sex act is defined as penetration, as conquest, indeed, as 
violence — the woman is acted on, the man acts (Dworkin, 1981).
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Ciriello (1993) has also utilized a sociological framework for explaining violence 
against women. In examining the impact o f current trends in the leisure, entertainment, and 
service industries, Ciriello argues that the pornography industry has filtered into these arenas. 
She points out that these industries, along with the help o f mass media, (1) sexualize women's 
labor, (2) condone and contribute to sexual harassment, and (3) put real women in danger. 
In supporting her views, Ciriello considers the following examples: (1) the "Playboy" pinball 
game; (2) the Hooters o f America, Inc. restaurant chain (which began in 1983 in Clearwater, 
Florida), as well as the establishment o f other restaurants that use women's breasts in their 
marketing (Mugs & Jugs, Melons, and Knockers); (3) the proliferation o f "quality" topless 
clubs, strip clubs, and gentleman's clubs (1,100 such chibs in 47 states netting $3 billion a 
year), including Gold Chib in Atlanta, Men's Club in Houston, Cabaret Royale in Dallas, and 
Solid Gold and Deja Vu in Minneapolis; and (4) topless housecleaning services. Notes 
Ciriello (1993),
Companies that conduct business meetings, luncheons, or dinners at topless 
and strip clubs need to realize that expense-accounting their employees' 
participation at these chibs sends a confusing message to all their employees.
At a time when companies are adopting policies that address the serious issue 
o f sexual harassment in the workplace, they are communicating that it's all 
right to treat women as sex objects during the course o f business 
entertainment. Women who work in offices where men consider such chibs 
an appropriate place to hold business meetings are affected in at least two 
ways. First, if they are exchided from such events, it is an extension o f the 
"old boys' network." Second, if women are taken to such places, the 
experience is a form o f sexual harassment.... Either way the attitudes toward 
women spill over into the ways men view and treat women. What do men 
think o f their female co workers and managers when they return to the office 
after ordering a woman off the menu (p. 273)?
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I would raise a similar question about whether or not college males who patronize strip chibs 
or attend a wet T-shirt contest at the local campus bar are then capable o f regarding female 
students who share the classroom as intellectual equals.
Pornography and Media V iolence, Pornography is defined as writing or imagery that 
objectifies, degrades, and brutalizes a  person in the name o f sexual stimulation or 
entertainment. The root o f the word "pornography" is pom e, which means the graphic 
depiction o f female sexual slavery. It can also be defined as the sexually explicit 
subordination o f women, graphically depicted in either pictures or words, in which women 
are presented in one or more of the following ways: (1) as dehumanized sexual objects, things 
or commodities; (2) as enjoying pain and humiliation or experiencing pleasure in being raped;
(3) tied up, cut up, mutilated, bruised, or physically hurt; (4) in postures o f sexual submission 
or servility; or (5) as body parts such that women are reduced to those parts). It would 
appear from the writings o f Dworkin (1981) and Ciriello (1993) — and from MacKinnon 
(1987), as well — that pornography is an undesirable media element in our society, relative 
to violence. I, myself do not believe that censorship o f pornography is an appropriate 
response; in addition, I think that positive, equitable portrayals o f men’s and women’s 
sexuality are acceptable and desirable forms o f media communication in our society. 
Nevertheless, there is an intimate connection between pornography — o f which the U.S. is 
the largest producer in the world— and our culture o f violence and rape that requires further 
investigation.
What alarms feminists like Andrea Dworkin (1981) and Catherine MacKinnon (1987) 
is not the sexual explicitness, but rather the promulgation o f degrading images o f women and
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the increasing violence and degree o f violence that have appeared in pornography since the 
1970's. Says Dworkin (1981), "Male power is the raison d’etre o f pornography; the 
degradation o f the female is a means o f achieving this power" (p. 25). Pornography not only 
fuses sex with violence, but imparts the false notion that sexual violence has positive 
outcomes for the individuals involved.
Pornography as an industry by itself generates in excess o f $8 billion a year, grossing 
more in one year than the film and music industries combined. There are four times as many 
pornographic bookstores in the U.S. as there are McDonalds, and Plavbov and Penthouse 
outsell Time and Newsweek ten to one on the newsstand (Media Watch, 1994). However, 
the images in mainstream media are just as harmful and damaging as those in pornography, 
if not more so. Whereas moral conscience and obscenity laws regulate where and when 
pornography can be shown, commercial product advertising, for example, masquerades as art, 
marketing, fashion— anything but pornography. Therefore, their images appear unrestricted 
on the streets, on television, in stores, in theaters and in magazines under the guise that their 
content is non-offensive. An image is defined as pornography not by its location o r 
content, but by its context (Dworkin, 1981). For example, an ad selling perfume is no 
different than the centerfold ofHustler if the women appearing in both are similarly sexualized 
and objectified.
The question o f whether exposure to violence on television or movies affects the 
behavior o f viewers has been a hotly debated one in the field and, frankly, a poorly studied 
one. However, after reviewing the available evidence, the U.S. National Commission on the 
Causes and Prevention o f Violence (1969) announced, "It is reasonable to conclude that a
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constant diet o f violent behavior on television has an adverse effect on human character and 
attitudes" (as cited by Media Watch, 1994). In 1975, the American Medical Association 
passed a resolution against television violence. In 1972, a report to the Surgeon General 
indicated that there has been no reduction in violence in television since the late 1960s; 
indeed, among the most violent programs on television were weekend programs targeted at 
children. The report stated that, "The consensus among most o f the research community is 
that violence on television does lead to aggressive behavior by children and teenagers who 
watch the programs... A. causal link between televised violence and aggressive behavior now 
seems obvious” (as cited by National Institutes o f Mental Health, 1982, p. 6).
In an extensive series o f studies conducted by Park, et aL (1977), the subjects were 
juvenile delinquents in minimum-custody institutions. During a one-week period, half o f the 
subjects watched aggressive and the other half nonaggressive films each night. The behavior 
o f each group for a subsequent three-week period was observed and compared with that o f 
the preceding three-week period. The subjects who had viewed the aggressive movies 
behaved more aggressively than those in the control group; this effect was particularly 
significant during the week that the subjects were actually seeing the movies.
While one cannot claim that pornography in and o f itself causes violence against 
women (the research is conflicting), pornography and other forms o f media do create a 
climate and a context in which the rape and battery of women by men is normalized, 
tolerated and encouraged (Dworkin, 1981; Griffin, 1981; MacKinnon, 1987). According 
to The Society for the Eradication o f Television (1994), scientific studies repeatedly show 
that people o f all ages are losing their ability to distinguish fantasy from reality. When
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questioned, they frequently find the televised image a more satisfactory experience (as cited 
by Media Watch, 1994). This finding is particularly problematic when the media begins to 
communicate images o f male and female sexuality —  what is acceptable, what is expected, 
what is normal In this light, pornography is harmful to women because it fosters and 
supports rape culture and rape myths.
A significant body o f research using college males as subjects has examined the 
relationship between pornography and sexual aggression. Eysenck and Nias (1978) argue 
that given the theory o f classical conditioning, it would be possible to create a rapist in the 
laboratory by presenting scenes o f rape immediately prior to normal sexually stimulating 
scenes. Evidence suggests that consumption o f  pornography, while it does not directly cause 
men to rape, may serve to further justify and legitimize rape in the minds o f men who are 
already inclined to sexual aggression (Malamuth & Donnerstein, 1981). As Robin Morgan
(1980) so succinctly explains, "Pornography is the theory, and rape the practice” (p. 139). 
Psychologist Neil Malamuth (1986), o f the University o f California at Los Angeles, indicates 
several processes by which the sexual violence depicted by media may lead to attitudes which 
are more accepting o f violence against women: (1) labeling sexual violence as a sexual rather 
than violent act; (2) adding to the perceptions that sexual aggression is normal and culturally 
acceptable; (3) changing attributions o f responsibility to place more blame on the victim; and
(4) elevating the positive value of sexual aggression by associating it with sexual pleasure and 
a sense o f conquest.
Malamuth and colleagues have demonstrated with college males that repeated 
exposure to sexually violent media depictions increased men's belief in rape myths and their
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acceptance o f violence against women. In addition, men who were most vulnerable to the 
influence o f violent pornography were those predisposed (based on an instrument 
administered prior to the media exposure) to be aggressive toward women (Malamuth & 
Dean, 1991). In a study o f 271 male and female college students, Malamuth and Check
(1981) had each student view two films on the pretext o f a movie rating assignment; the two 
films either portrayed sexual aggression and implied that such aggression had positive 
outcomes (Swept Away and The Getaway) or were neutral. The students viewed these films 
in an on-campus theater with non-study participants in the audience. Several days later, 
unaware of its connection to the movies they viewed, these students were administered a 
sexual attitude survey in class; the survey included scales measuring acceptance o f 
interpersonal violence towards women and rape myth acceptance. Results indicated that 
exposure to the films portraying aggressive sexuality significantly increased male (but not 
female) acceptance o f interpersonal violence toward women and o f rape myths.
Based on interviews with 114 convicted rapists and a contrast group o f 75 other 
felons in a men's medium- and maximum security prisons conducted over a period o f several 
years, Diana Scully (1990) and her research associates found that pornography was used 
consistently by her subjects to justify rape. Scully cited several reasons for this observation. 
First, the use o f force and violence is portrayed as part o f normal male-female sexual 
encounters in pornography, therefore trivializing and normalizing rape. MacKinnon (1987) 
has also made this point. Second, pornography often conveys that women desire and enjoy 
being raped, whereas victims o f murder, bombing or robberies are never portrayed as enjoying 
their victimization.
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How Men Learn To Be Violent: Male Peer Support Theories
Several researchers have attempted to explain why it is that men engage in violence. 
Most o f the research has been conducted in the area ofm en’s predatory sexual behavior. The 
bulk o f these studies examine the effect o f male peer support, a  term made popular by 
DeKeseredy (1990). Male peer support, according to DeKeseredy, refers to the attachm ents 
abusive men have to other abusive men, as well as to the specific resources (e.g., verbal and 
emotional support for engaging in woman abuse) that these abusive male friends provide —  
both o f which serve to promote and legitimize the abuse o f  current and/or former intimate 
female partners. Four major theoretical perspectives on male peer support have been 
proposed: (a) Kanin’s (1967, 1984, 1985) reference group theory; (b) Bowker’s (1983) 
standards o f gratification perspective; (c) Sanday’s (1990) psychoanalytic theory; and (d) 
Schwartz and DeKeseredy’s (1997) social support theory (modified male peer-support 
model). While further study is required, I believe that many o f  these models to explain sexual 
violence can be extrapolated to also explain how it is that men become physically violent.
Kanin’s Reference Group Theory. E.J. Kanin (1967) was the first North American 
sociologist to address the question: How do all-male groups make sexual abuse in courtship 
and dating legitimate to their members? After interviewing a random sample o f  341 
unmarried undergraduate male students, Kanin (1984,1985) contends that some men arrive 
at college either with a  history o f sexual aggression or a desire to engage in sexual aggression. 
Typically, these are men who have been highly trained since elementary school to regard 
women as sexual objects and to use women solely as conduits to achieving their own goals: 
“scoring,” or engaging in sexual intercourse. Such men, says Kanin, do not need further
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reinforcement when they arrive on campus; they seek friendships with men or groups of men 
(for example, a fraternity) who possess similar attitudes, and then proceed to tell each other 
that they are behaving property and normally.
Kanin (1967) does not suggest that the support o f male friends must be verbal, where 
the group explicitly and openly encourages the new member to exploit women or to physically 
force or psychologically coerce women into sexual acts. Rather, these “erotically oriented” 
peer groups “stress the value o f the orotic goal so that the men will be prone to become 
physically aggressive at the point when it is apparent that the usual seductive approaches are 
not going to be productive” (p. 497).
Furthermore, Kanin (1984,1985) believes that on most campuses, there are men who 
are socialized by their peers into a “hypererotic” subculture that generates extremely high or 
exaggerated norms o f sexual achievement. Such men expect to engage in a large number o f 
consensual sexual encounters —  or what are to them sexual conquests. When these men 
inevitably fell short o f what they perceive is the proper amount o f sex that their friends are 
actually achieving, some o f these men experience what Kanin (1985) calls relative 
deprivation. This sexual frustration, caused by a “reference-group-anchored sex drive” and 
a consequent need to overcompensate, is what Kanin concludes leads to predatory sexual 
conduct.
Similarly, these all-male alliances provide what sociologists refer to as a vocabulary 
of adjustm ent; men who might feel guilt, anxiety or cognitive dissonance adopt a vocabulary 
which defines women in such a way as to frame them as legitimate objects for assault. For 
example, women might be called “pick-ups” or other sexually explicit terms. Men who
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internalize these group-based justifications for the abuse o f “deviant” women convince 
themselves that these women deserve to be treated in this manner. Thus, such men can 
simultaneously convince themselves that they are n o t  engaging in criminal acts and m aintain  
a self-view as normal, respectable men (Kanin, 1984, 1985).
In contrast, college men who are not in homosocial (all-male) organizations perceive 
less pressure from their peers to engage in sexual conquest. As such, these men are more 
likely to be satisfied with their levels o f sexual activity (or at least less likely to feel 
dissatisfied), and are therefore less likely to sexually abuse women (Kanin, 1985).
Critiques o f Kanin’s theory include his lack o f specification; for example, bow do 
sexually aggressive men identify like-minded male peers when they arrive on campus. 
Furthermore, his theory fails to account for the impact o f friendship bonds that sexually 
aggressive men make with male peers in general— both abusive and non-abusive (Schwartz 
& DeKeseredy, 1997).
Bowker’s Standards o f Gratification Model Bowker’s work represents one o f the 
more developed theories o f male peer-support in sociology. Based on data gathered from 
interviews with married women, Bowker (1983) determined that a positive correlation existed 
between the amount o f contact between wife batterers and their male friends and the 
frequency and severity o f  beatings their wives received. Bowker described a sociological 
process known as standards o f gratification developed by men which proscribe that they 
should dominate their wives and children. Such standards are rooted in childhood exposure 
to their mothers being dominated by their fathers and by men themselves being dominated as 
boys in the family o f origin. When men socialized in this way feel that their dominance in
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their own family is challenged or thwarted, they experience psychological duress. They 
respond with contrived fury in an attempt to reestablish a dominant role that meets their 
standards of gratification.
Bowker (1983) points out that homosocial networks create a  patriarchal subculture 
o f violence. Cutting across race, ethnicity, class and religion, this subculture teaches married 
men to believe both in patriarchal control and in the use o f violence as a tool to maintain that 
control. In other words, standards o f gratification which lead men to batter their wives are 
highly developed among males who are heavily integrated in male peer groups that reinforce 
such standards through dominance on an ongoing basis. The more folly men are integrated 
into this subculture, the greater their proclivity to batter.
A key criticism o f Bowker’s model is that it regards pro-abuse male peer support as 
a cross-cultural constant rather than one variable among many. He argues that all men receive 
this support regardless o f their economic, political or social context, even though there is no 
empirical evidence to support such a universality o f men’s patriarchal capitalism (Schwartz 
& DeKeseredy, 1997). For example, men o f marginalized racial identities or from lower 
socioeconomic backgrounds may not experience the same levels o f empowerment as white, 
middle- to upper-class males.
Sandav’s Psychoanalytic Theory o f Gang Rape. Although Sanday’s research focused 
primarily on gang rape on college campuses, her theoretical conclusions are equally relevant 
to individual acts o f rape, as well as to gang violence in general. Sanday’s (1990) premise is 
that from boyhood, men struggle with the problem o f separation from their mother as an 
essential stage in their development o f a male identity. By the time they begin college, many
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male students are still grappling with the uncertainties and anxieties o f adolescent sexuality; 
that such struggling continues into the new and unfam iliar environment o f the college campus 
increases the tension.
One institution that helps alleviate the stress is the Greek-letter social fraternity, 
argues Sanday (1990). Fraternity initiation rituals, she claims, are designed to maximize male 
bonding and to give young men the confidence to confront their new social environs. This 
is accomplished by heightening new members’ anxieties about their sexual identity as much 
as possible, and then eliminating the conflict by defining themselves in opposition to what they 
consider to be feminine qualities. As a result, fraternity brothers’ unrelenting concern about 
heterosexual sex is a method for hiding their deep fear and fascination with homosexuality. 
Group sex with a woman —  conscious or not, then becomes a context in which men can 
simultaneously “prove” their heterosexuality as well as participate in male group-sex activity 
while pretending that the object o f their desire is not each other (Sanday, 1990).
Note that Sanday (1990) is not arguing that a universal male process exists which 
necessitates the sexual objectification o f women. Rather, fraternity ritual is merely one outlet 
for coping with the needs o f boys to sunder the bond with the mother. Fraternity rituals are 
a mechanism for legitimizing male social and sexual dominance.
Needless to say, Sanday’s theory is radical and far-reaching, although there is some 
support for Sanday’s proposition that all-male organizations and fraternities in particular 
breed a climate o f woman-abuse. Martin and Hummer (1989) do concur that in those 
fraternities which encourage the sexual assault of women, members’ sexual and physical 
aggression are strongly related to a narrow conception o f masculinity that is itself bundled
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with homophobia, conformity, group secrecy, and the sexual degradation o f women. 
However, Sanday mistakenly regards fraternities as an undifferentiated group, fa iling  to 
recognize that not all fraternities develop rituals that promote rape (Schwartz & DeKeseredy, 
1997).
Schwartz and DeKeseredy’s M o d ified  Male Peer-Supnort Theory. Schwartz and 
DeKeseredy (1997) base their work on social support theories. Social support theory is 
typically used to explain the role o f social support in the adoption o f health promotion, health 
maintenance and disease prevention behaviors. Social support theory posits a  strong positive 
association between familial and peer support and well-being (Kessler & McLeod, 1985). 
There are two primary models o f social support. The main-eflfect model predicts that an 
increase in social support is accompanied by an increase in well-being regardless o f whether 
people are under stress and regardless ofthe existing level o f support (Cohen & Wills, 1985). 
The buffering model also predicts that social support leads to well-being, but only for those 
under stress; social support acts as a “buffer” against the negative effects o f stressful life 
events (Cohen & Wills, 1985). Recognizing its explanatory value, researchers in the area of 
violence against women have reconceptualized social support theory to suit their scientific 
interests (Schwartz & DeKeseredy, 1997).
DeKeseredy’s (1988) original male peer-support model essentially states that dating 
relationships are a source o f stress for men —  ranging from sexual frustrations to threats to 
their patriarchal authority. Some men will confront these stressors alone; others will turn to 
male peers for support. Social support from these friends determines the probability of 
woman abuse. While women’s friendships serve the same purpose o f alleviating relationship-
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induced stress, DeKeseredy (1988) argued that the resources and advice provided by male 
peers may, under some circumstances, encourage or justify the physical, psychological or 
sexual abuse o f women (e.g., “you don’t have to put up with that,” “you need to show her 
who’s in charge”).
Because they felt this model emphasized individual factors too heavily, Schwartz and 
DeKeseredy (1997) add four additional, interrelated components to the male peer-support 
model to create a modified version: (1) the ideologies o f familial and courtship patriarchy; (2) 
alcohol consumption; (3) membership in formal social groups (e.g., fraternities); and (4) the 
absence of deterrence.
Schwartz and DeKeseredy (1997) recognize that men do not grow up in a culture that 
promotes equity between men and women; in many ways, sexual and physical abuse of 
women by men has been normalized through mass media, family o f origin experiences, and 
educational messages — both explicit or implicit. (Refer to the previous discussion on “rape 
culture” in the U.S.) They argue that U.S. society teaches well the lesson that violence 
against women is justified. Such acculturation processes are referred to as the ideology o f 
familial and courtship patriarchy.
Alcohol consumption is the second factor added to the model, not only because it 
increases the likelihood o f physical and sexual aggression as discussed earlier in this chapter, 
but because alcohol is also consumed in contexts (e.g., athletic events, bars, fraternity houses, 
all-male residence halls) where patriarchal conversations take place about women’s sexuality 
and how to control it (Hey, 1986).
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With regard to the third added factor, college men often receive their peer social 
support within clearly definined social groups, such as fraternities or athletic teams. Within 
these organizations, members learn, among other things, a narrow conception o f masculinity. 
They also leam the importance o f group secrecy, which keeps members from revealing the 
deviant behaviors o f other members to “outsiders.” Finally, these men leam to sexually 
objectify women; homosocial male groups frequently recruit new members with promises o f 
“easy hook-ups” and sexually-available women. State Schwartz and DeKeseredy (1997), 
“Perhaps the most common method throughout history for people to brutalize powerless 
persons is by first constructing the powerless as having little personal value” (p. 49).
The fourth and final factor is absence o f deterrence. In other words, not only does a 
male student’s social group present positive rewards for abusive behavior towards women, 
but these behaviors also continue because o f real or perceived lack o f punishment or negative 
sanctions (Schwartz & DeKeseredy, 1997). In fact, few individuals in the criminal justice 
system regard acquaintance rape as a “real crime” (Harney & Muehlenard, 1991), and few 
campuses historically have levied severe consequences on a male student accused of rape.
The Schwartz and DeKeseredy (1997) modified model o f male peer-support is the 
perspective that I prefer to use in understanding male peer support. It is broad, inclusive and 
complex, incorporating both individual as well as cultural factors. While the model in its 
entirety has yet to be tested empirically, supportive data exist for each o f the factors 
independently. Furthermore, it provides a relevant theoretical framework for understanding 
why it is that some men resort to sexual or physical aggression, even as others do not.
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Where To Go From Here
The majority o f research that has examined campus violence has documented 
relatively well the prevalence and correlates o f men’s violence against women. In contrast, 
the data regarding men’s violence against each other is foundational at this point and raises 
more questions than it provide answers. While a variety o f academic disciplines and 
theoretical frameworks have been utilized to examine and understand men’s violence, the 
dominant theme which underlies and unifies this dissertation is the belief that violence is 
learned, not biologically determined or inherent in human nature. That cross-cultural, 
historical and intergroup variations in levels o f violence exist strongly suggests that violence 
is not predetermined. Finally, sociological research which lends credence to models o f male 
peer-support assist in understanding why it is that some men become violent and others do 
not.
If  violence is not a predetermined human condition, then it must be a learned behavior; 
furthermore, if violence is learned, then violence can be unlearned. Albeit, the mechanisms 
by which violence is taught (and not taught) and transmitted (and not transmitted) are still 
bathed in ambiguity. It is the intent o f this dissertation project to provide a clearer, broader 
picture o f the cultural context against which acts o f campus violence (and by generalization, 
societal violence) are perpetrated. Given that violence is very likely a cultural phenomenon, 
I believe that an increased understanding o f men’s violence against each other will 
simultaneously illuminate our knowledge regarding the dynamics which underlie men’s 
violence against women. Therefore, the ramifications o f studying men’s violence will be far-
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reaching and all-encompassing. The next chapter begins an assessment o f men’s experiences 
relative to violence and masculinity.
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Chapter 3. Boys W ill Be Boys...But Do They Have To? 
Understanding Men’s Culture
Why Look At Culture?
The United States was founded on ideals o f rugged individualism and fierce 
independence. These values are also exhibited in our country’s political, economic and social 
institutions. For example, physicians are trained to treat individual patients for illness or 
disease. In feet, the entire medical research field is predicated on the assumption that 
technology can improve individual health in spite o f mitigating social factors such as poverty, 
poor nutrition or stress. Similarly, our court system punishes and holds individuals 
accountable for violent crimes and other transgressions against the law —  each person is 
responsible for his or her actions, regardless o f family upbringing, social opportunities or 
educational opportunities. Inherent in the legal system is a belief that punishment o f the 
offender constitutes safety for our communities, even in the face o f a paucity o f evidence that 
even remotely suggests that prison can reform those who enter its walls.
However, our formal understanding o f violence, and hence our ability to stem the 
rising tide o f violence inside our homes, on our streets, in our classrooms, and amidst our 
communities, has been handicapped by our continuing refusal to see violence committed by 
others as reflections o f our own realities and the violence experienced by others as hurts and 
pains which will eventually visit our own hearts. This is an understandable tendency, for to 
acknowledge that violence is culturally derived is to admit to collective and personal 
responsibility for all violence that occurs in our society. Conversely, to vicariously experience
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the fear, hurt, betrayal and anger o f another’s victimization by violence requires coming to
terms with one’s own constant state o f vulnerability.
It is not as if somewhere in our informal knowledge o f violence we do not recognize
the impact and influence o f  culture and groups. How often one will remark, “Those fraternity
boys — they are always up to no good,” or “If  you see Hells Angels on the road, keep your
distance,” and “My son better not join some gang!” These statements are a reflection o f our
recognition that groups have cultures, and that these cultures have tremendous influence.
Yet, despite this informal knowledge, many o f our formal actions in the educational system,
legal system, and medical system continue to reflect a false belief that violence is rooted in
individual accountability and personal choice.
Says anthropologist Edward T. Hall (1981), “...Western man has created chaos by
denying the part ofhis self that integrates while enshrining the parts that fragment experience”
(p. 9). Hall warns that,
The cultural and psychological insight that is important to accept is that 
denying culture and obscuring the effects it can have on human talents can be 
as destructive and potentially dangerous as denying evil. We must come to 
terms with both. It is our powerlessness in the face o f culture and the cultural 
limitations placed on the development o f self that result in aggression. 
Paradoxically, the only way we can escape the hidden constraints o f covert 
culture is to involve ourselves actively and consciously in the very parts oflife 
that we take most for granted (p. 7).
Hall (1981) goes on to observe that humans in Western civilization use only a fraction 
o f their total mental capabilities in trying to comprehend truth. Logic is heralded as supreme, 
and knowledge is judged as meritorious by how logical is the reasoning which under girds it. 
Therefore, scientists typically use mathematical or econometric models to express and
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describe certain qualities, quantities and relationships experienced in life. Conversely, 
anthropologists use primarily non-mathexnatical models that are based on culture. Since 
culture “is itself a series o f situational models for behavior and thought, the models 
anthropologists use are frequently highly abstract versions o f parts o f models that make up 
the entire culture (kinship systems, for example)” (p. 13).
Hall (1981) believes that models are created by human societies in order to better 
respond to and accommodate the enormous challenges o f life. The effectiveness of each 
model is determined by how well it predicts outcomes, as well as how consistent it is as a 
mechanical or philosophical system. Furthermore, people are closely identified with their 
models, says Hall, since such models form the basis o f all behavior —  whether overt or 
covert, implicit or explicit, actions you talk about and those you do not. In fact, Hall claims 
that “...studying the models th a t men create to explain nature tells yon more about the 
men than about the p a rt of nature being studied [emphasis added]” (p. 14). Hall also 
explains that much o f culture is unconsciously generated, transmitted and learned; in addition, 
the “cultural unconscious” not only dictates human behavior but can be understood only 
through painstaking processes o f detailed analysis. Hence, man automatically treats what is 
“most characteristically his own (the culture ofhis youth) as though it were innate” (p. 43).
Hall’s (1981) observation is o f particular relevance to a discussion or study about 
violence. Violent acts committed by men or violent acts directed against men are regarded 
as normal extensions o f  boylike or manly behavior, to such an extent that our society 
frequently does not regard many incidents o f violence as problematic. Rather, physical and 
sexual aggression are viewed as typical expressions o f a healthy masculinity. It is important
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to remember that men’s and women’s beliefs about men and violence are inculcated from an 
early age, starting with infancy. Therefore, society has oftentimes regarded male violence as 
merely harmless manifestations o f “boys being boys,” rather than as symptoms o f a deeply 
imbedded value-system which celebrates and encourages male aggression to the detriment o f 
men’s and women’s well-being. In other words, a  cultural manifestation has mistakenly been 
labeled as biologically innate, even though violence is learned; it is not inherited.
Defining Culture
The term “culture” has acquired several different meanings over the past century. The 
term itself came into anthropological use in Europe during the 1800s from the German word 
Kultur, and initially was synonymous with “civilized” (Goodenough, 1981). That is, human 
history was understood as a steady rise from a state o f primitive naivete to one o f 
progressively increased enlightenment, characterized by higher standard ofliving, appreciation 
o f the arts and music, technological development, and superior moral code —  all o f which 
were facilitated by enhanced knowledge o f the Truth. In this perspective, observes 
Goodenough, societies did not possess discrete cultures; rather, each society possessed to a 
lesser or greater degree those aspects o f a culture created and developed by all humans as a 
whole. Therefore, cultural anthropology began as an effort to reconstruct the steps or stages 
that marked the growth o f culture (Goodenough, 1981).
At the end of the nineteenth century, Franz Boas began to use the word “culture” to 
refer to “the distinctive body o f customs, beliefs and social institutions that seemed to 
characterize each separate society” (Stocking, 1966, as cited by Goodenough, 1981, p. 48). 
In other words, instead o f different societies possessing different degrees o f culture or varying
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states o f cultural development, each society exhibited a  culture o f its own. Therefore, cultural 
differences were to be understood as the result o f historical accidents and limitations o f the 
environment, rather than as a reflection o f some law regarding evolutionary growth through 
which all societies were expected to undergo (Goodenough, 1981).
Today, numerous definitions o f culture exist which mirror that developed by Boas. 
One useful definition for the purposes o f e x am in ing  violence is provided by Locke (1992), 
who defines culture as "the body o f learned beliefs, traditions, principles and guides for 
behavior that are commonly shared among members o f a particular group. Culture serves as 
a road map for both perceiving and interacting with the world" (p. 10). Components o f 
Locke's definition o f culture can be applied to studying violence as follows: (1) fraternities, 
military organizations, and intercollegiate athletic teams and other all-male organizations are 
groups which have a distinct culture because o f the tight-knit, all-male affiliatio n s  or all-male 
living situations; (2) the salient beliefs, traditions, principles and guides for behavior are those 
that govern sexual-decision making and conflict resolution (when day to day choices are more 
clearcut, cultural norms are less operative, but the sexual realm and the realm o f conflict is 
full o f uncertainties everyday so these group norms prevail); and (3) these beliefs, traditions, 
principles and guides are learned, begging the question, “How are these beliefs and principles 
learned —  and unlearned?”
Alternatively, culture has been defined to include: (1) the artifacts that individuals 
produce, such as their tools, art and weapons; (2) the group's structure, that is, the hierarchy, 
as well as other group patterns which determine individuals' relationships to their fellow group 
members; (3) ideas and values, particularly the belief system o f a people, and their effects on
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individuals' lives and (4) their forms o f communication, especially their language (Henshn, 
1988).
Goodenough (1981) defines culture as consisting of: forms (ways to form categories 
o f things), propositions (statements o f relationships between forms), beliefs (private, 
declared and public ones), shared values and social rules, recipes (methods for achieving 
desired goals), routines and customs, meaning and function, and language. It is a  system 
for discerning artifacts as having distinctive forms and for attributing meaning to each artifact. 
Most importantly, says Goodenough, culture as defined in this sense is learned. The products 
o f learning include: concepts, beliefs, preferences, principles and standards —  all things that 
are associated with the mind. (In contrast, cultural artifacts refer to those material 
manifestations, e.g., tools, infrastructure, houses, works o f art, etc., o f what is learned.) 
Furthermore, if  one accepts as valid the description o f culture as something learned, then 
culture allows one to predict “whether or not any particular action will be accepted by those 
who know the culture as conforming to their standards o f conduct. Such prediction is very 
different from predicting what specific behavior will in feet occur” (Goodenough, 1981, p. 
55).
Spradley and McCurdy (1972) restrict the “concept o f culture to mean the knowledge 
people use to generate and interpret social behavior. This knowledge is learned and, to a 
degree, shared” (p. 8). Similarly, Hall (1981) states that, “One o f the functions o f culture is 
to provide a highly selective screen between man and the outside world. In its many forms, 
culture therefore designates what we pay attention to and what we ignore. This screening 
function provides structure for the world and protects the nervous system from ‘information
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overload’” (p. 85). Spradley and McCurdy (1972) emphasize that defining culture as 
knowledge profoundly Impacts the m anner In which a researcher investigates and 
describes a culture; it shifts the focus o f research from the perspective o f the ethnographer 
as an outsider to a discovery o f the insider’s point o f view. In other words, the ethnographic 
researcher will not just be asking “What do I see these people doing?’ Rather, he or she also 
attempts to determine, “What do these people see themselves doing?” Furthermore, Spradley 
and McCurdy believe that ethnography — the task o f describing a particular culture —  can 
be the basis for implementing social change. This conclusion is a significant one when 
examining a topic such as violence, for the hope o f this researcher is that from increased and 
improved understanding o f this phenomenon, practitioners can begin to formulate viable 
means of reducing the occurrence o f violence on campus.
The concept o f culture can also be applied to organizations such as Men Against 
Violence. Schein (1985) defines organizational culture as “a pattern of basic assumptions 
—  invented, discovered, or developed by a given group as it learns to cope with its problems 
o f external adaptation and integration— that has worked well enough to be considered valid, 
and therefore has to be taught to new members as the ‘correct’ way to perceive, think, and 
feel in relations to their problems” (p. 9). In other words, organizational cultures are not 
static; they develop and change in response to the types o f crises and challenges affecting the 
organizational entity. Furthermore, aspects o f this culture are taught by current members to 
new members.
Bolman and Deal (1991), who have examined organizational cultures in the corporate 
sector in the U.S., provide insights which are also applicable to the higher education setting.
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They say that every organization develops distinctive patterns and assumptions over time, 
many o f which are unconscious or taken for granted and then reflected in myths, fairy tales, 
stories, rituals, ceremonies and other symbolic forms. They assert that managers and leaders 
who understand the power o f these symbols have increased success in influencing their 
organization.
In addition, entry into such a culture does not take place freely. In order to protect
the integrity o f the organization’s values and norms, it is necessary to have a process o f
inculcation— a “rite o f passage” o f sorts— that prospective members must undergo before
being welcomed into the group. The likelihood o f successfully entering the group can vary.
Say Bolman and Deal (1991),
A family, group, organization or society with cohesion and a sense o f itself 
rarefy offers free admission to outsiders. The price is usually higher for 
people who are somehow different or who question or threaten existing 
values, norms and patterns. Representatives o f groups that have been 
excluded because o f their gender, race, ethnicity, or religion cannot become 
full-fledged members o f a group or organization unless they are initiated into 
the inner sanctum.... Yet, only a weak culture will accept newcomers with no 
initiation. The stronger a culture, the stronger the message to newcomers 
that, “you are different and not yet one o f us.” The initiation reinforces the 
existing culture at the same time that it tests the newcomer’s ability to become 
a member (p. 248).
With regard to Men Against Violence, it will be interesting to examine the process by which 
new members are “initiated” into the organizational culture and to determine whether or not 
particular individuals are excluded.
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“Masculinism,wl Men’s Culture and Men’s Lives
When I began my literature review, I was primarily interested in violence perpetrated 
by men. As I continued to read and research, it became clear that I could not adequately 
address the issue o f  men's violence without also examining men's culture. This conclusion 
was also supported by my work with M en Against Violence. Indeed, questions about m en's 
violence and questions about m en's culture a re  mutually dependent. Something about 
the interrelationship o f men in groups, as well as the nature o f those groups, creates and 
fosters a culture o f violence.
Theoretical Perspectives on Masculinity, Capraro (1994) defines masculinity as a 
description o f the difference between men’s and women’s lives, or as a description o f the 
uniqueness o f men’s experiences. That is, the concept o f masculinity leads one to 
acknowledge that being a man or being a woman— to be gendered —  means experiencing 
and perceiving the world in different ways (what Capraro labels differing subjectivity), as well 
as to have different experiences in this world (termed differing objectivity by Capraro). 
Masculinity can carry many meanings, as well. In the sociological formation, masculinity 
refers to what men are (Le., social reality), what individuals in a given society think men are 
(e.g., stereotyped beliefs), and what those individuals would like men to be (Le., gender role 
expectations). A neopsychoanalytic formulation o f masculinity posits masculinity as an
1 I borrowed this term from Tim Allen’s (1994) book Don’t Stand Too Close To A Naked 
Man. In searching for a word which captures the field o f men’s studies, in much the same 
way that the term “feminism” evokes a distinct body o f theories, perspectives and research, 
I found no such word existed; “masculinist” was a  pejorative term which foiled to accurately 
convey what I wanted. Hence, I borrowed “masculinism,” which refers to  the field o f inquiry 
which supports and celebrates men’s experiences (without refuting those o f women).
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identity acquired via object relations during early life; an example o f such a process is when 
a boy detaches from his mother and identifies with the hither and begins shaping his male self 
Finally, in a political formulation, the discourse o f power represents masculinity as a both a 
linguistic and political strategy for perpetuating domination o f women by men (Capraro, 
1994).
Capraro points out that over the past decade, several specific perspectives on 
masculinity have emerged, advancing both theories o f masculinity, as well as proposing 
personal- and social-change interventions to address problems associated with masculinity. 
The conservative perspective embraces the so-called traditional U.S. values o f what 
masculinity should be. Conservative masculinity advocates for traditional gender role 
differences, and posits the masculine roles o f protector and breadwinner as appropriate to 
men, and the feminine roles o f childbearer and caregiver to women. Moral and biological 
conservatives argue that men are naturally and necessarily dominant For example, George 
Gilder (1986) describes men as “barbarians” who must be “tamed” by women who create 
“civilization” by “transforming male lust into love.” Gilder would say that rape and other 
deviant forms o f violence are some o f the outcomes o f the failure to “civilize” men, leaving 
one to wonder if he is in feet arguing that preventing rape is women’s responsibility.
The mythopoetic perspective is personified by the voice ofRobert Bly. Bly (1990) 
asserts that concepts o f masculinity have resulted in two unacceptable models o f what it 
means to be a man: the SOs male, who represents the “traditional” man as father and provider, 
and the “soft” male, who has connected with his feminine side with the aid o f the feminist 
movement. Bly seeks to retrieve the lost masculinity, or “male psyche,” buried deep within
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the individual beneath layers o f modem, industrial, high-technology society, far removed from 
nature. In addition, Bly points out that the modern-day absence o f fathers and other adult 
males in the lives o f their sons means that many young boys must search elsewhere for models 
o f masculinity. Biy’s (1990) remedy for the problem ofmodem masculinity is men’s recovery 
o f the inherent masculinity buried deep within them through the use o f fairy tales, legends, 
myth and hearth stories which share the truth about that masculinity. Such recovery would 
take place at men’s gatherings..
Finally, a feminist perspective o f masculinity suggests that men as a group have 
power over women as a  group (sexism). This sexism is the foundation o f gender differences, 
teaching men to devalue women or anything feminine, and labeling women as “deviant” in 
order to give men control over women through sexist practices and violence. For example, 
feminist writer Harry Brod (1987) suggests that sexism hurts both men and women, that the 
material and intangible rewards conferred on men as a group by patriarchy are derived at 
great personal cost, including higher rates o f health problems, alcoholism, criminal 
incarceration and suicide; restricted affectional expression; and alienated, fragmented intimacy 
and sexuality.
Frye (1983a) describes a certain facet o f sexism in which women o f all races and
classes are allocated to a “ghetto” (p. 9):
The boundary that sets apart women’s sphere is maintained and promoted by 
men generally for the benefit o f men generally, and men generally do benefit 
from its existence, even the man who bumps into it and complains o f the 
inconvenience. That barrier is protecting his classification and status as a 
male, as superior, as having a right to sexual access to a female or females.
It protects a kind o f  citizenship which is superior to that offemales ofhis class 
and race, his access to a wider range ofbetter paying and higher status work,
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and his right to prefer unemployment to the degradation o f doing lower status 
“women’s” work (p. 13).
That is, through their economic and sociocultural power, men maintain and institutionalize
sexism and keep women in the “ghetto,” thus ensuring their continued access to greater
power. Furthermore, argues Frye, while men may also be “oppressed” in some ways (an
oppression largely imposed by other men), their oppression does not accrue benefits to
women as women’s oppression does to men.
Another feminist researcher, Kimmel (1993), has examined the changing workplace
as a factor in men's masculinity. He argues that men derive their identity in the public sphere
and that the primary public arena where masculinity is demonstrated is in the workplace. As
women and minorities continue to enter the workforce in growing numbers, points out
Kimmel (1993), "there are fewer and fewer big wheels and more and more men who will feel
as though they haven't made the grade, who will feel damaged, injured, powerless —  men
who will need to demonstrate their masculinity all over again. Suddenly, men's fears o f
humiliation and domination are out in the open, and there's a convenient target [women] at
which to vent those anxieties" ( p. 129).
MascuKnitv as Violence. A growing body o f compelling research indicates that men
who adhere to traditional attitudes about manhood (e.g., a “guy should be sure o f himself’
and not “act like a girl”) have greater health risks, including violence, than men with less
traditional attitudes. In feet, men who hold traditional beliefs about manhood, as compared
to their less-traditional peers, exhibit higher rates o f unprotected sexual activity; excessive,
problem drinking; depression and suicide; poor nutrition; and more frequent accidents as the
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result o f risk-taking (Courtenay, 1998). Courtenay finds that men’s health risks are further 
compounded by their extreme reluctance to  admit vulnerability, disclose pain, or seek medical 
attention.
In the literature, traditional masculinity is defined in various ways (Allen, 1993; 
Brannon & David, 1976; Brod & Kaufman, 1994; Franklin, 1988; Keen, 1991; Marshall, 
1993; Pleck, 1983); for all of these definitions, the acceptance and expectation of 
aggression (and o f violence) is a common, unifying theme. From reviewing the literature, 
Robert Brannon's (1976) definition emerges as the most frequently cited; he identified four 
metaphors for describing the traditional role expectations ofNorth American men (the culture 
of men in other countries is beyond the scope o f this study): (1) No Sissy Stuff (avoid 
behaving in any manner which can be perceived or labeled as feminine); (2) Be a Big Wheel 
(strive for dominance, power, wealth and success); (3) Be a Sturdy Oak (be independent, 
controlled, unemotional; show no vulnerabilities); and (4) Give 'em Hell (take risks, be 
daring). Other definitions of masculinity are very similar. In almost all o f them, however, 
men's aggression is not regarded as deviant or extreme; rather, trad itional definitions of 
masculinity explicitly and implicitly norm alize violence for men.
Consider Muehlenhard and Cook’s (1988) finding that many men feel pressure from 
other men to be sexual as a means o f confirming their masculinity.2 In feet, almost two-thirds
x Several authors (Frye, 1983b; Rich, 1980; Sanday, 1990) have written about “compulsory 
heterosexuality” -  the expectation that men and women should be sexually attracted to and 
sexually active with only members o f the opposite sex. Such expectations breed homophobia, 
whereby gays or lesbians are considered deviant and abnormal It is important to note that 
it is only heterosexual men -  not gay m en-w ho rape women, and that they most likely do 
so in order to prove their heterosexuality.
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o f men surveyed had engaged in unwanted intercourse (that is, sex that they consented to but 
did not want to have— which is different than sexual assault), primarily because o f mate peer 
pressure or wanting to be popular. Normative gender roles assign men the role o f 
"aggressor" and women the role o f "gatekeeper" with respect to issues o f sexual intimacy. 
As a result, the typical date becomes a "competition" in which the man maneuvers to obtain 
sexual favors from the woman. Sex becomes the goal o f the date; the woman is regarded as 
a potential "conquest" or "prize." This adversarial view o f dating and sex is captured in many 
o f the slang terms used for sex: "score," "bag,” "homerun," etc. All o f these connote 
"winning."
Marshall (1993) has examined the characteristics o f the North American male gender 
role and describes its origin and maintenance. He contends that the male gender role, as well 
as the conflict and strain it produces, contributes to violent behaviors perpetrated by men. 
Acceptance o f a rigidly, narrowly defined male sex role, says Marshall, has been identified as 
one o f the salient traits o f men who batter their female partners, and belief in more traditional 
male and female gender roles distinguishes between physically abusive and non-abusive men. 
In contrast, men who report relative equality in decision-making power within a relationship 
report lower rates o f physical violence (Yllo, 1984, as cited by Marshall, 1993). Because o f 
the role-scripted expectation that a man be in control or "wear the pants" in the relationship, 
any perceived loss o f power is regarded as a threat; the man then needs to reassert control 
using whatever means necessary, including violence or abusive behavior, or else leave the 
relationship altogether, explains Marshall.
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Anger emerges as an important theme when examining men and violence. The book 
Angrv Men. Passive Men: Understanding the Knots o f Men's Anger and How to Move 
Beyond It is based on Allen's (1993) work as a therapist with men's groups. He argues that 
many o f the problems men confront are attributable to how males are taught to behave as 
men. In particular, men are taught to suppress their emotions and that they must fulfill two 
particular roles which are essential to the masculine identity: providing and protecting. As 
a result, men are confined by the "Man Box" — a sort o f masculine code of conduct. 
(Women must adhere to a "Woman Box;" however, the feminine codes o f conduct are 
limiting in different ways.) The advantage o f living in the "Man Box" is male privilege; 
however, undesirable consequences occur in men's relationships and in men's health.
In Chapter 2, entitled "Angry Men/Passive Men: The Kick-Ass/Kiss-Ass Syndrome," 
Allen (1993) goes on to analyze the role culture has played in limiting the emotions that men 
are allowed to express or experience. He argues that these cultural norms have made it 
difficult for men to express anger appropriately; instead, anger is emitted in forms ofviolence. 
From boyhood, males have been taught that violence is the solution to life's problems (Le., 
the "Kick-Ass Syndrome").
Allen suggests that a solution is for men to rewrite the masculine code and replace it 
with more flexible codes for male behavior, and a broader range o f life choices for men. This 
"creative masculinity" would challenge the "Man Box;" the benefits would be greater 
happiness and success for men; more meaningful, intimate love relationships; and healing 
relationships with both mothers and fathers.
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Jackson Katz (1995) describes the work that he and his colleagues have conducted 
in developing a  program called Mentors in Violence Prevention \MVP] at Northeastern 
University in Boston. Based on a sociocultural model o f violence, MVP utilizes the notion 
that American constructions o f manhood are central to the problem ofmen’s violence against 
women. Therefore, redefining manhood is critical to creating more caring relationships 
between men and women. As such, the MVP program encourages male student-athletes and 
other role models o f  traditional masculine success to capitalize on the high status they occupy 
on campus in order to expose and reframe the prevailing male norms that equate strength in 
men with power over women. While MVP focuses on violence by men against women, the 
concepts o f sociocultural change are still relevant to the broader issues o f violence.
Homophobia. Kimmel (1993) observes a relationship between homophobia, 
masculinity and violence: "Homophobia (which I understand as more than the fear of 
homosexual men; it's also the fear o f other men) keeps men acting like men, keeps men 
exaggerating their adherence to traditional norms, so that no other men will get the idea that 
we might realty be that most dreaded person: the sissy" (p. 127). Kimmel (1993) argues that 
Clarence Thomas' confirmations hearings, accusations o f sexual harassment against Senator 
Robert Packwood, the U.S. Navy TaShook scandal, William Kennedy Smith and Mike 
Tyson's date rape trials, and the trials o f lacrosse players at St. John's University and of 
football players in Glen Ridge, New Jersey during the 1990's all have something in common: 
they demonstrate how inherent in the culture o f men is the need to confirm manhood through 
sexual behavior. These men are not "perverts" or "deviants" who have veered from the norms 
o f masculinity; rather, they are overconformists to destructive norms o f male sexual behavior.
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Dworkin(1981) also provides a compelling analysis o f male homophobia as it relates
to sexual violence against women:
As long as male sexuality is expressed as force or violence, men as a class will 
continue to enforce the taboo against male homosexuality to protect 
themselves from having that force or violence directed against them. Women 
will be their surrogates, and every institution in the society will continue to 
demand that men do to women what men would find insufferable if done to 
themselves (p. 60).
In other words, homophobia protects men from experiencing the kind of violence they inflict 
on women.
HvpermasculTnTtv. Stigmatized gender or racial identity generates a context in which 
male role norms are exacerbated (Green, 1987; Kimmel, 1993; Staples, 1982). In social 
science research, hypermascn Unity is the term used to refer to overcompensation for 
insecure gender identity. Kimmel suggests that those for whom masculinity is least secure 
(e.g., stigmatized gender identity, such as gay men, or stigmatized racial identity, such as 
minority males) are the most likely to follow behavioral codes and to adhere to traditional 
definitions o f masculinity. In other words, certain groups o f  men have more pressure to prove 
their manhood by virtue o f the oppressed positions they occupy in society, relative to  the 
economic and political power structure which exist in U.S. society. These include minority 
males and males in lower socioeconomic echelons, as well as gay and bisexual men. The 
tenets o f traditional American masculinity by definition and by implication categorically 
dictate that "real men" are white, wealthy and heterosexual. As a result, non-white, poor or 
homosexual men frequently adhere to strict codes o f male behavior in an effort to establish 
masculinity. Kimmel believes this stricter adherence includes engaging in risk behaviors and
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aggression with greater frequency. For example, the homicide rate for African-American men 
in the U.S. exceed that for white males; the majority o f African-American males are killed tty 
other African-American males (NCHS, 1996). Similarly, rape and battering, while largely 
hidden and undiscussed, are serious problems among the gay community.
The literature indicates that there are at least two additional contexts in which male 
role norms are exacerbated, resulting in increased levels o f aggression. Men who cohabit 
in groups, o r men whose prim ary social affiliation is w ith o ther men, tend to display 
exaggerated conformity to traditional male role norm s. Examples of such groups, or 
fraternal organizations, include: campus fraternities (Hirsch, 1990; Martin & Hummer, 1989; 
O'Sullivan, 1991; O'Sullivan, 1993; Sanday, 1990; Sandler & Ehrhart, 1985); intercollegiate 
and professional athletic teams, primarily football, basketball, lacrosse and ice hockey, which 
are considered high contact sports (Benedict, 1998; Crosset &  McDonald, 1995; Eskenazi, 
1991; Messner, 1992; Sanday, 1990); and military combat units, especially in times o f war 
(BrownmOler, 1975; Herman, 1989; O'Sullivan, 1992; Pope, 1993).
Summary
Fem inist  researchers initiated the paradigm shift o f examining men's activities and 
behaviors as gendered — reflections o f their sex-role socialization more so than of biological 
determination—rather than as indicative o f universal human tendencies (Harding, 1987). That 
I am fram ing  men’s violence as a function of men’s masculinity is a compelling reason for 
fram ing  this dissertation as feminist research.
“Masculinism” is an essential tool for working effectively with college men and for 
developing meaningful, relevant violence prevention programs targeted at male students.
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Men’s experiences and men’s culture should be the basis for formulating health promotion 
interventions whose goals are to impact men. I disagree vehemently with Keeling (1998), 
who remarks that “‘Male-bashing’ is, fortunately, decreasing^ common as a technique for 
reducing the prevalence o f sexual assault and relationship violence on campuses; the hopeless 
allegation that ‘all men are potential rapists’ has blessedly gone out o f  fashion” (p. 245). 
Unfortunately, my observation o f the campus health education profession is that few 
practitioners and few programs incorporate a view about men or about men’s behaviors that 
is empathetic, empowering or visionary. However, I do agree when Keeling (1998) states, 
“Going to male students with a message about how very messed up they are, how dangerous 
they have become, and how deeply they have foiled to take care o f their own health and well­
being is unlikely to promote a cadre o f instantaneous, durable, happy converts” (p. 245). The 
only manner in which we can create and disseminate a message that invites men to take 
ownership o f violence and become its problem-solvers (as opposed to the role they are 
traditionally cast in as trouble-makers) is by listening to men’s experiences and believing 
men’s stories.
Additionally, the literature also strongly suggests that we address men in groups, not 
just as individuals; there are strong indicators that violence is a behavior derived in a group 
mentality— a mentality which may at times override individual attitudes, beliefs and values. 
This is why Men Against Violence promises to be a critical prototype for men’s groups on 
campus; in this case, a tight-knot group o f men have generated a culture with definable 
characteristics as defined by Locke (1992) or Goodenough (1981); this culture supports men, 
yet at the same time challenges traditional norms of masculinity. Similarly, while more
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substantial research needs to be conducted in this area, it is clear that at some level, issues o f 
culture (race and sexual orientation), as well as social realities created by close-knit, all-male 
associations warrant consideration by health education and higher education professionals. 
From Chapter Five, Redefining Babes, Booze and Brawls, you will see how M en Against 
Violence affords a model for incorporating minority men —  individuals who have typically 
been marginalized on the college campus — not only as active, participatory advocates for 
campus change but as key opinion leaders in that advocacy. The next chapter will outline a 
framework for understanding the role o f students in their own behavior change.
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Chapter 4. Campus Peer Advocacy1 Groups and 
Men Against Violence
What is Campus Peer Education?
In order to better understand the processes, structures and philosophies which 
undergird an organization like Men Against Violence, it is vital to first examine the growing 
field o f campus peer health education. Considering the historical basis o f peer education, its 
strengths and weaknesses, as well as the theoretical frameworks which inform its practice, 
provides a context against which one can understand more clearly the significance and 
uniqueness o f MA V.
History o f Peer Education. Peter Finn (1981) has noted that peer education takes 
place “constantly among youngsters and adults, regardless o f instructional efforts to promote 
the use o f more ‘reliable’ sources o f information and advice.” He continues, “It is essential 
that we seek, through formal training, to put the inevitable peer education that will take place 
to positive use, rather than leave it to the vagaries o f chance” (p. 13).
It is not reported in the literature when and where the first college peer health 
educators emerged. One o f the earliest recorded examples o f a peer education intervention 
was at the University ofNebraska in Lincoln; student health aides were recruited in response 
to a 1957 epidemic ofAsian flu (Helm, Knipmeyer&Martin, 1972). In rural New England, 
a small group o f college students initiated their own campus reproductive health peer
1 In this dissertation, I prefer to use the broader term o f “peer advocacy” to subsume “peer 
education efforts. “Advocacy” embraces both the traditional model ofpeer health education, 
as well as the community action model —  both o f which will be described in this chapter. 
Through the remainder o f this paper, the two words will be used synonymously.
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education program in 1971. At that time, abortions and abortion counseling were illegal; 
contraceptives were not available on campus, and the nearest Planned Parenthood was 40 
miles away. The students traveled to Washington, D.C., to receive training, then returned to 
campus to recruit and train other students to help them. These students distributed a 
Canadian handbook on birth control, hosted peer education sessions about contraception, and 
assisted women in raising funds for and identifying resources for safe abortions. Furious, 
college administrators threatened to suspend the academic privileges o f the group’s leaders 
until the mother o f one o f the peer educators — an alumna —  openly supported both the 
group’s efforts and her daughter’s participation. She reminded the administrators o f a  student 
from her graduating class o f1949 who died after an illegal abortion. By 1973 commencement 
ceremonies, birth control services were available to students, and the peer education program 
was funded by the college (Zapka, 1981).
Now, over two decades later, the number o f peer health education programs at 
colleges and universities across the U.S. is burgeoning. Estimates are that nearly 80% o f 
colleges and universities use some form o f peer education or peer counseling to disseminate 
health information (Salovey &  D’Andrea, 1984). Several regional and national conferences 
now exist on peer health education, and the number o f research articles investigating peer 
health education is gradually increasing.
D efining Peer Education. Peer education consists ofinstruction by or guidance from 
equals (Gould & Lomax, 1993) —  individuals who have some similarity with those they are 
teaching. Variables such as age, gender, race, religion, sexual orientation, socioeconomic 
status, life experience or group affiliation may be used by target audiences to determine who
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is perceived as being "equal" o r having similar lives. Thus, diversity in the student population 
requires a corresponding diversity o f peer education staff Ultimately, whether the audience 
perceives the educator as a peer is the determining factor in the effectiveness o f the 
interventions, say Gould and Lomax. University campuses are not the only locations for peer 
education programs; for example, many prisons have instituted peer education interventions 
in which inmates teach follow inmates about HIV prevention and drug abuse.
On university campuses peer education programs have taken many forms. Some are 
incorporated as part o f  residential living (e.g., resident assistants); academic advising 
programs frequently use peers; orientations programs may utilize ambassadors to provide new 
students with support and assistance; athletic departments may rely on mentoring programs 
to ensure retention o f student-athletes. The vast majority o f campus peer education programs 
are based in the student health center or health education department and used to provide 
health and wellness information to the student population. The University o f M assachusetts 
at Amherst pioneered campus-based peer education programs in 1970, providing a national 
model fo r substance abuse and sexuality peer education (Edelstein & Gonyer, 1993).
Activities implemented by peer health educators vary from campus to campus and take 
place in one-on-one and group settings, ranging from individual consultations, small-group 
presentations/discussions, role plays, theater/skits, games, mass media campaigns, and 
campus-wide awareness weeks. Outreach educational programs are targeted to student 
living areas or for target student populations. Peers may also develop, produce and 
disseminate public service announcements in video and other formats. Some peers serve on 
student health center advisory boards (SHAB). Still others staff hotlines, resource centers
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or outreach offices where students can access health information and participate in self- 
assessments. Additionally, peer educators on many campuses act in theater troupes (Gould 
& Lomax, 1993; Sloane & Zimmer, 1993).
At a more comprehensive level, Keeling and Engstrom (1993) have identified 10 
earmarks o f what they call an enhanced peer education program. All o f these are 
characteristics o f Men Against Violence, I believe:
(1) Possesses an ability to sense, monitor and react to change —  a quality that 
makes programs durable, popular and indispensable;
(2) Is frequently and carefully evaluated, in the context o f an ongoing appraisal 
o f campus needs in health education and health promotion;
(3) Has the ability to match the talents, skills, and preparation o f peer educators 
to the most appropriate tasks, activities, and programs;
(4) Recruits people with specific talents that match the program’s needs;
(5) Recruits students who are broadly representative o f the diversity o f students 
on campus;
(6) Conducts highly targeted, carefully designed, frequently evaluated training 
activities, which are specifically tailored to the needs o f each group o f 
trainees;
(7) Exhibits an awareness o f and responsiveness to the diversity o f learning styles 
among students and their focus on visual learning;
(8) Displays a commitment to inclusive programming;
(9) Possess flexibility; and
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(10) Focus on effective marketing for maximum visibility.
Structure o f Peer Education Organisations. While most peer health educators are 
supervised by a student health center or health education unit, occasionally some have been 
advised by an academic unit (Medical School, Nursing School, Allied Health & Life Sciences, 
College o f Education, Department o f Kinesiology, etc.) or some other students services 
department (e.g., residential life, dean o f students, student health center, counseling center).
Depending on the campus’ financial and staffing resources, peer health educators may 
be unpaid volunteers, receive course credit (1-6 hours) for their training, service or both; or 
are paid as student employees (work-study, fin an cial aid, etc.). The selection process for peer 
educators varies by school and by organization, as w ell Some organizations may have no 
membership requirement (Le., open membership). Many institute an application/screening 
process to ensure quality among their candidates. At some institutions, targeted recruitment 
for members (e.g., student-athletes, Greek leaders, minority students, non-traditional 
students) takes place (Gould & Lomax, 1993).
Training received by peer health educators also differs across campuses and may take 
the form o f weekend retreats, weekly/biweekly in-service meetings, non-credit course(s), for- 
credit course(s), attendance at local, regional and national conferences, or a combination of 
the above (Gould & Lomax, 1993).
Motivations o f Peer Educators. Klein, Sondag and Drolet (1994) examined the 
factors which motivate individuals to volunteer for a peer health education program. Based 
on data from five focus groups with 19 subjects ranging in age from 17 to 34 years (four men, 
15 women), the researchers identified numerous reasons for why students became volunteer
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peer educators, many o f which overlapped. Many o f the peer educators attributed their 
motivation to join to family experiences, some positive, but many negative (e.g., father was 
alcoholic, mother was manic-depressive). Some respondents indicated that the experiences 
o f friends (e.g., unplanned pregnancy, date rape) provided the impetus for volunteering. Still 
other subjects reported that personal circumstances, such as past risk-taking or strong 
religious values prompted them to serve as peer educators. Some respondents were motivated 
to become volunteers after observing other peer educators during presentations. Some 
subjects joined peer health education programs out o f a  desire to help or serve others —  to 
improve the health oftheir peers. Finally, a  group o f respondents became volunteers in order 
to gain job or public speaking experience, to simply meet people with similar interests, or to 
gain health information for personal benefit.
Pros and Cons o f Peer Health Education. Here are some o f the common arguments 
about the advantages and strengths o f peer health education:
•  In times o f shrinking health care costs from which colleges are not immune, 
peer educators are cost-effective and cost-efficient (Gould & Lomax, 1993; 
Sawyer, Pinciaro & BedweiL, 1997; Sloane & Zimmer, 1993).
•  Peers are the best venues for conveying health information o f a sensitive or 
value-laden nature (especially sexual health, alcohol and other drugs); they can 
be regarded as non-threatening authorities who "speak their language." 
Students are most likely to open up to a peer educator (Sawyer, Pinciaro & 
Bedwell, 1997; Sloane & Zimmer, 1993; Wessel, 1993).
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•  Students (particularly traditional aged) are most likely to turn to their peers 
for health-related information; peers are readily accessible in terms oflocadon 
and rime —  they live with the students (Sloane & Zimmer, 1993).
•  Peers (especially leaders o f social groups) can effectively role model healthful 
attitudes and behaviors and are credible role models (Sloane & Zimmer, 
1993).
•  Some health information may be easier for a student to grasp ifit is explained 
by a peer (Damon, 1984).
•  Peer education, through the leadership and service opportunities it provides, 
trains future professionals in health & human services (Klein, Sondag & 
Drolet, 1994; Drellishak, 1997).
Several drawbacks and weaknesses o f peer health education have also been pointed out:
•  Evaluation efforts have been skimpy at best (Fennell, 1993; Haines, 1993; 
Keeling & Engstrom, 1993).
•  The input by professional staff to train, supervise and motivate peers far 
exceeds output o f peers (Haines, 1993; Lindsey, 1997).
•  The quality ofprograms (e.g., informational accuracy) provided is not as good 
as those provided by professionals, and students are less likely to perceive 
peers as credible sources o f information (Lindsey, 1997).
•  The greatest gain and impact is accrued by the peer educators themselves; the 
impact on others is questionable, short-term and minimal at best (Kelley,
1993).
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•  Use o f peer health educators may reduce the commitment o f a university to 
invest more resources into health education efforts and staffing ( WesseL, 1993; 
Lindsey, 1997).
•  I would add my own critique that the majority o f campus peer education 
programs fail to recruit or retain student staff from a diverse range of 
backgrounds reflective o f the campus population; for example, the majority 
o f peer educators at many large, public university campuses are white females 
of traditional college-age (18-23 years old).
Evaluation ofPeer Education Programs. Peer health education bears particular quality 
assurance issues that can be measured by both process and outcome evaluation techniques. 
Process evaluation, some types o f which are frequently referred to as quality assurance 
review, is the most commonly used method by those campus peer health education programs 
that do conduct evaluation. This type o f evaluation requires that standards o f performance 
be identified and applied before the effects ofprograms are measured. The evaluation process 
then documents what is occurring in any given program or workshop and analyzes its 
structural elements (Green & Lewis, 1986). In most college health services, process 
evaluation constitute the “customer satisfaction” aspect o f assessment.
Outcome evaluation measures how effective an intervention is in producing changes 
in knowledge, attitudes, beliefs and behavior (Green & Lewis, 1986). Since it requires the 
identification of clear and accurate outcomes measures, this is the most challenging form o f 
evaluation for health educators (CroU, Juts & Kennedy, 1993). As noted in Chapter 1, First 
Things First, Or H ow l Became a Woman Working With Men, only four such studies exist
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in the literature. Furthermore, researchers have argued whether or not the short-term, one- 
shot program interventions typical ofheahh education have any long-term impact in changing 
behavior.
Sawyer, Pinciaro and Bedwell (1997) have conducted a study documenting the effects 
on behavior change o f a long-term intervention. They examined the effect that year-long 
service in a peer sexuality education program had on 65 peer educators from 10 universities 
in the U.S. While quantitative analysis comparing pre- and post-test results on three 
instruments (Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale, Personal Development Inventory and Safe Sex 
Behavior Questionnaire) yielded a positive change that was statistically insignificant, 
qualitative data described increased levels o f self-reported self-esteem, confidence in public 
speaking and practice o f safer sex behaviors among study participants. In addition, 20% o f 
respondents changed their future career interests to health education or public health as a 
result o f their service as a peer educator.
Peer Education: A Contrast in Paradigms
There exist two predominant models o f peer health education; they differ both in their 
administrative characteristics and in their educational goals. The traditional health 
education model has been in existence on many college campuses since the 1960s, and is the 
model adopted by most peer health education programs. The community action model (also 
known as the system leadership model or service-Iearn ing model) is a relatively newer way 
o f conceptualizing campus peer health education programs; it is the framework on which Men 
Against Violence was developed.
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Based on her extensive work with peer educators, Pat Fabiano (1994), a  health 
educator at Western Washington State University, has compared the two peer health 
education models, examining differences in philosophy, training, recruitment, activities and 
goals.
Philosophy. In the traditional model, individuals are largely responsible for their 
health by virtue o f the choices they make, Le., personal decisions regarding lifestyle and 
behavior. People can reduce their health risks and improve their health status largely through 
personal decision to change. Health-enhancing behavior can be increased by providing 
students with sufficient information about risk, teaching new skills, and increasing their sense 
o f self-esteem.
In contrast, the community action model regards health as a process that occurs within 
the dynamic interaction between the individual and the environment in which he or she lives. 
Health is neither achieved nor compromised in isolation. An individual’s health and the health 
o f his or her environment and society are inextricably interrelated. Health decisions, 
therefore, are made and sustained within the whole context o f a person’s life. The basis o f 
“health” is more than a medical issue. Rather, it is an issue o f sufficient food, shelter, safety, 
affiliation, work and community. The focus ofheafth education must encompass and exceed 
working with individuals one-by-one to make changes in the way they live. It must also 
include working with social, cultural and political systems to enhance the capacities o f 
communities to help the individuals who live in them solve problems and make healthier 
choices.
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Trawiing. Training curriculum is largely health-content oriented in the traditional 
modeL The content may either be general health issues (wellness, health risks, health 
objectives) or specific topic-based issues (HEV/AIDS, alcohol and other drugs, etc.). Training 
may also include (1) process skills necessary for peers to present effective programs (e.g., 
presentation sk ills , active listening, role playing) and (2 )  values clarification for peers to assess 
their attitudes and beliefs before presenting programs.
In the community action model, preparation includes traditional health content areas 
and exceeds them. Students are trained to become aware o f interconnectedness o f “personal 
health problems” and “public health issues.” All specific health content topics are presented 
from a systems model emphasizing the interdependence o f individuals and the environments 
in which they live. Students are challenged to see health issues in the context o f society and 
culture.
Recruitment. In the traditional modeL, a small number o f highly qualified students are 
selected through an application and interview process. Students are trained to “do programs” 
and provide service largely confined to the campus community. In programs guided by the 
c o m m unity  action model, large numbers o f students are recruited and registered for peer 
education training courses. The goal is to train sufficiently large nu m be r s  o f students on a 
campus to approach a “critical mass,” empowered to speak from experience about the reality 
o f making and sustaining healthy lifestyles. Students who come into the program who are 
themselves ‘‘wounded” or recovering from specific health concerns are seen as resources. 
Supervision shifts to a model o f mentoring.
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Activities. Information and skflls-based programs are usually offered within the 
context o f the college campus (e.g., residence halls, health fairs, displays in the student health 
center, targeted classrooms) in traditional peer education models. Programs may include 
planning and implementing health promotion campaigns such as those for National Collegiate 
Alcohol Awareness Week, National Condom Week, Sexual Assault Awareness Month, World 
AIDS Day, etc.
However, in the community action model, students are offered a variety o f service 
levels for participation. Some students present traditional health information and skills- 
building programs in the college residence halls or in classrooms. Other students are 
encouraged to apply what they have learned in community service sites where they gain 
hands-on experience regarding the complexity and interconnectedness o f solving personal and 
public health problems. A third group o f students takes its place as “health opinion leaders,” 
willing to assert its opinions regarding thorny health issues at the natural teachable moments 
in normal social life and interaction. Health opinion leaders are the keystone o f the social 
action approach. Their work redefines the context o f “program” to everyday natural 
interactions students have with each other.
Goals. Programs under the traditional model aim to increase the health literacy o f the 
students and to decrease students’ risk for illness and injury while they are in college and in 
the future. Goals may also include providing peer health educators with valuable, hands-on, 
preprofessional experience in a health-related field. In contrast, the focus o f community 
action-based programs and curriculum is to facilitate students’ understanding o f the
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connections between their personal health and the health o f their communities (Fabiano,
1994).
Models o f Behavior Change
At their best, peer health education activities should be guided by a solid theoretical 
framework. Just as there are two predominant models of peer health education on U.S. 
campuses, health education efforts in general have been defined by two broad perspectives: 
psychological models o f behavior change, which focus on impacting individuals, and 
sociological (or environmental) models ofbehavior change, which focus on the context within 
which individuals adopt or discard health behaviors. What follows below is a brief overview 
ofthe key theoretical frameworks used in conceptualizing, designing and implementing health 
promotion and disease prevention interventions. For readers who wish to learn more about 
these theories, consult the primary sources listed in the bibliography.
Psychological Models for Understanding Behavior. The Social Cognitive Learning 
Theory (Bandura, 1977a) is an approach rooted in learning approaches to psychology and 
clinical psychology application. It is based on a relationship among the person, behavior and 
environment. Two sets of cognitions are important in changing behavior: (1) outcome 
expectations, that is, whether the person thinks the behavior will lead to positive rather than 
negative consequences; and (2) self-efficacy , the person's belief in his/her capability and 
confidence in performing the behavior. The importance o f self-efficacy is a particular 
contribution o f Social Cognitive Learning Theory.
Based on value-expectancy concepts, the Health Belief Model (Becker, 1974) is a 
health education approach used to explain a wide variety o f prevention and screening
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behaviors, including risk for HIV, flu, auto accident, etc. It is perhaps the most frequently 
used theory in health education. The model postulates four key health beliefs that produce 
a readiness to act:
•  perceived personal susceptibility, that is, one’s subjective perception o f the 
risks o f contracting a particular health condition or experiencing a certain 
health problem;
•  perceived severity of the condition, which are the feelings concerning the 
seriousness o f contracting an illness or leaving it untreated and includes an 
evaluation o f the medical, clinical and social consequences;
•  perceived efficacy of the behavior, which are beliefs about the effectiveness 
o f various available actions in reducing the disease threat as well as the 
perceived benefits o f taking such health actions; and
•  perceived barriers to the behavior, or those potential negative aspects o f 
a particular health action which may act as impediments to undertaking the 
recommended behavior.
Note that in the latter two factors, self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977b) is an essential mediating 
factor. Cues to action are often considered necessary to  initiate action once readiness 
increases above a threshold level. Personal and social characteristics can modify the behavior.
The Theory of Reasoned Action (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) 
is a  social psychological approach dealing with relations among beliefs, attitudes, intentions 
and behavior that is used to understand health behaviors in a variety o f domains. It is based
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on the assumption that behavior will change if the cognitive structure underlying the behavior 
changes at one or more o f four levels:
(1) intention to perform the behavior;
(2) personal attitudes and social factors that affects the intention to perform;
(3) perceived positive outcome underlying attitude; and
(4) normative beliefs (about individuals or groups) and motivation to comply with
these norms.
The newest model to be applied to health education and often referred to as "Stages 
o f Change," the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska, et ah, 1982) proposes that behavior 
change occurs in a  series o f stages. Individuals start with no intention to change, form weak 
intentions, strengthen these intentions, try the behavior inconsistently at first, then finally 
adopt the new behavior as a routine part o f their lives. Effective interventions first determine 
where the individual or population is on the continuum o f behavior change and move them 
to a subsequent, more advanced stage. To be effective, intervention methods and messages 
must be targeted to  the specific needs, cultural values, and stage o f an individual or group. 
The various factors from the three major behavioral theories described above can help move 
a person from stage to stage. The stages o f change include:
1. Pre-contemplation, in which the individual has no intention to change, is 
unaware o f any risk, and denies the consequences o f risk behavior.
2. Contem plation, in which the individual is aware a  problem exists, is seriously 
thinking about overcoming it, but has not yet made a commitment to action.
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3. Preparation, in which the person intends to take action in the near future or 
may have already taken inconsistent action in recent past.
4. Action, whereby the individual actually modifies his/her behavior, experience 
or environment to overcome the problem; any change is relatively recent.
5. M aintenance, in which the person strives to prevent relapse and successfully 
maintains behavior change over a long period o f time.
Social-Level Theories: How Social Environments Affect Individual Behavior, There 
theories have been adopted relatively recently by campus health education departments in 
large part due to the M ure o f individual-based, traditional approaches to substance abuse 
prevention to generate measurable behavior change when used alone. In feet, this new 
direction in prevention has been catalyzed by the availability o f grants through the U.S. 
Department o f Education’s Fund of the Improvement o f Post-Secondary Education Drug 
Prevention Program, in existence since 1987 (Berko witz, 1997).
The oldest o f the social-level theories is the Modern Stage Theory of 
Organizational Development (Beyer & Trice, 1978), an application o f behavioral science 
to improve organizational effectiveness. Beyer and Trice propose seven stages o f change:
(1) Awareness of unsatisfied demands on the system. Some part o f the 
organization receives information regarding a problem (or potential problem) 
with organizational functioning.
(2) Search for possible responses. Elements in the organization consciously or 
unconsciously seek alternative methods o f dealing with the issues sensed in 
the first stage.
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(3) Evaluation o f alternatives. Desired outcomes, probable outcomes o f the 
various alternatives, and costs are compared.
(4) Decision to adopt a course o f action. An alternative is selected from among 
those evaluated. Operative goals and means are specified; that is, a  strategy 
is selected and adopted.
(5) Initiation o f action within th e  system. A policy or other directive for 
implementing change is formulated. The initial diffusion o f information about 
the change takes place within the organization. Resources necessary for 
implementation are acquired.
(6) Im plem entation ofthe change. Resources are allocated for implementation, 
and the innovation is carried out. Attitudinal reactions among organizational 
members occur, as do changes in roles.
(7) Institutionalization of the change. The innovation becomes entrenched in 
the organization. It is part o f routine organizational operations. The new 
goals and values surrounding the innovations become internalized within the 
organization.
Diffusion Theory (Rogers, 1983) illustrates the specific process by which an 
innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among members o f a social 
system. An innovation is an idea, practice or service that is perceived as new by an 
individual or other unit o f adoption. Diffusion Theory considers the characteristics o f  cultures 
involved, as well as a given innovation, to determine whether it is more or less likely that the 
innovation will be adopted by a particular group or culture.
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Leadership-Focused M odels (Academy for Educational Development, 1996) 
combine aspects o f diffusion theory and community organization theory. Naturally emerging 
leaders within groups are encouraged to exhibit and communicate an innovation to their 
peers. Because these innovations may be different from the group's established behaviors or 
social norms, these models are focused on how risk-reduction strategies become the norm 
within a social structure. The effectiveness o f leadership models depends on the level o f 
resistance to the change among powerful segments o f the group, the life span o f the social 
network involved, and the duration o f influence o f the leaders who are communicating the 
innovation.
Social Network Theory (Academy for Educational Development, 1996) describes 
relationships or interactions between two or more people. Social networks are defined in 
terms o f family relationships, friendships or commercial relationships. Researchers 
characterize the focus o f social networks either in terms o f the individual and his or her 
relationships to others, or in terms o f any set of linkages among people in a given group or 
network. Understanding social networks is especially salient in HTV and other sexually 
transmitted disease prevention, as well as violence prevention, because 
transmission/interaction occurs between two (or more) people operating within a network. 
Additionally, a person may serve as a link between two seemingly unconnected networks. 
Some research suggests that using a network as the target for prevention efforts may be
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effective, but additional research is needed to explore the use o f social network theory in this 
manner.2
Social Movement/Community Mobilization Theory (Academy for Educational 
Development, 1996) describes how a culture's institutions, experiences or characteristics can 
be changed by social movements begun by members o f that culture. Local popular 
involvement and mobilization, such as occurred in the gay and lesbian communities during the 
1980s in response to AIDS, or among mothers who rallied against drunk driving in response 
to alcohol-related fatalities, can be effective in creating change necessary for improving the 
health o f a community. Existing or emerging local leaders usually initiate and maintain 
social movements, bu t they can also occur as a result of outside interventions.
Men Against Violence is heavily driven by this theory. Its members are attempting 
to challenge the traditional men’s culture which provides narrow, limiting scripts for men and 
embraces -  even celebrates -  violence. In addition, they are also trying to break down a 
campus culture which supports violence and desensitizes students to its seriousness and 
impact. By starting petition-signing campaigns to improve lighting on campus; by 
encouraging other male students to participate in community service activities in the area o f 
violence prevention; by teaching male students the skills to safely intervene in domestic 
violence and other potential conflicts; by hosting interactive forums in which men discuss 
issues related to masculinity and violence that they have not previously considered; by 
promoting a new concept o f the “real m an”  -  one who walks away from a fight; and by
1 I see many similarities between social network theory and Schwartz and DeKeseredy’s 
(1997) modified model o f male peer support described in Chapter Two.
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protesting campus newspaper ads or other campus publications for portraying women in a 
sexually demeaning manner, these men are trying to fundamentally change the campus culture. 
To the extent that they allow me to guide them and make suggestions, MA Vis generating this 
movement with some outside intervention to the
The newest social-level theory, termed the Misperceived-Norms Model by its 
authors, has been proposed by Perkins and Berkowitz (1986). They argue that most health 
education interventions and programs have focused exclusively on health problems and called 
attention to their negative consequences, which may have the inadvertent effect o f creating 
a perception that the campus environment is less healthy than it really is. Perkins and 
Berkowitz cite statistics from studies o f alcohol abuse and cigarette use which found 
substantial numbers o f students who held moderate views about drinking and smoking but 
incorrectly perceived their peers as being more permissive. The most clear example o f this 
type of norms-misperception is found in results from the CORE Survey (Presley, Meilman & 
Cashin, 1996). Students who experienced themselves as deviating from this false norm 
increased their consumption of alcohol or cigarettes over time in order to more closely 
conform to their peers’ purported behavior (Perkins & Berkowitz, 1986). Research also 
shows that all members o f the campus community, including undergraduate and graduate 
students, faculty, staff and student leaders are prone to these kinds o f misperceptions 
(Berkowitz & Perkins, 1986).
Conversely, Perkins and Berkowitz (1986) found that efforts to correct 
misperceptions can serve as a method o f alleviating perceived peer pressure to use alcohol 
and other drugs, or o f delaying the onset ofuse among adolescents. Therefore, they suggest
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that health practitioners focus on positive, healthy behaviors which occur in the contact ofthe 
broader campus social ecology, thus eliminating or reducing the pressure, attitudes and beliefs 
which may lead to unhealthful behaviors.
The only successful implementation o f the misperceived-norms model has taken place 
at Northern Illinois University (Haines, 1996). During the 1989-1990 academic year, a 
concerted effort was made to specifically change students’ perceptions o f alcohol use norms 
through a comprehensive piihHc-mformation media campaign consisting o f advertisements in 
the campus newspaper and fliers posted in all buildings. (Campus surveys had indicated that 
the school newspaper was read daily by 75% o f the student population and was cited as the 
preferred source o f health information by 80% o f  students.) The mass media campaign was 
supplemented by the efforts o f peer educators to reinforce the information provided. 
Following this year-long intervention, the number o f students who overestimated the 
percentage o f heavy drinkers on campus dropped 10% (from 69% to 59%), and there was a 
corresponding decrease in the percentage o f heavy drinkers (from 44% to 36%) (Haines, 
1996). It remains to be seen if the results o f this intervention can be duplicated on other 
campuses and if this prevention model can be applied to other health concerns, including 
violence and sexual assault.
Overview of Men Against Violence
Need for the Program. Staff and students at Louisiana State University have long 
recognized that violence is one o f the most common and serious side effects o f alcohol and 
other drug abuse on campus. However, a series o f events prior to the 1994-1995 academic 
year brought the issue o f violence to the forefront o f campus concerns: highly publicized
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student rapes, severe disciplinary action lodged against several fraternities for alcohol- and 
violence-related policy violations, incidents o f racial disharmony in light o f the O J. Simpson 
criminal trial, and the severe beating o f an Asian American student following a basketball 
intramural game at the Student Recreational Sports Complex.
While the health education department on campus has consistently provided 
educational seminars, participated in new student orientation activities, and sponsored annual 
Safety & Rape Awareness Weeks and Substance Abuse Awareness Weeks since its founding 
in 1982, student participation and ownership in prevention activities has been piecemeal and 
sporadic at best Male students, especially from those populations that incur a greater risk 
o f perpetrating or experiencing violence (fraternities and student-athletes), were difficult to 
reach. Students and staff indicated that integrating violence and substance abuse prevention 
messages would be a more effective and appealing manner o f impacting men at LSU.
Furthermore, as with many campuses across the U.S., the vast majority o f students 
involved in our then existing peer education organizations (for sexual health and substance 
abuse) were Caucasian females, even though incidents o f violence and substance abuse affect 
a disproportionately greater number o f males. As such, our strategies for training, advising 
and motivating such groups had been geared more towards white women. Many men may 
have learning styles and psychological needs which differ from those o f many women; 
similarly, students o f color have different perspectives and valuable life experiences to bring 
to an organization.
Educational approaches to rape and domestic violence prevention have traditionally 
focused on women's risk o f victimization and individual strategies for reducing that risk. Few
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books, videos or pamphlets consider the issue o f rape from a male vantage point Nor do 
they capture the broader campus climate which enables both men and women to regard sexual 
aggression as normal and legitimate. Given this, students and staff at LSU felt it was 
important to examine its educational programs and materials and revise or discard some o f 
them in favor o f materials and programs which advocated a more equitable view o f men's and 
women's responsibilities in preventing violence.
As such, a group o f representatives from the Academic Center for Athletes, Athletic 
Department, College ofEducadon, Dean o f Students Office, Department ofResidential Life, 
Division ofRecreational Sports, LSU Police Department, Mental Health Services, and Office 
o f Greek Affairs, chaired by a  member o f the Wellness Education Department (myself), 
convened a meeting in November o f 1994, to discuss their concerns relative to campus 
violence and substance abuse, as well as raise possible solutions. This group o f faculty and 
staff eventually became the Advisory Board for Men Against Violence. (See Appendix D for 
a list o f 1997-1998 Advisory Board members). Issues related to masculinity, men's culture 
and machismo were identified as precipitating, enabling and reinforcing factors in both alcohol 
abuse and violence. Advisory board members identified 15 male opinion leaders and invited 
them to a weekend retreat to further explore these challenges. Ownership for the program 
then shifted to student hands.
Founding. (Refer to Appendix C for a summary time line.) Motivated by concern 
about the violence on campus, the group o f 15 charter members (see Appendix Z) for a list 
of charter members) representing a cross-section o f students came together on February 11,
1995, and formulated the idea for a service organization whose primary purpose would be "to
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reduce the frequency and severity o f violent acts among the students, faculty, and staff o f 
LSU" {Men Against Violence Constitution, 1995, in Appendix E) and whose members would 
be dedicated to combating domestic violence, fighting, hate crimes, sexual assault and 
vandalism. These charter members founded and named the organization Men Against 
Violence— the first o f its kind and scope in the Southeastern Conference and in the country. 
Between February and April o f 1995, charter members met on a bi-weekly basis at the 
Student Health Center on campus to write and ratify a constitution (see Appendix E  for the 
complete text o f the Constitution), design and print T-shirts, seek funding, and elect the first 
Executive Board officers.
At the Kick-Off Ceremony held on Wednesday, April 5, 1995, in the LSU Union, 
Gerry DiNardo, LSU Football Head Coach, told potential members, 'I f  you have been in a 
home with violence, it is an opportunity to break the cycle. If  you are from a home without 
violence, it is a chance to continue the trend” (Purvis, 6 April 1995). Approximately 100 
students, staff and media representatives were in attendance, and MA V received extensive 
coverage in The Daily Reveille, the campus newspaper, as a result.
The group received official recognition from Louisiana State University as a student 
organization on April 26,1995. MA Vofficers participated in July, 1995 in their first outreach 
program as panelists for a forum on campus violence, sponsored by the Nu Psi chapter o f 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
MAVhas grown tremendously in size and prestige in just three and a half years o f 
existence, garnering both local and national press attention. It was cited as a model program 
by the BACCHUS/GAMMA National Peer Education Network (BACCHUS/GAMMA
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1998a, 1998b) and by the Center for the Advancement o f Public Health, George Mason 
University. 1997-1998 Promising Practices (Anderson. 1997). Already, ahinmi o f MA F'have 
gone on to a variety o f distinctive professional careers; most notably, Gabe Northern, the first 
president o f MA V, has gone on to play for the Buflalo Bills. In keeping with MA P’s stated 
secondary, long-term purpose o f establishing "similar organizations at other universities, so 
that what is accomplished at LSU may be o f benefit to other schools,” “brother” chapters o f 
MA V are currently being chartered by University o f  Wyoming at Laramie, University o f 
Florida at Gainesville, University o f Tennessee at Knoxville, and Southwest Texas State 
University in San Marcos.
Mission. Guided by the community action model o f peer education, M AV  is 
proactively engaged in four areas o f programming, which are represented by the acronym 
“A.C.E.S.”:
(1) Promoting Awareness through media campaigns about the prevalence, causes 
and sequelae o f violence on campus;
(2) Engaging  in Community Action to reduce violence on campus through 
volunteer service, policy revision, political activism and cultural change, as 
well as by challenging traditional male sex-role socialization;
(3) Conducting Education to develop skills crucial to preventing violence, 
including the effective management o f alcohol and other drugs; and
(4) Providing intervention and Support for survivors and perpetrators o f 
violence.
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In support o f its mission, MA V is available by request to conduct interactive "rap” 
sessions for groups (including fraternities, residence halls and athletic teams) ona wide range 
o f issues, including:
•  sexual assault and acquaintance rape;
•  domestic violence;
•  sexism, racism and homophobia;
•  hate crimes and harassment;
•  anger management and conflict resolution;
•  fighting and vandalism;
•  homicide and suicide;
•  firearm safety;
•  gang/group violence and hazing;
•  self-defense and assertiveness; and
•  alcohol and other drug abuse.
All programs are conducted by peers and utilize multimedia formats such as videos, games 
and skits. Past audiences have included fraternities, athletic teams, residence halls, campus 
organizations, and professional conferences (including the 1997 Annual Meeting o f the 
American College Health Association in New Orleans). MA V  general meetings occur on a 
regular basis, providing members with an unstructured, informal setting in which they can 
dialogue openly about a wide variety o f violence-related topics; non-members and potential 
members are welcome to attend the general meetings. For its mass media educational
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campaign, MA V publishes a semesterly newsletter for campus-wide distribution, develops 
public service announcements for radio and television, and distributes educational fliers.
MA V is also an integral part o f planning and implementing a variety o f other campus- 
wide educational (e.g., Safety and Rape Awareness Week and Substance Abuse Awareness 
Week) and Baton Rouge community service events (e.g., YWCA Week Without Violence 
every October). Increasingly, MA Fhas made special efforts to reach first-year male students 
and provide community outreach to K-12 students through various schools and community 
agencies. Finally, beginning in the Fall, 1998 semester, representatives from M AV will travel 
to other universities (beginning with Mississippi State University) to conduct anti-violence 
programming and assist their students in establishing a MA V chapter.
Member Recruitment and Retention. While membership is open to both male and 
female students, MA V intends to emphasize the unique responsibility that men have to end 
violence, as well as their greater effectiveness in reaching other men. Membership is open to 
all full-time undergraduate and graduate students; staff faculty and graduates may join as 
alumni members. Members are not required to be exceptional leaders in order to join; the 
average male student has a place in Men Against Violence. As such, group membership is 
open; there are no selection interviews. Furthermore, several members have themselves been 
involved with fights in the past or have been victimized by violence. This type o f membership 
erodes the stereotype that only "goody two shoes" do health education; also, a truly diverse 
membership serves to increase the group's credibility.
For the group's initial membership, it was important to recruit men from all areas of 
campus life, as well as men who were respected by their male peers and/or regarded as "cooL"
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This involved "handpicking" those male student leaders who had already displayed interest, 
commitment or leadership in the area o f violence-reduction or other health-related issues. 
Staff in student affairs, athletic coaches, etc. assisted me in identifying such individuals. 
Charter members attended the meetings o f  the following organizations and successfully 
recruited men, since many, by virtue o f their membership in these organizations, were already 
inclined to be involved in community change:
•  Interfraternity Council/National Pan-Hellenic Council (the governing boards 
o f the historically white fraternities and o f the historically African American 
Greek organizations, respectively);
•  Air Force ROTC;
•  ambassadors (new student orientation advisors);
•  resident assistants;
•  Student Government Association;
•  intercollegiate athletic teams;
•  service organizations (e.g., Rotaract, Pi Gamma Epsilon); and
•  graduate student organizations.
Charter members also capitalized on mass media (television, radio, campus newspaper, friers, 
electronic mail, etc.) to publicize the group and solicit members. Finally, because MA V 
represents a cross-section o f the campus population in terms o f academic standing, 
ethnic/racial background, age, individual interests, and organizational affiliations, etc. — 
indisputably making MA V the most diverse student organization on the LSU campus —  its 
membership has been and continues to be its most effective recruitment tool.
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Interestingly, the organization’s T-shirt, with its distinctive logo (designed by Qfori 
Agboka, one o f the charter members), has been one o f the most effective ways o f generating 
student interest; it has become a coveted item on campus and a symbol o f pride for the men 
who wear it on- and off-campus. In feet, several have been stolen from the MA V  booth at 
student organization fairs.
MAV is a volunteer, service organization; as such, its students receive no 
compensation (e.g., course credit). Therefore, I devised other means o f motivating and 
retaining membership and interest — both extrinsic and intrinsic. As with all students, free 
food is a very effective motivational tool; refreshments are typically provided at all business 
meetings and educational programs. In addition, consistent and frequent publicity help to 
m ain ta in  the group's sense o f pride in what they are accomplishing, as well as earns them self­
esteem "kudos.” Public praise and acknowledgment by campus administrators (e.g., 
certificates signed by the Chancellor, articles in the national magazine published by 
BACCHUS/GAMMA, The Peer Educator) also served to maintain student interest.
On a more personal level, I have observed that the satisfaction o f having made a 
meaningful difference, as well as the opportunity to stand up for what they believe, perhaps 
has been one o f the most influential methods o f motivating MAV members — which is 
consistent with Klein, Sondag and Drolet’s (1994) observation discussed earlier in this 
chapter. Exposure to a  broad array of older adult male role models from both on-campus and 
the surrounding community who are also engaged in violence prevention work (in meetings 
and in programs) is appreciated by group members. In addition, members are given leeway 
to become involved in the group in varying degrees, reducing the “bum out” which frequently
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besets peer education organizations when individuals’ capacities are mismatched with what 
is expected o f them. In MAV, some members merely attend meetings; others contribute to 
the newsletter; still others are actively involved in programming efforts. Most importantly, 
all efforts are appreciated.
Similarly, training and programming address a wide variety o f topics in order to meet 
varying needs and interest among members. All meetings and programs are highly interactive 
and rely on discussion and multi-media techniques for maximum audience involvement. For 
many o f the men in the group, participation in MA Fhas resulted in self-introspection into the 
areas o f masculinity and manhood, sex-role socialization, emotions management, and healthy 
relationships with women and with men. Finally, the group has enabled individual members 
to develop non-competitive friendships with men whom they might not otherwise meet. In 
feet, a tangible cohesion has emerged among a diverse range o f men who typically would not 
socialize with each other at LSU.
Leadership. Officers on the Executive Board, who are elected each year, provide 
leadership and direction for MA V. General expectations o f all officers include the following:
•  Attend a weekly officers’ meeting (Thursdays, 5:00 - 6:30 PM in the first 
floor Conference Room of the Student Health Center);
•  Attend monthly general meetings (Thursdays, 7:00 - 8:30 PM);
•  Maintain regular communication with the advisor;
•  Adhere to the goals, mission, purpose and values o f Men Against Violence;
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•  Demonstrate ownership and support o f the activities and programs o f MA V; 
and
•  Represent the organization to its campus and community constituents in a 
positive and upstanding manner.
Specific duties and expectations for the Coordinator/President include:
•  Preside at all Executive Committee meetings;
•  Preside over the business portion o f the general meetings;
•  Collaborate with the advisor to establish meeting schedules and agendas;
•  Assist the Program Team Chairmen in the accomplishment o f their work;
•  Represent the organization on official University committees, or appoint a
responsible representative in his place;
•  Respond to requests for media interviews, or appoint a responsible 
representative in his place;
•  Serve as the networking liaison with Men Against Violence chapters on other 
campuses; and
•  Delegate organizational duties and responsibilities as he sees fit and ensure 
their follow-through.
Specific duties and expectations o f the Chair o f Awareness include:
•  Responsible for recruiting members of the Awareness Team and planning 
appropriate activities to  promote campus awareness o f the problem, causes 
and scope o f violence and sexual assault;
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•  Responsible for soliciting articles, compiling and editing Noenum Violentos, 
the semesterly newsletter o f Men Against Violence;
•  Collaborate with the Public Relations Director in the development and 
dissemination o f fliers, advertisements, public service announcements, etc. 
publicizing the mission and activities o f MA V; and
•  Collaborate with the Public Relations Director in implementing member 
recruitment campaigns.
Specific duties and expectations o f the Chair o f Community Action include:
•  Responsible for recruiting members o f the Community Action Team and 
planning appropriate activities which positively impact policies and practices 
to reduce violence and sexual assault on campus and in the community;
•  Solicit and coordinate member participation in campus and community service 
opportunities with organizations engaged in the areas o f alcohol and other 
drug or violence prevention (e.g., K-12 public schools, law enforcement, 
hospitals, etc.); and
•  Coordinate member involvement in activist and lobbying activities related to 
violence and sexual assault prevention
Specific duties and expectations o f the Chair o f Education include:
•  Responsible for recruiting members o f the Education Team and planning 
appropriate activities which increase students’ knowledge and skills in 
preventing violence and sexual assault (e.g., anger management, assertiveness,
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firearm safety, healthy communication, conflict resolution, substance abuse 
awareness, etc.);
•  Coordinate and manage program requests, assign appropriately trained 
members to facilitate those programs, and assist program facilitators in 
obtaining necessary educational materials, A/V equipment, etc.;
•  Coordinate speakers/facilitators for the educational portion of general 
meetings;
•  Ensure that all programs are adequately evaluated;
•  Collaboratively plan the bi-annual training retreat with the advisor and Chair 
of Support; and
•  In the Coordinator/President’s absence, preside at Executive Committee and 
general meetings.
Specific duties and expectations o f the Chair o f Support include:
•  Responsible for recruiting members of the Support Team and planning
appropriate activities which provide advocacy, intervention and support for 
both victims/survivors o f violence and perpetrators;
•  Maintain regular communication with campus- and community-based 
organizations (e.g., LSU Mental Health Service, Baton Rouge Crisis 
Intervention Center, Stop Rape Crisis Center, Battered Women’s Program) 
which provide treatment and intervention services for victims and perpetrators 
of violence, and make appropriate referrals for students in need; and
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•  Collaboralivety plan the bi-annual training retreat with the advisor and the 
Chair o f Education
Specific duties and expectations o f the Secretary include:
•  Record and distribute the minutes o f all Executive Committee meetings to its 
officers;
•  Record and make available the minutes o f all general meetings to all members;
•  Maintain and update the Men Against Violence web page, located at 
http://wmv.geocities.com\CollegePark\Campus\7625;
•  Respond to e-mail or direct them to the appropriate Executive Committee 
member;
•  Maintain all correspondence for the organization;
•  Inform members in a timely manner o f meeting times, locations and topics; 
and
•  Maintain current copies o f organizational documents, including the 
constitution.
Specific duties and expectations o f the Treasurer include:
•  Responsible for maintaining the financial accounts o f Men Against Violence 
in a responsible manner, and presenting a financial statement at every 
Executive Committee and general meeting and at other times as requested;
•  Maintain accurate records o f the receipt and disbursement o f funds, and pay 
out funds in accordance with the directives o f the Executive Committee;
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•  Collect membership dues, distribute membership cards, and maintain an 
updated list o f members in good standing;
•  Solicit, organize and coordinate fundraising activities; and
•  Seek corporate sponsors.
Finally, specific duties and expectations o f the Public Relations Director include:
•  Responsible for soliciting media coverage o f organizational programs, events 
and activities;
•  Responsible for issuing press releases and for representing the organization in 
a positive light to campus and community media;
•  Write an article for the Friday Focus column of The Daily Reveille on a bi­
weekly basis;
•  Maintain regular communication with the Office o f University Relations to 
promote Men Against Violence in a positive and responsible manner;
•  Collaborate with the Chair o f Awareness in the development and 
dissemination of fliers, advertisements, public service announcements, etc., 
publicizing the mission and activities o f MA V; and
•  Collaborate with the Chair o f  Awareness in implementing member recruitment 
campaigns.
Resources. A non-profit student organization, the operating budget for M AV  is 
subsidized by annual member dues ($10.00 each year), T-shirt sales and generous monetary 
and in-kind contributions from various on- and off-campus sponsors (see Appendix D  for list 
o f sponsors). The checking account is maintained at a  local branch o f City National Bank.
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In its most recent semester o f existence, M AV  sponsored several car washes and began to 
seek corporate sponsors.
In addition, considerable stafftime is provided by the Wellness Education Department 
both to train and advise the organization; educational materials, as well as costs o f duplication 
and advertising are also provided by the Wellness Education Department.
Training. MA V members are trained and supervised by a professional staff member 
o f the Wellness Education Department at the LSU Student Health Center (who acts as the 
advisor). Training retreats, open to members and potential members, are conducted 2-3 times 
each year (usually at the beginning o f each semester). (A sample training retreat schedule is 
located in Appendix F). The retreats allow members to examine in greater depth a broad 
array o f topics, including men’s health, male sex role socialization, substance abuse 
prevention, violence-related content areas (including sexual assault), cultural competence 
(including homophobia), leadership, team-building, effective communication and media 
advocacy. A variety o f speakers from both on- and off-campus are invited to share their 
expertise, as well as to expose the members to a wide range o f adult male role models.
In training Men Against Violence members, more emphasis was placed on developing 
facilitation and process skills —  those necessary to leading honest, open and interactive 
discussions with male peers —  than on creating content "experts." When needed, I as the 
advisor attended educational programs to provide the professional "expertise," thus allowing 
the male peers to be the primary catalysts in breaking down cultural norms around violence. 
This approach is in keeping with social-level approaches to community change described 
earlier. Through this educational process, many MA V  members acquired consummate skill
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in asking the kinds o f challenging questions which require men to reevaluate their own values 
and behaviors.
For quality assurance purposes, only those students who have attended at least two 
training retreats are able to  participate on the Education Team and conduct educational 
workshops and seminars for peer audiences. Additionally, a leadership development 
workshop is offered every year in April, following officer elections, in order to facilitate a 
smooth transition between outgoing and incoming Executive Boards.
During the Spring, 1997 semester, I introduced and began teaching a EDUC 2000: 
Peer Education M ethodologies in Wellness, a three-hour, for-credit special topics course 
offered jointly by the College o f Education and the Evening School (A copy of the syllabus 
is located in Appendix G.) Now, MA V  members interested in becoming peer educators can 
take this course in addition to or in lieu o f training retreats. Starting in the Fall o f 1998,1 
will offer a second course, EDUC 2000: Leadership Strategies fo r  Healthier Communities.
Program Evaluation. Program and staff evaluations o f programs implemented by 
MA V members, both written and verbal continue to be overwhelmingly positive. Male 
students, in particular, have welcomed the opportunity to receive relevant information in the 
areas o f substance abuse and violence from male peers. Women have enjoyed receiving "the 
guy's point o f view" in self-defense and date rape awareness programs.
In addition, written evaluations are distributed and collected at the end o f each 
semester to assess members' satisfaction with group processes and group dynamics, as well 
as their perceptions o f organizational effectiveness. Members are asked to give suggestions 
for improving the group, as well as for broadening the membership.
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Evolution and Growth. The progress and growth o f Men Against Violence can be 
tracked through the semester reports compiled for Fall 1995, Spring 1996 and Fall 1996. No 
report was filed for Spring 1997, although data is available on M AV s activities and 
accomplishments that semester.
Fall 1995 Semester Report3
Executive Board. There were 57 members o f Men Against Violence during this 
semester. The Fall 1995 officers who comprised the Executive Board were: Gabe Northern, 
Coordinator, Ruark Chick, Chair o f Awareness', David Hagstad, Chair o f Community Action', 
Sheddrick Wilson, Chair o f Education', Jody Plauche’, Chair o f Support, Lionel Jackson, 
Secretary, Carlos Turcios, Treasurer, Chad Lemoine, Public Relations Director, and Luoluo 
Hong, Advisor.
Executive Board members met on Mondays on the following dates: September 4, 
October 2, October 9, October 23, October 30, November 6, November 13 and November 
27.
Treasurer's Report. M 4F began the semester with a budget o f $569.60. At the 
semester's end, the account balance was depleted as a result o f programming expenses. Funds 
for the organization consisted o f dues payments by active members, revenue from T-shirt 
sales, and donations from Interfratemity Council, Panhellenic Council, Student Government, 
Student Health Center and Tiger Athletic Foundation.
3 Submitted December 15, 1995.
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Media and Publicity. M AV  was mentioned in an August 4, 1995 article in The 
Chronicle of Higher Education. Members staffed a member recruitment table on Tuesday, 
September 12 in conjunction with the Student Organization Fair. At least once a day 
throughout the semester, KLSU radio listeners heard an anti-violence public service 
announcement created by Joachim Vogeler.
WBRZ-TV Channel 2's Sunday, October 1 st edition ofthe Inside LSI I Football sports 
show spotlighted Gabe Northern and described his leadership role in MAV\ as well as 
publicized the group's mission. Gabe Northern and David Hagstad o f the Executive Board 
appeared on WVLA-TV Channel 33's morning show AM Sunday hosted by Jeanne Bums to 
talk about MA Vs mission on December 3, 1995, seen on WVLA-TV Channel 33.
Collaborative Relationships. Jody Plauche' attended monthly meetings o f the Safer 
Campus Committee as the MA Vrepresentative. This committee was convened by Tom Risch, 
then Assistant Vice-Chancellor for Student Services/Dean o f Students. Additionally, MA V 
members were actively involved with program planning and implementation for LSU and 
Southern University [SU] Students United Against Violence, a  cross-campus collaboration 
to combat violence and substance abuse, as well as foster respect and tolerance. Key events 
o f this project included a Kick-Off Ceremony on October 2 at the Riverside Centroplex; a 
tailgate preceding the November 29 LSU vs. Southern basketball game; and a halftime show 
in the Pete Maravich Assembly Center, "Shots for Peace," at this same game.
Educational Programming. MA V was one o f the co-sponsors for Safety and Rape 
Awareness Week, September 11-15, 1995. As a result, members facilitated a conflict 
resolution workshop for men entitled "Is Liquid Courage Getting You Into Hot Water?" on
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Monday, September 11. Five MA V members conducted a series o f  four role play scenarios 
to demonstrate effective techniques for diffusing fights and other potentially violent situations. 
Approximately 15 students attended the workshop, which was held in the Student 
Recreational Sports Complex. In addition, the Daily Reveille covered the event in a front 
page article o f its September 12,1995 issue. At the Tuesday, September 12, panel discussion 
held in the LSU Union, "What Every Woman Should Know Before the First Home Football 
Game," David Hagstad assisted in providing sexual assault risk-reduction information to over 
100 sorority women.
Forty individuals attended the Power Hall anti-violence workshop conducted by MA V 
on October 9, 1995. The interactive workshop again consisted o f role play scenarios 
regarding conflict management. On October 11, 1995, M 4Fjointly sponsored LIMBO & 
LUAU during Substance Abuse Awareness Week with the Student Health Advocates and the 
Student Initiatives o f the LSU A llian ce . This street-fair activity involved educational 
information about alcohol-related health risk, including violence. About 750 students 
participated in this very successful event.
On Thursday, November 9, MA V hosted a Forum on Racism and Violence in the 
International Cultural Center. Over 60 LSU and SU students and staff were on hand to 
engage in lively discussion about racism, violence and prejudice on college campuses and in 
American society. LSU-TV filmed the entire program and aired it on the campus cable 
network.
Two fraternities requested acquaintance rape education workshops for their members. 
Programs for Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity and Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity were delivered
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on Tuesday, November 14, and Monday, November 20, respectively. Written evaluations 
produced strong positive feedback for both workshops, which reached 90 men in to tal
The semester concluded with a business meeting held on Saturday, December2,1995, 
to plan for the Spring 1996 semester. Members brainstormed future ideas for educational 
outreach and increasing member participation, including:
•  becoming part o f resident assistants' training;
•  hosting regular film showings with discussion afterwards;
•  having more frequent general MAV meetings (every other Saturday), in 
addition to weekly Executive Board meetings;
•  promoting MA V meetings via electronic mail;
•  collaborating with the Graduate Student Association;
•  targeting other athletic teams such as basketball and baseball as well as the 
fraternities;
•  co-sponsoring events with the Student Union Council
•  conducting a training retreat for members interested in facilitating educational 
workshops in late January or early February;
•  establishing a brother chapter o f MA V at Southern University; and
•  soliciting funds from the Residence Hall Association, as well as additional
corporate sponsors.
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Spring 1996 Semester Report4
Executive Board. There were 96 members ofM 4 Fduring this semester. The Spring 
1996 officers who comprised the Executive Board were: Gabe Northern, Coordinator, Ruark 
Chick, Chair o f Awareness-, David Hagstad, Chair ofCommunity Action; Sheddrick Wilson, 
Chair o f Education-, Jody Plauche', Chair o f Support, Ben Baldwin, Secretary-, Carlos 
Turcios, Treasurer, Chad Lemoine, Public Relations Director, and Luoluo Hong, Advisor.
Executive Board members met on Mondays on the following dates: January 22nd, 
January 29th, February 5th, February 12th, February 26th, March 4th, March 18th, March 
25th, April 8th, and April 22nd.
Treasurer's Report. MA V ended the semester with a budget o f $532.24. Funds for 
the organization consisted o f dues payments by active members, revenue from T-shirt sales, 
and donations from the Interfratemity Council and Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
Media and Publicity. MAV members staffed a member recruitment table on 
Wednesday, January 31st in conjunction with the Student Organization Fair. At least once 
a day throughout the semester, KLSU radio listeners heard an anti-violence public service 
announcement created by Joachim Vogeler; the PSA featured the voice o f Kevin Ward from 
the LSU Baseball Team.
A Spring, 1996 newsletter entitled Noenum Violentus was published and distributed 
throughout the semester in the Student Recreational Sports Complex, in the LSU Union
Submitted May 3, 1996.
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lobby, and in Johnston Hall. The newsletter contained articles written by MA V members, as 
well as a calendar o f events.
In the Thursday, May 2,1996, issue o f The Daily Reveille, an ad appeared, thanking 
the 1995-1996 Executive Board officers for their service during the 1995-1996 year and 
congratulating the newly elected 1996-1997 Executive Board.
During May 29 - June 1,1996, Jody Plauche' attended the American College Health 
Association's 1996 Annual Meeting in Orlando, Florida. He and myself served as panelists 
for a program entitled, "Working Together to Change the Rape and Violence Culture."
Collaborative Relationships. Damon Hewitt and Roderick Smothers were the MA V 
representatives to the Student Community Action Team [S.C.A.T.] o f LSU & SU  Students 
United Against Violence. This group sponsored a very successful event on Sunday, March 
3rd between 1:00-5:00 PM at the LSU Parade Grounds, the 1st Annual Spring Sports Fest 
& Jambalaya. As a result oiM A V s involvement with S.C.A.T., a fledgling chapter o f Men 
Against Violence was established on Southern University's campus through the Men’s 
Federation, Student Government Association.
Chad Lemoine served as a student member o f the Student Health Center Search 
Committee for a new Wellness Education Coordinator during April, 1996.
Educational Programming. MA V officers conducted an in-service for members ofthe 
Student Health Advocates on Wednesday, January 31, at their weekly meeting. In an effort 
to solicit membership and participation from social fraternities, Gabe Northern and Jody 
Plauche’ attended the Tuesday, February 13th meeting o f the Interfratemity Council.
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The first MA F  Training Retreat was held on Friday, February 23rd from 4:30-11:00 
PM in Room 284 o f the LSU Student Health Center. A total o f 35 MAV members and 
several students from Southern University were in attendance. Guest speakers included: 
Beetle Bailey, Assistant to the Director, LSU Athletic Department; Mark Shaw, Captain, 
LSU Police Department; Kirt Bennett, Executive Director, Young Leaders Academy; Philip 
Bennett, Director, Habit Break; Drayton Vincent, Clinical Social Worker, LSU Mental Health 
Service; and George Thompson, 3rd degree black belt, Tae-Kwon-Do Phis. The first edition 
o f the training manual was also distributed at this event.
MA V conducted several workshops throughout the semester for residence halls and 
fraternities. Topics covered ranged from conflict resolution and racism, to fighting and date 
rape. Programs took place for the following groups: Kir by-Smith Hall on Tuesday, February 
27th (15 attendees); Power Hall on Tuesday, March 26th (20 attendees); Broussard Hall on 
Wednesday, April 10th (12 attendees); and Kappa Alpha Fraternity on Wednesday, April 24th 
(60 attendees). In addition, four MA V representatives spoke to 45 African-American youth 
in fourth grade about the importance o f self-respect, academic achievement, and leadership; 
this community service project for Young Leaders' Academy occurred on Saturday, March 
23rd.
MAV staffed an educational and recruitment booth at the Wellness Fair, held on 
Tuesday, April 16th from 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM in the Ballroom o f the LSU Union. Bandaids, 
along with educational brochures and fliers, were distributed to symbolize the theme o f "Heal 
Hearts, Heal Communities."
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On Wednesday, April 17*, MA Ghosted a  “Forum on Racism and Violence II: Seeking 
Solutions” in the International Cultural Center. This was a  follow-up to last semester's very 
successful event. Twenty-five men came together and developed an action plan for 
promoting greater understanding among students and reducing racial conflict on LSLTs 
campus.
General business meetings occurred on Saturday, January 27th; Saturday, February 
10th; Tuesday, March 5th; Wednesday, March 20th; and Saturday, April 13th. The semester 
concluded with a business meeting held on Saturday, April 28th. Certificates of appreciation 
were distributed to members o f the Executive Board and to general members who displayed 
exemplary service to MA F(Ofori Agboka, CleMons Henderson, Damon Hewitt, Troy Lester, 
Roderick Smothers and Joachim Vogeler).
Fall 1996 Semester Report5
Executive Board. There were 170 individuals on the mailing roster o f Men Against 
Violence (MA V) during this semester. The Fall 1996 officers who comprised the Executive 
Board were: Troy Lester, Coordinator, Joachim Vogeler, Chair o f Awareness; CleMons 
Henderson, Chair o f Community Action', Jody Plauche’, Chair o f Education-, Roderick 
Smothers, Chair o f Support, Eelco Van Wijk, Secretary, Carrie Davidson, Interim Secretary, 
Lyle P. Smith, Treasurer, Damon Hewitt, Public Relations Director, and Luohio Hong, 
Advisor.
5 Submitted December 14,1996.
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Executive Board members met on Tuesdays on the following dates: August 20th, 
August 27th, September 3rd, September 17th, October 1st, October 15th, October 29th, and 
November 19th. They met on Saturday, December 14th to plan the Spring 1997 semester.
Treasurer's Report. MA V ended the semester with a budget o f $175.27. Funds for 
the organization consisted ofdues payments by active members, purchases o f training manuals 
by other universities, revenue from T-shirt sales, and in-kind donations from the LSU Student 
Health Center.
Media and Publicity. MA ̂ officers staffed member recruitment tables in the Quad and 
at Free Speech Alley throughout the week o f August 26-30. In addition, members staffed a 
recruitment table on Wednesday, September 11th in conjunction with the Student 
Organization Fair. Bandaids, along with educational brochures and fliers, were distributed 
to symbolize the theme o f "Heal Hearts, Heal Communities."
At least once a day throughout the semester, KLSU radio listeners heard an anti- 
violence public service announcement created by Joachim Vogeler; the PSA featured the 
voice o f Gerry DiNardo, Head Coach o f the LSU Football Team. An interview with Troy 
Lester, Coordinator, was aired on a program for LSU-TV during November. Daflv Reveille 
ads for each general meeting appeared on days o f the meetings.
A 12-page Fall, 1996 edition o f the MA V newsletter was published and distributed 
throughout the semester from literature stands in the Student Recreational Sports Complex, 
the LSU Union lobby, and in Johnston Hall. All M AV members, M AV advisory board 
members, campus student organizations, Division o f Student
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Services staff and athletic coaches were mailed a copy. The newsletter contained articles 
written by MA V  members, as well as a calendar o f  events.
Each MA V member who paid his or her dues received a  complimentary button with 
the MA V logo on it and the phrase, "Against her wQl is against the law!"
Collaborative Relationships. As o f the present moment, "brother" chapters o f MA V 
are in the process ofbeing established at two other universities, the University o f Wyoming 
at Laramie, and the University o f Florida at Gainesville. SU is making a second attempt to 
establish a MA V chapter, as welL MA U Executive Board officers provided information and 
technical support to  facilitate the formation o f these new chapters. Numerous other colleges 
and universities have expressed interest in forming chapters, and have requested information. 
Information about MA V was presented by Kathy Marcel (a member o f the Advisory Board) 
at the A nnual Joint Meeting o f the Association o f Fraternity Advisors and the National 
Interfratemity Council in Orlando, Florida, from December 5-8, 1996.
CleMons Henderson was the MA V representative to the Student Community Action 
Team o f LSU & SU  Students United Against Violence. This group created a new peer 
education organization called S. TA.R. T. (Students Teaching About Respect and Tolerance); 
the group's purpose is to foster campus awareness and dialogue about diversity and 
multiculturalism. Several members o f MA V are participating.
Members o f  MA V also participated in the a n n u a l YWCA Week Without Violence, 
which took place October 6-12, 1996, across the city o f Baton Rouge. M AV members 
marched with their banner in the "Take Back the Night" rally on Friday, October 11th.
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Educational Programming. General meetings, open to M4Fmembers and the campus 
community, were held twice a month. Organization business was conducted at each meeting, 
and then members discussed various topics related to violence on campus. General meetings 







Lambda Chi Fraternity House 
Planning & Organizational Meeting
African-American Cultural Center
Discussion Tonic: Replacing the (Not-So-Nice) Names that 
Men Have fo r  Women
Broussard Hall Game Room
Speaker Beetle Bailey, form er Assistant Coach fo r  LSU  
Baseball
Discussion Topic: Breaking the Connection Between Athletics 
and Violence
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity House
Discussion Topic: Is There a Connection Between Rap Music 
and Violence?
Student Recreational Sports Complex, Room 109 
Discussion Topic: Fathers and Sons — What D id We Learn 
About Anger?
African-American Cultural Center
Discussion Tonic: College Fraternities — Gangs or Social 
Organizations?
MA V members assisted in planning and implementing Safety and Rape Awareness 
Week. During the week, events in which MA V was an instrumental presence included the 
"Take Back the Night" Candlelight Vigil (a speakout for survivors o f domestic violence, 
incest and sexual assault), and a program for all fraternity pledges entitled “Men Against 
Rape: A Forum on Power, Masculinity and Change” (attended by approximately 150 men).
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In addition, members o fMAVsXaSSsA informational tables at the Student Recreational Sports 
Complex, LSU Union and Quad.
The second MA V Training Retreat was held at the conclusion o f Safety and Rape 
Awareness Week on Saturday, September 14thfrom9:00 AM - 7:00 PM inRoom284 ofthe 
LSU Student Health Center. A total o f 27 MAV members were in attendance. Guest 
speakers included: Mark Shaw, Captain, LSU Police Department; Mark Fraoli, Owner, 
Murphy’s Bar & Grill; several student representatives from the LSU Women’s Center; 
Bernard Atkinson, Clinical Director, LSU Mental Health Service; Karen Fembaugh, M.S. W.; 
Steve Robichaux, 4th Degree Black Belt in Sho-to-Kan and Advisor, LSU Karate Club; and 
Philip Bennett, Director, Habit Break. The second edition o f the training manual was also 
distributed at this event.
M AV was one o f several student organizations responsible for planning and 
implementing Mocktoberfest 1996 in conjunction with Substance Abuse Awareness Week. 
MA V staffed an educational booth at the outdoor naltemativen social event, held on Thursday, 
October 10th from 12:00-4:00 PM on the LSU Parade Grounds; the booth raised awareness 
about the alcohol-violence connection.
MA V also conducted several workshops throughout the semester for residence halls 
and fraternities. Topics covered ranged from conflict resolution, fighting and diversity, to 
domestic violence, substance abuse and acquaintance rape. Programs took place for the 
following groups: Kappa Kappa Gamma’s "Keep Safe LSU” program on Wednesday, 
September 25th (150 attendees); Herget Hall on Monday, October 7th (22 attendees); and 
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity (50 attendees). MA V was also scheduled for programs with the Air
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Force ROTC on Tuesday, October 29th (60 attendees), at Power Hall on Thursday, October 
24th (15 attendees), and at Evangeline Hall on Thursday, November 7th (canceled).
Members of MA Fattended the LSU vs. Tulane home football game together (wearing 
their T-shirts). The game took place Saturday, November 23rd. MA V members hoped to be 
a "military presence" and display solidarity behind the cause o f anti-violence in response to 
the number o f fights that typically break out in the stadium during home games.
Spring 1997 Semester Activities
Executive Board. There were 195 individuals on the mailing roster o f Men Against 
Violence during this semester. The Spring 1997 officers who comprised the Executive Board 
were: Troy Lester, Coordinator, Joachim Vogeler, Chair o f Awareness; CleMons 
Henderson, Chair o f Community Action; Jody Plauche', Chair o f Education; Roderick 
Smothers, Chair o f Support, Eelco Van Wijk, Secretary, Lyle P. Smith, Treasurer, Damon 
Hewitt, Public Relations D irector, and Luohio Hong, Advisor. The position o f Secretary 
was vacant.
Treasurer’s Report. No information is available on the status o f funds for this 
semester.
Media and Publicity. A t least once a day throughout the semester, KLSU radio 
listeners heard a new anti-violence public service announcement, again created by Joachim 
Vogeler; this PSA featured the voice o f Dale Brown, Head Coach o f the LSU Basketball 
Team. Approximately 2,000 copies o f a four-page issue o f the MA V  newsletter, Noenum 
Violentus, were published and distributed to male residence halls, fraternities and the general
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student population. No other information is available on media and publicity activities during 
Spring 1997.
Collaborative Relationships. No information is available on the type o f collaborative 
relationships MA V engaged in during Spring 1997.
Educational Programming. The following general meetings, along with their locations 
and discussion topics were hosted during this semester:
Wednesday, January 22 
Tuesday, January 28
Wednesday, February 5
Tuesday, February 18 
Wednesday, February 26 
Tuesday, March 4
Wednesday, March 12
Orientation and Business Meeting 
Vieux Carre Room, LSU Union
General Meeting: Ending Gay Bashing and 
Other Hate Crimes (with Philip Bennett, 
Wellness Education Coordinator) 
African-American Cultural Center 
Raphael Semmes Road
General Meeting: Boozing and Brawling on 
University Campuses— Breaking the M yth o f 
M asculinity
Kappa Sigma Fraternity House 
15 Dahrymple Drive
Business Meeting
Vieux Carre Room, LSU Union
Business Meeting 
Feliciana Room, LSU Union
General Meeting: "Tailhook," Okinawa, 
Aberdeen and the Citadel -Finding Solutions 
to Sexual Violence in the U.S. M ilitary 
Room 149, Military Science Bldg.
General Meeting: Does Corporal Punishment 
Promote Violence?
Acacia Fraternity House 
3733 W. Lakeshore Drive
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Tuesday, March 18 Business Meeting 
Feliciana Room, LSU Union
Wednesday, April 2 G eneral M eeting : S h o u ld  We Ban
Pornography? What the Research Says About 
Media Violence
Kirby-Smith Hall
Tuesday, April 8 G eneral M eeting: In terco lleg ia te  and  
Professional Athletes as Role M odels — 
Preventing Domestic Violence 
Broussard Hall
Wednesday, April 16 Business Meeting 
Feliciana Room, LSU Union
Tuesday, April 22 General M eeting: Violence Am ong Our 
Churches — Spirituality and Healing (with 
Randy Nichols, Campus Minister)
Uniting Campus Ministry
333 E. Chimes St.
All general meetings took place from 7:30 - 9:00 PM.
In addition, two training retreats were hosted during this semester, Part I on Friday 
January 31“ from 4:30 PM - 12:00 AM, and Part II on Saturday, February 22nd from 11:00 
AM - 3:00 PM. Both took place in Room 284 o f the LSU Student Health Center. The 
leadership development workshop for new officers was held on Friday, April 4* from 5:00 - 
9:00 PM in the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity house.
Educational programs conducted during the semester included: workshop on living 
non-violent and drug-free for Buchanan Elementary School 4th-6th graders on Wednesday, 
February 26th (150 attendees); program on relationship violence for Graham Hall on 
Thursday, February 27* (23 attendees); program on the relationship between drinking and 
fighting at Kirby-Smith Hall on Tuesday, March 11* (13 attendees); program on date rape
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for Hatcher Hall on Wednesday, March 19th (8 attendees); seminar on domestic violence for 
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity on Wednesday, April 9th (21 attendees); a  program on violence and 
spirituality on Tuesday, April 22nd in West Laville Hall (canceled); and a date rape prevention 
seminar at Herget Hall on Thursday, April 24th (32 attendees).
In addition, Cle’Mons Henderson represented MA Von a student panel at a Renewal 
Workshop for staff o f the LSU Alliance fo r the Prevention o f Substance Abuse, held in the 
afternoon o f Friday, March 14th. Finally, six o f the eight Executive Board members 
conducted a presentation on how to successfully establish a MA V  chapter on campus at a 
professional conference: the Annual Meeting of the American College Health Association, 
hosted May, 1997, in New Orleans, Louisiana.
Academic Year 1997-1998
Executive Board. At its highest point, the active membership o f MA V was 67. The 
1997-1998 officers who comprised the Executive Board were: Cle’Mons Henderson, 
Coordinator, Jeff Gorman, Chair o f Awareness; H. James Henderson HI, Chair o f 
Community Action; Trupania “Trap” Bonner, Chair o f Education; Mario Baldassaro, Chair 
o f Support, Albert Ladonzia “L.A.” Martin, Secretary, Lyle P. Smith, Treasurer, Eelco van 
Wijk, Public Relations Director, and Luoluo Hong, Advisor.
Executive Board members met on Thursdays on the following dates: August 21, 
August 28, September 4, September 11, September 18, September 25, October 2, October 
9, October 23, November 6, November 24, December 13 (Saturday), January 22, January 29, 
February 5, February 12, February 19, March 5, March 12, and May 9 (Saturday).
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Treasurer’s Report. Due to the high level o f programming and service activity, this 
was an exceptionally high year for MA V  in terms o f expenditures. At the beginning o f the 
1997-1998 year, available funds were $356.23. By year’s end, the account was at $106.73.
For the first time this year, MA V sponsored several car washes to raise money. The 
first one took place on Saturday, October 14 from 12:00 - 5:00 PM at the Burger King on 
the corner o f Perkins Road and Staring Lane; revenue collected (including some donations) 
was $104.80. A  second carwash was hosted on Saturday, April 11th from 10:00 AM - 3:00 
PM at the Burger King on College Drive; revenue collected (again, including some donations) 
was $127.00. Both carwashes were coordinated by Lyle Smith.
At the beginning o f April, MA V also initiated in (but has not yet completed) a fund 
raising project in conjunction with Metro Cash Cards. At a cost o f $20.00 each, these cards 
offer buyers access to a variety o f discounts and savings at over 250 participating merchants 
and dining establishments in the local Baton Rouge area; $8-10 from the sale o f each card 
goes to MA V. This fundraiser was organized by Cle’Mons Henderson.
Gabe Northern, the first coordinator o f MA V and now an alum, donated $500.00 to 
the group. Semolina’s Restaurant o f Baton Rouge also made in-kind donations o f food 
valuing over $50.00 for the MA V training retreats. In conjunction with the Adopt-A-Family 
service project, MA V spent over $120.00 during December in order to purchase Christmas 
gifts (toys and clothing) for a family o f five children and their single mother.
Media and Publicity. The 1997-1998 year was a  rewarding one for MA F in terms of 
media exposure. First, as always, an advertisement in the campus newspaper, The Daily 
Reveille, appeared on the days preceding and corresponding to each o f the seven general
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meetings hosted throughout the year; the advertisements were also accompanied by a  short 
“blurb” in the Occurrences section o f the paper. New this year, PSAs promoting each 
meeting were also aired on KLSU radio (the campus station) at the behest ofEelco van Wijk, 
the Public Relations Director. Additionally, feature articles covering three o f  the general 
meetings also appeared in the Reveille on October 10, 1997; November 19, 1997; and 
February 19,1998. In a separate March 20,1998, article on campus crime, a Reveille writer 
interviewed Cle’Mons Henderson on MA V's outreach efforts.
MA V also appeared in two issues o fThe Peer Educator, the n a tio n a l m a g a z in e  o f th e  
BACCHUS/GAMMA Peer Education Network. In the April, 1998 issue, M AV  was 
described in detail, giving readers information on how to begin their own campus chapter; the 
May, 1998 issue cited MA Vasa  model sexual assault prevention program. MA V  was also 
cited as a model alcohol and violence prevention program in the 1997-1998 P ro m isin g  
Practices guidebook published by the Center for the Advancement ofPublic Health at George 
Mason University. A feature article on MA V also appeared in the Fall, 1997 issue o f the 
Chicago land  Consortium for Prevention Newsletter.
The most significant media-related activity was the creation and publication o f the 
Men Against Violence web page. This web page has become a mechanism through which 
students (and others) from other campuses across the U.S. have been able to communicate 
withAMFmembers. Located at http./Avww.geocities. com \CollegePark\Campus\7625, links 
to this page can be found both on the LSU home page, as well as the Student Health Center 
and Office for Student Organization Services home pages. L.A. Martin, the Secretary,
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created, maintains and updates the page on a regular basis; he also responds or forwards to 
the appropriate individual all electronic mail that MA V  receives.
Despite several attempts to produce one, no newsletter was published during 1997-
1998.
Collaborative Relationships. During the 1997-1998 year, James Henderson, as Chair 
o f Community Action, was MA V s representative to the Safer Campus Committee. This 
Committee, convened by the Dean o f Students, met on a monthly basis to discuss issues o f 
campus safety. In response to several muggings and assaults on campus, M AV officers 
developed and distributed a petition among residence hall students in September; this petition 
asked the University to consider placing more lighting on campus. Over 170 signatures were 
collected and submitted to the Student Government. As a result, lighting was improved on 
campus.
Once again, Men Against Violence participated in a variety o f on- and off-campus 
events. They staffed informational tables at the LSU Union and at the Student Recreational 
Sports Complex during LSU’s Safety and Rape Awareness Week (September 8-12); assisted 
in the planning and implementation o f the YWCA Week Without Violence (October 19-25); 
and marched in “Take Back the Night” (October), the LSU Martin Luther King 
Commemorative Parade (January), and the Baton Rouge Black Women’s Association’s 
“Boycott Violence March” (February) — which was instituted in response to the shooting- 
death o f a Baton Rouge teenager during the city’s MLK march the previous month.
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Additionally, MA Vparticipated in Student Organization Fairs in the fell (Wednesday, 
September 10th from 10:00 - 3:00 PM) and spring (Wednesday, February 4* from 10:00 AM - 
4:00 PM) semesters. These fairs represented lucrative recruitment opportunities.
Educational Programming The 1997-1998 academic year was a busy one for the 
Wellness Education Department, due to the high number o f highly-publicized student 
tragedies: the alcohol-poisoning death o f Benjamin Wynne in August; the withdrawal o f the 
Kappa Sigma Fraternity charter in response to hazing charges in February; the suicide death 
o f an LSU football player in March; and the off-campus rape o f a sorority member in ApriL 
MAV\ too, had a busy year in terms o f programming; in part because o f  their increased 
visibility on campus and in part due to the semester’s unusual chain o f events.
Monthly general meetings for 1997-1998 took place from 7:00 - 9:00 PM on 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays alternately. The schedule, along with locations and discussion 
topics were as follows:
Tuesday, September 9 Sticks and Stones May Break My Bones... When
Words Become Weapons
African American Cultural Center, Raphael Semmes Rd.
Wednesday, October 8 Gang Bangs and Group Think: When Nice Guys Get
Mean
Speaker: Jerry Baldwin, Defensive Coach for LSU
Football
Sigma Chi Fraternity House, 27 Dalrymple Dr.
Thursday, November 13 Are Men From Mars and Women From Venus?
Ending Couples Violence
Speaker: Christopher Velardo, BCS W, Director ofthe
Domestic Violence Offender Program
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Wednesday, January 28 Everything a Man Needs to Know About Firearm
Safety
Speaker Cle’Mons Henderson, Coordinator o f MAV 
Acacia Fraternity House
Tuesday, February 17 Living Down the Lies: The Truth A bout Partner
Violence
Speaker Jerry Baldwin, Defensive Coach for LSU 
Football
Broussard Hall Game Room
Wednesday, March 18 M alang Love or M aking War? D ecoding M en's
Language fo r  Sex
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity House
Tuesday, April 21 Harassment, Hazing and Other Roads to Violence:
Ending In-Group and Out-Group Thinking 
Acadian Room, LSU Union
Fall, 1997, educational programs conducted for student audiences included the 
following: a recruitment segment o f MA V  for the LSU Basketball Team on Wednesday, 
August 27th (70 players); training session on date rape awareness for resident assistants on 
Wednesday, August 27th (50 RAs); workshop on sexual assault prevention for Broussard Hall 
on Thursday, September 25th (15 attendees); workshop on date rape and assertiveness for 
female residents o f Graham Hall on Tuesday, October 7th (18 attendees); program on violence 
prevention for junior and high school students and their parents at the YMCA (275 
attendees); keynote presentation on living drug- and violence-free to 250 children at Lukeville 
Elementary School on Monday, October 27*; program on male-female relationships for 
Herget Hall on Tuesday, November 4th (16 participants); speech for SPCM 1061 class on 
violence prevention and MAV on Tuesday, October 28* (32 students); a  Wednesday, 
November 5* program on anger management and fighting for Highland Hall (12 residents);
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a workshop on domestic violence and anger management for Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity on 
Wednesday, November 12th (25 members); presentation to ROTC class ASST 4001 on 
diversity at LSU on Tuesday, November 18*; keynote presentation to 200 sorority women 
at Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority’s annual Keep Safe LSU program on Wednesday, 
November 19*; and a workshop on communication between the sexes on Thursday, 
November 20* at Herget Hall (20 individuals).
Outreach programs provided during Spring, 1998, were as follows: recruitment for 
MA V at Theta Xi Fraternity meeting on Monday, February 9* (20 attendees); Wednesday, 
February 11* in-service on alcohol and violence for members o f Student Initiatives (another 
peer education organization) (8 members); program on date rape for Annie Boyd Hall on 
Wednesday, February 18* (24 participants); workshop on Spring Break safety for Hatcher 
Hall on Wednesday, March 4* (7 residents); seminar on date rape for the National Pan- 
Hellenic Council Greek Week on Monday, March 9* (13 men); and a program on suicide 
prevention in West Laville Hall on Thursday, April 23rd (14 participants);
The Fall 1997 training retreat took place on Friday, September 12* from 4:30 PM - 
12:00 AM in the Student Health Center. The Spring, 1998 training retreat also took place 
in the Student Health Center and lasted from 5:00 PM on Friday, March 13* to 4:00 PM on 
Saturday, March 14* —  the first overnight retreat ever hosted by MA V.
Perhaps one o f the most significant programming events for MA V during the 1997- 
1998 academic year was the presentation by six o f the officers at the Fourth Annual Regional 
Peer Education Conference, held April 2-4,1998 at Southwest Texas State University in San 
Marcos. Over 70 students from campuses across the region attended the M AV  session,
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entitled, “From Boys to Men: How Men Against Violence Can Create Change.” In addition 
to giving a presentation, M AV  officers also attended numerous sessions to expand then 
knowledge o f peer advocacy organizations.
Poised for Change
Based on the community action model o f peer advocacy, Men Against Violence 
represents innovation in the field o f campus violence prevention in many ways. The scope 
o f MA V s  programming and community service efforts have consistently expanded over the 
seven semesters o f its existence. Correspondingly, each newly-elected Executive Board has 
exceeded the previous one in terms o f amount ofexperience, as well as levels ofcommitment 
and involvement. Membership reached an all-time high o f 195 members, but it has stabilized 
to a critical mass o f 65 individuals. The young men who comprise the leadership and 
membership o f MA V demonstrate that campus culture —  or at least a targeted section o f it 
—  can be changed. Chapter 5, Redefining Babes, Booze and Brawls: The MA V Counter- 
Culture will document the ways in which MA V has made a  positive impact in the area of 
campus violence for the lives o f some.
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Chapter 5. Redefining Babes, Booze and Brawls: The
MAV  Counter-Culture
A Woman’s View Into “Men’s Town”1
I have always gotten along well with boys and men, but I was never privy to an 
“insider’s” perspective. In my three years o f advising Men Against Violence, I find that I have 
learned more about what it means to be a man. I was privileged that these students eventually 
trusted me enough to reveal their true selves without reservation, without fear o f judgment. 
While I am acutely aware o f the impact that I have made on the members— particularly each 
year’s new group o f officers, I am profoundly grateful for the lessons that M AV has taught 
me. Working with M AVhas profoundly changed me as a  woman and as a professional
First, it is important to tell you a little about backgrounds o f the eight men who 
comprised the 1997-1998 Executive Board. Both the 1995-1996 and 1996-1997 Boards 
consisted o f four African Americans and four Caucasian students. For the 1997-1998 Board, 
the Coordinator, Secretary and Chair o f Education were African American; the Chair o f 
Awareness, Chair o f Community Action, Chair of Support, Treasurer and Public Relations 
Director were Caucasian. The length o f membership in MA V also varied among Board
1 I am attempting to describe the experiences o f some college men based on the experiences 
shared by these eight officers o f MA V. At times, I may use the term “men” to connote “some 
men,” but I do not want to imply in any way that the experiences o f these eight men is 
representative ofthe experiences o f all men. Nevertheless, I believe the insights we gain from 
a description o f the realities faced by these eight men are applicable at least in some ways to 
understanding men in general.
Similarly, I will use the term “masculinity” throughout this chapter to connote those aspects 
of traditional North American masculinity that many boys and men are socialized into. Again, 
I do not mean to imply that there is only one code o f masculinity adhered to by all men.
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members, from the Chair o f  Education — who had joined MA V  most recently in February, 
1997, to the president —  a member since the group’s inception in February, 1995. The 
median length o f membership in M AVwxnxg the officers was three semesters.
The age o f the officers ranged from 19-28 years, and all but two o f the officers were 
bom and raised in Louisiana (three from New Orleans); o f the other two officers, one was an 
international student from the Netherlands, and the other, though bom in Houston, Texas, has 
spent a considerable part ofhis life traveling all over the U.S. and overseas. Academic majors 
also varied: two international trade and finance majors, two business majors, one marketing 
major, one sociology major, one psychology major, and one political science and sociology 
double major.
These men provided a wide range of reasons for joining MA V and becoming officers,
many o f which echoed those found by Klein, Sondag and Drolet (1994) (summarized in
Chapter Four, Campus Peer Advocacy Groups and Men Against Violence). Almost all
joined in order to make a difference on campus, as reflected in this statement:
I’ve always seen that men get a bad rap for being brutes that they are. And 
[joining MA V\ is one way that they can show that it’s a few creating the 
stereotype for the many. Instead o f the other way around. And if the few 
become fewer by what we do, that’s only gonna be a good thing.
For the African American officers, the motivation to serve the community as well as to
address the issue o f violence was a particularly strong one, as voiced by this young man:
Those stats [that one in four black men in the U.S. will be incarcerated or 
killed by the age o f 25] worry me. They worry me every time I go 
somewhere. I worry every time I see on T.V. —  a drive-by shooting, gang 
fights, stuff like that.... I don’t have any gang ties, I don’t hang with bad 
crowds —  but I just wonder because I’ve seen innocent people die. Those 
statistics scare me...they say one in four...that one could be me.... I guess
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that’s why it’s important to me, in MAV, because I feel like the media 
especially...it feels like most black men won’t take a stand to try and stop 
violence. Because, if I watch HBO specials and they’re goin’ into 
communities and trying to help those gangs and things, you never see a black 
guy, a social worker doin’ th a t You never see a Japanese or Chinese 
anybody. And I know it’s not that it’s not being done. It just doesn’t get 
televised as much. Because I feeL..like the news will look at it as, hey, they’re 
supposed to help ‘em, cuz, ya know, they’re black.... But when someone o f 
another race goes and helps, “Wow!” That’s just the world, because they’re 
helpin’ somebody who’s not even their own kind, or what have you.... I’m 
makin’ a statement that I’m working on this issue [as a black man]. To get 
the image out, cuz then I feel like it can filter down to younger children, and 
they can be like, “Hey, boy, he can do it.” Well, I still think that a black child 
would idolize a black man before a white man. And I tell you, if a child sees 
that, hey, I can do this, I can be in college and not drink and fight against 
violence, and hey, maybe that’s something I wanna do — that’s something 
that they might want to do when they grow up.... You gotta start young.
This young man was taking personal ownership for a problem which so deeply affects his
cultural community. In feet, I found that in most cases, the African American men who
participated in MA V displayed the strongest passion and commitment to the organization’s
cause, for the very reason that this officer shared: because violence was threatening their very
survival.
Other officers joined because o f personal experiences they had with violence. Some 
knew women that had been raped, had friends that were killed, or were witnesses to violence 
in their own homes. Consider this young man’s experience and the empathy he had for his 
mother:
I watched my mom get her arm broke. I seen her collarbone get broke. I 
mean, I seen her jaw  swollen up. I mean, numerous things happened to my 
mom from my father. And just to see that and witness it, I would never want 
to...see another woman or another individual have to go through the pain that 
I saw my mom go through.
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In this statement, it is interesting to note that anger about the rape o f his woman friend also
incited this young man to violence himself:
A good friend o f mine that I see all the time, she told me one time that she got 
raped. And that was one o f the reasons why I got into M AV...I was just 
pissed off. And I remember teQin’ her, “Get in the car and we’re gonna go get 
this dude right now.” And I got him, and I wanted to kill him just about.
Cuz, like, this is basically like my sister, [for] seven years. And [rape’s] not 
supposed to happen to someone like that. Well, I think if she hadn’t been 
kicking and screaming, I woulda realty messed him up then. We talk a lot 
about conflict resolution and controlling your temper— at the time, I lost my 
temper.
This is not an uncommon reaction from men when women close to them have been hurt. It 
is as if they feel powerless and perhaps somewhat guilty, for not having been able to protect 
the woman from such a violation. That violation is frequently avenged with violence itself-  
or at least with a desire too, a theme espoused in actor Charles Bronson’s Death Wish movie 
series.2
Others MA V officers had themselves perpetrated violence in the past but no longer 
wished to do so:
...in high school, I used to be pretty rambunctious, I guess, and I did a lot of 
things. After seeing a lot o f my friends get hurt or in jail or something like 
that, I kinda came to the realization that ain’t the way for me to go. So, after 
I listened to the organization [at the kick-off ceremony] for awhile, listenin’ 
and seem’ all the people up there, ya know, it’s one more way to...leam about 
now not to become as aggressive as I was. And too, it’s because I was a 
freshman, so I didn’t know anybody on campus yet. So, I figured a student 
organization would be a way to get to know everybody.
1 When I worked as a rape crisis counselor between 1990-1992 in New Haven, Connecticut, 
I frequently had to meet rape victims in the hospital emergency room in order to provide crisis 
intervention support; if male relatives arrived after receiving a call from the police, they 
inevitably would attempt to resort to violence and go “get the monster.” It would seem that 
nothing renders a man more helpless and angry than when another man has hurt “his women.”
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Several officers joined M AV  because they had friends or rote models who had actively
participated in the past, as did this officer:
I wanted to join M AV  right when it started, because one o f the guys —  one 
o f the co-founders, Gabe Northern, was one o f my idols when I played on the 
football team. We all looked up to him, and I though it was a good 
organization to  be a  part o f because not too many football players at the time 
were doing anything extra to help anybody in the community or on campus.
But, I didn't.
This statement is an operationalization o f the social support factor, as described by Schwartz
and DeKeseredy (1997) in their modified male peer support model; however, in this case, the
support is for non-violence as opposed to violence. Note that this same officer also joined
because o f concerns he had about his girlfriend's safety:
But last fell, around the time when they were having a lot o f  robberies on 
campus and everything like that, I felt the need to join something that could 
be a part o f taking care o f something like that. Because, really, it came to a 
point where my girlfriend couldn't stay at my building no longer than nine 
o’clock at night or whatever; she had to hurry and get back to her dorm 
before it got real late, because she was afraid to walk around campus.
Still other officers joined after observing and being impressed by a presentation conducted by
a MA Vmember, or after attending an interesting general meeting. Others sought membership
in MAV because o f its diverse atmosphere. Finally, several joined M AV because they
perceived the members to be “regular guys” trying to “hook up with women.” (This last
reason will emerge again in more detail later in this chapter.)
Pro win u Up: Messages From Fathers and Peers. The men who joined and became
officers in MA F" bring much o f the same “emotional baggage” of having been raised as boys
and men in the traditional North American way described by Brannon (1976), Keen (1991),
Marshall (1993) and others. Hearing about their experiences with friends while growing up,
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or about messages they received from their father, invokes the themes o f traditional 
masculinity highlighted in Chapter Three, Boys W ill Be Bays...But Do They Have To? 
Understanding M en’s Culture. Consider the messages that many o f these individuals 
received from their fathers, which ranged from subtle encouragement to fight to explicit 
displays o f violence. Throughout all o f these examples, the importance o f winning is a 
dominant theme:
Father, he was always, like, you better never come home and get your ass 
kicked. If  you do, you’re going to get your ass kicked by me. [With my] 
peers was basically kind o f like the same philosophy as my dad. I mean, if you 
get into a fight, you better win.... I played footbalL I played basebalL This 
was with all the athletes...if you got into a fight, you better win, or you better 
have a good showing —  and that other person better be hurt pretty well
This connection between athletics, aggression and winning has been examined by Bissenger
(1990), Messner (1992), and Nelson (1994).
Well.. .from my father, I think I got that basic, father-son— what I think is the 
image put on by a lot o f parents. Ya know, dad always [said] be tough, don’t 
run away from a fight, don’t stand down. But, in a way I’m glad —  my 
father, he took out time for me.
I find it ironic that the teaching o f violence is also perceived by this young man as quality time
being spent between he and his father. This is a powerful statement about fatherhood.
Compare this lesson to the ones taught by mothers:
My mother taught me, “Don’t ever fight.” My dad taught me, “Don’t ever 
lose.” So, the whole thing is, if I ever got in a fight, just don’t  come back 
cryin’, cuz...he’d yell at me more about that. When I was a  little kid, I didn’t 
even get hardly into any fights because I was too skinny; I’d get my butt 
whipped probably every time. So that’s about the only message I got up until, 
like, high school.
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I remember that during bis interview, this officer was almost non-chalant in the
maimer in which he described the domestic violence he witnessed:
[My father] is construction worker. He just wasn’t  there a lot. Or wasn’t 
available, per se. He’d be going to New York, or San Francisco, and...he’s 
pretty jealous. Not overtly jealous —  he wouldn’t say he was jealous. He 
would come home once a year, maybe once every four or five months, and for 
the, like, first two days, he and my mom would fight, argue...and every now 
and again he’d hurt her— a push, a slap, but it was nothing really serious. It 
was probably a few shakes here and there. His excuse was that, “I never hit 
her. If  I really wanted to hurt her, I could’ve, but I didn’t.”
Clearly, violence was normalized as an essential —  and expected — part ofbeing a
man. The messages about masculinity conveyed by fathers were echoed in the officers play
and interaction with peers while growing up:
[Guys] are supposed to rough. We’re supposed to fight with each other. In 
my neighborhood, more than anything, you had to know how to fight. So 
we’d fight a lot. There’d be Bruce Lee movies on, and after we finished 
watching the movie, we’d go out and play karate with each other. I mean, 
actually hitting each other for real. It was not big deal Ya know, if you got 
hurt or whatever, you went home crying to your momma and you was a sissy.
[But] if you took the pain and you stood out and you fought with everyone 
else, you were a man. .. We were taught that if you could stand there and 
take the pain, then, even if you lost the fight...it was just doin’ it, takin’ it.
Recall the discussion on the connection between pornography and sexual violence in Chapter
Two; this statement indicates the connection between mainstream media and physical violence
for these young men. This same officer was also pressured by his older brother into
aggression:
I can remember just walking through the neighborhood with my brothers —
I had two big brothers— I’ll never forget this...we were walkin’ through this 
avenue, called The Short Cut, like a back street or whatever. And we came 
across these guys. And now, these particular guys, everybody in their whole 
little group were these Golden Glove boxers. And they, like box for a livin’.
My brother pulled me to the side. He said —  I love playin’ video games —
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he said, “I bet you 50 cents —  Til give you two dollars if you spar with him.
Now this kid, he’s like three years older than me. And he was Golden 
Gloves! He coulda beat the shit out o f me [laughing]. But it was my brother, 
and I couldn’t say no, ya know what I’m saying? I f  it was my momma, I’d 
have been like “I’m not fighting.” But it was my brother. And I had to be a 
man, ya know? I was like seven or eight, and this kid must have been 10 or 
11. So we meet in the Short Cut and go out on the dirt. And I’m like, hold 
a sec, we gotta fight somebody. So he...puts up his dukes or whatever and we 
start...and I’m hanging. We slap-boxing and stuff. And I’m hanging with 
him! And my brother’s like, “Yeah!” And like, I’m gettin’ beat up. Not 
really bad, but I’m hanging with this older kid. I lost the fight, but he still 
gave me the money, because I hung with the older dude. Just having the 
appreciation from him, it made me feel big. It made me feel tough.
This incident appeared to contribute greatly to this young man’s sense o f pride, his self­
esteem and to his feelings of manhood -  a representation o f how closely masculinity and 
violence are interlinked. This indicates to me that we cannot simply teach men to be non­
violent without also teaching them alternative routes for being men.
The officers also shared how they sometimes struggled with the conflicting messages 
they received about what it meant to be a man. Because he chose not to do what many o f his 
peers were doing, he questioned his own masculinity:
I was always like the odd shoe or odd sock o f all my friends. Cuz all my 
friends would like try to sleep with as many girls as they could. But I never 
was one to do that. I’m not saying I was a virgin. I just didn’t go out and try 
to sleep with as many as possible. They all went out and got drunk; I didn’t 
go out and drink when I was in high school. I basically social drink now, 
when I’m in college, but they all went out to get drunk and everything. I 
never really saw a need in that to make yourself sick.
Here, two aspects o f traditional masculinity are espoused: that o f sexual conquest and o f
compulsory heterosexuality (Frye, 1983b; Rich, 1980; Sanday, 1990) -  that is, the pressure
to engage in sexual intercourse with multiple female partners -  and that o f alcohol abuse.
Given stereotypical sex-role expectations for men, it becomes very understandable that men
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drink excessive amounts o f alcohol at twice the rate o f their female counterparts (Wechsler,
et aL, 1994) . The risk-taking that many young men are pressured into extends to the
bedroom and to the barroom.
Interestingly, some o f the men also developed an early sensitivity to the
inappropriateness o f violence against women, even as violence between men was normalized
and encouraged. Consider this young man’s experience:
I just knew that a guy wasn’t supposed to treat a woman a certain way. I’ll 
never forget it when I was maybe eight or nine years old —  a friend o f mine 
who’s girlfriend was talkin’ to another guy who lives in our 
neighborhood...flirtin’...and he came over to her and he beat her up like he 
was beating up one o f us. Like he was beating up a guy. And...at so 
young...it really hurt my feelings. I felt so hurt. I felt sorry for her, ya know? 
Because I thought that if  a woman hit me, then I just might walk away. I 
wasn’t used to seeing guys hit women — not like that. That kind o f struck 
me. It sent mixed messages, because that guy was someone I looked up 
to...so it had an effect on me that way.... I just didn’t understand what his 
problem was, but as for as I was concerned, women weren’t supposed to be 
touched like that.
Reasons That Bovs/Men Fought. Many o f the officers had themselves participated
in fights before arriving in college or joining MA V, and virtually all eight had opportunities
to witness the violent behavior o f their peers. As such, they provided many insights as to why
it is that boys and men engage in fights.
I’ve got into a few fights as a kid. I remember I used to be really high- 
tempered. I mean, you said something about my mom, and I went off...it 
didn’t matter what you said. But most times, it was either provoked by 
somebody...pushing on me or something.... I only remember one fight I ever 
started in my whole life, and it was kind o f stupid. There’s this kid. I told 
him if he ever lied again, I was gonna kick his ass. He said my best friend was 
stupid. Well, my best friend makes straight A’s. And I said, “You lie!” So 
I kicked his ass.
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I guess one time, at a basketball game [informant starts to laugh], we had a 
basketball game against this rival team— been our rival ever since we was in 
highschooL And at the end o f the game— I still don't know what happened 
—  a fight just broke out! [Laughs a little.] It was, like, a  group fight —  the 
whole gym! And we lost [the game]! And they jumped on us! I still don’t 
know why...when I asked ‘em about it, some o f the guys, I was like, “Why did 
y’all start the fight with us?” “Well, I don’t know. We was just so much in 
the room.” I believe that was the only time I have ever swung a punch with 
intent to hurt somebody. That’s probably the only time [laughing].
Most people don’t even know about it, but I got into quite a few [fights in 
high school]. Let’s see...as they started out, they were real stupid and they 
kinda got less it seems. When I was in freshman year, it’s like if somebody 
looked at me funny, I’d get up to ‘em and start askin’ all kind o f stuff about 
it and just something stupid like that. As I got older, it got less —  someone 
pretty much had to directly say something to me or do something to me 
directly, like, hit me, ya know. For awhile there, it was, like, you say 
something about my mom, I had to come get you right then. As I got older, 
it came to someone has to physically do something to me or something like 
that.
With our fraternity, there was this one [rival] fraternity. This other fraternity 
did something to our ho use...sprayed a bunch o f stuff on our basketball court.
And people were like all ticked off and so a few o f them were like, hatred in 
them. They went and did something stupid. Which brought us down to the 
other fraternity’s level.... And there’s been many situations —  actually a 
couple o f them —  like this. So what you did was wrong, and it did nothing 
good for us, and it brought us down to equal part with them. So, they’re like 
okay, but they’re still like, let’s go get them. Let’s go kick their butts.
Many o f these reasons echo the ones found by the American School Health Association, et
aL (1989) and Nisbett and Cohen (1996), highlighted in Chapter Two, Men Behaving Badly:
The Epidemiology o f Campus Violence. Note that the theme o f being insulted or
disrespected emerges over and over. Also, it appears that in looking back on these incidents,
the young men consider their reasons for ever getting into a fight as trivial and “stupid.”
What strikes me about this data is the extent to which so many o f the officers had
either witnessed or participated in violent acts while growing up. They watched yet did
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nothing, or could not do anything, or did not think to do anything. Berkowitz (1998) has 
labeled this phenomenon as “bystander behavior” and described ways in which this failure to 
act or inability to act on the part o f witnesses in many ways contributes to the proliferation 
o f violence. By not intervening, says Berkowitz, these individuals enable the violent behavior 
or perpetrators to occur. However, one o f the major deterrents to a student intervening is 
pluralistic ignorance (Berkowitz, 1994); that is, the individual incorrectly believes that his or 
her private attitudes and judgments are different from others. While many o f these men 
expressed confusion, ambivalence and abhorrence about the violence in their lives, the culture 
o f traditional masculinity which normalizes violence creates the illusion that all other men 
support it. The individual who resists pressures towards aggression, continues Berkowitz, 
believes he is alone, and thus fails to act or speak up. In fact, individuals often adopt a 
bystander role and passively accept the (mis)perception o f the so-called status quo, rather 
than actively intervening to change it; in other words, they remain “in the closet” about what 
they really feel and think. Finally, points out Berkowitz (1998), pluralistic ignorance is self- 
perpetuating because it discourages the expression o f opinions and actions that one falsely 
believes are non-conforming. Even when the individual does not personally engage in the 
problematic behavior, he contributes to the climate of pluralistic ignorance by the way
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he talks about the behavior -  non-action becomes a part of the problem rather than a 
part of the solution.3
The Culture o f Men Against Violence
In Chapter Three, Boys Will Be Boys... B ut Do They Have To? Understanding M en’s  
Culture, I provided several definitions o f culture. Recall the definition o f organizational 
culture provided by Schein (1985): “a pattern o f  basic assumptions -  invented, discovered, 
or developed by a  given group as it learns to cope with its problems o f external adaptation 
and integration -  that has worked well enough to be considered valid, and therefore has to 
be taught to new members as the 'correct’ way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to their 
problems” (p. 9). Key words in this definition include “pattern” and “assumptions;” key 
concepts include the feet that these patterns are learned and therefore taught, and that these 
patters assist the organization in coping with change. In the case o f MA V, I believe that there 
are distinct patterns that can be identified -  albeit the organization, being so young, has a 
relatively “loose” culture. These patterns are being developed in response to the challenge 
MA V confront: how do men build a set o f norms, values and beliefs which support non­
violence against a  broader social and environmental context that embraces violence as a
3 The concepts o f pluralistic ignorance and bystander behavior can be applied to a multitude 
o f social and health problems, not just violence and sexual assault, e.g., alcohol abuse, eating 
disorders, sexual or racial harassment. Furthermore, Berkowitz (1998) believes that 
appropriate information, carefully targeted, can help shift individuals from a bystander or 
closeted position to an interventionist or activist one. In order to move from being a 
bystander to taking action, the bystander must (1) notice the event; (2) interpret it as a 
problem; (3) feel responsible for dealing with it; and finally, (4) possess the necessary skills 
to act These concepts are very applicable to the kind ofw ork taking place in MAV.
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central and defining aspect o f masculinity? This is difficult work to ask professional to do; 
this was extremely challenging work for these young men, but they rose to the challenge.
The patterns that emerged from a content analysis o f the data were as follows: (1) 
MA V embraces multiculturalism, and regards diversity as the source o f its strength; (2) the 
predominant value upheld by MAV officers is respect -  respect for self for others, for 
differences, and for M A V s  organizational saga, symbolized by the A£4FT-shirt; (3) similarly, 
pride in being a M AV  officer, as well as potential shame should the group values and 
organizational saga be violated serve as protective factors against perpetrating violence; (4) 
MA V members have begun to critically rethink the ways in which violence is normalized in 
their lives; (5) MA V  officers struggled to develop a  new concept of what it means to be a 
man, and as a result some myths associated with traditional masculinity were debunked, while 
other myths were difficult to let go; (6) MA V officers described the relationship amongst 
themselves as fraternal and atypical o f the majority o f their friendships with men; (7) belief 
in a chivalric code served as a deterrent to perpetrating sexual or domestic violence against 
women; (8) the role o f the advisor was described by the officers as that o f “mother;” and (9) 
MA V officers possess a desire to help others and regard campus and community service as 
essential work for MA V members.
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MAV As a Multicultural Organization4
Perhaps the most persistent and consistent theme which emerges from this dissertation 
is the multicultural nature o f Men Against Violence. MA Vembraces multiculturalism, and 
regards diversity as the source of its strength. Jackson and Hardiman (1981) provide the 
most comprehensive definition o f a multicultural organization:
(1) A multicultural organization reflects the contributions and interests o f diverse 
cultural and social groups in its mission, operations, and product or service 
delivery;
(2) A multicultural organization acts on a commitment to the eradication o f social 
oppression in all forms within the organization. It is also sensitive to the 
possible violation o f the interests o f all cultural and social groups whether or 
not they are represented in the organization;
(3) A multicultural organization is one where the members o f diverse cultural and 
social groups are full participants at all levels o f the organization, especially 
in those areas where decisions are made that shape the organization; and
(4) A multicultural organization follows through on its broader external social 
responsibilities. Specifically, this includes its responsibility to support efforts
4 I realize that there is an extensive body o f research and writing addressing the issue of 
multiculturalism. However, it is beyond the scope o f this dissertation to conduct a full- 
fledged review and analysis o f that literature. Multiculturalism is addressed in this section to 
the extent that it effectively describes a major and centrally defining aspect o f the M AV 
organizational culture.
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to eliminate all forms of social oppression. This also involves the support o f
efforts to expand multicultural ideology.
Based on the informants’ own accounts o f the ways in which MAV has impacted or 
changed them, we can see that the first and second elements o f a multicultural organization 
are fulfilled:
[What has been most] meaningful to me have been the interactions with the 
other officers, getting to know them pretty closely through, especially the 
training retreat, which are very deep and revealing at times. Coming from a 
different culture, I’m not...intimately familiar with a lot o f aspects o f 
interpersonal and interracial culture here. And with the composition o f the 
Executive Board as it has been and still is, a  lot o f close interaction with other 
races has deepened my knowledge and understanding o f that part.
Being a part o f MA Vhas taught me...respect for other people because we deal 
with so many types o f people — African Americans, Asians, international 
students. Before I came here, I was only [around] heterosexual couples. I 
wasn’t aware to the degree that homosexuality [existed] until I came [to 
LSU]. I’d always heard about it on T.V. and everything, but being from a 
small town...basically, joining MA V taught me how to accept people for who 
they are and not what they look like.
We had a young lady at [one o f our training retreats]. She just didn’t know 
about [African Americans], because she’d never been around them. Thanks 
to this organization, she now knows a whole new segment o f society. That 
opened her eyes. And I feel our organization, if  we don’t keep that diversity, 
we wouldn’t open up the eyes of other people.
I think one reason [MA V is diverse] is because o f the [Executive] Board — 
that we all come from different backgrounds. We all have different hobbies.
We’re all in some type o f different organization, but then we all come together 
for this one organization. And even though we’re all totally different — for 
some reason it’s like half black and half white —  but we didn’t plan it that 
way, it just happened that way...when we all come together that one time a 
week before a program or something, it’s like we’re friends. It seems like I’ve 
known them my whole life and everything, and yet we have almost nothing in 
common. But we have MA V in common and that’s just about it. But like 
through it, it seems like —  I know that T.B. told me one time that [another 
officer] thought o f it as a brotherhood, and it seems like that’s what it is.
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Consistent themes that I heard from M AV officers echoed these statements: they believe
membership in MA V adds to the cultural enrichment o f its members, they value the diversity
o f its members as a source o f its strength, and they were attracted to MAV'mih&  first place
because o f its diversity.
The third element o f a  multicultural organization requires that a diversity o f
individuals, opinions and perspectives are represented among the leadership o f the
organization — that is, those with power. This element is evident both in the make-up o f the
Executive Board and in the decision-making processes o f the group as described by the
officers themselves:
I don’t think the M AV  Executive Committee has any problems with 
differences and races. I  would expect...what you see in the elections on 
campus — the majority usually wins out — that would have us having a 
predominantly white Board. I think it’s been scarify 50-50. I mean, it’s been 
almost perfectly 50-50 in the past two years that I’ve been part o f it. And I 
think again with the new officers. In my period, I’ve seen three different black 
[presidents] — overall coordinators — and now finally, we have a white 
person at the helm. And it doesn’t matter at alL I mean, it’s totally random.
What I do think might be the result o f this is that when you look at the 
membership and the attendance at training retreats or general meetings is that 
you see the same 50-50 division, which is good because it means that a lot of 
black people are getting involved. But no good cuz white people are 
apparently being left out.
I found it interesting that this officer (who is white) perceived as problematic that
participation in MAV was “50-50;” because more black students were involved, he felt it
meant that white people are being “left out.” In the vast majority o f  organizations, the feet
that participation by racial minorities is far less than 50% is not typically construed as a
problem by many o f the majority. In the case ofMAV, representation and parity are perceived
as unusual on the part o f this officer.
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This officer commented on the ways in which diverse viewpoints are incorporated into
the MA V derision-making process:
It seems like each one o f us has a distinct role..dike L.S. will have his 
opinion...and he’ll get them out there on the table. And I think our Executive 
Officer meetings...give us that platform to be able to do that, and get everyone 
involved. I f  J.G. has an opinion, it gets involved. If  MJ3. has his opinion, it 
gets involved in the organization. And I think that with all o f us, we make the 
organization a lot better by using everyone’s opinion instead o f just a select 
few. And the tightness that...the Executive Board has made it that way, has 
bought the platform to where everybody can be involved —  not just the 
select few.
Element four o f a multicultural organization is that it demonstrates an ongoing
commitment to eradicating oppression at the societal leveL This statement is particular
insightful in its recognition o f intolerance as an underlying precursor o f violence:
I’ve seen groups of diverse people, they end up killin’ each other. I think 
what’s different about this group is that we wanted to get to know the other 
people. And I think it was just like this curiosity thing, and because it was an 
educational thing, more than anything. And we wanted to learn about how 
other people live, where they come from, how they grew up, and things like 
that. With other groups, it was just, “I’m different, I’m me, I’m unique, and 
to hell with what you are!”
Later, as we examine the values and ethic which define the MA V mission, one can see that
fostering respect, combating prejudice and discrimination, and increasing tolerance are central
to that mission. Also, that MA V is engaged in such efforts is clear when officers compare
their experiences in MA V with that o f other campus organizations:
I look at other organizations...let’s see, I’m an ambassador. We have black 
ambassadors, but, like, when I got to a meeting, I look around. There’s 
maybe me and five other black people in a  room o f 120 people. I don’t  have 
any problem working with whites —  and another thing is, I don’t  see very 
many o f any other nationality except white. It kind o f disturbs me, and you 
wonder.... I took part in the selection process, and I just felt like, oh, there 
were many diversities trying out, but somehow they got weeded out. And I
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feel like a lot o f the reason was because o f so many white ambassadors 
already. I don’t think they’re doing it in complete consciousness, but I just 
feel like some people discriminate— in their mind, not even realism’ it.... As 
far as MA V, well, we have everybody [laughs a  little].... I feel like the people 
in MAV are comfortable working with other races, other ethnic backgrounds, 
and that’s why it works. Student government is another thing.... I’ve been 
go in’ to campaign meetings, and I feel awkward. I walk in, and I just look 
around, and it’s hard. The first thing I notice is that I’m the only black person 
there. There are no Chinese. There are no Japanese people in there. And I 
just wonder sometimes if  what made them come and find me was because they 
felt if they ran a strictly all-white ticket, they would look like a  bunch o f 
racists.... Sometimes I wonder if that’s the only reasons I was selected. But 
I don’t have that problem in MA V; I feel like I was picked on the basis o f the 
abilities that I believe I have.
Part o f MA V s multiculturalism stems from the feet that its roots were multicultural:
the charter members themselves represented a diverse range o f men in terms ofbackground,
race, age and experiences. I have observed that legacy, as well as pride in that legacy, passed
down to each succeeding Executive Board. In feet, the officers frequently brag— with truth
— about how MA V is the “most diverse organization at LSU.” However, it is important for
me to acknowledge the role that I played in helping to foster a multicultural climate within
Men Against Violence. This is a personal value which I strongly adhere to, so I would
naturally wish to impart it to the group which I advise.
I asked each one o f the officers why it is that MA V has so successfully created a
multicultural organization. Few o f them had a response for this; they only understood that
the diversity was an advantage in MA Vthat was appreciated, but they could not articulate the
process by which this occurred. However, one o f the officers did say this to me:
You as an advisor had a lot to do with that. Your personality. Your type of 
personality. I mean, you didn’t really pick and choose people, but in a way, 
you did. You kinda like said, “Hey you should really...You might want to 
think about this.” I mean, you wouldn’t just yank them in there, but you
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opened their eyes to the hate. “This is a pretty diverse organization. You 
might want to get involved in this.” But you didn’t just target it to one group.
You went to a whole bunch o f different groups —  around the white 
fraternities and black fraternities, to the general students, to ROTC — you 
wanted a wide diversity base there. From the charter members: you had 
people from the football team, you had people from ROTC, you had people 
from the general population, you had people from fraternities. I mean, it was 
a very diverse group.
In other words, this officer felt that I exerted a strong influence on M A V s multicultural 
nature. I both role-modeled and actively taught multiculturalism, tolerance and acceptance 
o f others as a desired value, and I frequently confronted members about their language (e.g., 
“fog”) or behavior (e.g., telling anti-Semitic jokes) when it was disrespectful or derogatory 
in some manner to members o f another group.
I believe M A V 9 racial diversity was essential to its success because participation 
from African American men fostered a necessary dynamic, and provided drive, 
intensity and momentum. The feet that African American men played a major role in the 
founding o f the organization, in its leadership, and in its activities is probably what has kept 
a constant undercurrent o f urgency within the organization. For the African American men 
in MA V, the salience o f violence as a  leading killer lends a level o f commitment to the cause 
o f non-violence that is unparalleled among their white counterparts. Both the black and white 
students experienced a role reversal; on the LSU campus, the vast majority of leadership 
position held by black students are in predominantly African American organizations; neither 
white or black students have observed a substantial number o f black students leading both 
white and black students. MA V provided an opportunity for African American men to lead 
both white and black men, and it was fascinating to observe the white males in the group
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accept their leadership, adapt to their unique leadership style, learn from them, and express 
gratitude in the ability to do. I would argue that racial diversity is essential to the longevity 
o f a MA V chapter.
That M AV was so racially diverse necessitated negotiating new patterns o f  
communication acceptable to all individuals. Hetherington (1995) has studied differences in 
verbal and nonverbal communication between various ethnic groups in the U.S. Many o f  
these differences arose over the course o f Executive Board and general meetings. For 
example, Hetherington notes that while many white Americans do not distinguish arguing 
from fighting and view heated arguments as suggesting violence is imminent, African 
Americans often distinguish between arguing and fighting, and do not view verbal abuse as 
necessarily a precursor to violence. Similarly, many African Americans tolerate interruption 
dining a conversation, believing that competition for the floor is automatically granted to the 
most assertive person. This is in direct contradiction, says Hetherington, with the traditional 
Western European manner o f taking turns in a discussion, and politely refraining from 
interrupting others.
As a result, MA V meetings have been some o f the loudest and liveliest ones I’ve ever 
attended. I, as a teacher-advisor accustomed to the white-majority rules o f classroom 
etiquette and hindered by my socialization as an Asian woman in ways o f non-confrontational 
dialogue, could barely hear myself or insinuate my point or suggestion at times. I quickly 
adopted assertive verbal and non-verbal skills with this group. Some o f the white students 
who were unaccustomed to communicating in racially diverse groups, were at first dismayed 
by the pattern o f communication; L.S., for example, accustomed to the “polite” ways oftum -
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taking, could hardly get a word in edge-wise and just couldn’t sufficiently assert himself. 
While he had many insightful points to add to the discussions, few o f the other officers knew 
this until we ate dinner together at a  restaurant dining our conference trip to Southwest Texas 
State University; everyone took turns around the table on this occasion to share their thoughts 
on the issue at hand. After listening patiently to him, the other officers were stunned at the 
level ofinformation L.S. possessed, promptly labeling him the “Human Encyclopedia.” Now 
at meetings, one officer or another will turn to L.S. and ask for a  contribution from the 
“Human Encyclopedia.”
Furthermore, because the African American students were a major presence, MA V 
itself took on some aspects o f what might be defined as an African American culture. The 
social values had to be negotiated, as well; the default standard o f  white, Western European 
thought explicitly and/or implicitly adopted in other organizations would not suffice in this 
one. For example, I had to ban radio-listening on the van ride to Southwest Texas State 
University; the officers could not agree on what kind o f music to listen to. Meeting times 
were adhered to differentially by the officers; whereas white, Western European culture obeys 
rigid time structures and schedules, some o f the African American officers did not have the 
same view o f time as a strictly regulated commodity; this created some morale problems that 
required discussion. When it became clear why some officers arrived on time to meetings, 
and others consistently arrive 15 minutes late, everyone was able to understand that no 
disrespect was unintended. An agreement was reached to establish agreeable time intervals 
(e.g., starting a meeting at 7:00 PM meant that it would start between 7:00 and 7:15) so no 
individuals would be frustrated. Tensions were eased.
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On a different note, educational programs conducted by MA V members also took on 
a different flavor, pace and tone compared to programs conducted by members o f other peer 
education organizations that I also advised. Whereas the typical peer education workshop, 
usually conducted by white females from an organization consisting mostly o f white females, 
followed a well-established outline containing statistics, information, and skills-building 
components delivered in a polished manner, workshops facilitated by MA V members were 
more spontaneous and delivered in a “raw,” at time in-your-face style. A greater amount o f 
slang was used (which I, in my desire to impart ownership o f the programming, had to 
accustom myself to) in the programs, and more self-disclosure took place on the part o f the 
MA V peer educators -  lending a genuineness to their programs which naturally allowed 
rapport to develop between themselves and the audience. This difference represents a 
contrast in values Hetherington (1995) again identifies. Whereas the white, Western 
European tradition embraces scientific method and objectivity, as well as standard, correct 
English as valued norms, many non-White groups adhere to a value system that relies less on 
science and more on experience and emotion to inform knowledge, and advocates 
communicating such “knowledge” through more creative means. MA V  is now known on 
campus for its unique presentation style, one to which students have responded favorably.
It is important to stress that while MA Vhas successfully incorporated racial and ethnic 
diversity within its organizational structure and programmatic offerings, combating 
homophobia has remained a more elusive task. I believe acceptance o f gay and bisexual men 
represents one o f the strongest challenges to traditional masculinity in the U.S., so while 
topics o f racism were quickly embraced and tackled by MA V  members and officers, issues
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ofhomophobia were rarely championed. Only during the past year has there been meaningful 
dialogue about the role o f men’s sexuality in men’s relationships and in violence. I believe 
that because the topic o f homosexuality is so threatening, change in this area will be more 
slow to take place. However, what is important is the growing awareness among officers that 
advocating for gay and bisexual men is just as important as advocating for racial or ethnic 
minorities.
Similarly, issues o f sexism were not as salient in discussions o f multiculturalism. I 
believe that sexism, like homophobia, represented more distant steps in the “continuum o f 
change” for these young men. Addressing issues o f racial intolerance was more safe, and it 
was one in which they were succeeding; examining sexism and homophobia would demand 
that they take a closer, more uncomfortable look at themselves. They just weren’t as ready 
to do this work.
MAV9s Organizational Saga
Clark (1972) has defined organizational saga as a unified set o f publicly expressed 
beliefs about a formal established group that (1) is rooted in history; (2) claims unique 
accomplishment; and (3) is held with sentiment by the group. The organizational saga, says 
Clark, generates strong normative bonds within and outside the organization. That is, 
believers give loyalty to the organization and take pride and identity from it. A saga begins 
as a strong purpose, introduced by one individual or by a small group o f individuals with a 
mission. That purpose is fulfilled as it is embodied in organizational practices and the values 
o f dominant organizational cadres, usually taking many years to develop.
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Furthermore, an organizational saga provides a rational explanation for how certain
actions resulted in certain goals, and “it also includes affect that turns a formal place into a
beloved institution, to which participants may be passionately devoted” (p. 178). That is, the
organizational saga provides clues as to what motivates its members to participate in and
support the organization’s cause or mission. Whether developed primarily by leaders or by
followers, the saga helps justify for the individual his commitment o f time and energy for
years — perhaps for a lifetime —  to a particular cause. The organizational saga, along with
organizational heroes, symbols and rituals, comprise four “windows” into an organization’s
culture: its beliefs, ideology, language and purpose (Masland, 1985). The predominant
value upheld by M A V  officers is respect -  respect for self, for others, for differences,
and most im portantly, fo rM A V s  organizational saga, symbolized by the M 4^T -shirt.
MA V s  organizational saga, as understood by it officers, is actually a powerful one.
The values and beliefs o f the organization, as well as its history, are known, understood and
revered by the officers. This is one account o f the organizational saga:
I’m a member o f this organization. I should know it started in April, 1995.
I should know that we had charter members with a wide range, thirteen 
charter members. I think we should know that those members founded this 
organization and respect that. And that, hey, this is a new organization, so 
our history’s not that long right now, but it is very distinguished. I mean, the 
stuff we’ve done so for, from Martin Luther King marches to Take Back the 
Night. I mean, we’ve always been there, ever since our organization’s been 
started.... And if you can’t respect the people that started it, then you can’t 
grow and be a bigger organization. It’s just like my fraternity. If  I didn’t 
respect the seven founding jewels o f my fraternity, then I wouldn’t respect my 
organization. And I think we always have to know and respect what we’re
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founded on.... Our organization was based on the four A.CJE.S.5 principles.
That’s what we need to make sure each member knows.
Says another officer,
In my opinion, we’re kind o f like the next generation o f Boy Scouts, I guess 
you could say. So, [we’re] like the older generation, and basically everything 
[the Boy Scouts] do [we do] —  like, we’re trustworthy, we’re honest. And 
we’re getting into the next degree, that you need to respect women and 
basically respect yourself and everybody else around you.
In describing MA P’s purpose, the officers say:
Mainly, the overall goal is to educate people, and the goal is to educate men 
on this campus about the realization o f certain things [that] just are not proper 
behavior. Certain things nowadays people are just not toleratin’ anymore.
Here’s what I tell people when they ask, “What does MA Vdo?” It’s as plain 
as day. It says, “Men against violence” — that’s what we do. That’s our goal 
To me, that’s the value right there, to combat violence and just try to stop i t  
And even more so with men, because...I understand that women do hit...but 
most times, it’s men. When you think o f violence, you think o f men hitting 
a woman or two guys fighting. I think that basically is our goal —  exactly 
what the name says.
When I asked them to articulate the organizational values o f MAV, the officers
consistently talked about respect— respect for self respect for others, respect for difference,
and respect for women:
{MAY'S values are] respect yourself and then after that...I m ean , that’s what 
the button says: Respect yourself and then respect someone else, too.... In 
that same category, I would place tolerance o f people that are different than 
you. I mean, it doesn’t make sense to co m m it violence onto someone that 
you respect. The main slogan, saying “Ignorance is the most dangerous form 
o f violence” —  that’s certainly true.
The values is mainly respect for everybody. Even if you don’t agree with 
what they say or something like that, you gotta respect they have their opinion
s A.C.E.S. is an acronym which stands for the four primary program areas in Men Against 
Violence’, awareness, community action, education and support.
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about things. And definitely practice what you preach. Because, ya know, if 
I’m telling somebody about don’t  get drunk all the time and they see me every 
day in the chib gettin’ drunk, I guess it realty wouldn’t make a difference.
The M4 F  T-Shirt: Svmhnl o f MAY'S Saga. The Men Against Violence T-shirt and
logo was originally designed by one o f the charter members in Spring, 1995, and then updated
in Fall, 1997. As described in Chapter Four, the T-shirt is a symbol o f MAY'S ethic and
purpose and embodies the organizational saga. As a physical piece o f  property, it gives
tangible embodiment to the values o f MA V. Members frequently invoked the T-shirt when
talking about behaviors appropriate— and inappropriate— for MA Vmembers. For example,
officers would frequently threaten to “take away” a member’s shirt if  they were caught
fighting. I remember poignantly when one o f the charter members came to  my office during
the Fall o f 1995; he confessed that he had been in a  fight the night before. Another man had
tried to shove him against the wall, and he defended himself without escalating the fight.
Nevertheless, he was extremely embarrassed and ashamed ofhimself promised me profusely
that it would never happen again, and begged me not to tell the other members; he was “afraid
they would take his [MAV\ shirt away” from him.
In addition, consider the following statements about the M 4F T-shirt:
I think if they’re members, they should uphokL.the priorities that ‘hey, I’m 
going to be a non-violent person.” I’m gonna set the example for others to 
see what you should be like and not what you shouldn’t be like. I mean, 
especially when you’re out in the community, and people see you at the bars 
and stuff, if you have a MA V shirt on and you’re...there starting a bar fight, 
that’s just not right. I mean, you’re not representing the organization property 
or our goals and values properly.
When we have new members come into our organization, they’re lookin’ to 
us as officers and as members already ofA£4 Fas the example to be like. I had 
one young man who just joined recently, and he’s like, I see the way y’ali
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present yourself” And he was just Hke, “Y’all present yourselves higher than 
everybody else. Y’all’s set o f standards is higher than most people.” And I 
think [there’s] that maturity level that I see within the officers —  yeah, we 
joke and we have good times and stuff but you can see on campus when...you 
see one o f our officers or one o f the members that are wearing a M AV  shirt 
that they hold themselves a little bit higher because...they have that pride that 
they know that they stand for something better than just going out there and 
kickin’ butt and hintin’ people...
The thing that’s probably had the most impact on m e— no matter where I go, 
if  I have my MA V  shirt on, everyone’s like, “Hey, that’s a good call. That’s 
a  good organization.” I mean, even at home...ya know, I’ve been in New 
Orleans and they’re like, “That’s a nice shirt. I Hke that. It’s a good 
organization.” I’ve had people stop and ask me about it and ask me how they 
can join.
I infer from these statements that pride in being a  MA V  member and in wearing the T-shirt is
a  protective factor against perpetrating sexual assaults or engaging in fights. Furthermore,
respect for the MA V  saga is part of the broader issue o f respect (for self for others); members
who “‘dis” the shirt also disrespect the saga it symbolizes, and that will not be tolerated
among the membership.
Challenges to the MA V Saga. During the interviews, I asked each o f the officers how
they would feel if  a MA V member was accused o f or involved in a fight or sexual assault. The
responses were fairly consistent: they would be angry, horrified and resentful, but they would
also be concerned. Consider the following statements:
[If a  MA V  officer got into a fight], I would be angry just because...they’re like 
my brothers, but still, they took the same —  well, we never actually took an 
oath— but the same, I don’t know what to call it, I guess it is sort o f an oath 
—  to uphold the same values that I hold and not engage in that activity, to 
uphold the standards o f MAV. And I would be pissed if it did happen. 
Depending on the situation, I would most likely not want them to serve on the 
M AV  board. I would like them to stay a member o f MA V, to, ya know— so 
we can work on that.
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If a [MA V member] got accused of date rape..J would have anger. That’s 
bad. I mean, I don’t  think it would happen, but it’s possible. I would have a 
problem with that. Big time. I think that would call for major ramifications 
on that individual. And the funny thing —  I think date rape is a worse sin 
than fighting. Some people may put it on an equal footing. I would say rape, 
especially date rape —  someone you know —  is a great evfl. Fighting, 
though, probably because it’s more common, it’s perceived as a lesser evfl.
And I would describe it as a lesser evil; I would say the ramifications wouldn’t 
be as harsh. I mean, I would have a problem with that too...but it also 
depends if you’re defending [yourself] or if  you engaged the fighting.... If  
someone was messing with them or whatever, and they got into a fight, [even 
though we believe] you should walk away, I think that would be perceived as 
a lesser wrong.
This individual’s “hierarchy o f sins” is an interesting one; it reflects the eneulturation by men 
into stereotypical sex-roles. No man was every taught that rape is right; the problem in rape 
prevention is helping men understand the ways in which how they are taught about sex and 
about sex with women contribute to misunderstandings and myths about what actually 
constitutes rape. However, many men (if this group o f officers is any kind o f sample) have 
learned that fighting is in the realm o f normal, business-as-usuaL, “boys will be boys” 
behavior. Men themselves do not exhibit a resistance fighting, even when they protest rape 
on principle.
During the 1997-1998 academic year, the Executive Committee experienced several 
challenges to what can be termed the MAV saga. Following the October, 1997, general 
meeting, one o f the officers, C.H., approached me in confidence and recounted the events 
from several evenings previous. C.H. had gone out to eat dinner and see a movie with a 
female student (who also happens to be a member o f MAV). C.H. ended up spending the 
night at her apartment on the couch. A former M AV  officer, TX., found him at the 
apartment, and in a fit ofjealousy, “called him” out, and incited him to fight by shoving C.H.
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and yelling curse words at him; apparently, TX. and this young woman had ended a romantic
relationship, but were no longer dating. C JL  was extremely embarrassed at telling me, and
though he felt it was important for me to be aware o f the incident, he pleaded with me to
maintain the secret and not to tell the officers. I asked him again about his reasons for this
decision in our interview:
I didn’t want the image that anybody messed up while he’s still basically a part 
o f the organization. I didn’t want anybody outside to find out. I told him, 
ya know, that that was uncalled for. 1 couldn’t tell if I was more mad because 
he hit me, or more mad because o f who he was and he hit me. I haven’t been 
that mad in a very long time. It’s kind o f like we’re in the mafia or something 
— you got somebody who went and told the police —  you just betrayed the 
whole organization.... I even told him I didn’t wanna mess up the image for 
hhn.
However, T.L. graduated and left LSU after December, 1997. In one o f the 
Executive Board meetings early in the Spring 1998 semester, C.H. calmly shared his story. 
The officers’ reactions were varied; some had deeply admired T.L. while he was an officer 
and regretted the foiling out between him and CXI. Others were deeply hurt at his so-called 
betrayal. Said one officer, “That’s totally against every value that we have in MA K..and 
disrespectful to C.H., disrespectful to the organization, disrespectful to you, and me, and 
every member that wears that shirt and hold their pride in being a member.” However, all 
officers were equally concerned that a similar event not occur again. As a  result, at the final 
general meeting o f the year, MA V officers proposed an amendment regarding how to address 
members who engaged in violent behavior. The text o f the amendment, which passed 
unanimously, can be found m Appendix E, the MA VConstitution. What they learned was that
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just because an organization’s name says it is “men against violence” doesn’t  mean that you
can take for granted that it’s members put that into practice.
Another incident demonstrated to me the type o f protest which arose from the officers
when the MAV saga was challenged. During the last general meeting o f  Fall, 1997, the
members hosted a guest speaker on domestic violence. I was sick with the flu that evening,
and did not attend. However, I received four phone calls from four different officers that
evening following the meeting. They had been upset about something that a fellow officer
had said. When I questioned one o f them about it during interview, they responded:
It actually upset me a lot..what M B . said about [how] he thought it was okay 
his dad hit his mom cuz sometimes she needed it. I was like, he’s an officer 
in MA V. How can you sit there and say somebody ever needs or deserves to 
have a violent act happen to ‘em o r be assaulted? And that really disturbed 
me.... I just did not like that at all. I mean, I didn’t feel that it was even 
grounds to sit there and say that —  especially in our organization. I thought 
any violent act is wrong. I don’t care if it’s just a slap. It’s wrong. Even 
verbal abuse is wrong.
Finally, toward the end o f November, 1997, another one o f the officers was involved
in an incident, this time domestic violence. He had been attacked by his ex-girlfriend on
several occasions, including during one o f  M AV s educational seminars. When he came to
my office to tell me about, he broke down in tears — struggling between love and caring for
her and shame at what the officers might think o f him, even though he had not hit her back
or defended himself. I asked this officer during his interview how he felt about the incident:
It worried me to an extent, because...the first time she attacked me, it was 
during a MA V program. It fortunately was out ofview o f the people who had 
come for the MA Vprogram. I still never really understood what really caused 
the whole matter, [but] I was worried about how my peer officers felt about 
it. But none o f them saw it. I thought all o f ‘em saw it. It worried me how 
they felt about it and how they would feel with me bein’ part o f the
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organization after that. I guess that’s why I just sat back and tried to  assess 
the situation. And, I thought about it, and I said, I guess, I didn’t really 
consider myself as fighting, because I never threw a punch.... Actually, I 
didn’t even defend myself because...1 don’t  know why.
It would appear that pride in being a M A V  officer, as well as potential shame 
should the group values and organizational saga be violated serve as protective factors 
against perpetrating violence. Gilligan (1996) has studied the emotion o f shame as a 
primary, ultimate cause o f all violence, whether towards self or towards others. In his 
interviews with prison inmates incarcerated for violent crime, Gilligan consistently found that 
what these men desired above all else— including life, nourishment or companionship— was 
pride, dignity and self-esteem. When that pride was threatened or “dissect,” then shame 
resulted; these men would do anything —  including kill — in order to reclaim their honor. 
However, shame is not a sufficient cause o f  violence; only a necessary one. Shame must 
coexist with other feelings within specific psychological or social contexts for it to lead to 
violence. In MAV, shame appears to have the opposite effect among those who adhere 
strongly to an ethic o f non-violence; it serves as a deterrent to engaging in those behaviors 
which violate that ethic. In other words, shame actually becomes a protective factor against 
committing acts o f violence.
Rethinking Babes, Booze and Brawls
Given that the primary mission o f Men Against Violence is to reduce the incidence o f 
violence on campus and in the community, we should examine the ways in which MAV 
members have begun to critically rethink the ways in which violence is normalized in their 
lives and to understand violence prevention at a  fundamental leveL Few research studies have
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been able to document the ways in which men change their beliefe and behaviors relative to 
violence. This study presents some preliminary evidence in this area. I found that 
membership, leadership and service 'm.MA Vbas fundamentally altered the ways in which these 
eight officers perceive and understand violence-related issues. O f course, the officers 
exhibited increased knowledge about statistics, legal issues and definitions related to sexual 
assault and other forms o f violence. This could be reasonably expected given the training they 
received. However, change also occurred in awareness ofand understanding about numero us 
correlates and precursors o f violence: alcohol abuse, anger management, conflict escalation, 
intolerance, and weapon use.
Rethinking Babes. For me, one o f the most rewarding aspects o f interacting with 
MA Vofficers as the advisor was o bserving their changing attitudes about women and towards 
relationships with women. First, let me say that M AV  as an organization has made 
tremendous strides in this areas. Second, I also want to point out that the organization has 
a long way still to go. While this group o f men has accomplished some admirable work in 
reconstructing men’s and women’s roles, reconeeptualizing rape, and grappling with cross­
gender communication, much o f this work is still shadowed by sexist attitudes bred over 
decades of socialization and preconditioning. That is, belief in a chivalric code served as 
a  deterrent to perpetrating sexual or domestic violence against women.
In finding a single word to best describe the MA V  officers’ views toward women, I 
borrow the term offered by one o f the officers during his interview. This officer said that 
MAV  is in the process o f “redefining chivalry.’’ Many o f the views that MA V  members 
possess towards women, including those that appear to reduce their likelihood o f committing
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rape or engaging in domestic violence, can be characterized as chivalric. Obviously, the
concept of chivalry has both its positive and negative connotations: on the one hand, the MA V
officers express respect and caring for women; yet simultaneously, the officers maintain a
view o f women as needing protection from men. In addition, to a  certain degree, women are
still objectified sexually. However, in keeping with student development theory, it is
important to note that movement along the continuum o f sexist to non-sexist beliefs has
occurred among many o f the officers. There is also room for additional movement. Consider
the following statements regarding women:
It’s like we really do look out for the women on this campus. We really feel 
like we’re big brothers, ya know what I’m saying? Even if we go...do 
programs...[the girls are] flirtin’ with us, but it’s like they feel comfortable and 
they feel safe that there’s guys out there who’re fightin’ for these issues. And 
they feel really good about it. Even my girlfriend...she’s happy when she sees 
a MA V guy wearin’ their T-shirt and everything.
[MA V\ touches a lot on respect for women, is what I feel... You always hear 
men talking about, “Well, you better enjoy yourself before you get married, 
cuz when you get married, the woman’s gonna take control and everything.”
But being a part o f  MAV has taught me how to respect women to a better 
degree. Except for when I get mad, and then, I go out and take it out on my 
girlfriend. That’s why I need help with my anger management.
This statement captures how some officers are still actively struggling to alter the ways in
which they think and talk about women:
[There’s] stufiTm  still dealing with. I think I have to start looking for a way 
to talk about women. It’s not that I was trying to be disrespectful, but some 
of the time, I do certain things. Like, “That bitch!” or something— ya know, 
calling them [names]. That’s one word I really rarely hear myself say 
[anymore], so I think I’m doing good in that aspect.
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For many o f the officers, their training and experiences in MA Vgenerated a  lot o f new 
thin Icing in the area of gender and promoted support for equity between men and women. For 
example,
It was fun doing the relationship seminars, where we said, “Okay, ten things 
you think o f a woman. Ten things you think o f a man.” And the women had 
their little views, and the men had their views. And when we compared them, 
they were so different....We also did with the men, “What do you expect a 
woman wants from a man?” and with the women, “What do you expect a man 
wants from a woman.” We were so for off that we didn’t realize that our 
communication was like...the book, Men Are From Mars. Women Are From 
Venus.... I mean, men and women are so different in what we think each 
other wants that we don’t even realize that basically what we want ends up 
bein’ almost the same thing. We want somebody that’s trusting, somebody 
that we can are for and enjoy bein’ with. I mean, the basic essentials that 
most people want.
Accompanying this new insight into gender equality was a similar revelation about cross­
gender communication and what elements comprise healthy, effective communication:
Most o f the time...I see the problem...in relationships is communicadon...it’s 
the biggest fault in everybody’s relationship. It’ll be, “They didn’t tell me 
about this. They didn’t tell me about that.” Or, “Well, I just didn’t know you 
liked to do that. I didn’t know you liked to do this.” ...Even in sexual 
relationships, everybody’ll [think] that had to be the focus o f the relationship,
[but] that’s just a small portion o f the relationship. [Men and women] always 
think that sex is the main focus o f a relationship.... 1 mean, it’s important to 
have a good sexual relationship, but if you have a good partner that you trust 
and love, you’re gonna have a good sexual relationship. It don’t matter [if the 
sex] is perfect, but it’s gonna be perfect between you two. And they don’t 
realize that. They think it has to be the image that they see on TV and 
through the media.
The most [important] thing that I got from M AV  is the communication 
factor.... I used to think that love was the bottom-line in relationships. Ya 
know, if you had love, you got it alL But in my recent relationship, I found 
out that’s not true, cuz I loved her to death, but we had that communication 
problem, and when you havin’ problems, sometimes the puzzle just doesn’t 
fit quite right. Good communication. [Sighs.] Well, in a  dating relationship,
I think that’s kinda like a pre-nup. Everything should be stated beforehand.
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I mean, like, ya know, “Okay, this is what I like.” Not write it down, but 
general things, especially sexual things. I think that’ll do a lot to preventing 
the rape situations if  you tell her —  I mean, I know that’s not something, 
before a first date, you want to  say, “Hey, are we gonna do it tonight?” But, 
if  like it happens, you go out with somebody one night, and you feel like it’s 
startin’ to get comfortable, that even you have the thought that some things 
might happen, then y’all should talk about it. You should discuss it and say,
“Hey, what’s up for the night?” As for as long-term relationships, I think 
communication plays a part in the trust factor.
Yet, the old and limiting ideas o f men’s and women’s appropriate social roles still
crept into their thinking:
I had a discussion with a friend, cuz I said I wanted to be in the military, in the 
pilot program. And he asked me, would I trust a woman to take me to battle.
Say, for instance, I don’t know...maybe she was the pilot and I was the 
weapons officer in the back seat who could not fly the plane.... And I guess 
that question...sort ofbrought feelings that were in myself to wonder how I 
really feel about women. Because, I mean, I have to be honest. When he 
asked me, I was like, some o f ‘em I would [trust], but some o f ‘em I would 
not.... There was a lady I knew from [an air force base] and she flew aircraft, 
and that lady —  I mean, excuse the term — she acted like a  man. And I 
would have no problems with her. But also at the same [time], I met a female 
pilot, and she was like, ya know, make-up just an inch thick, fingernails 
painted, and wore dresses...that’s the person that came to mind when he asked 
me that. And I was just wonderin’ would I feel comfortable with my life in 
her hand. And I have to be honest: I really don’t know.
Additionally, MAV  officers also gained new empathy for women’s experiences of
sexual assault. This technique o f fostering empathy with victims is a technique frequently
used in the treatment o f sex offenders.
...we do peer education programs and stuff and I hear some o f the women tell 
their stories and stuff and it just amazes me that some of these young women 
have to go through this during their college time. I mean, just to sit there and 
go through the different ups and down o f relationship or even sexual assault.
Cuz a few people have opened up during our little peer education groups.
And I see the hurt in [their faces]. And I mean, it’s like “Woah!” These are 
college students. Most o f these girls are 18,19, maybe 20 years old. And 
they’re having to go through this at that young o f age. And it’s like their
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innocence is being violated that young. It kind o f astonished me to see that 
that would happen...at this level
The next officer expresses a new-found understanding for the power dynamics which underly
sexual violence, discarding one a heavily propagated rape myth (Burt, 1991) that implies
sexual desire is the motivating factor:
...as for sexual assault, I always thought that it was just about somebody 
wantin’ to have sex and that’s the only reason why they would do it, ya 
know? And now I understand how it’s like, a power thing. And a  lot o f 
times, I mean, it seems like a lot o f time...the people who beat their wives or 
whatever seem like to people who, they go to work [and] they’re like the 
lowest person on the totem pole. They probably don’t get any respect 
anywhere, and when they come home, they have to be king o f what they got.
Here, we again have the tension between change and status quo. Even as this young
man is developing empathy for women as rape victims, he still understands it from a very
traditional perspective o f women as men’s partners and for men’s pleasure; the wrong is done
toward the future lover, not to the woman herself per se:
[Guys who rape] ruin women for other men —  like, those wo men...that are 
dealing with date rape in coDege— these ladies aren’t even women yet. They 
haven’t even reached their sexual peak yet. And, you’re going to take away 
probably the most important thing they have as humans, ya know, that 
reproductive thing. And you take that away from ‘em, you’re gonna ruin it 
for the guy who could be the love ofher life— her husband, children. It’s not 
gonna be the same to match that trust and have to just let go and when they 
actually did have sex, it’s gonna be like, “Don’t touch me.”
More conservative in his views regarding premarital sex than the other seven officers,
one MA V officer had a unique view on rape prevention:
I believe sex is definitely not a casual event. I mean, it has much more 
meaning than that. Personally, I believe that it belongs within the bounds o f 
marriage. But even before I came to hold that view, I believed that you 
should at least be safe to the situation where both sides work on the principle 
that they’re love-involved — not just plain animal hist.... I’ve felt offended
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by people’s discussion in general meetings and retreats, and even Executive 
Board meetings. Just the way they talk about [sexual relationships] that I 
personalty don’t  want to hear about... I mean, it’s  very simple, very easy for 
me to say, well, if  you base your relationship on respect and what I consider 
proper, moral values, you’re not going to end up in a  position where you’re 
likely to have..date or acquaintance rape happen. But I do realize that me 
holding those values does not mean that...by preaching those, I could change 
society. It’s very obvious to me that in MA V circle’s views and values, as well 
as in mine, date/acquaintance rape is absolutely, totally wrong. So we share 
that value, but why we think that might come in a  different form.
As mentioned above, many o f the MA ̂ officers still possess traditional views towards
women. Whether as a function o f their age or developmental stage, many o f these men still
openly discussed their sexual exploits in a bragging, objectifying manner. Notes one MA V
officer,
Some people are exaggerating. Some peop!e...I mean, come on...JJI. and 
L.M. —  I don’t think they [have] women flocking them as much as they say 
they do. I mean, come on now, I’m not stupid. And I know they stretch it a 
little bit more than what it probably really is. Tell you the truth, a lot o f guys 
do that. I think for a lot o f guys, it’s a habit.... I know with that aspect, we 
did one program one time, this one T.B. and I did. And I really didn’t speak 
that much, because everything T.B. and C.H. and them were saying, that was 
not me, because I didn’t grow up with having...sleeping with 10,15 different 
women like they did. I was always just the one woman type.... And I think 
the rest o f the crew will be — except for L.S. maybe — like it’s a buffet 
line.... And when they start talking about stuff like that, I can’t...I just have 
to sit there because I know nothing about that.... In my opinion, it’s the same 
thing as calling them, like “bitch” and ‘“ho” and everything like that.
Additionally, one o f the most enduring areas o fcontention between myself and several
o f the officers was whether or not to allow women on the Executive Board. My concern
began during the Spring, 1996, semester when a woman was elected to fill the position o f
Secretary on an interim basis. The dynamics o f the Executive Board changed drastically after
her election; she was frequently called on to run errands and do the “grunt work” for the
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Board. The relationship between her and the other officers was a flirtatious one, as opposed 
to a paraprofessionai one. I desired to maintain the integrity o f the organization, which was 
founded by the charter members on the principle that men needed to take responsibility for 
the work o f violence prevention. From past experience with numerous peer advocacy 
organizations, I knew that mixed-gender groups tended to quickly become all-female 
organizations. In my experience, the presence of women in peer education organizations 
allows men to shift the responsibility for caring and serving onto the shoulders o f 
women.
While some o f the officers agreed with me, the officers who disagreed with me fought
long and hard, angling at all opportunities to have women elected to the Executive Board.
I knew that some officers wanted women on the Board for several reasons: (1) they were, at
times, uncomfortable with the all-male nature o f the Board and were concerned about the
perception that men outside the group had of them (e.g., perhaps they were gay); (2) several
members had joined MA Kbecause they felt that would be appealing to potential dates —  the
“sensitive male o f the 90s” concept (in feet, in one issue o f the MA V newsletter, one o f the
officers listed “Meet women” as the number one reason to join); and (3) the position o f
Secretary, which has long been associated with being a woman’s role, was frequently the
hardest position to find candidates for. Says one officer,
...to be honest with you, I don’t think some officers realize why you don’t 
want to allow women on the [Executive] Board. I think some of them still 
have problems coping and understanding that. Basically, if we let one woman 
on there, the next time we elected officers...there’d be, like another woman.
And then it’d just escalate. Pretty soon...it may be one male on there, but 
pretty soon, the president would be female. And then it’s just going to be like 
that. And I think that kinda contradicts our name to some degree. When you
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say MAV and all o f a sudden you’ve got women speaking at all these 
functions, it’s kind o f ironic and funny [laughing] at the same time....if we did 
that, that would take away some o f our respect. People [would think], why 
is it MA Vand have a woman speaking? What’s all these women doing in their 
pictures and stuff? So, I don’t think that’s a  good idea at alL It’s not the 
point of this group [to have women at the Executive Board meetings to flirt 
with]. The purpose o f this group is to reach male students.
Ultimately, for a combination o f reasons, the officers understood the importance o f
maintaining an all-male Executive Board and thus proposed and passed an amendment to that
effect during the last general meeting for 1997-1998. The text for the amendment can be
found in Appendix E, the MA V Constitution.
I have thought much about the strong desire for these men to have women on the
Executive Board. I think o f Schultz’s (1995) observation that “...it’s easier to be a guy with
other guys when there’s a chick around. It gives you all something in common to related to.”
As a heterosexual male feminist, Schultz analyzes the apparent need of many heterosexual
m en, when they gather in all-male settings, to also have a sex worker present (e.g., business
men having a luncheon in a classy strip joint, men inviting a  prostitute to a bachelor party).
It’s as if the presence o f the female helps each man reassure himself and the others o f his
heterosexuality. Later in this chapter, I will discuss the ways in which homophobia did surface
in MAV.
Rethinking Booze. I made special effort in the training and programming aspects o f 
MA V to teach the officers and members about the strong interrelationship between alcohol 
and violence. These efforts were not in vain, as evidenced by the officer’s increased 
understanding o f alcohol’s causal role in both sexual assault and fighting:
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If  you’re siftin' there and a woman’s drunk and you take her to a room 
and...y’all have sex, intercourse, or whatever act that y’all have, and you’re 
not sure that she wanted it? I mean, even the slightest bit? I feel that as a 
member o f our organization, you shouldn't. I f  you’re not positive that this 
person wants to be with you and it’s not just because o f the alcohol talking,
I feel that you should...have the responsibility as an adult...to realize, “Hey, 
wait a second. This person really doesn’t know what's going on.” He or she 
is pretty wasted. I might be taking advantage o f them, and they might not 
realize it until it’s too late.
In this statement, the officer speaking recognizes the cognitive effects o f intoxication, and
how that might lead to violence:
The only [way alcohol’s] ever done anything to m e— it’s not that it made me 
lost control, but the magnitude o f the situations seemed less. It seemed like 
if I hit this dude, it wouldn’t be as bad as hitting —  it almost [seemed as if] I 
just said something harsh to him. Like shooting somebody would probably 
[be like], “Oh, I just shot him. Everybody’s all right.” That’s the only thing 
I can see [with] alcohol, in my particular case.
These two officers point out the connection between alcohol consumption and increased
aggression:
One o f my friends, he can’t drink without wantin’ to get into a big ass bar 
room brawl.... I don’t understand why he want to fight every time Ik drinks. 
Because it makes him feel like he’s T2\ ya know? And he thinks he can beat 
everybody. I’ve seen him total cars because he’s drinking.... I never like to 
drink with him, ya know? It’s just guys like that who end up puttin’ these 
statistics in the books, who end up raping women when the woman doesn’t 
give them what they want. He’s on a power trip when he drinkin’. And if he 
as out with a woman and she didn’t wanna have sex with him, he’ probably 
try his best to take it, ya know? And he’s a great guy...wonderful guy...give 
ya his legs...but when he has that drug —  that how I know alcohol’s a drug.
It alters your ego...makes you think you’re somebody you’re not.
I’ve just had people who are just so nice— the nicest people in the world, but 
when they drink, the first thing they wanna do is they wanna fight. They 
wanna push on people.... I think [in college] a  lot o f guys drink so they can 
open up to meet women.
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Finally, this young man discussed the peculiar way in which alcohol has typically been 
used by men to alleviate their responsibility in violent acts, and how he disputes the validity 
o f that claim:
[I] wonder if  it’s more psychological than actual. Because some people drink 
ami all o f a sudden they’re heatin’ up, tryin’ to beat up everybody. And they 
always say it was because “I was drunk.” I mean, when I was drunk, I didn’t 
fight any — if someone say something and I get mad, I still knew what was 
goin’ on. I still knew what I was doin’. So I don’t  understand that part. But 
I understand that especially on a college campus, a lot o f fights are with 
alcohol. Cuz they usually happen at night, ya know, when people are at a  club 
— when a whole bunch o f people are together. And, it’s like, one-on-one —
I don’t  see that happenin’ too much. [But] when you got one person and 
another person and three people behind them talkin’, tellin’ that person about,
“Now, I wouldn’t let him do that to you,” and all this stuff —  hypin’ him up, 
it just elevates. When you’ve got a room full o f people and you got all these 
who are drunk, people always wanna save face...not be like a coward or 
whatever. So they do it, and plus they’ve got the alcohol in ‘em....
This is a significant revelation, for as long as men use alcohol as an excuse for their violent
behavior, they will refuse to take responsibility for stopping it.
Rethinking Brawls. Through a variety o f educational seminars, training retreats and
informal “rap sessions,” many o f the officers also acquired a greater understanding o f the
interpersonal dynamics underlying physical assaults. One precipitating factor the officers
recognized was oppression -  whether by race, class or religion:
(Tolerance] is fundamental to trying to stop violence. Because a lot o f 
violence— a good bit o f violence — is race-related. Especially in the South 
or here at LSU. I mean, some o f it’s not, but tolerance for another 
organization — it’s not just ethnicity, it’s religion or just [group affiliation].
There’s so much animosity between groups on campus, it’s unbelievable. It’s 
ridiculous. People just close themselves off to any other group, you know; 
it’s just like, you’re another group, okay. It’s a paradox: we have this 
freedom to associate with whoever we want to, and that’s the right thing, 
which gives people who want to associate with different people the 
opportunities to do that. But it also gives people who want to close
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themselves o ff to non-whites or non-blacks or whatever — just people who 
are not like them or not the same economic class o r what have you —  the 
opportunity to group with whoever they want to group with. And in that 
sense, you have the freedom, but then the negative aspect is that people are 
closing themselves off to, rejecting, or fighting other people.
When I was living in the projects, that’s where all the fightin\..all the violence 
took place —  where we’d fight...for money. We did everything for money. 
Everything was competition. And everything was macho. Everything was,
“You gotta be a man!” Drink some o f this and put some hair on your chest 
and all that craziness. And that was all the people that I knew. Until I [went] 
to Jesuit [High School], I never really knew much about how white guys did 
their thing. I’ve always thought we was just violent people, cuz we were 
always fightin’, we were always shootin’. What the hell is going on? Why are 
we at this? I come to realize that being poor had a lot to do with it.6
Failure to manage anger or other emotions constructively was also recognized as a
contributing factor to interpersonal violence:
One thing that I want to focus on is one that I got a  problem with myself. I 
want to start focusing more on anger management, because I think that leads 
to a lot o f the violence. We’re always talking about date rape and domestic 
violence and everything like that. I think a lot o f it has to do with the tempers 
o f men. I think that affects a lot o f guys. I think that’s the root o fa  lot ofthe 
[violence], the tempers that guys have. It seems like at the drop o f the hat, 
it’s like, somebody’s ready to kill somebody. I mean, like in bars and stuff 
alcohol does contribute to some degree, but I think also it’s anger 
management.
The role o f mass media as a reinforcing factor in the culture o f  violence was also mentioned:
I like violent movies and everything, but I’ve never realized how much 
violence is in them until I became an officer in this organization and when we 
show them at retreats and everything, it’s like I couldn’t  believe some o f the 
stuff. Because they go in great detail —  and it’s kind o f sad because that’s 
what sells, and that’s what people want. I mean, if you show a movie about 
a picnic and all these family traditions and everything, they don’t sell and they 
don’t do good...cuz like if Disney was to put out a movie right now, like Old 
Yeller or Where the Red Fern Grows...it wouldn’t do good. It would only
6 Gilligan (1996) similarly has concluded that poverty is “the most dangerous form o f 
violence.”
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make maybe 10 or IS million. And that would be it. People want blood, guts, 
and gore and violence.... Hollywood promotes it. It’s what sells. And 
everybody is trying to capture it to make a profit off o f i t
Some o f the officers’ dialogue began to touch on abandoning bystander behavior,
eradicating pluralistic ignorance, and moving toward interventionist behaviors, as described
by Berkowitz (1994, 1998):
I brought up a scenario [with my fraternity brothers]: I was walking to class 
and [some members o f a rival fraternity] deckled to attack me. What would 
I do? Some people would be like, “Oh, I’d fight back” or whatever, and I was 
saying I would let them beat me up, cuz to me that...puts them in the wrong 
and you in the right, and therefore you can actually bring it to the legal level 
if you wanted to, bring it to the attention o f other Greeks, o f the 
administration o f LSU. I mean, you can’t go wrong —  you did nothing. I 
guess it was passive resistance. But I think most people won’t...aren’t  going 
to believe you’re Ghandi.
Similarly, and perhaps most importantly from a violence prevention perspective, MA V
has also assisted several o f the officers in becoming more aware o f the ways in which men are
socialized to accept and become desensitized to violence:
I think what MA V does is take all o f those things away from me that my 
brothers installed in me all those years, ya know? Saying that you had to fight 
to be a man. I f  you didn’t want to fight, ya know, you’re less than a man....
And those things were still in me when I got to college, ya know? I was a 
level-headed person —  I didn’t fight much after junior high — but if I was 
ever put in a situation to fight, then I’d probably fight. It was still in me.
What MA Ftaught me to do...it let me know that you can either walk away or 
you can talk your way out o f it. Some guys would not walk away! And 
that’s pride. That’s that manhood. It’s so strong.
As noted in Chapter Four when I discussed various models o f influencing behavior, 
changes in attitudes, beliefs and intentions only represent one level o f  health-related change. 
In and of themselves they do not guarantee a change in behavior. However, whether or not
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such cognitive changes result in behavior change is of critical importance. The officers also
self-reported changes in their actions relative to violence:
Before, I didn’t really care about violence. Now, I’m more like, “Wait a 
second, what is the purpose behind this? There is none.” Like when my 
fraternity had that party at the house and some [members o f a rival fraternity] 
started to fight —  before I would let people fight, [but] in this one I found 
myself pullin’ people out, yankin’ them out, just saying, “No, you’re not 
gonna do this at my house. You’re not gonna do this in my area.”
Such a statement reflects a movement along the continuum from bystander to interventionist,
as does this next one:
I work out on the [casino], and I pull people apart that are arguing. I’ve had 
husbands and wives there fightin’ in the parking lot, where I...pull them apart 
and say, “So, what are you solving by hitting her?” I mean, I actually took 
him aside and actually talked to him for, like 30 minutes, and I mean lectured 
hhn. [Before MA V\ I  don’t think I would have known how to approach them 
as well. I think now, I know how to approach people a lot better, when it 
comes to a violent situation. I know how to separate them a lot better...
When confronted by another officer about carrying a butterfly knife around, one
informant said,
I never really thought about that, hey, I am carrying a weapon around. I carry 
a weapon around. I don’t use it as a weapon. I mean, to tell you the truth,
I keep this block o f mozzarella cheese in my refrigerator. And that’s all I use 
it for, and I cut it. And, maybe I have a string or something...but I never 
considered it to be a weapon. But like he said... I still carry it from time to 
time. You see, I used to go nowhere without it.... I run out to my car, and 
I hold it in my hand while I get to the car. And I never thought that maybe 
deep down I am carrying it as an act o f self-defense, cuz I mean, thinking 
about it...I’m walking to my car in the middle o f the night in boxers and a T- 
shirt, holding a knife in my hand. Being a knife collector, I played around 
with them and I’m very handy with a butterfly knife. I just never thought that 
one day, I could get really pissed off and— I’ve had people teach me how to 
use knives, to throw knives— I could use ‘em as a very formidable weapon, 
if I wanted to. I never looked at it that way, until he brought it to my 
attention. I’ve been carryin’ it less and less.
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It is important to note here that both the act o f confrontation (non-bystander behavior) and 
the experience o f being confronted have significant ramifications on reducing violence -  in 
this case, reducing weapons-carrying, which is a  predictor o f violence (as noted in Chapter 
Two).
One o f the other officers also expressed how MA V explicitly supported his choice to
lead a non-violent life:
I made the choice [to stop fighting] before [joining MA V}, but as for dealing 
with it...when I joined MA V, I learned about the different things to control 
anger, and I mean, the reasons and the consequences is one thing, which 
reaffirmed that I was doing the right thing to actually know how to...stop 
myself from hrttin’ somebody or yelllin’ or doin’ anything. And...[when] 
somebody would say something to me, I would still do something to piss ‘em 
off, and it would be, like, gettin’ ready to start up a fight. But, ya know, I’ve 
learned not to do that either cuz that’s just puttin’ yourself in that situation.
This statement lends support to Schwartz and DeKeseredy’s (1997) revised theory o f male 
peer-support. This officer sought an organization which was consistent with his actions and 
beliefs relative to non-violence. Furthermore, membership in MA Vhas helped hom to acquire 
the knowledge and skills necessary for this officer to follow-through on his goal to be non­
violent.
Towards A New Masculinity
At the most fundamental level, the changes taking place among MA V  officers can be 
understood under the purview o f reconstructing masculinity: even as men’s culture and men’s 
realities were accounted for and incorporated into an organization such as MA V, those very 
tenets o f men’s lives were simultaneously being challenged —  implicitly and explicitly. It is 
not so much that the concept o f masculinity is being destroyed; rather, its definition is being
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broadened and expanded. M A V  officers struggled to develop a new concept o f what it 
means to be a man, and as a result some myths associated with traditional masculinity 
were debunked, while other myths were difficult to let go.
Each o f the officers shared ways in which their participation as members and officers
in MA Khas helped them to generate a new view o f manhood, or at least begin the process o f
doing so. Aspects oftraditional masculinity -  recall Brannon’s (1976) definition: (l)N o  Sissy
Stuff; (2) Be A Big Wheel; (3) Be A Sturdy Oak; and (4) Give ‘em Hell -  that changed for
these men follow first.
Connecting With Others. An essential aspect o f the traditional male sex role is to be
the “Sturdy Oak” and breadwinner (the “worker”). Issues o f caring emotionally for the family
(“raising [kids] properly”) and for the community (“active in your community”) -  activities
o f connection -  have historically been allocated to women (Belenky, et aL, 1986; Gilligan,
1982). Consider this transformative statement:
You’ve got to be educated to be a man...educated about life in general I 
mean every aspect, from the physical to just the way we talk... communicate 
to each other, that men can make a difference within a community. Most 
times, men are seen as the person who’s supposed to go work and stuff and 
go make the money and come home and just sit there and do his little thing.
And I think that this organization...promotes men to be active, and if  we 
have kids, to be active and...raise them property. Its* to be active in your 
community and help other people instead of just being a worker 
[emphasis added].
This next officer recognizes the natural coexistence o f things masculine and feminine 
in every individual and recognizes that men have not been allowed to connect with their 
feminine side:
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Coach Baldwin...professes...you need to be in touch with your feminine side.
It’s a very gentle point from a man who teaches violence [laughs]. I mean, 
he’s the football coach.... I mean, football is war; you can look at it that way, 
the imagery, what have you. And men like that, that is a manly male, yet he 
professes something very gentle and somewhat, I don’t want to say— I guess 
you can say, feminine.... For me, [being a man is] to be in touch with yonr 
feminine side, yonr feelings...a!so, to be open-minded and tolerant 
[emphasis added]...and trying to be knowledgeable, in general, just about 
anything...and to talk to other people — because that way you’ll learn and 
they’ll leam at the same time.
The officers also developed critical insights into how men can better communicate
with each other, as well as how to engage in meaningful friendships with men —  free o f the
constraints o f homophobia and fear o f intimacy.
Men should be able to talk —  I’ve always talked openly about all kinds o f 
different things. But a lot o f men, [they] don’t talk openly about certain 
things.... The dialogue I’m having in meetings and amongst ourselves is very 
open and revealing, I guess. At least, I feel like I can say whatever. And I 
think most o f the people feel the same way.... And that’s something from 
M AV—  if you join — you’re part of; that’s something you’re going to get 
and you’re going to leam. And you’re going to realize, well, okay, that 
probably if you go outside o f MA V and you’re open with another man like 
that, that they might be open too, but then if they’re not, they may be like, 
okay, well, this is someone I can talk to. So, you’ve kind o f started a chain 
reaction. I think that’s the most important thing.
Diffusing Conflict. Inherent in being a “Big Wheel” is using physical aggression to
prove one’s toughness and one’s manliness. In Chapter Three we addressed ways in which
masculinity itself is conceived as violence. This statement represents a departure from that
traditional male sex-role expectation, and ends with a definition of male assertiveness:
.. J  don’t consider myself a  man yet. First o f all, I don’t look old enough 
[laughing], so I don’t consider myself a man yet. I’ve always felt that being 
a man is taking responsibility for yourself, which I haven’t done yet, because 
actually my parents are still paying most o f my way.... As far as violence is 
concerned, I guess I never really thought about it until I got into MA V. I 
never though about the whole spousal abuse thing. I don’t feel that anybody
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[who] beats their wives is a man. MA Vhas helped me to believe that being 
a man Is about finding a way to resolve conflicts without hurting yourself 
or other people [emphasis added].
A similar sentiment was expressed by this young man:
I think honesty and integrity and helping others out [is what makes a man].
Just cuz you're able to fight, lift more or do stuff like that, I don’t think 
that makes you a man. Knowing when to walk away...from like, a bad 
situation, [like a fight or something] is [what makes you a man] [emphasis 
added].
This officer also breaks the link between “being a man” and fighting by reframing what
true courage means, even as it upholds courage as a masculine virtue:
Growing up was pretty much, you gotta take care o f yourself don’t cry, don’t 
take nothin’ from nobody, always stand up —  all this stuff I heard, ya know?
And I come to the realization that...you may not necessarily be a coward, 
but you may have to look like one [emphasis added]...so it seems like you 
gotta be confident in yourself a little bit more. Like if  somebody’s about to 
fight, sometimes you say, “I’m not even gonna fight you.” And you just gotta 
walk off. And in the back o f your mind, you can think, if I got in a fight, I 
would probably beat him up, right? [But that] would start something bigger, 
and no tellin’ where that could blow up to. Sometimes you just gotta look 
like you’re scared, or whatever. I f  you don’t have the confidence in yourself 
I don’t see how you could do [that]. To me, that’s the people who are doin’ 
all the stuff out on the outside. Because they’re not sure about themselves 
and they gotta try — instead o f relyin’ on what’s right, just believin’ in 
yourself.
This young man connects a new concept o f masculinity with respecting and upholding the 
M AV saga:
[Coach Jerry Baldwin] was talking about being a man, just deciding... saying,
“Okay, I ’m not gonna be a violent person, and I’m gonna go out and I’m 
gonna teach other people how not to be a  violent person.... I don’t believe in 
being a hypocrite. I practice what I preach. I try to anyway.
Finally, this young man equates maturity with resistance to violence ways, and had an
eloquent method of defining who the “real men” are:
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[In MA V\ I think it’s odd [but] we deal with boys: it’s one o f the problems.
I believe if you were a man, there wouldn’t be any need for MA V. Real men 
wouldn’t get angry. Real men would know when to say when if they were 
drinking. Real men wouldn’t, ya know, beat up their wives. Or wouldn’t 
sexually assault or rape.
Expressing Emotions. Implicit in the notion o f not engaging in “Sissy Stuff” is a 
demand that men refrain from expressing their emotions, particularly ones o f vulnerability 
(Frye, 1983b). However, some o f these officers were ready to discard this limiting notion o f 
masculinity, as captured by this particularly humorous remark: Finally, this statement I think 
sums up nicely the ways in which men need to reach out to each other: “I think every guy 
basically keeps a lot o f  stuff to himself -  part o f it because o f male pride.... It’s also male 
stupidity.” Another student observes a difference between men’s and women’s patterns o f 
communication:
I’ve done a lot o f women’s programs on date rape. And then the few 
programs that I’ve done with men, men will just sit there and just tell a 
general, broad story with each other, while women will tell the whole story—
I mean, specific details, everything about it.... Like, even in a sexual 
relationship. A woman will sit there and tell you everything from, “Oh, he did 
it like this. He did it this way. He did it that way.” Men will be like, “Oh, I 
hit that.” And that’s it...and that’s good enough.... I notice that unless you’re 
with your group —  like, a  really tight group —  you’re not gonna open up at 
all. Men have walls. Big time, I think. And that’s something that I thought 
was weird.... [In MA V\, yeah, everybody’s gonna have their own little walls, 
but I mean, for the most part, we’ve pretty much opened up to each other 
about almost anything. And I think that we promote that when we do our 
programs —  that it’s okay to sit there and voice your opinion. That’s what 
you’re human for: you have your own opinion. If  you can’t  express your 
own ideology and views, then you can’t  be a  man [emphasis added].
Notice that an important sub-theme in this above statement is the notion o f “real men” having
the confidence to be independent thinkers, not caring what other men think. This is in
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contrast to the “group think” that Sanday (1990) talked about as being indicative oftight-knit,
all-male associations.
Fear is perhaps the emotion that men are given the least permission to express in the
traditional male sex-role scripts. So, consider this statement:
I used to thjnlc that, ya know, you couldn't really sit down with a bunch o f 
guys and talk about [laughs a  little]...about fear. Fear is probably one o f  [he 
most —  because, cornin’ up, ya know, it’s like, never be afraid. Don’t  let 
anybody know you’re scared. Don’t  let anybody know you have weaknesses, 
anyway. Don’t  let other men — you can let a  female know...cuz they all 
understand. But I guess I found out that...a lot o f guys have the same 
problems I have.... Fear o f women. [Laughs.] For instance, most guys will 
not admit that —  they will die admittin’ that they’re afraid when they 
approach women. But just at some o f the MA V  meetings, I’ve heard some 
things brought up. And some guys actually admitted that they were afraid to 
walk up to a  woman. And there were other things...that they don’t like to 
fight. They’re afraid o f fighting. And they hate to fight. And, ya know, most 
guys are, like, “Oh, I ’ll fight anybody. I don’t care.” [Pause.] I guess in 
relationship, most guys won’t admit that they’re in love, that they really care 
for somebody, but on occasion, I have had that happen, that guys admit they 
don’t know what to do. That’s just one little thing that I thought that guys 
just didn’t talk about. And actually, it’s alright for them to express their 
feelings. Cuz I truly didn’t think you were supposed to do that, ya know?
You don’t talk about it, you just keep it to yourself... [In high school, I was 
mostly friends with women], but, with my association with MA F...now, I 
seem to notice that I’m having more and more male friends, like, [we] just sit 
down and chill.
This preceding statement illustrates poignantly the type o f  pluralistic ignorance (Berkowitz,
1998) which can exist among men and which serves to propagate traditional, limiting views
o f masculinity. Now that this individual knows (“I guess I found out that a lot o f guys have
the same problems I have”) that his anxieties and concerns are shared, this gives him the
freedom to discuss them openly. Also, such openness, once created, is desired by these men:
I’d like to see more openness, more honesty, instead o f macho stereotypes.
You can witness it in every program— there’s always the one guy that thinks
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he’s more manly than the other one by his attitudes, not his actions. I 
sometimes slip —  not consciously, ya know, but unconsciously I’m not 
thinking the things they think- Like, if  a girl asks me, do I think a  guy looks 
good, I’ll say, “Yeah, he’s cute.” Without saying he’s h a n d so m e  o r  something 
masculine or something like that. Guys take that as me being effeminate. I 
don’t think anyone’s ever thought I was homosexual o r anything. But I’d like 
to see more honesty in their feelings.
Interestingly, this officer invokes one o f the tools by which men keep each other entrenched
in the traditional male sex-roles. Men who deviate from that script (e.g., by sharing their
feelings) are labeled as effeminate or gay by other men. This officer, even as he expresses a
desire to engage in more open communication with other men, simultaneously expresses his
fear o f being labeled as gay for having this desire. This is partly why it is so difficult to
reframe masculinity: it is supported and maintained by a deeply entrenched system o f
reinforcements.
Refrain from Risk-Taking. “Give ‘em Hell” is the traditional male adage which
encourages men to engage in high-risk sexual activity (KimmeL, 1993), participate in high-risk
drinking, and endanger their safety through fighting and weapons-bearing. For some officers,
MAV has helped to reduce some o f their risky behaviors:
MAV has helped me to get rid o f those old demons, and realize that I can be 
a man without having the alcohol, without having the drugs, without having 
all the macho things that was installed in me by my brothers to make me out 
as a man. I’m a man without all those things. That’s what MA Vdoes for me. 
However, while many aspects o f traditional masculinity were broken down within the
context of MA V, just as many remained -  reflecting just how difficult this work can be. The
struggle to redefine masculinity was perhaps most evident in how the men perceived that
others perceived their involvement in Men Against Violence. That is, just the mere feet o f
joining MAV became a statement by the individual that he was rejecting some aspect o f
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traditional masculinity. Participating in MA V  meant that the individual believed in giving to
the community, believed that something about men needed to be changed, and believed that
men needed to take responsibility for bringing about that change. Those things, in and o f
themselves, are challenges to stereotypical male roles —  particularly among traditional-age
college males. Consider these observations:
...it’s kind o f hard to get my friends to come and join, cuz I’ve talked to 
different ones. And they basically say that they don’t have time, that they 
don’t want to.... A lot ofpeople [ask] the typical question— “If  somebody’s 
messin’ with your girlfriend, you wouldn’t  go beat their ass?” And, “If  I hit 
you, would you hit me back?” And just different, stupid stuff like that. And 
I fold a lot o f times, some guys are not as accepting as other guys are.
I think guys didn’t take to us like we thought they would. They were like,
“Urn, well, this is a good organization but I’m too macho for this 
organization” or whatever.... It just struck me, because I mean, they say that 
to me and here I am this big dude. And I’m like, “What is with these guys?” 
Because guys talk a lot o f game. They talk a lot o f trash: “Well, this could be 
fixed this way. This could be fixed...” Well, how many guys are out there 
actually doin’ it?... But some o f the guys that I talked to that had wanted to 
join —  they never got a chance to come to the retreat, [they were] like, “It’s 
a good organization because men aren’t doing anything about the problems 
that we create.” And I think that’s what it all boils down to: lettin’ the ego 
go. And not being selfish or worrying about yourself all the time. Take the 
initiative, and try to help others better themselves.
What follows are the aspects o f traditional masculinity which have been difficult to 
change, and will require continued, ongoing attention.
Competition Between Men. Men have traditionally been expected to “Give ‘emHell”, 
compete, and -  most importantly -  win. Unfortunately, competition still emerged as a key 
interpersonal dynamic among the MA V officers (discussed in detail in the next section, “All 
in the Family: The MA V Officers”).
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Role o f Protector and Defender. The view o f the man as the protector and defender
is firmly embedded in the male psyche o f these individuals. Consider this statement:
[What it means to be a man] —  that’s something that I can’t  answer, cuz I’m 
not a man. I believe I’m grown up, but I believe a male is —  I think about 
this sometimes —  that the most important thing that I can do is become a 
man. And that being a man—sometimes I envision myself waking up in the 
middle o f the night with my wife next to me and the kids in the other room.
And, the bills piled up and havin’ to work tomorrow. The whole 
responsibility —  everything —  knowing that if  somebody broke into the 
house, that I was gonna have to protect and put my life on the line for my 
children and my wife. To me, that’s a man.
Also, the adherence to a chivalric code -  the currency through which almost all o f the officers
negotiated their understanding o f non-violence with regard to women -  was a strong value
in MAV.
That these men believe strongly in their role as protector and defender was 
demonstrated when I received several death threats in writing and by phone in the early part 
ofiFall, 1997. The men were absolutely incensed, claiming that death threats to me amounted 
to death threats against them. They wouldn’t let me walk to my car alone after meetings, and 
they waited around in the office until I was ready to leave. I was touched, but I also became 
aware o f my physical vulnerability. I both appreciated their protection, but also resented it.
Sexual Exploitation o f Women. As you can see from the discussion in the section 
“Rethinking Babes,” some officers still possess sexually objectifying views about women. No 
matter how many times I confronted their comments, it was a never-ending battle, and one 
which I had to consciously choose to not pursue for the sake o f teaching other equally 
important concepts. What this state o f affairs emphasizes to me is the tremendous amount
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o f work we still have ahead o f us to combat sexism in our institutions o f higher learning and 
in the broader community.
One o f the reasons that the sexual objectification o f women remains so persistent 
among MA V officers may again have to do with the strong presence and influence o f African 
American males. As Kimmel (1993) and Staples (1982) have both observed, some minority 
males, deprived o f other social, political and economic means for establishing their manhood, 
may resort to “hypermasculinity” in order to achieve the same goaL In my experience, the 
practice of sexism among racial minority communities (African American, Asian American 
and Hispanic American) is directly fueled by the amount o f racism that exists. In other words, 
some of the oppression o f women by minority males will not be eradicated without 
simultaneously eliminating the oppression o f minority males by white, middle- and upper- 
class, heterosexual males.
Homophobia. Essentially, I felt that the majority o f the officers and members o f MA V 
simply paid “lip service” to the issue o f homophobia. To the extent that they recognized 
homophobia as an unacceptable form o f oppression; to the extent that they promoted 
messages o f mchisivity with regard to gays, lesbians and bisexuals; and to the extent that they 
vehemently protested hate crimes on the basis o f sexual orientation, these men have moved 
along the continuum towards eradicating homophobia. However, on the flip side, to the 
extent that they frequently neglected to include discussions about gay men and women in 
workshops addressing diversity (despite my strong reminders and insistence that they do so); 
to the extent that they advocated gay rights but quickly told audience members “but I’m not 
gay,” (internalized homophobia); and to the extent that they inadvertently and intentionally
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exchided being gay as real if  not always visible identities (e.g., frequent discussions about 
heterosexual sex as the norm), the MA V officers generated a culture which still disempowers 
gay men and women. In fret, the gay men who have been members o f MAV have not 
remained long in the organization -  usually a semester at the longest -  and only one has 
disclosed his sexual orientation to the organization. There has been no room truly made yet 
for their diverse and unique perspective.
All in The Family: The MA V Officers
M AV  officers described the relationship amongst themselves as fraternal and
atypical of the m ajority o f their friendships with men. I have always been impressed by
the level o f cohesion which exists among the officers, despite their diverse backgrounds,
experiences and perspectives. I have observed that the MA V mission and pride in the MA V
organization is perhaps what unifies them. In addition, the officers are developing a new
model for male friendships —  one based on honest and open communication and on a
commitment to acknowledging and resolving conflicts. This is how the officers describe their
relationships with each other:
We have a good relationship, I think. I mean, we would bicker between 
ourselves and stuff. That’s just like any family. But I think it’s like a family 
relationship. C.H. calls me; I call C.H. — we have a little bit tighter 
relationship than some o f the other officers. I know I call L A I every now 
and then. And I talk to M.B. and L.S....I’m sure each group has their own 
little clique. And T.B. always comes up every now and then. But, C.H. and 
me, we’re basically like brothers. I mean, everybody always calls us brothers 
cuz we have the same last name. We’re in ROTC together; we hang out 
together. My relationship with him is like, he’s my brother. I consider him 
a brother, and I consider the rest o f the officers my brothers. That’s just how 
tight we are. Cuz...if one o f us was in trouble, I know all o f us would be there 
for him, no matter what...even if we had differences and stuff... I think it’s 
just...almost like a fraternity brother.
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...those are my brothers. See, I don’t  have any brothers. But, if  I could have 
one, I would want all o f ‘em to be my brothers, cuz, it’s just that we down 
like that, I guess I could call it. I feel like I can go to any o f  them with 
anything —  any problem I have they’ll help me out. I’ve gotten closer to 
more o f ‘em this semester —  C JL , everybody got close to him this semester 
— him, and J.H., also.... J.G. lives right across the hall from me, but we don’t 
communicate much. I admit a lot o f times, I don’t see eye-to-eye with 
everything that all officers agree on, but in the end, it all works out, it works 
out good.... I hate to see elections cornin’, because I don’t want to see any 
o f ‘em go —  I don't wanna see them graduate.... I’m like, man, I’m gonna 
miss you! ...they’re probably my family here at this University. That’s the way 
I’d put it: my LSU family.
With the officers, it’s like increased [the number o f my male friendships]....
I don’t think guys [normally talk about their feelings the way women do]. To 
tell you the truth, I don’t even really know the guys that I grew up in high 
school or anything like that. When I first got to college, I kept everything to 
myself and that was a major problem with me when I first started dating [my 
girlfriend]. I wouldn’t even talk to  her and tell her a lot o f things. I think 
that’s how a lot o f guys are.... I mean, I think every guy basically keep a lot 
o f stuff to himself — part o f it because o f male pride. And [not wanting] 
everybody to think they’re weak or anything like that. It’s also male stupidity, 
if you want to think o f it that way, also.
One officer, who is a fraternity member himself even compared MA V  to a fraternity:
We have an officer board, We have an advisor. A fraternity has an officer 
board, and it has an advisor. And you have general members that don’t do 
too much. I think it’s very similar in the structure set-up. And even the little 
brotherhood that we have within the Executive Board. I mean, I’m on the 
Executive Board [for my fraternity], and it’s kinda like the same way.
Another officer concurs:
...it’s like a brotherhood. It’s like a  fraternity, but yet, we’re not having to 
pay any o f the fees to be in a fraternity. We have, like, our own shirts and 
everything. And we come up with the different ideas through MA V. We 
basically run the organization. When one o f us need something or the other 
one can’t do something, they call.
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However, there were some barriers to fostering this close relationship between the
officers posed by traditional masculinity. Overcoming homophobia is indirectly expressed by
this officer in talking about how M fF has changed his experiences with male friendships:
It’s like a lot o f times now, it’s gone beyond, “This is my boy,” “This is my 
partner,” and stuff like that. It’s more [that] we got legitimate feelings for 
another guy. Ya know, I’m not saying you’re attracted to him, 
but...something happens to this guy, it’s almost like something happened to 
your brother. Because, a  lot o f  times, you also have friends and all, but you’re 
not supposed to be close to any guys unless you could be gay or .something 
like that. And nowadays, I got a couple o f friends like that that...I’d do 
anything for ‘em if  I could.
Like true family members, MA Vofficers were continually finding out new things about 
each other. This is one officer’s reflection on the “Human Encyclopedia” incident I described 
earlier:
[We’re] wild, crazed...some more than others. O f course, that has to do with 
them not participating, like E.W. and M.B. They don’t participate as the 
other six officers do. L.S., he’s like — I don’t want to say shy, but he kind 
o f keeps to himself. Except for at this conference, he just totally floor- 
boarded me: I didn’t know he was like that.... For example, like our dinner 
conversations we have when we’re on trips and stuff. Each one o f us, like at 
the conference— we would start, we’d all be eatin’, and all o f a sudden, we’d 
start off our conversation— like one o f us would throw out a question... with 
every stupid thing we’d talk. Each one o f us went around the table [laughing] 
and give an example or something. It was like everybody has the experience 
but nobody talks about it until it gets put in the middle o f the table. And it’s 
like, everybody starts diggin’ out o f the pot, and everybody starts contributing 
to it.
In addition, despite some differences, the officers were able to rally around a common cause:
I think for the most part we like each other. There may be a few, minor things 
that people may not like about each other. I’m thinking if it came down to it, 
we’d help each other out. I mean, there’s a few o f us who aren’t real close 
and stuff like that.... But I think now, towards the end [of the school year], 
we all started working well with each other. And last semester, it was good, 
but this semester was so much better. I think it’s because last semester people
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had more work. They had more stuff to do and they couldn’t  realty get 
everything done. But this semester, people got everything straight and they 
were doing more programs and going doing everything together. We got way 
much more business and stuff taken care o f than last semester. So, I think 
every year it just gets better.
I think this particular group —  we had beef...we had beef. But everybody 
approached everybody about everything. And I like that. Whether they did 
it on the slick —  some you didn’t even hear about....
However, as in any family or fraternity, not all the officers were equally entrenched
in the intimacy o f close male bonds. In fact, one o f the officers notes,
I don’t believe we’ve ever hung out as the [Executive Board]. I had a 
baseball team in high school and we won the championship.... And we always 
hung out. We would live and die for each other. There was no privacy. We 
just loved to be around each other. But that same team atmosphere isn’t here, 
ya know. T.L. [past officer] and I would go out to a bar and just hang out 
and talk, but everybody else seems to have their own life.... The whole white- 
black thing...the blacks on campus don’t like to go to other places to meet, in 
particular to Sports or Bogey’s or some place in general that’s white folks.
And I kind o f feel bad for the black people because everywhere’s I go, it’s 
white, everywhere, everybody, so you can tell there’s only one or two places 
they go. And since we’re bein’ diverse, it’s kind ofhard to hang out together.
Another officer reports:
Lately, I don’t know what it is about the Executive Board in general...after 
the last retreat...I see C.H. on campus every now and again. And I say, 
“What’s up, C.H.?’ And he just..die hasn’t even said what’s up yet. He 
doesn’t even acknowledge me. Like, I’ve seen him in the cafeteria every day, 
and this happened — this wasn’t the first time, but lately it seems like every 
time I say “hello” or something, he looks up or something. I’d do more to a 
perfect stranger, ya know?
What this officer, M.B., did not know was the other officers’ perceptions ofhis performance
as an officer. Throughout the Spring, 1998 semester, this individual’s participation in general
meetings and attendance at Executive Board meetings was inconsistent. As a result, the other
officers began to resent him. In addition, he had made some comments at the November,
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1997 general meeting about domestic violence that caused other Executive Board members 
to question his role as an officer. Therefore, it is not surprising that this officer at times felt 
ostracized and alienated by the other Executive Board members. In other words, the 
brotherly affection and fraternal love among the officers only extended to those who they 
perceived to share a strong commitment to the MA V cause and the MA V ideals.
Another officer, E.W., experienced the same ostracization from the Executive Board; 
in feet, he was not re-elected for another term. His perception o f the officers’ relations was 
this:
There’s certain level o f respect that they award each other for being an officer 
and being in the organization. There’s also a very cut-throat —  “Well, where 
were you last night when we had the meeting?” —  feeling around that, at 
times, can be very unwarranted because it should be well-known that people 
have classes on certain days and that they can’t make it, and they’ve 
announced that at the beginning [of the semester]. But no one cares to 
remember. So it’s always easier to point the finger than to remember 
something. I’m not sure if it’s an age or college student thing, but when you 
get a bunch o f guys together, they’re going to try and one-up each other and 
make fun o f each other.... I will say that I think I see this enormous 
competition drive in men-men interactions.... I have not perceived any signals 
o f me not doing a good job, and I have at times brought forth some ideas and 
goals and thoughts. And it’s interesting to see that there’s a lack of 
appreciation for that.... I might be stepping on some toes when I say that I do 
find Student Government more important than MA V.
Like M 3 ., this officer was unable to attend many of the officer’s meetings or general
meetings. This apparent lack o f commitment, I have observed, is not easily forgiven by the
other officers, who feel that they put in a tremendous amount o f time and energy into the
organization despite their own busy schedules. However, E. W. himself admits that MA V'was
not a priority in his life; the other officers, I believe, resented this.
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It was as if  these men competed with each other for who was the best MA V officer, 
who was most committed -  a relatively constructive competition between men, but a 
competition nevertheless, with winners and losers, insiders and outsiders. It was as if  the 
value o f service (discussed in the next section) was so strong that those who did not live up 
to an unwritten level o f expected service were criticized. As Bolman and Deal (1991) point 
out, in order to protect the integrity o f the group’s values and norms, members o f an 
organization institute a “rite o f passage” that prospective members must undergo before 
gaining full membership into the organization (refer to Chapter Three)', in this case, E.W. (and 
to a certain extent M.B.) did not adequately “prove themselves” and thus were not integrated 
as completely into the group. I suspect that E.W. was not inculcated into the group because 
he was an international students; as such, he had some fundamentally difference values 
regarding masculinity, sexuality and religion that were very different than the other seven 
officers, all o f whom had grown up in the U.S. I found it interesting and somewhat 
disappointing that an organization so devoted to racial diversity had difficulty “making space” 
for this young man. However, because masculinity is a  culturally-derived concept, it perhaps 
was inevitable that E.W. would have never been fully integrated into MA V; by default, he was 
at a different place in his personal development as a  man than the other officers.
MAV* s Mom
As advisor, my relationship with the officers was also a revealing one. Contrary to 
what I would have anticipated when I began working with them, the officers and members 
perceived me as a “mom” and frequently called me that during meetings or when they called 
or left voice mail messages. Consider these statements:
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We always call you Mom. I mean, you’re like a friend...a confidante  I 
consider you a  good friend, phis you’re our advisor. I’ve never considered it 
an advisor, per se. I mean, yes, you’re an advisor, because you’ve got the 
advice and you’ve got the professional knowledge to help us go in the 
direction that we need to go to, but you’re there to help us. You’re., .really 
different in terms o f advisors. I see advisors that are controllers o f an 
organization, and I see advisors that help. And you seem to help us, and you 
want us to become better men. Even in personal situations like me and my 
relationship with my ex-wife. I would come to you and talk to you...just to 
have somebody to vent to. And you’re always there for us... we just love you 
so bad.
This individual actually refutes my professional role as an advisor (“I’ve never considered it
an advisor per se”) and instead reframes my role as one ofhelping (“you’re there to help us”)
- a s  if the two roles are mutually exclusive. And just as this individual equates my role with
those of friend and confidante, so does this officer:
We love you. I don’t know, I’ve heard a lot o f references to moms, and a lot 
of hangin’-outs. There’s no language barrier...you can say what you want.
And that’s what we want. That’s what I like. I don’t like those people who 
come across as being uptight and really structured, like, this is how it should 
be done, this is what I want to see, I don’t want to  hear input, I just want you 
to do it cuz I said it. [But] I don’t feel that way with you, personally. |T want] 
a friend, not an advisor. You shouldn’t change that.... I’m not disrespectin’ 
you, but we can pretty much say what we feel, same as we would with a guy.
The next two individuals also talk about what “mother” means to them, essentially
describing a discplinarian, sometimes gentle, sometimes firm:
Mom. [Laughs.] It’s simple: [you’re] just like a  mother. That’s about the 
easiest way to put it. I say “mom” because mothers give you praise when you 
do good things, you do your job. Your mother’s, also, ya know, your buddy 
if you don’t. And, I admit, I sometimes need someone to get on my butt to 
get me going, make sure I keep my deadlines —  I’m usually good about 
keeping my deadlines, but sometimes I need a little kick in the behind to get 
me going, to remind me. It’s bad; I have 50 calendars, but just like mom,
“Hey, don’t forget to let your windows up on the car.” [Laughing.] Ya know, 
that’s the kind o f  stuff that my mom always did. And that’s what you do.
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I think that definitely there’s a great relationship between us, because it’s like, 
you’re mom or whatever. It’s like, the kids want to do their own thing. But 
sometimes, you’re just like, “Okay, I don’t know what to do.” So I have to 
call her. [Laughing.] I don’t want to call her, cuz I want to do this on my 
own. But I have to call her, because it’s not like she’s gonna throw it in our 
face, [in mimicking voice] “Oh, I did this for you. You can’t do nothin’ 
without me.” This is a real loose relationship because the Texas experience 
let us know how good we really had it because bad advisors dictate everything 
they do. And all o f a sudden, we felt so good to have you. Some girl said 
that...before they do a program, they have to meet with their advisor, their 
advisor’s gonna tell them what to say, how long to talk, what they should 
discuss...and things like that. I couldn’t imagine being in an organization that 
was held back like that. I wouldn’t be a part o f  MA V.
At first, I resisted being given the role o f “mom;’’ after all, I would have preferred to 
have been seen as a m entor— more consistent with my professional status, age and stage o f 
life. Then, I tried to understand why they saw me as “mom.” For one, I was still close to a 
majority o f them in age; the oldest officer was 28 —  only one year younger than I. I think 
for many men, the only models o f intense male-female interaction that they have experienced 
or witnessed are those o f mother-son and boyffiend-girlffiend. Placing me in the role o f 
mother, I believe, created an “incest taboo,” so to speak, thus eliminating any potential 
confusion in seeing me in a sexual role. In feet, I often perceived subtle currents o f 
competition among the officers for my attention and my approval; it was important to all o f 
them that I inquired into their personal lives, as well as knew their specific contributions and 
hard work for MA V.
In addition, I also believe that, just as I came to care greatly for these eight officers 
—  in feet, I became involved in their everyday lives and concerned about their personal 
welfare, which was an inevitable outcome of working so closely with the group— I perceive 
that they came to care for me, as well. As we were not and could not be romantically
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involved, the officers only knew how to express their caring as that o f a son caring for his 
mother. Perhaps as time goes on, their continued relationship with me will eventually evolve 
into one of mentorship.
On the other side o f the picture, previous to advising MA V, I, myself had few models 
to guide me in the art o f how women lead men. It is highly possible that I adopted verbal and 
non-verbal communication cues that were similar to a mother’s. In feet, my quintessential 
“mother” experience took place on the trip to the Regional Peer Education Conference at 
Southwest Texas State University in San Marcos. I drove a mini-van with six o f the officers 
for a four-day trip in which they attended presentations and conducted their own. In between, 
we went shopping, dining and sight-seeing as a group. I truly felt like a “mom” with six 
rambunctious, overbearing sons, especially as tempers flared in such close and constant 
quarters, and I was forced to referee, separate and call “time out.”
Janice Jipson (1995) has written about the tension which exists between the dual roles 
o f mother and o f teacher. Jipson argues that women teachers may find the institutionally 
inposed expectations for being “the expert, the disciplinarian, the giver o f grades” (p. 15) in 
direct conflict with their sex-role expectations for being nurturing and fostering connection. 
As a result o f this cognitive dissonance, some teachers will focus on the relational aspects o f 
teaching (mothering) in order to mitigate the perceived “harshness” o f the traditional teacher 
role. In addition, mothering and teaching are both domains that have typically been 
designated as women’s work, and as such have no boundaries: mothering occurs around the 
clock. Therefore, teaching as mothering becomes boundary-less as unlimited time is spent 
for the purpose o f assisting and mentoring students. I must confess that Jipson’s analysis
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rings true for me. I was emotionally and intellectually available for the MA V  officers -  they 
frequently called me at home in the evenings about organizational concerns that they should 
have planned ahead for and called me during work hours. In addition, Jipson talks about 
ways in which being the mother defines students as children, “thus denying them their agency 
and their difference from me and denying myself separate identity from them” (p. 33). I did 
find that I had difficulty separating M AV  s failures and successes as separate from my own 
professional growth. When the organization first began, I had some difficulty letting go o f 
some administrative and programming tasks which by rights should have been seen to by the 
MAV officers as it was their organization. I did eventually leam to separate myself and 
increasingly delegated organizational duties to the officers, so that now, all I do is show up 
at meetings, sit back, and advise. So, while the MA Vofficers themselves resisted my role as 
advisor and instead made me a “mother,” I probably was doing the same thing.
Historically, we, as men and women experience, a narrow range o f male-female 
relationships. That women can lead men is a new model; that men will follow a woman is an 
even more dynamic concept. In feet, some o f the officers expressed a preference for having 
female advisor:7
...having a woman advise a group o f men against violence is a unique 
combination because you have the woman who can give us the feeling o f  like, 
we love you. And we never want to see anything happen to you, ya know?
We don’t want to hurt women like that. We don’t want to see women like 
that raped or beat up or anything like that. Because [you’re] like a constant 
reminder, subconsciously, why we’re doing this.
7 Of course, I realize one o f their reasons for preferring a female advisor is the same reason 
for why they wanted to have women on the advisory board: to reassure each other o f their 
heterosexuality
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[If the advisor were a man], I don’t think [MA V\ would be quite as laid back.
Cuz most men that I know of...that I’m around that...have any type o f 
professional status...always shirt and tie...they take things a lot more 
serious...like [my girlfriend’s lather], he’s like the business type. And that’s 
how I picture a  lot ofmen as being business men. They go to work, take care 
o f stock market, do all this —  whatever they do. And come back and they 
expect a meal on the table.... And women tend to be more caring and 
understanding...more like moms...because ofthe understanding [ofwhere] the 
guys are coming from. And generally, men are unapproachable.
I feel more comfortable working with a female, at least with one female. And 
I feel like we get the female perspective o f things. I f  we had just all men, ya 
know, we might never know what at least one woman thought about it, and 
that helps. A lot o f times, we’ll have an idea about something, and we might 
just be totally ignorant [laughing] to how a woman feels about it.
Additionally, an underlying parent-child struggle, true to the psychoanalytic tradition,
emerged. Consider the discussion about whether or not to allow women on the Executive
Board, which I presented earlier, now described from an officer’s viewpoint:
I think a lot o f times we get our ideas in our head that we’re gonna do this.
And we’re just like really intent on doin’ it. And Luoluo will say something.
And it kinda shoots us down in our theories. It seems like certain members 
will give up fester...harder than others. Because I’m one o f the last people to 
give up on things. Some will be give up right on the spot. And some will 
keep it for awhile. And then there are [those] like me — to the end. I have 
to be straight wrong before I say something like that. I guess it’s a  good 
balance cuz then you got the people who listen to the somewhat higher 
power, who know a little bit more. Then you got the people who’re just, 
“Why?” And ya know, it’s a good thing to ask “Why?” all the time, to find 
out why...it’s almost like we’re saying “Why?” but not agreeing with 
everything. It’s like, “Well, look: we got a good idea.” That’s why some o f 
us are more outspoken, ya know. We want things to get heard. And if it 
keeps coming down —  we gettin’ shot down, maybe eventually.... [For 
example], having women on the Executive Board. I held onto that one for a 
long time. It almost seems discriminatory. And, like, it never occurred to me 
until the conference in New Orleans. I saw a lot o f women. And when we 
went to San Marcos— then we knew it for sure, I mean, it was very rare that 
you saw a  guy. And so I’m thinkin’, I definitely see how other organizations, 
if women will start to take a role [then] they’ll take this job. And they’ll take 
another one. After awhile, the guys will get less interested and less focused
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on it. And we’ll all drop out and that’s probably what woukla happened. So 
it was a good idea —  a good thing.
This next officer invokes the very issue I was discussing earlier regarding my teacher-mother
role and my failure to separate the two. He has recognized that tension without even realizing
it or naming it such. His use o f metaphorical language (“weaned”) is very powerful:
I would say the advisor is the base, the core, the keystone. I’d say, you pull 
the advisor out o f the organization and it would come apart...but I think the 
relationship on, like, personal issues is fine, good. [Pause.] I think the officers 
have become stronger somewhat, in that if the advisor was to be pulled out, 
there would probably be some resistance to it collapsing completely. It could 
collapse— like if  it was maybe a year ago or so, it would come down quickly, 
but I think it’s growing less and less so. I think the structure is becoming 
stronger, as if we’re kind o f being weaned. [Interviewer: You’re the first 
person who has used mother imagery.] There is a  mother. I mean, it’s a very 
matriarchal...there’s a strong female presence, dominance, hierarchy, 
leadership over [MA V}, but I think, again, we’re being weaned off that.
Another officer also recognizes what I am doing, in so much that he questions whether I am
pushing my “own woman’s agenda:”
If the [advisor] had been a man, it would certainly have lent MA V even just a  
tad little bit more credibility that’s definitely a factor when the [constitutional 
amendment] was passed..about officers having to be men. Nowhere [does] 
it say the advisor has to be a man or has to be NOT a man. And that’s 
especially if the advisor has a very dominant role —  is it the hidden woman’s 
agenda trying to subliminally have these men view her agenda, or is it a 
coincidence, and it’s just the way it worked out.... I think I only recently 
realized who actually came up with the first idea o f MA V. And that it 
happened [to be a man] has definitely taken away any doubt that I might have 
had.... I’m sure...as long as there’s a woman advisor, there will always be the 
thought that she’s doing her agenda, pushing her agenda. But maybe then it’s 
time to think, well, so what? [Laughs a little.] I mean, the agenda she’s 
pushing is that men should stop committing violence and that men are 
teaching other men to do so. So, what’s wrong with that?
He and the officer whose statement appears before this one are the only two officers that have
ever been explicitly aware o f the learning and teaching process that is taking place within the
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context o f MA V. I think most o f the officers most o f the time simply think o f MA V as just an 
organization, that they are the members, and that I am the advisor.
MA V and Community Action
M 4Fofficers possess a  desire to help others and regard campus and community
service as essential work for M A V  members. Recall that in Chapter Four I compared the
two predominant models o f peer education; in the traditional model, students primarily
concentrated their efforts on campus. In the community action model, however, on which
MA V is based, students saw their lives as part and parcel o f the broader community. In feet,
an essential aspect o f the MA V saga centers on the officers' belief that the work they were
doing for both the LSU campus and the surrounding community —  and even the national
community — was meaningful and important. All o f the officers expressed a desire to help
others and saw service to that end as a central mission o f the MA V organization. Consider
this statement from the president o f MA V:
I want [MA V\ to go out more in the community involvement. I want them to 
do things more in the community, too. Like, go down around the local area.
Getting the city... to supply us with trash bags and some gloves and stuff and 
even some...gray paint or something. And start wiping all this graffiti and 
stuff off the campus. I think that’s a project we could do to promote MA V 
around the community. I f MAV s  there getting rid o f the graffiti, getting rid 
o f the trash, I mean, it’s kind o f like a football player. When you go to the big 
game, you wear your best uniform. You don’t wear a cheap uniform, the one 
you practice in. You wear the one that’s clean, that’s shiny. The helmets are 
cleaned off...you look and perform how you feel. I f  we look like an 
organization and act like an organization, then people will see us as an 
organization.
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And because they embraced community action, the officers also regarded MA Vas being about
change and about making a difference, and they were not afraid o f change or o f new ideas.
Consider these observations made by the officers:
I think MAVxs an organization on this campus that is by far one o f the best 
organizations.... Not everybody knows what MA V is. So, that’s something 
new. It’s fresh. It’s exciting, c u t :  it’s something d i f f e r e n t  Nobody ever really 
talks about men against violence. You just see violence. I mean, the media 
portrays violence. We see young boys playing with their G .I. Joe toys and 
stuff —  promo tin’ violence right there at a small age. You rarely see men 
against violence. And I think that’s something awesome.
This officer clearly equates change with excitement. Other officers also embrace change with
open arms, seeing in it a generational aspect:
We’re about change. We all are trying to move into a new millennium. And,
I believe that the baby boomers are dying out. And we are entering the world 
now, and we are trying to change what we can— people’s attitudes towards 
other people...people’s fears.
These next few statements are reasons for why MA V officers have remained in the
organization. It is as if the community action mission o f the organization is an essential
motivator. It is not merely the spirit o f philanthropy for the sake o f philanthropy, but rather
that o f service for the greater good, and the positive feelings accrued to the individual
engages in such service. We see here a return to the theme o f respecting MA V's saga:
I would like to [say] in part that [MA V] is probably one o f the most rewarding 
things that I’ve ever done, as far as helping out in the community and...we’re 
not known nation-wide, but we are on the map. And we’re getting there.
And I hope that one day, I would like to be that old man who looks back, and, 
like, when I’m 50, and I see on T.V., a national organization that every 
college has, MA V, I’m going to be like, “Hey, I was there! I was at the first 
one. I was part o f that and I helped to build that.”
You have the jTau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity]. Their slogan is ‘Tap Keg 
Everyday.” Right there, I mean: M4K..TKE. It’s clear as day what their
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organization stands for and what we stand for...our values compared to that 
value. Yes, that’s a social fraternity...and I’mnot trying to bash on fraternities 
cuz it happens with the regular community, society, college life, but that’s just 
it. You have all the college students...when they see people from MA Vy they 
see those as young men...tryin’ to make a difference. And tryin’ to help the 
community. When you see...people on campus...ready to go party and stuff 
and that’s all you ever see ‘em [do] —  with a beer in their hand —  you’re 
like, “Hey, what are they about?” They’re not about coming here to get their 
education and bein’ better people. We’re here to...build better people in our 
organization, I think.
I think the [Regional Peer Education Conference at Southwest Texas State 
University in San Marcos] opened my eyes even more as to how we 
can. ..make a difference, by the reaction we got from the different people. Cuz 
it wasn’t just females there. I think it was like probably half and half—  guys 
to females —  and it seemed like everybody had a good response to us.
As I found with the motivation to join MA V, the need to make a difference, as well
as to serve and help the community, was felt very strongly by the African American officers
on the Executive Board. Notes one o f them:
Community— there’s one thing that’s real important in a lot ofblack families 
is that you gotta give back to the community. I mean, that’s one ofthe things, 
like the surrounding community right around LSU is not exactly upper-class 
neighborhoods. It’s mostly lower-class and it’s a lot o f black people. So 
anytime... we get to do in the community, I try to go.
That MA V officers saw the boundaries o f their work not as those o f the campus but 
o f the nation was indicative o f the level o f commitment they have to the MA V mission and to 
the MAV saga. They are the first group o f peer advocates that I’ve worked with in the 
campus setting that as voluntarily selected as their target for change both the student 
population and the world beyond. That demonstrates to me a recognition that the university 
campus is not an ‘ivory tower” and that true change must be systemic and society-wide. I
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have no doubt that a major contributing factor to this aspect o f the MA V culture was due in 
part to its multicultural roots.
Summary
Based on a community action model o f peer education, Men Against Violence has 
exerted its most significant impact on those who serve in and lead the organization. While 
there are indisputable benefits for the peers who attend the educational seminars and 
programs conducted by MA V members, it is clear that meaningful behavior change requires 
long-term, continuous educational intervention —  the kind that the officers experienced by 
virtue o f their intense involvement in MA V. The struggle and development o f these eight 
Executive Board officers, documented in this dissertation, represent the hope for violence 
prevention. Clearly, men are willing to accept the challenge ofbettering themselves and their 
peers. The efforts to create a non-violent counter-culture and the process o f delineating a 
new code o f masculinity are one and the same project: the MA V members have undergone 
substantial change in both areas — both consciously and unconsciously. While much work 
still remains to be done by these men, they have moved along the continuum o f change and 
demonstrated that men can relearn their gender scripts— as long as the teacher is willing to 
respect their realities and listen to their lives.
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Chapter 6. Answering the “So What?” Question: 
Implications for Practice
Revisiting My Research Questions
When I first set out to complete this dissertation, I intended to examine the ways in 
which a close-knit association o f men generated and sustained an organizational culture that 
encourages and rewards non-violence among its members, as well as begins to reframe 
traditional conceptions o f masculinity. The first research question asked, “What are the 
characteristics o f an organizational culture o f non-violence that is created and maintained 
among a close-knit group o f male college students?” This question is essentially a theoretical 
one. Its answer yields a description o f the learning process through which men can begin to 
break the link between masculinity and violence and author new sex-role scripts for men. 
From Chapter Five, we can see the movement by MA V officers along two continuum: one 
which addresses their understanding and adoption o f non-violent beliefs and behaviors, and 
one which captures the extent to which they discard traditional norms o f masculinity and 
develop new ones.
For now, let us recall the defining characteristics o f MA V  s organizational culture from 
Chapter Five. They were as follows: (1) MAV  embraces multiculturalism, and regards 
diversity as the source o f its strength; (2) the predominant value upheld by MA V  officers is 
respect -  respect for self for others, for differences, and for M AV s organizational saga, 
symbolized by the M AV  T-shirt; (3) similarly, pride in being a MAV  officer, as well as 
potential shame should the group values and organizational saga be violated serve as
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protective factors against perpetrating violence; (4) MA V members have begun to critically 
rethink the ways in which violence is normalized in their lives; (5) MA V officers struggled to 
develop a new concept o f what it means to be a man, and as a result some myths associated 
with traditional masculinity were debunked, while other myths were difficult to let go; (6) 
MA V officers described the relationship amongst themselves as fraternal and atypical o f the 
majority o f their friendships with men; (7) belief in a  chivalric code served as a deterrent to 
perpetrating sexual or domestic violence against women; (8) the role o f the advisor was 
described by the officers as that o f “mother;” and (9) MA V  officers possess a desire to help 
others and regard campus and community service as essential work for MA Vmembers. I will 
describe the learning process by which these patterns were acquired and established shortly.
The second research question asked, “How can higher education professionals, 
particularly women, facilitate the process o f creating such an organizational culture?” This 
question is a practical one. Its response paints a picture o f how to teach non-violence and 
intervene within a cultural context o f traditional masculinity that encourages and tolerates 
violence. Let us address this question first.
Theoretical Implications
Theoretical Implication #1. In Chapter Two, we learned that anthropological and 
sociological research suggest that violence is learned. The data in this dissertation indicate 
that violence, a t least to a certain degree, can be unlearned. The men themselves 
disclosed ways in which their attitudes, beliefs and behaviors have changed as a result o f their 
involvement in Men Against Violence. Changes occurred in their views regarding anger
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management, alcohol use, weapons-carrying, and conflict resolution. Individuals progressed 
from bystander behavior to interventionist action.
From this dissertation, we learn that both pride stemming from service in an 
organization like Men Against Violence and potential shame should MA P’s organizational 
values be violated serve as protective factors against perpetrating violence. We also learn that 
men’s conceptions o f non-violence are fundamentally understood in terms o f respect: respect 
for selfl respect for others, respect for differences, and respect for women.
Theoretical Implication #2. Also in Chapter Two, we found that for many researchers 
in the area o f masculinity and violence, it is a foregone conclusion in some male peer support 
theories that close-knit, homosocial networks are consistent with violence-supportive norms 
and increased levels o f sexual and physical aggression. The data in this dissertation 
demonstrate that all-male organizations do not necessarily have to foster a culture which 
supports violence. While the normative, mainstream culture which does promote violence 
and links violence intimately with traditional sex-role expectations for men is difficult to 
completely transform (as evidenced by the areas o f traditional masculinity which were 
unyielding to educational interventions over the course o f this dissertation), some movement 
along the continuum towards change can and did occur. In feet, these data support 
Schwartz and DeKeseredy’s (1997) contention th a t tight-knit, all-male organizations 
can also generate a supportive culture for men who have made a commitment to 
leading non-violent lives.
Through MAV, officers are trained in the violence-related content areas, and 
repeatedly practice skills for preventing physically or sexually assaultive behaviors. Through
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close and regular contact with other officers, they receive male peer support for their non­
violent chokes and for their journey towards “masculinism.” A new model o f male-male 
friendships —  one modeled on open communication and assertive confrontation —  creates 
a context in which men can effectively cope with and safely dialogue about common stressors 
— relationships, sexuality, fear, and other challenges o f growing up male.
Theoretical Implication #3. Traditional definitions o f masculinity explicitly and 
implicitly normalize violence for men, as we saw in Chapter Three. However, these data 
reveal that masculinity can begin to be reframed to include non-violence as a norm. It 
is important to note here that masculinity in and o f itself is not bad. That men should possess 
some characteristics o f masculinity can be desirable (strength, courage, independence, etc.). 
Rather, it is the stringent, indexible reliance on a narrow set o f acceptable behaviors for men 
that promotes violence and other unhealthful behaviors for men. Such narrow definitions and 
limiting expectations for men is what MA V is attempting to change, one norm at a time.
Theoretical Implication #4. Also in Chapter Three, Kimmel (1993) and Staples 
(1982) observe that minority males may exhibit “hypermasculinity” in response to societal 
oppression. Such hypermasculinity may lead to increased risk-taking in the areas o f sexual 
health and physical safety. However, these data indicate th a t historically marginalized 
men can also capitalize on their experiences with violence and with oppression, as well 
as use their culturally unique skills, to bring about positive change. In addition, their 
doing so provides a new model o f cross-cultural leadership for both majority and minority 
men.
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Theoretical Implication #5. In Chapter Four, I summarized critiques that campus peer 
health education programs have been poorly evaluated with regard to learning outcomes. 
This dissertation documents, almost as a case study, the significant impact that peer 
advocacy organizations can have on its members -  one which I suspect far exceeds the 
impact on target audiences who attend workshops facilitated by peer educators.
Theoretical Implication #6. Finally, individual and social-level theories o f behavior 
change are both important in guiding health education work. In this dissertation, however, 
consistent with a public health approach to prevention, the latter group o f theories -  
particularly the social movement/community mobilization theory -  may be more 
relevant given that violence is culturally-driven and peer supported. This is similar to 
trends in alcohol and drug abuse prevention. In feet, educators have been hard-pressed to 
demonstrate any measurable or noticeable positive behavior change among young adults with 
regard to their alcohol consumption patterns or in their perpetration or victimization by 
violence. In large part, this is because most educational approaches have relied on traditional 
information-giving and skills-building models without fundamentally altering the broader 
cultural context and environmental structures which support and encourage unhealthful 
choices on the part o f  young people.
Practical Implications
An essential element in Schein’s (1985) definition o f organizational culture is that 
patterns and assumptions are learned and therefore taught. While many o f the nine key 
cultural aspects o f MA V evolved over the three years as a result o f practices and policies 
instituted by the officers themselves, I, as the advisor, had a major role in generating and
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transmitting some o f those patterns and assumptions which characterize the MA V culture. 
In feet, from a practice perspective, it might have been essential in the creation o f  such a MA V 
culture that I be the catalyst -  gently, covertly directing and guiding these young men. 
Whereas the men had an easier time envisioning a culture o f non-violence, they had a more 
difficult time visualizing a new, flexible and freeing philosophy o f masculinity. I needed to 
be present to assist them in recognizing the ways in which their behaviors and beliefs arose 
out o f gender conditioning. Such realization doesn’t occur spontaneously.
The Teaching o f a Culture. a.k.a_. “This Ain’t No Accident!” In attempting to 
transmit new cultural elements to the young men o f MA V, I was informed by five principles. 
First, I relied on student development theory. These theories constantly reminded me that 
students will be at various points along the continuum o f growth and development. Such 
differences must be acknowledged respectfully and nonjudgmentally. Educational 
interventions must be crafted to move students along that continuum. So, whereas many 
educators will read this dissertation and focus on the gaping holes yet left to be filled in these 
young men’s transformation, I remind you that the process o f change is slow and difficult; it 
is important, as Kouzes and Posner (1995) challenge us to do, to celebrate the “small wins.”
A willingness to enjoy and treasure the teaching and learning process itse lf- indeed, 
to regard it as essential to achieving the types o f change desired -  requires patience. I 
capitalized on teachable moments. I picked my battles carefully. For example, there are those 
o f you reading this who will wonder why I didn’t just “nip it in the bud” with regard to the 
sexually degrading comments about women. The answer is simple: I would nipped just about 
everything else, too. For students to trust me and be open learning from me and being
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influenced by me, I also had to trust them. I can serve as the catalyst for change; I cannot 
actually do the change for them.
Valuing the teaching and learning process also requires unconditional positive regard 
-  the central task o f the social worker or counselor. Many officers had perpetrated violence; 
some had experienced it; nearly all had witnessed it. I separated past choices from the future 
character of the individual, and I built relationships on the common goal o f a non-violence 
campus and community.
Second, I regarded my work as that o f teaching and that o f leadership. 1 am a huge 
fen o f Kouzes and Posner’s (1995) book, which documents the aspects o f effective 
leadership. One of the concepts they promote which I found particularly helpful in this work 
was to have a clear vision o f what you want to accomplish, then break that vision down into 
smaller, more achievable steps, but never lose sight of your vision. This is the same with 
teaching: I had a “vision” o f what I wanted Men Against Violence to become and accomplish; 
the charter members helped to shape that vision, which they documented in their Constitution. 
That vision has been imparted to subsequent generations o f MA V officers. Each successive 
year, the organization moves one small step closer to that vision.
Third, I incorporated Marchesani and Adams’ (1992) four components of 
multicultural teaching, a model which has informed much o f my work as a higher education 
professional. The elements are summarized as follows:
(1) Students: Knowing one’s students and understanding the ways that 
students from various social and cultural backgrounds experience the 
college classroom, from “culture shock” to alienation, isolation, injury 
and vulnerability.
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(2) Instructor: Knowing oneself as a person with a prior history o f 
academic socialization, interacting with a social and cultural 
background and learned beliefs, ranging from unexamined 
assumptions/stereotyped beliefs to role modeling lifelong learning.
(3) Course Content: Creating a curriculum that incorporates diverse 
social and cultural perspectives. There are five modes:
Mode 1: The Exclusive Curriculum. Experiences and perspectives are 
those o f the mainstream academic disciplines, derived largely from 
male and European academic values. Alternative perspectives are 
either not portrayed or portrayed in a  demeaning or devaluing manner.
Mode 2: The Exceptional Outsider. Contributions o f exceptional 
individuals from marginalized groups are examined and evaluated on 
traditional criteria. The new perspectives they offer do not result in 
reconceptualizing the field o f study.
Mode 3: Understanding the Outsider. Effort is made to analyze and 
understand the reasons for and conditions o f exclusion for 
nonmainstream groups. Critical examinations o f traditionally set 
standards and norms tend to focus on how to equalize the playing field 
rather than fundamentally changing the rules o f the game.
Mode 4: Getting Inside the Outsider. Authentic voices and 
experiences o f “outsiders” are considered directly and in their own 
terms rather than interpreted through the lenses o f the dominant 
culture. Varied voices clarify the multiple nature o f reality as it is 
perceived from the inside out and valued as such.
Mode 5: The Transformed Curriculum. Replaces the unexamined 
assumption ofcultural hegemony with a curriculum that acknowledges 
the new knowledge and new scholarship that is created when the 
experiences, perspectives and world views o f traditionally 
marginalized peoples are included as multiple centers in the 
curriculum. New ways o f thinking are encouraged, new 
methodologies are used, different epistemological questions are raised, 
old assumptions are questioned, subjective data sources are 
considered, and prior theories are revised or invalidated.
(4) Teaching M ethods: Developing a broad range o f pedagogical 
methods to address learning styles o f students from different social 
and cultural backgrounds more effectively.
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•  collaborative and cooperative learning activities balance 
traditions o f individualistic competition;
•  visual, auditory or dramatic demonstrations as alternatives to 
the exclusive use o f verbal explanation and written expression;
•  group, peer and cross-age learning projects as well as 
individual questions and answers;
•  study groups and group projects built on peer relationships  
instead o f exclusively solo study; and
•  active learning projects, simulations and role plays to balance 
the passive learning o f the lecture-and-Iisten note-taking 
modeL
What I take from this model are the concepts o f teacher as learner and o f the 
educational process as reciprocal That is, I had to be open to learning from students. I had 
develop new ways for communicating in meetings; I had to accept different styles for 
conducting peer education workshops; I had to learn what it means (as much as possible), 
what it means to grow up male in this country.
Furthermore, I also had to be aware o f my own “baggage” (which I shared with you 
in Chapter One) and what “pushes my buttons.” Recognizing the teacher-as-mother dilemma 
has been instrumental in my growth and in empowering the members o f MA V; I had to allow 
the students to try new things and allow them foil without saying, “I told you so.” By the 
same token, I also acknowledge and praised their successes as their own.
Most importantly, I also had to create a “transformed” violence prevention 
curriculum, one which includes an awareness and understanding o f how violence is gendered 
behavior, rather than cling to an exclusive one (which frames the victim as largely responsible 
for preventing violence).
So How Do You Make A MA V Gumbo? Many o f you reading this will wish to know 
how to replicated a Men Against Violence program on your campus. I cannot answer that
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for you. All I can do is present to you the necessary ingredients for successfully and 
maintaining a MA V  chapter on LSU’s campus, but factors on your specific campus — the 
timing, the students, the advisor, the climate — will influence the process tremendously. 
That’s why building a MA V  program is like making a good gumbo: there are lots o f recipes, 
and the exact ingredients you use and their amounts can vary each time you make a gumbo. 
The end result each time can still be a delectable cuisine.
What appeared to be necessary ingredients for this MAV chapter included the 
following. First, M AV requires a culturally diverse membership consisting o f individuals 
motivated by more than simply philanthropic or “resume-padding” urges. That MA V isa  
multicultural organization is perhaps its greatest contribution to the field o f violence 
prevention. This climate was achieved through a combination of circumstance and o f 
contrivance. The charter members were a diverse group o f men, as are the Advisory Board. 
This diversity attracted a diverse range of members, resulting in a diverse Executive Board. 
However, demographic diversity is only a small component o f a multicultural organization. 
The programming efforts o f the organization also reflected a wide range o f interests and 
views. In addition, the decision-making processes in MA V ensured that a maximum number 
o f viewpoints were solicited and heard. As the advisor —  the teacher — I played a critical 
role in fostering a multicultural climate. My efforts were deliberate and by no accident. 
Remember Kouzes and Posner’s (1995) First Law o f Leadership: ‘Ifw e don’t believe in the 
messenger, we won’t believe the message” (p. 26).
Second, MA V requires a passionate and patient advisor who build relationships with 
all o f the men. Mentoring men can be successfully accomplished by either men or women;
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what is essential is to adapt the style o f supervising to meet the group's membership. Men 
will accept guidance and leadership from a woman; it’s up to that woman to create trusting 
relationships, give men permission to be “men,” adjust her communication style, and even 
learn a thing or to. Most importantly, one must genuinely believe in men as part o f the 
solution to campus violence. Too often, men have been pinpointed as the "bad guys" by 
health educators, particularly in the area o f rape prevention. Men must be empowered and 
trusted to do this work as equal partners with women. To attack men's ways or men's values 
only serves to alienate them. Rather, MA V regards men as one o f the best ways to educate 
and impact other men.
Advising and mentoring a men's group is a rewarding, refreshing experience which 
differs distinctly from working with women's groups or coeducational groups. As a woman 
advising a men's group, I had to overcome my initial fears and feelings o f inadequacies. After 
all, what could I possibly say that men would listen to? However, by being nonjudgmental 
and meeting this group o f men on their terms, I was able to gamer their trust and partnership. 
Start where men are ready to begin. In the formation stages o f the organization, the students 
were primarily concerned with fighting, and how to walk away from a fight without appearing 
"wimpy." They weren't ready to discuss such personally threatening issues as homophobia 
or date rape; shoving these topics down their throats would have removed the ownership 
from the group's members.
In fulfilling their sex-role expectation, men tend to be more action-oriented, almost 
to the point of excess. The advisor's role is to rein in the excitement without curbing the 
motivation and commitment. Ask those challenging questions in order to get them to analyze
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their decisions, but give them the ownership in setting priorities and goals. Praise them 
genuinely when they succeed; support them when they hit roadblocks. Allow them the space 
both to excel and fail.
Additionally, all-male groups tend to refrain from normals rules o f etiquette and 
propriety that might be engendered in mixed company. If  you are easily offended by graphic, 
"in your face" street language, advising Men Against Violence is not for you. Imposing 
politically-correct standards for language may stifle the insightful dialogue that can occur 
between men, even as they are "letting it all hang out." In many cases, their bluntness and 
straightforwardness are qualities that women could benefit from, as well.
Third, MA V requires adherence to a community action model o f peer education which 
allows for service learning. Doing so allows the members to understand violence from a 
holistic perspective, and emphasizes the intimate ties between violence and the broader 
cultural context and environmental structures.
Fourth, MA V requires the creation o f a strong organizational saga. This saga, which 
must be embodied by some tangible symbol (in this case, the T-shirt), guides its members, 
clarifies the group’s purpose, and instills pride. It builds a strong cultural basis for non­
violence, and scripts ways for encouraging and rewarding non-violent attitudes, beliefs and 
behaviors. It’s the “glue,” if you will, o f the male peer support network.
Finally, and most importantly, MA V requires the implementation o f training and 
educational programs which encompass a broad array o f content, utilize a wide range o f 
teaching tools, and fundamentally attempt to reframe traditional norms ofmasculinity. Again, 
these program must genuinely incorporate the perspectives and contributions o f men and give
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men permission to be equal partners in the solution-seeking process. Similarly, we must trust 
men to define the values which promote non-violence -  rather than impose them. So, if a 
code o f chivalry works for now, so be it.
This dissertation provides a rough “blueprint” o f sorts for the types o f attitudinal, 
belief and knowledge changes that preceded behavior change among these men relative to 
violence. I do not believe this process could have been circumvented for these men at this 
time on this campus. It was incumbent that I designed programming which moved students 
along this process. That process, organized and documented using Prochaska, e ta l’s(1982) 
Transtheoretical, o r Stages o f Change, Model (refer back to Chapter Four), is outlined in a 
chart at the end o f this chapter. Note that this model was developed for individual therapy; 
I have applied it here at the group level.
Column 1 is “MA V Stage o f Change.” I have organized these into five time periods 
by semester. Column 2 represents the “Corresponding Stage o f Change” as theorized by 
Prochaska, et al. Column 3 represent the term  which I think best capture my role as the 
advisor for that corresponding time period or stage. Column 4 indicates what I observed to 
be the officers’ primary motivating during that stage for doing the prevention work and social 
action at hand. Column 5, the “Primary Content Area,” indicates the violence prevention area 
which emerged as most salient for the members during that particular time period. Finally, 
Column 6 makes an assessment o f that stage o f change’s “Impact on Masculinity” as it is 
traditionally understood.
In Stage I (Spring 1995), MA V members were in the Precontemplation stage. My 
role was that o f a supporter. At that point, charter members were motivated by blind trust
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and faith in me as an advisor, that I would guide them appropriately, and that I wouldn’t let 
them fail They did not address a primary content area, as that semester was spent getting the 
organization off the ground, writing the Constitution, and recruiting members. For them, 
“violence” was a broad and vague entity. No impact on traditional masculinity was realized.
During Stage II (1995-1996), the Contemplation stage, I served as an active listener. 
MA V members were just starting to operationalize their mission and begin working on their 
goals. Neither they nor I had any models of how a group o f men could function under a 
woman’s leadership, so traditional sex-role scripts reigned; officers followed me out o f a 
desire for my approval and my affection. The primary content area addressed was fighting. 
Conceptions o f masculinity at this point were still traditional. The officers regarded 
themselves as, “We’re just a cool bunch of dudes,” and strove to protect their manhood as 
they knew it, even as the work o f violence prevention was beginning to challenge that 
comfort-zone somewhat.
The Preparation stage encompassed Stage HI (1996-1997). That was a particularly 
difficult year, and morale was at a low. Now was the time for me to begin “checking” their 
biased beliefs and challenging their old ways o f thinking about violence and about masculinity. 
I was a confronter, and officers’ motivations now were based on respect and increased 
awareness about and understanding o f the violence issue. The primary content area that year 
was racism, and officers worked on redefining male connections. The slogan was, “Respect 
yourself...and while you’re at it, respect me too!”
Finally, Stage IV (1997-1998), the year in which I actively collected dissertation data, 
was the Action stage. I served as a catalyst. For the first time, the officers exhibited true
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ownership o f the MA V  mission and incorporated MA V membership into their identities. They 
were no longer simply showing up for an organizational meeting. This was real work, now. 
The dominant content area this year was sexual assault. Officers finally began to grapple with 
issues of sexuality and ways in which traditional masculinity has limited them. The spirit o f 
the year was captured by the newsletter headline, “Number One Reason to lomM A V: Women 
Love Sensitive Guys!”
Stage V (1998-future), that o f Maintenance, is unclear. Will my role finally become 
that of mentor rather than mother. What will motivate the officers? What will be their 
primary content area? What growth will take place in the area o f reframing masculinity? 
MA Visa, work in progress, just as learning is lifelong.
Where Do We Go From Here?
We recognize so readily the feces o f violence that represent its victims; we feel so 
poignantly the pain that violence wreaks; we pay so dearly for the economic and opportunity 
costs exacted by violence. Yet, we understand so little about how to prevent violence. We 
do not know if this movement begun by Men Against Violence can be sustained, or whether 
the attitudinal and behavioral changes documented in this dissertation will be maintained into 
the future, particularly when these men graduate and leave the environs o f LSU. We do not 
know if those aspects o f traditional masculinity that have endured over the course o f the Men 
Against Violence program thus far will ever be reconstituted into a  script o f norms and values 
which embrace social, political, economic and sexual equity between all individuals.
Ultimately, this dissertation raises more questions than it answers. This is as it should 
be given that violence prevention could be considered adaptive work. Heifetz (1994) defines
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adaptive work as “the learning required to address conflicts in the values people hold, or to 
dimmish the gap between the values people stand for and the reality the face. Adaptive work 
requires a change in values, beliefs or behavior” (p. 22). The conflict at hand exists between 
our vision o f a violence-free campus and community and the reality o f how traditional 
masculinity and other cultural norms support and propagate violence. M en Against Violence 
is merely one window pane onto the complex relationship between male sex-role socialization 
and inculcation into patterns o f sexual and physical aggression.
We know that to the extent that correlates o f violent behavior can be altered (anger 
management, alcohol abuse, weapons-use, etc.) altered, then the likelihood o f engaging in 
violence can be d i m i n i s h e d  We know that some aspects o f masculinity -  to the extent that 
they can be rendered explicit -  can be replaced or rescripted. We know that young African 
American and white men can build a powerful organization committed to change and 
sustained by a strong desire to change society. We know it is time to shift the responsibility 
for ending violence from those who would be the victims to those who have the power the 
prevent its perpetration. We know that both men and women have equally vital roles to play 
in social action for change. Finally, we know that if we are among the ranks o f individuals 
engaging in bystander behavior, then we are only part of the problem, and not part of the 
solution.
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Applying the Transtheoretical Model (Prochaska, et al., 1982)













Stage I (Spring 1995) Precontemplation Supporter Blind Trust N/A None






just a cool bunch of 
dudes!”
Stage 111(1996-1997) Preparation Confronter Respect/
Awareness




you’re at it, respect me 
too!”






“Number One Reason 
To Join MA V: Women 
Love Sensitive Guys!”
Stage V (1998-future) Maintenance Mentor (?) ? ? ?
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Appendix A: Interview Consent Form
INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM
EDAF 9000: Dissertation Research 
College of Education, Louisiana State University-Balon Rouge
Title of Research Study: Redefining Babes, Booze and  Brawls: Men
Against Violence -  A New Masculinity
Principle Investigators: Luoluo Hong, M.P.H. W: (504) 388-1400
H: (504) 756-3329 
Richard Fossey, J.D., Ed.D. W: (504) 388-2066
I.____________________________. agree to be  interviewed by Luoluo Hong for
purposes of dissertation research. I understand that I may b e  asked to reveal 
information of a  personal or sensitive nature during the course of this interview, and 
that every effort will b e  m ade by the investigator to protect my confidentiality. Any 
identifying information will be eliminated from the research report, and  transcripts 
and audiotapes of this interview will be stored in a  secure location with access 
limited to the principle investigators.
I also understand that my participation is entirely voluntary, and I m ay withdraw 
consent and terminate participation in all or part of the Interview a t any time 
without consequence. In addition, I will receive an opportunity a t  the end of this 
interview to discuss any concerns and ask any questions that I may have. I will also 
b e  entitled to a  copy of the final research report if I so desire.
I have been fully Informed of my rights, and I give my permission to be 
Interviewed.
Subject's nam e (please print) Birth date
Subject*s signature Today's date
□ I would like a  copy of the final research report.
□  I do not wish to have a  copy of the final research report.
TO BE COMPLETED BY INVESTIGATOR
Case ID No.  Number of Tapes
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Appendix B: Interview Protocol
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
EDAF 9000: Dissertation Research 
College of Education, Louisiana State University-Baton Rouge
Title of Research Study: Redefining Babes, Booze and Brawls: Men
Against Violence -  A New Masculinity
Principle Investigators: Luoluo Hong. M.P.H. W: (504) 388-1400
H: (504) 756-3329 
Richard Fcssey, J.D., Ed.D. W: (504) 388-2066
1. First, why don't you tell m e a  little bit about yourself— your hometown, your 
major, your hobbies, etc.
2. When and why did you join Men Against Violence? When and why did you 
becom e an officer in Men Against Violence?
3. What has been most impactful or meaningful to you about being a  MAV 
officer?
4. What do you consider to be the most important event, program or activity 
that you have been involved in as a  m em ber and officer of MAV?
5. Every organization is based on a  set of values and goals. What would you 
say are the guiding values and overall goals of MAV?
6. When you were growing up, what messages did you receive about violence 
and rape from your father? Your mother? Your teachers? Your peers? 
Church?
7. What has been your experience -  both direct and indirect -- with violence? 
How about sexual assault?
8. In what ways has being a  member and officer of A44\/changed the way you 
think about violence and sexual assault?
9. In what ways has MAV influenced your understanding of the relationship 
between alcohol and violence?
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Interview Protocol p. 2 Redefining Babes. Booze & Brawls: Men Against Violence -  A New Masctflntty
10. In what ways has MAV shaped the ways you think about what it m eans to b e  
a  man?
11. In what ways has MAV shaped the  ways you think about what it m eans to b e  
a  woman?
12. How has MAV affected the way you view relationships between m en and 
women?
13. How would you describe the relationship that the officers of MAV have with 
each other? How has MAV shaped the ways you think about men's 
relationships with each  other?
14. If one of the other members of MAV got involved in fight, how would you feel 
about it? What if one of the other members was accused of date  rape?
15. How would you describe the relationship between the MAV officers and  the 
advisor?
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Appendix C: Time Line for Forming
Men Against Violence
Date Activity/Event
October 1994 Associate Director o f the Student Health 
Center approaches individuals in Division o f 
Student Services and Athletic Department to 
serve as members on what would eventually 
become the Men Against Violence (MAV) 
Advisory Board.
November, 1994 M AV  Advisory Board members meet for the 
first time. During a brainstorm session, group 
delineates the problem o f campus violence 
(who, what, where, when, why) and identifies 
related issues (e.g, substance abuse).
December 1994 MA V Advisory Board members identify male 
student leaders from their respective units who 
might serve as potential charter members. 




M AV  Advisory Board meets to review the 
names o f students who have agreed to become 
charter members, and to tentatively plan an 
organizational and planning retreat for charter 
members.
February 11,1995 MA V charter members have their first 
organizational retreat in the International 
Cultural Center. The group begins by going 
through the same brainstorming process that 
the Advisory Board conducted. Tentative 
mission and goals for a MAV group are 
discussed.
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Date Activity/Event
February 1995-April 1995 M AV  charter members meet on a bi-weekly 
basis at the Student Health Center to 
accomplish the following tasks:
•  write and ratify a constitution
•  seek official recognition as a student 
organization
•  design and print-up T-shirts
•  seek funding
•  elect the first Executive Board officers
April 5, 1995 MA Ghosts its Kick-Off Ceremony in the LSU 
Union at which Gerry DiNardo, LSU Head 
Football Head Coach, is the keynote speaker. 
The group receive extensive coverage in The 
Dailv Reveille, the campus newspaper. 
Approximately 100 students, staff and media 
representatives were in attendance.
April 26, 1995 MA V receives official recognition as a student 
organization by the University. Its constitution 
is approved.
July 1995 For their first outreach program, MA V officers 
participate as panelists in a forum on campus 
violence, hosted by Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc., Nu 
Psi Chapter, in the African-American Cultural 
Center.
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Appendix D: Men Against Violence Charter Members, 
1997-1998 Advisory Board, and Sponsors
Charter Members 
C hris Aamodt, Student Health Advocates 
Ofori Agboka, LSU Football 
Scott Barker, Air Force ROTC 
Tim Black, Air Force ROTC 
R oark Chick, LSU Ambassadors 
Cem Fide, Residential Life 
W illie H arris, National Pan-Hellenic Council 
C raig Johnson, Dean o f Students Office 
Chad Lemoine, Residential Life 
Vincent LittreU, Air Force ROTC 
Stephen M oret, Student Government 
Gabe Northern, LSU Football 
Donnie Pulliam, Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity 
Carlos Turcios, Residential Life 
Kevin W ard, LSU Baseball
Advisory Board 
Dewayne "Beetle” Bailey, LSU Athletic Department 
Ronnie H aliburton, Department o f Residential Life 
Richard Haym aker, Department o f Physics & Astronomy 
W anda H argroder, Division o f Recreational Sports 
Luoluo Hong, Wellness Education Department 
Tommy Karam , Academic Center for Athletes 
K athy Marcel, Office o f Greek Affairs 
Bud Richey, Dean o f Students Office 
M ark Shaw, LSU Police Department 
Drayton Vincent, Mental Health Service
Sponsors
Interfraternity Council, LSU 
Panhellenic Council, LSU 
National Pan-Hellenic Council, LSU 
Residence Hall Association, LSU 
Semolina’s R estaurant 
Student Government, LSU 
LSU Student Health C enter 
Tiger Athletic Foundation 
LSU Wellness Education D epartm ent
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Appendix E: Constitution of Men Against Violence
CONSTITUTION
Preamble
We, the charter members of the Men Against Violence, recognize the dilemma of 
violence in all of its forms. We believe that violence am ong the students, faculty, 
and staff of Louisiana State University seriously impairs the high missions of the 
university, and  that any improvement in this area would be  of great benefit to the 
entire LSU community, it is our hope in establishing this organization that som e 
progress m ay be  m ade to curb violence a t LSU, and possibly that our efforts here 
may provide other universities with inspiration to attem pt similar efforts.
Article I: Nam e
The nam e of this organization shall b e  the "Men Against Violence" of Louisiana State 
University a t Baton Rouge.
Article II: Purpose
Section 1. The primary purpose of the Men Against Violence is to reduce the 
frequency and severity of violent acts am ong the students, faculty, and staff of 
Louisiana State University.
Section 2. The primary purpose of the Men Against Violence shall be carried out 
through concentration on four primary areas ("ACES"), as follows"
1. Awareness — by communicating the scope of violence within the 
LSU community to the students, faculty, staff, and administration.
2. Community Action — by promoting worthwhile programs and 
policies a t LSU which would significantly reduce violence.
3. Education — by conducting seminars, sponsoring lectures, and  
holding discussion sessions in order to promote a  better 
understanding of violence, its causes and remedies.
4. Support — by providing intervention and assistance to victims of 
violence.
Section 3. The secondary, long-term purpose of the Men Against Violence is to 
promote the establishment of similar organizations a t other universities, so that what 
is accomplished a t LSU may be of benefit to other schools, as well.
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Article III: Membership and Dues
Section 1. Any individual who subscribes to the purposes and basic policies of the 
Men Against Violence may becom e a  m em ber of the organization, subject only 
to compliance with the provisions of this constitution.
Section 2. Active membership is restricted to LSU students. Associate membership 
is restricted to LSU faculty and staff. Associate members are non-voting members.
Section 3. The Men Against Violence shall conduct a  membership drive at the 
beginning of each  semester, but persons may b e  admitted to membership a t any 
time.
Section 4. Each m em ber of the organization shall pay annual dues each 
academ ic year. The amount of these dues shall be  $10.00. Only members who 
have paid their dues for the academ ic year shall be  considered in good standing 
with the organization.
Section 5. Only members in good standing with the organization shall be  eligible 
to participate in its business meetings or to serve in any of its elective or appointive 
positions.
Section 6. In the event this organization becom es inactive, any monies left in the 
treasury after all outstanding debts and  claims have been paid will b e  donated to 
the Wellness Education Department of the LSU Student Health Center, for the 
purposes of promoting violence prevention efforts.
Section 7. It is Imperative that members and officers behave in a  manner 
consistent with the stated goals and mission of Men Against Violence. In the event 
that a member or officer Is directly or Indirectly Involved In the commitment of 
violent acts. Including fighting or sexual assault, consequences up to and Including 
termination of membership m aybe levied. The accused Individual must appear 
before the Executive Committee and the Advisor, who will conduct a  hearing, 
decide the facts o f the case, and determine the appropriate action. Due process 
and fairness towards all involved will be observed. (Amended 4/21/98.)
Article IV: Officers and Their Election
Section l . The officers of the Men Against Violence shall b e  an Overall Coordinator, 
four programs team  chairmen, a  secretary, a  public relations director, and a 
treasurer.
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Section 1.1. Given that the primary mission of Men Against Violence is to target 
m ale students with prevention programs and educational services. It Is important 
to maintain a  leadership capable of understanding, guiding and Impacting men 
most effectively. Therefore, the officers must be m ale students In good standing 
with the organization. (Amended 4/21/98.)
Section 2. The officers shall b e  elected annually by majority vote a t the last regular 
business meeting of the organization; If none of the nominees for a  specific position 
get a  majority of the vote on the first ballot, a  runoff shall be held between the two 
who received the highest vote totals.
Section 3. A vacancy occurring in any office shall be  filled for the unexpired term 
by a  person elected by majority voted of the remaining members of the executive 
committee.
Section 4. The Overall Coordinator shall preside a t all meetings of the organization 
and executive committee; shall establish the meeting schedule and  meeting 
agenda of the organization and the executive committee, subject to approval by 
the executive committee; shall perform such other duties as may be  prescribed in 
the constitution or are assigned by the membership of the executive committee; 
and shall assist the program team  chairmen in the accomplishment of their work.
Section 5. The four program team  chairmen shall be  responsible for facilitating the 
work of each of their respective teams; shall establish the meeting times of their 
respective teams; and shall perform such other work as directed by the executive 
committee.
Section 6. The secretary shall record the minutes of all meetings of the organization 
and of the executive committee and shall perform such other duties as may be  
delegated.
Section 7. The public relations director shall b e  responsible for issuing press releases 
and for representing the organization in a  positive light to the cam pus and local 
media.
Section 8. The treasurer shall receive all monies of the organization; shall keep 
accurate records of the receipts and disbursements; shall pay out funds in 
accordance with the  directives of the executive committee. The treasurer shall 
present a  financial statem ent a t every meeting of the organization and  a t other 
times when requested by the executive committee.
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Article V: Executive Committee
Section 1. The membership of the Executive Committee shall consist of the officers 
of the organization and the advisor, who shall be  non-voting.
Section 2. The duties of the Executive Committee shall be  to recruit and approve 
the membership of each Program Team; to approve the plans of work of each  
Program Team Chairman; to approve any expenditure of organization funds; to 
transact necessary business of the organization between meetings and such 
business as may b e  referred to it by the organization; and to present a  report at 
each  regular meeting of the organization.
Section 3. Regular meetings of the Executive Committee shall be  held bi-weekly 
during the academ ic year, with the time of the meetings determined by the 
Committee a t its first meeting of the year. A majority of the Executive Committee 
present shall constitute a  quorum. Special meetings of the Executive Committee 
m ay b e  called by the Overall Coordinator or by a  majority of the Executive 
Committee.
Article VI: Program Teams
Section 1. There shall be four Program Teams of the organization, whose purpose 
collectively shall be  to carry out the primary purpose of the Men Against Violence. 
It is the intent of this constitution that these Teams will be the core "action groups" 
of the organization. Participation in a  Program Team by members of the 
organization should be considered an important responsibility. Although the entire 
membership of the Men Against Violence will be  involved in accomplishing the 
purpose of the organization, it is the Program Teams that will form the foundation 
for these efforts.
Section 2. The membership of each  Program Team shall be  determined by the 
Executive Committee, subject to members' preferences and expressed time 
commitment. Each Program Team shall have a  minimum of five student members 
(including the chairman). Additionally, each Program Team will also have a  staff 
or faculty advisor to aid in carrying out its purpose.
Section 3. Members of the organization may serve on a  maximum of two Program 
Teams; this should be considered an exception, valid only when an individual 
clearly has ample time to carry out the responsibilities of being involved with two 
Team.
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Section 4 . The nam es of the four Program Teams ("A.C.E.S."), their purposes, and  
examples of projects which could b e  undertaken are as follows:
1. Awareness Team. The purpose of this Team is to communicate the 
scope of violence within the LSU community to the students, faculty, 
staff, and administration. Projects could include, but would not b e  
limited to T-shirt sales, posting of informative fliers, writing letters to the 
editor, etc.
2. Community Action Team. The purpose of this Team is to promote 
worthwhile programs and policies a t LSU which would significantly 
reduce violence. The Team could do research to determine policies 
that have worked well a t other universities, and could recommend 
these policies for adoption at LSU. This Team could propose university 
programs which would help[ to reduce violence on campus.
3. Education Team. The purpose of this Team is to promote a  better 
understanding of violence, its causes, and Its remedies. The Team 
should conduct informative seminars, sponsor lectures, hold 
discussion sessions, etc.
4. Support Team. The purpose of this Team is to provide intervention 
and assistance to victims of violence. Specific programs could b e  
developed with the assistance of the Wellness Education department 
and Mental Health Service.
Section 5. All of the Program Teams should make efforts to include all members of 
the organization in their activities, whenever practical. However, the members of 
each  Program Team must take ultimate responsibility for the accomplishment of 
their objectives.
Article VII: Special Committees
Such special committees shall b e  created by the Executive Committee as may b e  
required to promote the objectives and interests of the organization; however, 
these should be formed only in cases where an existing Program Team could not 
adequately accomplish the desired result. The purpose, membership, and duration 
of any special committees crea ted  shall be determined by the Executive 
Committee.
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Article VIII: Meetings
Section 1. Regular meetings of the organization shall b e  held a t least once per 
month during the academ ic year, with the time, place, and  da te  determined by 
the Executive Committee.
Section 2. Each meeting of the organization should include a  discussion of 
ongoing and proposed projects, reports from each  Project Team, and any recent 
or ongoing developments related to  violence in the LSU community. Efforts should 
b e  m ade by the Overall Coordinator and Executive Committee to make the 
meetings enjoyable and  informative. Each meeting should be seen as an  
opportunity to develop a  greater understanding of violence and Its remedies 
am ong the members of the organization. Discussion should always b e  
encouraged regarding different ways for the Men Against Violence to have a  more 
significant Impact on the dilemma of violence a t LSU.
Section 3. Twenty-five percent (25%) of the members in good standing shall 
constitute a  quorum for the transaction of business in any meeting of the 
organization. If 25% of the members are not present a t the beginning of a  
meeting, the Executive Committee may establish quorum by an  affirmative vote 
of 3/4 of its membership.
Section 4. The privilege of holding office, introducing motions, debating, and 
voting shall be limited to members in good standing with the organization.
Article IX: Parliamentary Authority
Roberts Rules of Order, Newly Revised shall govern the organization in all cases in 
which they are applicable.
Article X: Basic Policies
Section 1. No student who meets the other criteria for membership listed in this 
constitution may be denied membership on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, age, handicap, marital status, or veteran's status.
Section 2. To be eligible to be  elected to, appointed to, or to hold an office or a  
committee chairmanship, a  student must be enrolled as a  full-time student and not 
be  on university disciplinary or scholastic probation.
Section 3. All active, voting members must b e  students; non-student "associate" 
members must be LSU faculty or staff.
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Section 4. The Men Against Violence shall cooperate with the University to support 
the improvement of education in ways that will not interfere with the administration 
of the University and shall not seek to control Its policies.
Article XI: Amendments
This constitution may be am ended a t any regular meeting of the organization by 
a  two-thirds vote of the members present and voting, provided that notice of the 
proposed am endm ent shall have been  given a t the previous meeting and that the 
proposed am endm ent shall be  subject to approval of the Committee on Student 
Organizations.
Article XII: Ratification
This constitution shall b e  ratified upon the approval of two-thirds of the charter 
members of the Men Against Violence present and voting, and after approval of 
the Committee on Student organizations. The original officers will be elected 
before the last meeting of the semester, but otherwise the constitution should go 
into effect immediately.
Ratified March 11, 1995.
Approved April 26. 1995.
Amended April 21, 1998.
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Appendix F: Sample Training Retreat Schedules
Spring 1996 Men Against Violence Training Retreat
Friday, February 23rd, 4:30-11:00 PM 
Room 284, LSU Student Health Center
Time Topic Facilitator/Speaker
4:30-4:45 Welcome & Introductions
4:45-5:00 Mission and Goals o f  Men 
Against Violence
MA V Executive Board:
Gabe Northern, Coordinator 
Ruark Chick, Chair o f  Awareness 
David Hagstad, Chair o f Community 
Action
Sheddrick Wilson, Chair o f Education 
Jody Plauche', Chair o f Support 
Ben Baldwin, Secretary 
Carlos Turcios, Treasurer 
Chad Lemoine, Public Relations 
Director
5:00-5:30 Workshop: Learning to 
Play as a Team
Beetle Bailey, Assistant to the 
Director, LSU Athletic Department & 
former Assistant Coach, LSU Baseball
5:30-6:00 The Scope o f Campus 
Violence: Who, When, 
Where, What, Why
•  types of violence
•  alcohol & other drugs
•  victims & perpetrators
Mark Shaw, Captain, LSU Police 
Department
6:00-6:30 DINNER N/A
6:30-7:30 Discussion: Defining 
Manhood, Defining 
Masculinity — Who are 
the Real Men?
•  Stereotypes o f Men
•  Homophobia
•  The Traps o f Machismo
Philip Bennett, PhJD., Director, Habit 
Break
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Time Topic Facilitator/Speaker
7:30-8:00 Addressing the Needs o f 
Victims o f Violence
Drayton Vincent, BCSW, Clinical 
Social Worker, LSU Mental Health 
Service
8:00-8:15 BREAK N/A
8:15-9:15 Forum: Black Men. White 
Men —  Finding Common 
Ground
Kirt Bennett, Executive Director, 
Young Leaders Academy and form er 
SG President, LSU
9:15-10:00 Video Viewine: Breaking 
Down Rape Culture —  
Men As Prevention 
Agents
Luoluo Hong, MPH, Coordinator, 
LSU Wellness Education Department
10:00-10:45 Skills-Buildine: Conflict 
Intervention and Male 
Assertiveness
George Thompson, 3rd Degree Black 
Belt, Tae-Kwon-Do Plus
10:45-11:00 Closine: Where Do We 
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Fall 1996 Men Against Violence Training Retreat
Saturday, September 14th, 9:00 AM - 7:00 PM 
Room 284, LSU Student Health Center
Time Topic Facilitator/Speaker
9:00-9:15 Coffee, Donuts, 
Welcome & 
Introductions
Jody Plauche', Chair o f Education, Men 
Against Violence
9:15-9:30 Mission and Goals o f 
Men Against Violence
MA V Executive Board:
Troy Lester, Coordinator 
Joachim Vogeler, Chair o f Awareness 
Cle*Mons Henderson, Chair o f  
Community Action 
Jody Plauche', Chair o f Education 
Roderick Smothers, Chair o f Support 
Eelco van Wijk, Secretary 
Lyle P. Smith, Treasurer 
Damon Hewitt, Public Relations 
Director
9:30-10:45 Panel Discussion: The 
Scope o f LSU-Related 
Violence (Who, When, 
Where, What, Why)
•  types o f violence 
•alcohol & other drugs
•  victims & perpetrators
•  public relations
Mark Fraoli, Owner, Murphy's Bar & 
Grill
TBA, East Baton Rouge Parish Sheriffs 
Office
TBA, Baton Rouge City Police 
Department 
Mark Shaw, Captain, LSU Police 
Department
10:45-11:00 BREAK N/A
11:00-12:30 Video Viewine & 
Discussion: Men. Sex & 
Rape (ABC news special 
hosted by Peter Jennings)
Luoluo Hong, M.P.H., Wellness 
Education Coordinator, LSU Student 
Health Center
12:30-1:00 LUNCH N/A
1:00-1:45 Discussion: Men and 
Women As Partners in 
Prevention
Representatives from the LSU Women's 
Center
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Time Topic Facilitator/Speaker
1:45-2:45 Discussion: Defining 
Manhood, Defining 
Masculinity — Who are 
the Real Men?
•  Stereotypes o f Men
•  Homophobia
•  Traps o f Machismo
Eric Murphy, M.S., Wellness Education 
Coordinator, LSU Student Health 
Center
2:45-3:15 Addressing the Needs of 
Victims o f Violence
Bernard Atkinson, PhD ., Clinical 
Director, LSU Mental Health Service 
Karen Fembaugh, M.S.W.
3:15-3:30 BREAK N/A
3:30-5:00 Skills-Buildine: Conflict 
Resolution, Self-Defense 
and Male Assertiveness
Steve Robichaux, 4th Degree Black Belt 
in Sho-to-Kan, Associate Professor in 
Department o f Public Management,
LSU and Advisor, LSU Karate Club
5:00-6:30 Forum: Black Men, 
White Men — Finding 
Common Ground
Philip W. Bennett, PhD., Director, 
Habit Break
6:30-7:00 Closing & Dinner Where 
Do We Go From Here?
& Evaluations
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Appendix G: EDUC 2000 Course Syllabus
EDUC 2000 (section 04)
Special Topics in Education: Peer Education 
Methodologies in Wellness
Louisiana State University, College of Education
Instructor: Luoluo Hong, M.P.H.




Office Hours: Available by appointment Monday through Friday, 9:00 AM -
4:00 PM.
Prerequisite: Permission of the course instructor is required.
Meeting Time: Tuesdays, 4:30 - 7:30 PM (3.0 credit hours)
Location: 127 Tureaud Hall
Course Description: The purpose of this course is to prepare students to becom e
effective peer educators in any number of campus settings; 
this course is ideal for peer health educators (e.g., Sexual 
Health Advocates, Student Initiatives of the LSU Alliance, Men 
Against Violence, Students Teaching About Respect end  
Tolerance, etc.), resident assistants. LSU Ambassadors, student 
organization officers, and other informal and formal student 
leaders who are responsible for programming. Students will 
becom e knowledgeable about the peer education model 
and  will participate in the process of planning, implementing 
and evaluating cutturally-sensitive educational programs for 
their peers. A number of pedagogical techniques, behavior 
change paradigms, and m edia formats will be considered. 
Additionally, the student will learn a  variety of presentation 
styles and group facilitation skills, and address issues such as 
confidentiality, boundary-setting and paraprofessionalism.
Course Objectives: Upon completion of this course, students are expected to
have achieved the following learning outcomes:
(1) Know the eight com ponents of the wellness model and
how they are interrelated;
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(2) Demonstrate an understanding of how one's personal 
experiences, health behaviors, and background can  
affect his or her role as a  peer educator;
(3) Know the advantages and disadvantages of peer 
education;
(4) Com pare and contrast the various peer education 
models;
(5) Develop a  substantial knowledge base in one primary 
content area selected from the following:
•  sexual health, including HIV/AIDS, sexually 
transmitted diseases, safer sex. abstinence, 
communication and negotiation skills, and 
decision-making
•  reproductive health, including healthy sexual 
development, contraceptive methods, breast 
self-exam, and testicular self-exam
•  alcohol, tobacco  and  other drug prevention, 
including physiological/psychological effects of 
substance abuse, refusal skills, and resisting peer 
pressure
•  stress m anagem ent, including relaxation 
techniques, time m anagem ent tips and 
cognitive restructuring
•  eating disorders prevention, including healthful 
eating and exercise, positive body im age and 
related sociocultural issues
•  violence prevention, including assertiveness, 
fighting reduction, self-defense, sexual assault 
and  domestic violence awareness, hate crimes, 
conflict resolution, anger m anagem ent and 
heatthy relationships
•  diversity training to reduce sexism, racism, 
homophobia and other forms of intolerance 
and oppression.
(6) Know the advantages and disadvantages of various 
models of behavior change, and understand their 
application in educational programming;
(7) Plan, implement and evaluate culturally sensitive 
educational interventions for peers, utilizing multimedia 
venues;
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(8) Demonstrate a  flexible repertoire of pedagogical 
methods (e.g., communication skills, presentation 
styles, group facilitation skills, etc.) that can be adapted 
on the basis of audience characteristics and needs;
(9) Demonstrate cultural com petencies (i.e., increased 
knowledge about various cultures, greater appreciation 
of multiculturalism, and  improved ability to 
com m unicate effectively within various cultures); and
(10) Demonstrate effective peer intervention skills, including 
problem identification, confrontation skills, and referral 
to appropriate on- and off-campus resources.
Required Readings: All required reading assignments can  b e  purchased at the LSU
Union Bookstore as a  three-hole punched packet entitled 
Concepts & Content In Peer Health Education: A Guide for 
College Students. There is no textbook for this course. Other 
assigned readings will be distributed in class as needed.
Requirements: Students will b e  required to com plete a  variety of assignments
to maximize the self-analysis and learning process in the 
following six categories:
(1) Peer Education Program. [30% of the final grade)
Students will plan, conduct and evaluate a  peer 
education program in a  specified content area. This 
project will be com pleted by groups of 2-3 students. 
Programs (ranging from 30-45 minutes in length) will be 
presented to classmates a t the end of the semester. 
Students will be required to conduct their own research 
for this program; however, students will m eet with the 
course instructor on an on-going basis for guidance on 
this project. For purposes of grading, each student 
group must submit the following items:
(a) detailed program outline, following the format 
provided in the class reading packet;
(b) program evaluations completed by the 
audience members (form will be provided by 
the instructor in the class reading packet);
(c) a  detailed, written self-crttique of the program 
from each  group m em ber (form will be 
provided by the instructor in the class reading 
packet);
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(d) examples of handouts and/or activities used; and
(e) bibliography (It Is suggested that students use 
APA style; handbook Is available a t the LSU Union 
Bookstore).
Grading will be  based on the accuracy of information 
provided, creativity, educational relevance of 
interactive activity, appeal to peers, participant end self 
evaluations, and overall quality of presentation.
(2) Class Participation. (20% of the final grade)
Class sessions have been designed to foster a  high 
level of interaction between students. This type of 
learning is difficult to make up. Because much of the 
course material is cumulative in nature, it will b e  
beneficial for students to attend all classes. Students 
are  required to complete all assigned readings and are 
expected to contribute actively in class discussions and 
activities; “active contribution' is defined as sharing 
personal views and perceptions, as well as listening 
respectfully to classmates.
Five points will be marked off the class participation 
grade for each  unexcused absence from class. For 
an absence to be excused, the student must contact 
the Instructor a t least one day In advance of the 
class that will be missed. Acceptable excuses 
Include family emergency. Illness, regularly 
scheduled exam for another class, etc.
(3) Midterm Examination. [15% of the final grade)
An in-class midterm examination covering the readings, 
assignments, lectures and class discussions will b e  
administered. The exam will consist of multiple choice 
and  short answer questions, and will cover material 
from the first half of the semester (health content 
areas). Students are expected to supply their own “blue 
book' (available at the LSU Union Bookstore).
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(4) Final Examination. [15% of the final grade)
An In-class final examination covering the readings, 
assignments, lectures and class discussions will be  
administered. The exam will consist of multiple choice, 
short answer and  essciy questions. It will b e  cumulative 
in nature, although emphasis will b e  placed on 
material from the second half of the semester (Issues of 
methodology, theory and practice). Again, students 
are expected to supply their own "blue book.'
(5) Reaction Papers. [15% of the final grade)
Each week, students are expected to write a  one- to 
two-page reaction paper (typed, double-spaced, 1 “ 
margins top/bottom and left/right) documenting the 
learning process -  their insights and struggles relative to 
the week's readings, class discussion and  activities. The 
paper is not simply a  journal; it is an  opportunity for 
students to critically analyze and apply concepts and 
content learned both In and out of class. Each paper 
must b e  d a ted  and signed. Papers for the previous 
week will b e  collected a t the beginning of e a c h  class 
meeting.
(6) Self-Learning Book. (5% of the final grade)
At the end of the course, students will b e  expected to 
submit a  "Self-Learning Book" in a  three-ring binder (two- 
inch size suggested). After grading, all books will be 
returned to students for future reference. This book will
consist of:
(a) all class notes and readings;
(b) in-class activities;
(c) homework assignments;
(d) program outlines (drafts and final versions);
(©) reaction papers;
m bibliographies; and
(g) other relevant course materials.
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Course Evaluation: Final grades will be  based on the students perform ance on
the midterm and final examinations, the group project, 
completion of the reaction papers, submission of the "Seif- 
Leaming Book/ and ciass attendance and  participation. 
Grades will b e  weighted on the following basis:







Students will b e  given opportunities to earn extra credit for 
special assignments throughout the semester.
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Special Topics In Education:
Peer Education Methodologies in Wellness
Spring 1998 Syllabus
Course Overview
•  Course Description and Objectives
•  Course Requirements and Grading
•  Reading Assignments
The Wellness Model
What is Peer Education?
•  Relationship with Health Education
•  History of Peer Education
•  Pros and Cons of Peer Education
•  Peer Education Models
Required Reading:
The Student Wellness Model (pp. 59-60)
What Is Peer Education? (pp. 15-17)
Defining Health Education (pp. 3-4)
What Exactly Are Students Doing? (A Quick Reference Guide 
to College Health Statistics) (pp. 61 -65)
Alcohol. Tobacco and Other Drug Prevention Strategies
•  Physiological Effects of Substances
•  Relationship to Other Health Problems
•  Recognizing Addiction/Dependency
•  Changing Campus Culture
Required Reading:
Campus Party Survival Guide (Conducting Workshops On 
Alcohol Abuse) (pp. 77-109)
Tobacco Cessation (pp. 110-117)
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Abuse of Drugs Other Than Alcohol (pp. 118-148)
Steroid Abuse (pp. 149-150)
Gambling: The Drugless Addiction (pp. 151 -153)
Effective Sexual Health Education
•  Values-Based Sex Education
•  HIV/AIDS
•  Sexually Transmitted Diseases
•  Safer Sex
•  Negotiating Abstinence
•  Sexual Decision-Making
Required Reading:
HIV and Other Sexually Transmitted Diseases (pp. 192-207) 
Safer Sex (pp. 208-220 
Safer Sex Menu (pp. 221 -225)
Not For Men Only (pp. 236-239)
Effective Reproductive Health Education
•  Contraceptive Methods
•  Breast Self-Exam
•  Testicular Self-Exam
•  Abortion Laws in Louisiana
Required Reading:
Reproductive Health (pp. 226-235)
SUBMIT NAMES OF GROUP MEMBERS. TOPIC & TIME FOR 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM IN WRITING
Exploring Campus Violence Issues
•  The Violence Continuum
•  Incidence and Prevalence
•  Types of Violence (e.g., Fighting, Couples 
Violence, Sexual Assault, Hate Crimes)
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Educational Strategies for Reducing Violence
•  RefTaming Masculinity and Femininity
•  Conflict Resolution
•  Anger Management
•  Challenging Media Images
Required Reading:
“The Date That Lasts a  Lifetime..." (Conducting Workshops on 
Acquaintance & Date Rape] (pp. 154-166)
From Virgin to Whore: Fighting Back Against M edia Images of 
Sexuality (pp. 167-179)
From Words to Weapons, From Booze to Brawls (Conducting 
Workshops on Mate Violence) (pp. 180-186)
Karate As A Means of Self-Defense by Steve Robichaux. 
yondan (pp. 187-191)
MARDI GRAS HOLIDAY
Effective Body Image Education an d  Eating Disorders 
Awareness
•  Positive Body Image
•  Signs/Symptoms of Eating Disorders
•  Epidemiology of Eating Disorders
•  Eating Disorders Intervention
Required Reading:
Beautiful Bodies, Beautiful Souls: Redefining the Way We Look 
In the Mirror (Conducting Programs on Eating Disorders) (pp. 
240-249)
National Nutrition & Fitness Guidelines (pp. 250-256)
Cardiovascular Disease (pp. 257-259)
Video: Slim Hopes by Jean Kilbourne
MIDTERM EXAMINATION IN CLASS FROM 4:40 - 5:30 PM 
Cultural C om petence (Part I)
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March 17
•  Beyond Diversity and Multiculturallsm
•  Defining the "-Isms"
•  The Cultural Com petence Model
•  Using Inclusive Language
•  Advocacy
•  Understanding Gays. Lesbians and Bisexuals; 
Addressing Homophobia
Required Reading:
Developing Cultural Competence (pp. 35-41)
Using Culturally Inclusive Language (pp.31 -34)
Important Definitions In Diversity Education (pp. 260-261) 
Combating Homophobia (pp. 266-272)
Video: Ellen (ABC, 30 April 1997 episode).
Models of Behavior Change




•  Role of the Paraprofessional
Required Reading:
Selected Behaviordl Theories (pp. 5-12)
Peer Education: A Contrast In Paradigms (pp. 18-22) 
PRECEDE Model (Health Education Planning) (pp. 13-14) 
Nuts-n-Bofts of Conducting a  Successful Program (pp. 50-51) 
Basic Workshop Outline (pp. 52-56).
Protecting Confidentiality (pp. 46-49)
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SUBMIT PRELIMINARY PROGRAM OUTLINE FOR FEEDBACK 
Communication a n d  Group Facilitation Skills 
Required Reading:
Facilitating Effective Peer Education Programs (pp. 23-30) 
Active Listening Skills for the Peer Educator (pp. 42-45)
Cultural C om petence (Part II)
•  Diversity Power
•  Understanding Sex, Race and Ethnicity; 
Addresssing Sexism and Racism
•  Strategies for Fostering Tolerance and Respect
Required Reading:
Increasing "Diversity Power" (pp. 262-265)
Bridging Racial and Cultural Difference (pp. 273-278)
Stress M anagem ent for the Peer Educator
Peer Intervention Skills
•  Problem Identification
•  Confrontation Skills
•  Referral
•  On- and  Off-Campus Resources for Student Life 
Issues
Required Reading:
Stress Management for the Peer Educator (pp. 279-303)
Peer Intervention Strategies: When Someone You Care About 
Needs Help (pp. 304-307)
PEER EDUCATION PROGRAMS
4:30 - 5:30 PM
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5:30 - 6:30 PM 





PEER EDUCATION PROGRAMS fCONTINUEDl
4:30 - 5:30 PM 
5:30 - 6:30 PM 
6:30 - 7:30 PM
PEER EDUCATION PROGRAMS fCONTINUEDl
4:30 - 5:30 PM 
5:30 - 6:30 PM 
6:30 - 7:30 PM
SELF-LEARNING BOOK AND PEER EDUCATION PROGRAM 
MATERIALS DUE AT 8:00 PM IN ROOM 127 TUREAUD HALL AT THE 
BEGINNING OF FINAL EXAM PERIOD
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Vita
Luoluo Hong received her bachelor o f arts degree in psychology from Amherst 
College in 1990, and her degree o f Master o f Public Health from Yale University in 1992. 
She will receive the degree ofD octor ofPhilosophy from Louisiana State University at Baton 
Rouge in December o f 1998. At the LSU Student Health Center, she served as Wellness 
Education Coordinator from 1992-1998 and is now Assistant Director. Luoluo has advised 
the peer advocacy organization Men Against Violence since its founding in April, 1995. In 
addition, she teaches two courses in the College o f Education.
Luoluo is chair o f  the American College Health Association’s Task Force on Campus 
Violence, and 1998-1999 chair o f the Association’s Health Education Section. She is the 
author o f a chapter in the upcoming book, Sex. Violence and Campus Activism: The Civil 
Rights Movement o f  the 90s (Villari & Gold, in press). As a health promotion consultant, 
Luoluo has been invited to conduct programming at numerous colleges and universities. She 
was the keynote speaker at the 1996 Southeastern Panhellenic Conference in Atlanta, 
Georgia, and keynote speaker at the 1998 Kappa Alpha Theta National Convention in Dallas, 
Texas.
Originally from Baltimore, Maryland, Luoluo now resides in Baton Rouge with her 
fiancee’ Christopher J. Aamodt, a cocker spaniel named Toby, and five cats: Mozart, 
Leonides, Whitney, Aiwa and Bacchus. Her parents are Mansan Hong of Anaheim, 
California, and Yuchin Chan ofPhoenix, Arizona. Luoluo is the eldest o f three: sister Annann 
resides in Chicago, Illinois, while brother Leexan lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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July  8 ,  1998
Luoluo Hong
Educational Leadership and Research
Redefining Babes,  Booze and Brawls: Men
Against  Vio lence  — Towards a New Masculinity
Appro^
Major Professor and
Dean of ite School
EXAMINING COMMITTEE:
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